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The vast majority of studies of educational change are contextualised within 
the school. This is a new qualitative multi-level study of the interaction of the 
school with its LEA and government and the current changes to the structure 
of the education system. A number of LEAs have changed, or have plans to 
change, the age of transfer at which pupils move from primary to secondary 
school. The eGect is to dismantle three-tier systems, i.e. Grst, middle and 
secondary schools; and to replace them with a two-tier system of primary and 
secondary schools. This represents the abolition of middle schools in those 
LEAs. 

Principal access for the research was at Chief Education Officer level, with 
headteachers, governors and parents also targeted. Some pupil interviews were 
possible. Research data was collected in these interviews and through 
documentary evidence gathered &om both study areas, and &om any LEA 
which had formally considered change. The quality of the data was ensured by 
encouraging participants to comment upon and check the accuracy of their 
contributions. Analysis was achieved by the constant comparative method. 

In 1970, Birley wondered how far age of transfer was a national issue, and 
how far a matter for local discretion. The evidence of this research would 
suggest that it has the appearance of a local discretionary matter, but, in reality, 
enormous pressure is applied through government direct action or its agencies. 
This study concludes that the relationship between LEA and the government is 
ambiguous; that LEA planning can be thwarted by cross-cutting aspects of 
legislation - what may be called "bureaucratic bolt-holes'; that changing the age 
of transfer &om 12 or 13 back to 11 is demonstrably unnecessary on purely 
educational grounds; and that the tensions between choice and economy 
contributed to the decline of the middle school. 
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Case Study have been guaranteed anonymity. Similarly, 
where an individual has been quoted in the analysis that 
contribution has been coded. Data coding is after 
MAYKUT, P. and MOREHOUSE, R (1994). 



Chapter 1 

Setting the Scene 
Change is now ubiquitous, persistent and non-linear: 
this is the chronic condition in which we live, making 

for a world that is increasingly complex with the 
unpredictable becoming a normal part of experience. 

(Ransom, 1994) 

Have we witnessed the rise of the middle school, only to become spectators at 

its fall? Why are some Local Education Authorities (LEAs) seemingly forced 

to change their school system? Why are some LEAs apparently immune to the 

tremors of change? And what do those involved, think, feel and know about it 

all? The aims of this research are to unpack the rationale behind a major 

structural change in the education service, and in so doing to explore the 

perceptions of those involved. To this purpose, the research has been 

conducted in two distinct and geographically distant areas of England, and 

Education OfRcers, headteachers, some governors and some parents and 

children have been interviewed. 

The objectives of the Arst chapter may be summarised as putting the research 

into context by explaining the current changes to the structure of the education 

system. A number of LEAs have, for example, changed the age of transfer at 

which pupils move S-om primary to secondaiy school. The effect is to 

dismantle three-tier systems, i.e. Grst, middle and secondaiy schools; and to 

replace them with a two-tier system of primary and secondary schools. This 

represents the abolition of middle schools in those LEAs. Conversely, some 

LEAs have not found it necessary to make such profound changes. Why do 

they Gnd the arguments insufRciently persuasive? Lastly, the aim is to dissect 

the arguments by delineating the political, economic and curricular forces that 

are the basis for changing the age of transfer, and both the developing costs of 

surplus accommodation and the adjustment needed for schools to address the 

key stages of the National Curriculum. 

In describing the ramifications of substantial educational change, the chapter 

Grst discusses incremental and radical change; the one more easily assimilated 

and the other a major reorganisation. The causes of this particular change, in 

the age of transfer, are examined. The means of assessing surplus capacity are 



deSned, and the mis-match of the key stages of the National Curriculum with 

first and middle school organisation is explained. Both root causes have 

implications for stafGng. Some LEAs have yet to decide whether to change or 

not to accommodate the new framework for education. A few defend the 

middle school system eloquently. A description of the study areas within the 

research is completed with a statement on the latest position within three 

LEAs, one of them being one of the study areas. 

Educational change has always been with us. Some people manage much better 

than others. There are schools. Heads, and even individual staS" members, who 

know how to view, cope with and manage change. Such schools or staff are 

included in a growing body of evidence, and, indeed, a growing argument that 

schools can make a diSerence even under trying conditions (FuUan, 1993). 

This researcher's credentials are a teaching and administration background 

over thirty years, with the most recent appointment as headteacher of a middle 

school in the Home counties. That middle school no longer exists - it has been 

transformed by its amalgamation with the neighbouring Grst school and by 

reason of a change in the age of transfer has become a 5 - 11 Primary School. 

The researcher's present role is that of an inspector of primary schools. 

Observations of attitudes and motivation during primary school inspections 

conGrm the wide variety of response by teachers and management to changes 

in curriculum, the review of curriculum content by Bearing (1993), and even to 

the present system of inspections! Clearly, some cope better than others. 

TMCfgweMW c/zoMge 

Incremental changes are gradual and additional, rather than a disturbance to 

the fundamental basis of a school, or, indeed, any other type of organisation. 

They are managed well partly because they are manifested in the internal life of 

the schools. Organisationally, it is usually possible to accommodate changes 

that are incremental - a new curriculum built onto the remnants of the old, 

discarding old texts in favour of new, possibly multimedia, resources. Even 

stafT changes have, up to now, been incremental as typrGed by the comment of 

a Deputy Chief Education OfBcer (DEO) in Coventry: fo Mow, we've 

waẑ eĉ ybr o»e q/" /Ae AeoOk /eove or reAre' (Haigh, 1993). Retirement of 

one and the recruitment of a new, young teacher in his/her place has been 

regarded as normal, in the natural course of things. Changes in the government 

of schools - increased representation of parents, increased powers of 

governors' committees, specially finances - are all incremental. They are 'home-



grown' versions of each school's response to national legislation, sometimes 

distilled through committees of the LEA. Some have coped better than others. 

The raison d'etre of this multi-level study is current changes that cannot be 

regarded as incremental or internal to the schools. Indeed, these changes aSect 

the very existence of categories of schools that no longer seem, in the view of 

national bodies like the Audit Commission or local education committees, to 

meet the requirements of curricular efBciency or of cost-eGectiveness. The 

panorama of schooling has changed shape. This is a new morphology, the 

development of new, diSerent schools supplanting the old. This is not a 

mechanical model. Changing the age of transfer was organic, with each change 

aSected by the last change in a connected way. Morphologically, schools 

changed &om one kind of organisation to another; teachers found their careers 

enhanced or diverted, even obstructed; and LEAs reorganised their 

administration to take all this into account. This study asks a number of basic 

questions which fbcus on the general factors influencing a broad policy 

decision such as the change in the age of transfer. What perceptions are there 

of the pressure(s) that caused the decision to change? How did the consultative 

process aSect the opinions/perceptions of those consulted? What perceptions 

exist of the management of the change? What beneGts were thought to accrue? 

What perceptions exist of the cost of the change? It is hoped that such 

perceptions illuminate, //z/e/' the processes of educational change. 

On the face of it, some LEAs with first and middle school systems are 

arbitrarily changing the age of transfer - the age at which primary school 

children transfer to secondary schools. The effects of switching the age of 

transfer &om 12+ or 13+ back to 11+ are far-reaching and flmdamentally alter 

the pattern of school provision. LEAs state that their principal aim is to 

improve educational opportunities. They admit that Gnancial considerations 

play a part in their proposals for change; those financial and educational 

considerations often complement each other - as, for example, in the question 

of the problems being experienced by very small sixth forms, or the improved 

continuity in an all-through primary school. The changes to the education 

system are on a grand scale, largely unnoticed at national level. Local papers, 

however, have picked up the most immediate community concerns of'schools 

under threat'. 



The picture in those areas where m^or changes have occurred or are under 

way, suggests that four things have happened or are happening, though 

sometimes more than one features in the same LEA, or even in the same 

school. By making separate infant and junior schools into all-through primaries 

there are savings made on stafBng costs of about f40 - 50,000 annually per 

school. In Coventry, there are no single stage primary schools left. Secondly, 

against a background of acute community concern, Warwickshire, for example, 

has two hundred schools aSected by a 'signrGcant' proposal involving closure, 

amalgamation or change of character (Rogers, 1994). Leeds has closed 166 

schools and opened 142 new ones. Surrey's two-phase adjustment from 

transfer at 12 involved four hundred schools. Ealing has reduced the number of 

primary schools &om 97 to 79. Doncaster is phasing out both its 9 -13 and its 

8 - 1 2 schools (Haigh, op. cit.). In all such examples the middle schools are 

disappearing. Thirdly, at secondary level, many schools have lost their sixth-

forms to tertiary or sixth-form colleges. The final group of Stockport's high 

schools received no sixth-form entrants in September 1993. Lastly, straight 

closures, specially of small primaries, have continued for some years now. 

cAawgYMg fAg age q/" 

If changing the age of transfer is not arbitrary. &om where is the pressure to 

change ? There are seemingly two root causes - falling rolls and the National 

Curriculum. Looking at them separately is artificial because they are, in many 

ways, inextricably connected. It will, however, make clearer their effects if 

each one is dealt with on its own. A m^or survey of middle schools (HMI, 

1983) came to the conclusion that they would be hard pressed to o8er 

appropriate specialist provision as pupil numbers fell. Reorganisation of the 

education service by any local authority was presaged by the Education Act 

1980, Section 12, which was further explained and articulated by Circular 3/87. 

This created the expectation that LEAs would make 'appropriate consultation' 

with parents, teachers and other staf^ governors and other interested parties. 

Time and suScient information had to be given to permit inteUigent 

consideration of, and response to, the issues involved. 

The Audit Commission's 1986 report 

argued that, 

Zoca/ ecA/coAoM we m gewe/a/ MO/ reorgoMMyMg 
/me wf/A a TMO/zey 

10 



zTzaf OM /gocAmg M 6emgdevo^ecif ô /MmMAzmmg... 
6Mz/d/»g.; oW ^eac/;mg 'g/Mp(y 

At the end of 1990, the Commission's report &?/;oo/ 

f mWJ70M recognised that, 

7%ĝ awgworA^ w/fAm w/A/cA A&4.$ ẑ Ae//" ro/g M 
6of/? co/?̂ /e% awf AozwdoMf... M)»ĝ Ae/ê ĵ  a 
co/MpeZ/mg aĉ oM âcÂ /e jw/pW capac/(K fo re/ecKe reâ cw/'cê  
wA/cA wg/"g pz(p;6' ê A/caAo/;. ^ /^wewW cAo/ce M 
zm//Ae(y woafe oz/f q/̂  ̂ Ae ;yyj:fg;M. 

It also addressed two aspects of failing rolls - the resultant spare capacity in 

many schools, in both primary and secondary phases, and the associated 

problems of the 'small' school. Incidentally, and in possibly the most 

'educational' aspect of the Report, it referred to the other root problem - the 

National Curriculum. It listed five key attractions in transferring from a three-

tier to a two-tier system : 

^ /"g/Movef mMaAgMmeMf #"/?/(;/; a Âree-̂ yer /K%y m 
reWzoM fo f/ze Aey oW aggĵ  q / ^ y b r 
Mâ OMa/ CM/TVCMA/TM. 

^ /Y COM facA/g ca|pac//y m a// 
COM rê &cg Ao/Me-^o-j ;c /zoo/ybr o/dgr /)n/»a7y-age<^ 

Aecowĵ e /MfdWZe ĉAoo/y c07»/M0»/y â ervg w/akr 
câ c/wzeM^ wgfzy fAaw or aZWArowgA /̂ n/Moyy 
.ycAoo/̂  

^ can re/?70vg e:)̂ e/'/eMce(f Zy /M/aWk .yc/?oo6 
WfA m/Zy m a» q^T-c^/iaye /"OMge q/̂  

ĝacAmg ybr fAe/r jgco»d5ary-ageaf 

/way re/gâ ye wAoZe f̂Yg& 7990." 2.^ 

The influence of the Audit Commission is analysed below in Chapter 8. 

D^»mg ca;pacz(y 

Spare capacity, by whatever measure, is referred to as 'surplus places'. An 

LEA, in determining to change the age of transfer to eradicate surplus places, 

needs to agree how that surplus capacity is measured. In 1992, Warwickshire 

was inspected by its external auditors. Price Waterhouse, on behalf of the 

Audit Commission. Their survey revealed that, overall against the standard 

number capacity, they estimated that the LEA had approximately 19,000 

surplus places or around 20% of the school capacity. 

11 



The measure they used was indicated by a Department for Education (DFE) 

Circular 6/91, concerning the exchange of information between the FAS and 

local education authorities and the DFE. This stated that the capacity of 

schools should be recorded by what is known as the More Open Enrolment 

(MOE) or physical capacity method. Basically, this method of calculation had 

been used since 1988 to determine secondary school capacities and has been 

one of the factors taken into account in determining the standard number of 

primary schools since 1991. 

For pnmwy eve/y apace wA/cA coM 
arj; 

J O j w a / Z e r ra/a oW /orge/-
70,̂  /M. aZso 30 .yc/zooZ /za//.; ggweraZ c/rcw/â oM 

or ybr fgacA/wg q/" cA/Va&'gM lyzYA 
q/̂  gafz/caAoMa/ o/' ô w 

accor(&ZMCg w7//z /Ae yP,$7 &&câ OM roo/Mj; ĵ o (zy ô 
z/Mfz//fa6/e ybr gg/zgm/ ̂ eac/zz/zg cazz ejcc/z/akdl TTzerg ẑ  o6vzoz/j(x 

zzẑ e/preAẑ ow z/z /̂ze ap /̂zcafzozz q/" ̂ /zeâ g crẑ grza, wẑ /z regorff 
ô /̂ze Azyf cafego/y' (Warwickshire, 1994: Supporting Paper G). 

In order to bring some consistency to the assessment of capacity in all its 

primary schools, Warwickshire LEA discussed and agreed the calculation and 

interpretation with county schools and the Diocesan Authorities. 

Tzz ggAzera/, zY wa; aŷ yzz/zzec/ /Aaf a// ẑzza// ĝacAzzzg wgoa fzzorzzza//̂ ' 2J 
pzzpz/y or ^ a/zozz/c/ a!zj^cozzzz^ea^ca/cz/Wzozz ĵ /zozzÂ  

ôzzzg ^roc^ca/ wg(K. however, ô/zze fc/zoo/y /zaĉ  aporg 
roo/zza cz/rrgzzẑ ^ (/ĝ gyzoẐ gc/ Zy ẐAgzzz ow, gxwz^/g, Zy roo/zz, ^gfozzrcgf 
roo/zz a/zc/A/Mj:zc roozzz wAgrg //zgrg /zo p/zy^zca/ zzzzpgolzzzzgzzf fo f/zgzzz 
6gzzzg zzĵ gff ay ggwera/ ̂ gacAzzzg z/̂  ̂ /zgrg way a%t̂ czgzẑ  6̂ zzzazz(/ zzz f/zg 
/oca/z(K jy/zzzTor/y, roozzzf zzjgĉ  Zy, ybr gjcazẑ /g, Wzz/zZia/}' or 
r̂ĥ â g /zz/r̂ grzga Âozz/cf 6g cozz/ẑ gĉ  zzz /̂zg 6a9zc capaczY);, 6zzf /̂zoj;g zzzzrw/y 

c/ay^gf ̂ /zdle(/ 6y f/zg Z,&4 cazz 6g g%c/zz&kd TTzg A/OE c(;pacz(y z a / w 
^ zAg /zzzzTẑ gr q/̂  ĵ /a/g/zzg/ẑ ĝ  cAzA ĝ/z z/z z/zg fc/zoo/. C/gar/y, //zgrg 

cozzM 6g azzzzzza/ yZz/cfzzaAozẑ ' (?og.cẑ .y 

The standard number for a primary school was defined for Warwickshire LEA, 

and presumably for all other LEAs, as the highest of four measures: (i) the 

MOE/physical capacity divided by the number of age groups; (ii) the number of 

children on roll in May 1991 divided by the number of age groups; (iii) the 

most recent standard number published in a statutory notice for the school; (iv) 

the published admissions limit for the school in 1990/91. Schools had to admit 

at least up to their standard number and by agreement could exceed that. It 

12 



would appear that for a number of schools the standard number capacity was 

higher than the MOE one, and that the MOE capacity was 6equently lower 

than the classroom x 30 common-sense approach. Thus, if the character of a 

school changed, say through changing the age of transfer, then an opportunity 

would be created to realign standard numbers more closely with MOE capacity 

Ggures. 

... /Ae 

j:. wgwe fAaf jYaw&ycf a 
f/ze/r_/7oor area-dig/'zvgff CGg%zc/(y /MOA-g 

cofMc/c^ 
(Warwickshire, 1994:1, 4.2.2a). 

Yet others claimed to have no surplus places whatsoever. 

w/zow c/oji/re way ^cAoo/j 
/7m;g MO o r p / a c g j ; awe/ /)ro6/g/M /ay j'o/Me 
co/M6z»e6̂  a; p/vmong 

(Wf /Ae/r /w/M êr q/" p/iorcgf wcw/lof /McreoKg oiy a 
reW/ (ibid: 1,4.2.2b). 

The LEA's answer was to refer to its own objective to reduce surplus capacity 

in each area by at least 30%. Its proposals sought to achieve a "best 6t' between 

provision in each geographical area and the demand for places. The LEA 

explained that this could lead to the situations the schools describe because 

small capital projects at some schools would produce a more cost-effective 

system overall. 'TTzfâ  a owe/ 

pwewAz/ cAo/cg w / A / c A f A g wAo/g (ibid: loc. cit ). There were 

many more surplus places in the secondary phase than in the primary phase. 

Bringing down ±e age of transfer moves many pupils into the secondary sector 

thus reducing the pressure to look for surplus places there. It also makes it 

'gaMg/" fo r/c/ q/̂  owe/ wA/cA w 

przwa/y (Haigh, op. cit.). Reorganisation is often 

driven by straight economics; usually the removal of surplus places, as referred 

to above, and, in some cases, also the avoidance of charge-capping. The 

government White Paper 'Choice and Diversity" (HMSO, 1992b), was one of a 

number of pressures brought to bear on LEAs to remove surplus places, 

including the Education Act of 1993 and continuing correspondence between 

local authorities and the DFE. The White Paper of July 1992 stated. 

13 



Too mzfcA TMOMey m Ewg/oW OM j)Zace& 
7%f\y M ^ o » g awe/ wasYê / 7»OM ,̂ /MOM̂  wA/cA cwg/;̂  6e 
go/Mg /M̂ o .gcAoo/y/Ae 6eM^^ q/̂ ŵp/Zy (para. 1.59). 

In August 1992, the DFE corresponded with Warwickshire's CEO to ask for 

information, 

//? //zg receM/ Pcper, /Ae Govem/MeM/ coMCgmet/ a/ /̂ze 
A/gA /evg/ ^/acgj; qp^garf fo gjd /̂ w f/ze oW 
ĵ ecoMf̂ byy ĵ ec/oz-A 7 ĵ /zowZc/ ̂ /zgr^re 6g gra^^Z z/̂  ZM co»:M//6ẑ ;o/z wẑ A //zg 
rg/evazzf Dzocg^g^ ŷ M/Zzorz!)/ wozf/(f /ê  /zarvg f/zg ̂ //owz/zg z/̂ n?za/70z7 
z/z rgWzoM zẐ^ prz/zzoT}' ay%/ ̂ gcoMdbzy ^c/zoo/ ĵ rnvẑ zozz. 

(1:̂  Dĝ zzZ; q/"̂ /zg ŷ zẑ /zorzYx'̂ /̂azM rgorgozzẑ g zẑ /̂̂ mv̂ zozz owe/ 
//zg /ZMZM̂gr q/̂ /̂acgĵ  f/zâ  /̂zM wcw&̂  6g gipgcfg^/ rgzMovg. 

^ Dg/az7y q/̂  oz^ /̂ Zozzĵ  rgo/ga»/j:g /̂ /-ovzfzozz z/z /̂zg vo/zzzzAzz}' 
ĵ gĉ or oW ;̂ /zg /wzMAgf q/̂ Azcg^ ẑ Azj coM/of /̂ g/zzovg. 

(1:̂  y4ẑ  /"gayow wAy gxzĵ /zzzg j%f/y/zzf ̂ /acg.y coM/zô  jgzzjjA/y 6g 
rgZMOVgdl 

Dg/azZy z/z ygĵ gc^ q/̂  ̂ /zofg /̂ rz/zzaTy ĵ c/zooZf ̂ Z" w/zzc/z /zo rĝ z/m 
Afzy^yo r̂Agg/zzzzadlg (Warwickshire, 1994:1, 1.2.3). 

The DFE repeated the central tenet of its belief in a further letter to the CEO in 

September 1993, 

org MO dbzzÂ  aworg, f̂ /zg Govgz?zzzzg/z/ aÂ ac/zgĵ  a /zzg/z /̂ rzonYy 
g/ẑ zzn/zg //zâ  z7zg /gvg/ q/̂ fzz/pAzĵ  capacẑ y arcmĵ ^ /̂zg coz/zzAy ^ 
zzzzMZ7MZfg6̂  ẑzgcgĵ &a/}', Ârozzg/z /̂zg zẑ g q/̂ »gM/ ̂ wwgr̂  z/z ẑ /zg 799J 
ŷ c/ /o Mj%g dzrgc/zozzj fo Z/&4.;, azzâ  o/zcg ẑ  z\y gjAzA/zĵ /zgd̂  //zg Mgw fz/Wzzzg 
v4ggzfcy ybr &/zooZy (ibid: 1, 1.2.4). 

What were the new powers in the 1993 Act? The Secretary of State may, if he 

(sic) thinks local provision is excessive, direct the LEA, governors or Funding 

Agency as appropriate, within the Section 232, to make proposals to remedy 

the excess. The Minister may specify the timescale within which proposals 

should be made, and set out the principles against which they should be drawn 

up. Section 233 parallels Section 232 but deals with situations where provision 

is insufBcient. Through the authority of Section 234, where Section 232 is 

exercised and the time specrSed has expired, the Secretary of State may make 

his own proposals in such manner as may be prescribed. The LEA, governors. 

Further Education Funding Council (FEFC) and any ten or more local 

14 



government electors for the area, may object to the proposals within a period 

of one month 6-om the date of publication. There are further sections to 237, 

and all of them came into force on 1 April 1994. The statutory basis for the 

reorganisation of schools in Warwickshire has general relevance to both study 

areas and to the rest of the LEAs which decided to change the age of transfer. 

The paper is in Appendix D. 

Possible efficiency savings through the removal of surplus places is one of the 

factors which central government takes into account in deciding its view of 

LEAs' spending needs. From 1990, the DFE's reports on government 

expenditure plans have set annual targets of 100,000 to 120,000 places to be 

removed nationally, which were incorporated in the grant settlement. Through 

the DFE criteria for annual capital allocations and through its Education 

Standard Spending Assessment (SSA) system, it ensures that LEAs that fail to 

remove surplus places and pro-actively manage their provision of school places 

are penalised (Warwickshire, 1994: 1, 1.2.7). The chair of Warwickshire's 

education committee, John Airey, argues there is little choice. The county is 

faced with f4 million annual costs of carrying so many surplus places; the grim 

experience of cuts through three years' capping; an "unrealistic' SSA; a jB50 

million backlog of school repairs with the Government refusing funds because 

of surplus places. The coimty had made annual bids of jE12 million and been 

rewarded with just £2 million. In addition, they needed to get rid of half of the 

county's two hundred temporary classrooms (Rogers, op. cit ). The repairs that 

the county had hoped to Amd fell foul of the Govenmient's continued practice 

of giving a high priority to LEA bids for Annual Capital Guidelines (ACGs) 

which were linked to an absence of surplus places in an area or which 

facilitated the removal of surplus places. 

to: 
... o r z e w / z g r ... 

accowM/ a /wo-zM/Ze rodzM:; 
growfA area ybr aW /Aree 

/"g/Move j;zf7p/zfj^/)/acef'(ibid: 1, 1.2.8). 
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Government Ministers emphasised the message. TT/e Tf/Mga; of 14 March 1994 

reported the Secretary of State as saying that local authorities were wasting 

about f200 million a year on between 600,000 and 700,000 places that could 

be removed without limiting parental choice. The report went on, 

a; we// a; 
cZo.H/rê  (quoted in: Warwickshire, 1994: 1, 1.2.6). 

c/zoMge 

Most authorities, however, also cite educational criteria as reasons for 

changing the age of transfer. They claim improved continuity in an all-through 

primary school, or make the assumption that the age of transfer should line up 

with the break between the key stages of the National Curriculum, The 

National Curriculum was introduced in 1988 and is organised around four key 

stages, covering the ages: 5 to 7 years, 7 to 11 years, 11 to 14 years and 14 to 

16 years. The key stages 6t the m^ority position in the country for age of 

transfer, that is approximately 80% in England transfer at 7 and 11. Thus the 

assessment of children's progress and reporting to parents takes place at the 

end of their time in each school they attend. At the beginning of Key Stage 3, 

at age 11, schools are required to begin teaching children a Modem Foreign 

Language and more detailed programmes of study, for example, in Maths, 

Science, Technology and Music. 

But, for children in the two study areas (see below) the first year of Key Stage 

2 had taken place in the first school and the rest in the middle school; the first 

year of Key Stage 3 had taken place in the middle school and the rest in 

secondary school. So changing the age of transfer to 7 and 11 enabled transfer 

to match the beginning of a new key stage. It would, it was claimed, make it 

clearer to parents which school was responsible for their children's progress 

during each key stage. It would enable 11 year olds to start Key Stage 3 in 

secondary schools, which, it is said, are more likely to have the specialist 

teachers, accommodation and equipment that the programmes of study require. 

It would also give children a greater opportunity to learn a Grst foreign 

language other than French. This refers to the fact that most children enter 

secondary school after doing French for the first year of Key Stage 3 in their 

middle school. 
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A further consideration is the confused picture of diSerent ages of transfer 

between neighbouring counties. The DEO of LEA refers in Chapter 5, 

below, to parental manoeuvres on the county borders because they preferred 

the quality of education in secondary schools. Warwickshire, for example, 

experienced problems for parents and their children moving in and out of the 

county, 'losing' more 11-18 year olds than gaining them, because transfer ages 

diSered. The secondary schools in Warwickshire believed that a transfer age 

change to 11 would reduce the number of pupils going elsewhere and give 

them a better chance of educating local Warwickshire pupils. This, they said, 

would beneGt all schools educationally as well as Gnancially. 

Creating all-through primaries by amalgamating separate infant and junior 

schools, or Grst and middle schools, saves on staGBng costs - say, one head, 

one deputy and probably one secretary - to the tune of loAoM/ fJO.OOO 

pgr (Haigh, op. cit.). In the London Borough of Ealing they 

set themselves the task of changing Grst and middle schools into infants and 

juniors, and to amalgamate as many of these as possible into all-through 

primaries. The CEO, Michael Herman, pointed out that, simple as it sounds, 

the process, completed in the summer of 1994, took 6ve years. He emphasises 

that there were educational as well as financial and demographic reasons. 

/eve/. ^ ow/ /MfdW/e fogefAer we ge/ 

- OM JOO (ibid). 

It all sounds convincing. However, these are major structural changes 

involving hundreds of schools in any local authority area, and thousands of 

teachers. Careers are being abruptly curtailed as schools amalgamate or close, 

simply because jobs are in danger through reorganisation. It could not be 

assumed, for instance, that middle school teachers might want to transfer to 

secondary schools (C/1-44). The timing is difBcult. An accumulation of 

evidence indicates high levels of occupational stress in the teaching profession 

(Kyriacou, 1986). Teacher anxiety, particularly during the change, can result in 

an ineflfective school and staff may find it difficult to establish a positive 

teaching atmosphere. They may even feel isolated &om curriculum initiatives. 

How then will they react to more fundamental changes ? 
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Zy fAe ggMemZ ̂ 6 / /c wAo percg/vg 
/̂;g/M (M /ĝ ^ dg(&cafg6̂ a7%/ /ĝ ^ prq/gfjfoTKz/ (%)c/a/ TrgMdk 7 ,̂ 79^^. 

T̂ w/f/zgy, ̂ gacAgrf org oworg q/̂  f/?g ĵ grâ /̂ fgM̂  gr0j:/07? (̂ ^Agzr mf̂ Aonfy ovgr 
cM/dlrgM, .ya&zyy oW /̂ rojgpgcZĵ  /̂zg coMAm/cŵ  
dgwawdk (vpoM fAg/m //Mp/g/Mg/?f a wccg^jfow q/̂ »â oMa/ zm Aafzvĝ  wẑ A 
AA/g /rozMZMg WK/ /"ĝ ŷ /ĉ gĉ  rg ĉw/'cgf (Wilcockson, 1995:1^. 

There are few options available for teachers when their schools are aSected by 

changes. Fewer pupil numbers, amalgamation and, consequently, reduced 

stafBng entitlements, mean changes in personnel. Teachers have found 

themselves either confirmed on their own staff complement or forced to move 

to another school with vacancies; or, in the extreme, redundant (Rogers, 

1981). All grades have been afkcted. Heads and deputies have had the galling 

experience of Grst seeing their own jobs advertised in the national press, and 

then having to apply for them ! 7̂ '̂  Ag//. vg/y 66\yco»ggr̂ wg wAgM j/oM 

wp 7%g ZEy ŷgg j/ow owM o(A;g7"̂ ĵ g<i Tew /̂zg ĉAooZ 

go/Mg q/" (Ag /Ag cAz/airgM o M t / ( R o g e r s , 1994). Teacher 

unions and professional associations have been busy. 

CAoMgz/yg dg/»w%6 m Mggdk wg MÔ /zzMg Mgw/. E/T /̂qygr.y, /̂?g 
Z/&4 J, /Kfvg fo co/Mg ĝ/TM̂y //zgj;g cAoMggf ovgr /̂gor̂ . 
T̂ gggMf̂ /k", Aowgvgr, f̂Ag aAgrĝ f /Ag rg.gwMa6;Zf̂ g^ybr 

pwYf q/̂ fAg g/Tzp/oygr̂ y'̂ MĈ OM^ /?m;g 7/7 f/zg 
/gacAgr^ qpoyY^Aoa^g ZM Fb/wM ŵy &;/zoo/̂  ̂  wgrg g/z^/qygf/ aM<y 
/%zz(/ Zy Z&4̂ . Tw z/zg 7970^ /MOMy q/̂ zAofg j: g%̂ g/zd<g(y f/zg z/fg q/̂  'Cozf/z(y' 
co/zfracẐ ^ /o aZ/ow g/za6/g grgo/gr M̂g q/̂  rg<%)Zqyz?zg»f. T̂ gâ ZqyTMgM̂  

oMg ^c/zoo/ oMof/zgr way ĵ gg/z ay a /zzg/Zzoaf q/̂  ygdẑ frzAM/z/zg 
m OMg ĵ cAoo/ / o f / z g ĵ /zor̂ zggĵ  /̂zâ  gjczĵ gc/ g/̂ gw/zgrg. y4 worAa6/g 

fy^g/zz q/ rgd<̂ /qy/Mg/7/ a/Z/zm /̂z /?o/gM/zar/(y frmy/wa^czW/vz^A/a/ 
fgac/zgrJ /goaf, ŷggÂ  co/zzg fgn%$ wzf/z ẑAg c/zoMgy/zg ak/MOMdk z)z 
ĉ/zoo/.y, oW 6g/̂ gr Ẑ /zo/z o»g q/̂  ̂ /zg of/zgr c/zozcg^ ; //zg rgaArndbwcy q/" 

^/q^(D/NUT/3/ 

The powers of governors increased in the 1980s. The Education Reform Act, 

1988, placed in their hands the responsibility of deciding the number of staff 

needed at schools under local management schemes (LMS). The situation was 

complicated, however, by the fact that, for County schools, the employer 

remained the LEA. A much more complex relationship therefore now exists 

between LEA and the governors of an 'LEA' school. This relationship 

obviously has an effect upon decisions on, amongst other things, staffing, 

discipline and grievance procedures. The Education Reform Act, however, 

does not exist in isolation from other, sometimes crosscutting, i.e. conflicting. 
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pieces of legislation. Both LEA and governors have to abide by demands of̂  

for example. Employment Law, including the Employment Protection Act; 

Equal Opportunities legislation and Race Relations legislation. Decisions on 

stafBng have to take into account other aspects of legislation and, whilst 

almost anyone in the LEA is potentially vulnerable to redundancy, it is not an 

easy option unless it is on a voluntary basis. 

It is not, as one would imagine, the young teacher who is moving in or out. 

The older, the middle-aged, the more experienced and the more expensive 

teacher is often identified as a candidate for premature retirement and/or 

redundancy. Such packages have become commonplace. Change, however, is 

also associated with survival. In this 'turbulent environment' a teacher may 

underwrite their future security by being successful at change (Ball, 1987). 

Enthusiasm for, and commitment to, the innovation may ensure the teacher's 

continued association with the school. 

7b cAawge or fo cAoMgg.? 

If one accepts that changing the age of transfer in itself recognises the changed 

context of education, the economic and political pressure that constrains all 

public services and the pressure on available, scarce resources, does it mean 

that the change is inevitable ? One would think so. In some local authorities it 

is 'open season' on Grst schools and middle schools. 

It is possibly helpful to bring together two statements which provide a national 

context. The first is from an 'illustrative survey' of middle schools by the HMI 

in 1983, and the second from the OFSTED database in 1996. The former 

survey refers to eleven-year-olds, whilst the latter relates to ten-year-olds, but 

the overall picture presented remains valid. The OFSTED database figures 

were kindly provided by their Research Department and appear also in 

Appendix C. 

The illustrative survey of 1983 described the rapid expansion of middle 

schools. The first one opened in 1968 and by January 1983 there were 1,810, 

including 405 combined 5-12 schools. It explained the various age ranges of 

middle schools found in different LEAs, and that the 1964 Education Act 

decided that all schools fi"om which children transferred at 12 were deemed 

primary, while most schools fi-om which children transferred at 13 were 

deemed secondary. It then made the following statement: 
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Jom/o/y 79^3 fAe /wpz/y m 9-73 ĵ cAoo/ĵ  woA 
fAô e m &72 ŷcAoo/y 270, OJV; (%pmxz7Ma/g/y 22 /?gr ceŵ  q/" 

gZewM-iyear-o/dk m E/igA^A /MazM/a/Met/ ĵ c/zoo/y were m /̂7M q/̂ TM/̂ WZe 
ŷcAooZ. zTze Aggz/ZM/Mg q/̂ 79,̂ 3, /M/aWZe ĉAoo/y q/̂ OMg age rawgg or 

awô Aer were ybz/Mâ  m Zoca/ ecA/coAoM m/fAon^g^ (DES, 1983:1/ 

To show how far this national picture has been eroded by changes in the age of 

transfer, it was suggested ±at Ggures &om the OFSTED database be written in 

similar format. Thus: 

V/z JaMMo/y 7PP6 m/mAer q/yw//-̂ 7?ze m P-73 
woLg 733,797 m ,̂ -72 ̂ c/?oo/[y 72,^J7; qp^rojo/wa^e/y 70. J 
ĵ er ceM̂  q/̂  ̂ eM-̂ year-o/dk m E»g/M/z /MaWafMeâ  ̂ cAoo6 were /».yo/Me _̂ r/M 
q/̂ /Mf6&#e ^c/?oo/. f̂ Ae 6eg7MW»g q/̂  7PP6, /MzdW/e .ycAoo/y q/̂  OMe roMge or 
OMÔ Aer w e r e m 32 ZocaZ et&fcâ oM awf/zorzAê  (OFSTED, 199^. 

The change in the age of transfer was clearly of major signiGcance in that some 

seventeen LEAs transformed their three-tier system to the two-tier, primary 

system. The pupil population of middle schools was halved over this thirteen 

year period. The greatest reduction probably occurred in the 1990s, following 

the introduction of the National Curriculum. 

Contrarily, other local authorities also with first and middle school systems 

have afBrmed their commitment to the system and resolved to continue with a 

pattern that has served them well. There is such strong pressure to change the 

age of transfer, that only a handful of committed authorities may remain with 

middle schools, notably Northumberland and the Isle of Wight. Such 

authorities had reorganised their educational provision into a comprehensive 

three-tier system after Plowden (DES, 1967). Northumberland has a county 

council and six district councils. Its administrative structure was unchanged by 

the Local Government Commission, which in 1992-94 reviewed the structure 

of local government in England. It should not therefore be surprising that the 

Education Committee in 1995 set its face against upheaval and change in the 

county's schools. 

Northumberland's reorganisation had taken place between 1969 and 1983. 

They found that in many areas, being a rural county, existing capital stock 

could be easily adapted to the new system. In other areas appropriate capital 

expenditure was undertaken. The LEA believed that Plowden's arguments 

were educationally sound, including: 
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f/yg age rawge J A? or P /Aaw J fo ^ ar /wf/cA 
6g^er cAoMcg ̂ r̂ yowMg cA/Zo&'eM fo become _/M//x coM̂ dlsM̂  m 
fAg Aoa/ĉ  o/̂ ygGK&Mĝ  m/TM̂ er Z'^re ̂ zc/Mg a c/zwiĝ g q/̂  
ĵ cAoo/,' 
a we// orgoMf j:g(/ TM/dW/e ĵ cAoo/ /̂ rov/ck^ a» excg//gMf Anc^e 
6eAyge» fAg /More m êgyar̂ et/ A-gaAmeM̂  q/̂ j%^gcfj; m 
^c/zoo/̂  oW Âg wofg ji/^gcf-6(Mg(/ (^proacA A/gA ĉAoo/.y; 
f/kz/ Âe cAoMggĵ  oâ ôcfô gaf w/̂ A pwAgrfy oW gw/y 
oak/ĝ ycgMCg COM 6g /zowd/gf/ /Morg ĝ/?ĵ /̂ A;g/Y wAg/? a cAa/zgg q/̂  
fcAoo/ zĵ  /m/o/vg(/72, or 73, râ Agr /AoM 77; a»<̂  

/̂?a/ a /M/AW/g ^cAoo/ /̂ roWdle.y a» o/̂ ŵ/̂ aA/g ^ca/g 
oW j/zg W/A /M/w6g/"j q//)z<py7y ow^ wafcAg^ 
cAy/djTgM'iy ^ocW gfA/ca/zoMaZ Mgg(& /TM/cA Ag/fgr f/zoM Âg 
a6n(p^ AgAfggM .57»a// /)r;marx ĵ cAoo/ awe/ /ar̂ gg 
^gcoMdb/y^cAoo/. (C/8-3,4) 

7%g ̂ wMgworÂ  ybr gfA/caAo/z 

Since that time the &amework for education has changed dramatically, 

particularly as a result of the 1988 Education Reform Act and the introduction 

of the National Curriculum, already referred to above, and its associated key 

stage testing arrangements. Advocates of the middle school system argue that 

their system is probably better placed to meet children's needs in these new 

circumstances than ± e traditional two-tier system for a number of important 

reasons. Their reasoning and closely worked principles Snd expression in the 

committee papers of local authorities that are organised on the middle school 

system and are ready to defend it in the face of enormous pressure from central 

government. Their arguments run along the following lines. 

Firstly, a middle school system ensures that, since national curriculum testing 

will not occur at the end of an organisational phase of education, it cannot be 

misused as a selection device. With the government intent on introducing 

league tables at the end of Key Stage 2, when they judge the tests to be 

satisfactory, this must be a very real possibility. At whatever point in a school's 

life league tables appear they are naturally likely to influence parental choice 

but the edge will certainly be taken off the situation when the testing is one or 

two years away from the point of transfer. Given that the ostensible purpose of 

testing is diagnostic in relation to the needs of individual children, anything that 

mitigates the misuse of results must be an advantage. 

Secondly, because pupils will remain with their teachers for at least one year 

after the end of Key Stage 2, the diagnostic purpose of national curriculum 
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assessment can be fully developed. The chasm that has traditionally existed 

between primary and secondary schools in the two-tier system can only be 

deepened once it coincides with the move &om Key Stage 2 to Key Stage 3. 

The individual pupils' needs are much more likely to be addressed when they 

continue to attend the same school with the same stafF before and after key 

stage testing. 

Thirdly, because either one third or two thirds of the preparation for key stage 

3 assessment will take place in the middle school there is a powerful built-in 

incentive for liaison between tiers. This is vital in any educational system, given 

that any organisational device is just a way of making a continuous process 

more manageable. But in the traditional two-tier system the potential Snality of 

assessment at the end of Key Stage 2 is hkely to reduce liaison. Accordingly, 

SCAA (1996:17) has issued advice for promoting continuity between key 

stages. It places particular emphasis on concerns about the loss of momentum 

in pupils' progress between key stages. However, it acknowledges that where 

there are Grst, middle and high school arrangements in place, then pupils have 

beneSted in terms of progress from local agreements on curriculum coverage. 

Lastly, there is the intriguing question of children's attainment in years 5 and 6. 

Early results from the work of HMI, and OFSTED, seem to indicate that there 

is nationally something of a dip in pupils' performance at this crucial stage and 

it has fuelled suggestions that there should be increased specialisation for 

teachers in the upper end of traditional junior schools. In the middle school 

systems, of course, such pupils are in schools with more specialist facilities and 

more specialist staff than would otherwise be the case. Early evidence that this 

dip in pupil performance does not occur in middle school systems gives 

strength to the view that this is, educationally, the sounder approach to the 

education of these age groups (Northumberland, 1995). 

In a second Local Authority with middle schools the educational arguments 

surrounding the debate about change or the retention of the three-tier system 

has produced broadsheets that are of uncertain authorship (Leeds, 1986). 

Nevertheless, the strength of the argument is as good in favour of retaining 

middle schools as the earlier reasoning for changing. The paper is undated, but 

probably written in 1986. The writers say that, % //Ae/z a /o a 
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ro/g, oW rgdz/cgj: COMĈ ^ ô Merg/y AMzMmgy'. 

The metaphor is likely to have more applicability to the debate over the age of 

transfer, and the social and managerial phenomenon that signiSes its change 

(see below, pp 80-81). The writers describe the middle school as part of the 

continuous process of education, catering for the clearly defined academic, 

physical and social needs of children in the middle years. They draw evidence 

&om the HMI Report on 9-13 Middle Schools (1983), referred to above, to 

support their view that arguments, for at least a four-form entry to produce 

sufGcient teachers to deliver a full curricular diet, are erroneous. The report 

clearly states in Chapter 8:12 that it is only those schools with less than a 

three-form entry that are unlikely to be able to cover the curriculum 

adequately. 

The authors also look at the suggested desirability of specialist teaching and 

curriculum influence for children in the lower age ranges - 8+. They respond by 

claiming that the 4-11 school would not facilitate this because the question has 

far reaching implications for the size of schools. The small primary school, the 

m^ority of which would be less than two-form entry and some even less than 

one-6)rm entry, would not generate the structure or promotional points to 

attract specialist teachers. Consequently the very subjects that it is claimed are 

at risk in the middle schools, i.e. Modem Languages, Craft, Design and 

Technology, Home Economics, Computer Studies and Science would be in 

very real danger of disappearing completely &om the primary school 

curriculum. The writers demand to know what evidence there is that pupils of 

smaller middle schools are at an educational disadvantage in these subjects. On 

the contrary, they say, the evidence of exam results at 16+, does not indicate 

any falling educational standards. One of the major strengths of the middle 

school, they claim, is that it successfully facilitates the smooth and almost 

imperceptible transition from primary school theory and methodology, and 

above all ethos, to those of the high school. The HMI Report (ibid) states that 

they Am/g fAg (Ag/r groKA/or/ pAmge/ 

rgar/ /̂ o/gM/zaZ 6gM^^/b/- a / / ( C h a p t e r 8:20). This could only be 

achieved, and my own experience conSrms this, by a vast amount of work on 

curriculum and pastoral liaison. 

A change of school often provides a stimulus to many children and gives a 

G-esh start to a child who is experiencing problems in a school in any tier. 
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Where children change school at 11+ there is a sudden and dramatic change in 

size of school, teaching style and ethos, which is potentially more likely to 

aGect children adversely. There are also disadvantages inherent in the differing 

maturity and attitudes between children of 4 and 11 and 16+; they are not 

homogeneous groups. The writers point out that much of the work done in 

primary schools is of an integrated nature. Where children transfer at 8 or 9 it 

would seem, to them, that there is more chance of this being maintained to an 

age beyond 11+, since teaching methods are geared to dovetail into primary 

school and then evolve towards high school. Where transfer is at 11+, bearing 

in mind the subject/exam oriented curriculum of the high school, there is less 

chance of this approach being maintained. 

The quality of pastoral care in middle schools is well documented in the HMI 

Report. Good pastoral care was found in schools of varying sizes and settings, 

varying &om afQuent neighbourhoods to areas of considerable social 

disadvantage (Chapter 4:8). T/z a// 

AgAov/oz/T' w o i y g o o a f or ve/}; gcwxZ ge/Km/ 

e T M e r g e c f w a ; ( y o r d i z r / ) / ... wAere 

' (Chapter 4:2). Much of this glowing picture 

is a result of the ability of the middle school to provide continuous pastoral 

care for its pupils on a class basis, as weU as at Year Group Tutor level and 

above. Children feel at home and responsible - their ^ofz^ve way 

z//zf.y/ra/e6/ wary /Aey ztyec/ ̂ /ze . y / z w e c f ^ A e z r 

q / " / z w z d Z z M g ggrz/̂ /Tze/ẑ  wzf/ f/ze 

w/z/c/z f/z6ry were /o (Chapter 4:4). The writers Gnish 

their paper with phrases such as fzzzze', and [/"Mof 

in describing the process of consultation and deliberation over the 

question of reorganisation (Leeds, op . cit ). 

The issues raised by the process of changing the age of transfer were 

considered A)r the present research in relation to two local education 

authorities, f/zwao/z and , which were used as case studies, f Aorao/z is a 

Northern Metropolitan District, and a m^or market and commercial centre. It 

was the site of a Roman station with extensive iron and pottery works on the 

banks of a strong river. Thus it has had a long industrial history. The modem 

town is surrounded by a ring of villages that were once the basis of its 
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industrial economy, and now serve as dormitories for the workers in the newer 

occupations, f AoraoA is not quite a sprawling conurbation. It has organised its 

schools into pyramids - that is, in each area a number of primary schools 

clustered around the secondary school that forms the 'apex' of the pyramid. 

Thebes CE Primary School is in the south-west of the Metropolitan District. It 

stands on the site of a mediaeval chantry school which later became a Grammar 

School. Even later it was a charity school. The establishment changed through 

the 17th, 18th and 19th centuries, firstly as a National School in the Church 

yard, then as an Infant School in 1840. The Junior School Grst appeared on the 

present site in 1864, The modem buildings now in evidence date from 1967 

and were purpose built to accommodate the First and Middle School system 

then being introduced. Minimal structural work has been necessary to achieve 

an amalgamation of the two schools into what is now, after changing the age of 

transfer, the Primary School. The second study school in f AaraoA is Zwxor 

Middle School in the north-east. This is a two-storey, purpose built Middle 

School dating &om 1966/67. It has sixteen classrooms, a library, hall and a 

gymnasium. It has the usual ofBces and services. It is built on the same site as 

the High School to which its pupils mostly transfer. 

is an English county. It has often been called a county of contrasts 

providing easy access to Greater London and a quick escape route into rural 

tranquillity. In contrast to the Metropolitan District, it has a looser system of 

primary schools that may send their pupils to one, two or more secondary 

schools. The first study school is in the north-east of OoA: and is A. Trgg CE 

Primary School. This is of ancient origin. It is now a single storey building 

dating &om 1966 which replaced an earlier school that was 6rst opened in 

1871 and enlarged in 1903. The church has been cormected with the provision 

of a school in the village since at least 1725 and possibly as early as 1684. The 

modem building is a Voluntary Aided CE Primary school for pupils aged 4 to 

7. Two other study schools in are Grant Maintained. They are 

Primary School (GM) also in the north-east, and Zeq/" Junior School (GM) in 

the south-west of the county. Junior school opened in 1968 and was 

reorganised in the 1970s as a Middle school with some building extension and 

adaptation work done then. It has now reverted to a Junior school but with 

Grant Maintained status. 
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77?g 

So we come full circle. Even as this research is written up, two local 

authorities have run into problems with either the Education Secretary or the 

FAS (The Funding Agency for Schools). Firstly, Oa*, one of the study areas, is 

competing with the FAS to win the contract to build a new secondary school in 

the centre of the County. It is the view of the FAS that there is a growing 

demand for places. The FAS is proposing a grant-maintained school, like the 

other secondary schools in this part of The County Council being the 

LEA has put forward proposals for a County school. The Secretary of State is 

now considering which proposal to approve. The FAS gave a broad outline of 

its plans for the new GM school in a leaflet distributed locally in late 1995. Of 

the 680 replies, 559 supported the establishment of the new GM school. The 

Funding Agency therefore believes the development to be in the best interests 

of the community. At least 7 of its 15 governors will be parents. The rest will 

be teachers and members of the local community, including business 

representatives. Although the Agency is involved with the initial development 

of the school plans, it will, it explains, 'fade into the background' once the 

governing body and headteacher are appointed. 

Secondly, Buckinghamshire has made great eSbrts to fit the new post-Dearing 

National Curriculum into the middle school system. Advisors and teachers set 

about planning a curriculum for Years 3 and 7. 'They wanted the curriculum to 

be transferable to other years and avoided writing detailed schemes of work for 

every subject because this would be going over the top and take away 

flexibility. They agreed with SCAA that /Kzvg a p/oM 

gacA (Frost, 1995). 

Buckinghamshire has gone a long way towards showing how this trick can be 

brought ofT, Ironically, it is likely that the county will revert to an 11-plus 

transfer system in the near future. The immediate issue is the position of grant 

maintained secondary schools vyithin LEAs contemplating changing the age of 

transfer, and the attitude of the Secretary of State to requests by those GM 

schools to unilaterally lower the age of transfer 6om 12 to 11. For example, 

the Education Secretary has received applications from two GM secondary 

schools in Warwickshire. The county believes, 

... zY Z o c a Z . y A c w M / e W m co-
aW /MWMgzMg a c/KZMgg m Aavg 
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acAoM /MamAz/Mecf ĵ cAoo/̂  (Warwickshire, 
1993a: 10). 

The Secretary of State has just ruled (September 1995) that a Buckinghamshire 

Grant-Maintained school can lower its entry age &om 12 to 11+ 6om 

September 1997. This ruling follows closely a similar statement by the 

Secretary of State, that some schools in Slough in the neighbouring county of 

Berkshire could lower their transfer age to 11 from September 1996. Both 

Slough and Buckinghamshire, which were in the same local education authority 

until the last local government reorganisation in 1974, have a middle school 

system with transfers at 12. In the opinion of the County's education chairman, 

this decision wiH cause 'or 

An education committee agenda paper says, rea/ 

Mw/gjiy w/fA //J /Ae 

planned and orderly cAowge, f/zew W// oMf/ (Z/w/'dg/'/y 

q/parg/y/a/cAo/cg'. David Whitehead, under-secretary for 

education at the Association of County Councils, said Buckinghamshire's 

situation we've 

eo&fcayyoM aw/ w OM, }'ow 

crea/e cAaoj'' (Spencer, 1995). Buckinghamshire's hand has been forced - it has 

announced a change in the age of transfer (September 1997). Bradford and 

Oxford are considering reorganisation (November 1997). Similarly, 

Northampton, Newcastle and West Sussex are all reviewing their middle 

school structure (January, 1998). 

Summary and Comment 

This research is concerned with the culture and management of educational 

change. It is almost entirely focused on the interface between the Local 

Authority and the schools, and draws upon the perceptions of the principal 

actors. There are three key questions; "What do those actors in this m^or 

reorganisation called 'Age of Transfer' think, feel and know of the reasons 

given for the change ? What sort of'Gt' do their perceptions make with the 

organisational agenda and rationale of LEAs for change ? What do they tell us 

about the management of change ? The methodology is a qualitative multi-

level study of change. It draws on evidence &om multiple sources, ranging 

from LEA documents couched in simple, sometimes iconic language, to the 
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testimony of headteachers, sometimes in support and sometimes in opposition 

to County plans 6)r reorganisation, but always using more subtly eloquent 

arguments. Within the overarching theme of the management of educational 

change, three sub-themes were considered. The first two are ideology and 

legitimacy, both 'precarious' (Hargreaves 1980:83) and 'critical' (Lynch, 1980) 

for middle schools. The third is rationality, especially in relation to educational, 

economic and political forces which, as described above, are the three sets of 

forces which affect policy processes. The sub-themes are not of equal weight, 

either in data or analysis, but their interaction will shed light on issues such as 

leadership, the allocation of resources on the one hand, and inevitability, 

inequity and pragmatism on the other. 

The next chapter is a review of the literature surrounding the development of 

the middle school and its contemporary influences, especially Plowden. The 

Plowden Report (DES, 1967) was the cradle of middle schools. It was the 

progenitor of the 8-12 model, while the 9-13 version was called the West 

Riding or Clegg model. Clearly, LEAs were prime movers in the development 

of middle schools, to the extent of'pushing' government to make any necessary 

changes to the law. Because LEAs are now dismantling middle schools, it is 

necessary to show either that some of the same conditions exist today, or that 

there have been fundamental changes which necessitate changing the age of 

transf^. This dilemma is at the heart of the next chapter which reviews the 

enormous influence of Plowden. 

Because this research may represent, for some at least, the rise and fall of the 

middle school, the literature base covers its origins amid the clamour for 

comprehensive education, and the latest reforms of local management and the 

National Curriculum which may have had some influence on its partial demise. 
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Chapter 2 

The Rise of the Middle School 
The edge of chaos is a good place to be in a constantly changing world 

because &om there you can always explore the patterns of order 
that are available ... What you do not want is to get stuck 

in one particular state of order. 
(Barber, 1994) 

Chapter 2 unwraps part of the literature base of the research, by charting the 

origins and development of the middle school and examining the contemporary 

influences. These include the Education Acts &om 1902 and the various State 

papers and Reports, such as Hadow (1926), and Plowden (DES, 1967). The 

relationship between LEAs and the government of the day was clearly 

ambiguous. How, otherwise, could they so successfully influence central 

powers to allow the development of an educational 'experiment'? Or were they, 

in fact, unknowing partners in an 'administrative convenience'? For either 

reason, or both, the middle school was born. 

The objectives of Chapter 2 include looking back to Plowden as a prime 

influence on the creation of middle schools. There is a review of the legislation 

that both preceded and followed Plowden, The Plowden principles are 

identiBed and compared with the issues of today, seeking to show their 

continued relevance. The contribution of educational psychologists such as 

Piaget and Vygotsky are discussed. The influence and methods of the primary 

school as a major justifying theme for the middle school are discussed, as are 

the arguments over the 'correct' age of transfer, and the problems associated 

with a(^usting to secondary school. Larger classes and larger schools are 

identiEed as a modem problem that dates back to a Plowden principle; then it 

was secondary, now it's primary schools. Lastly, there is a review of the 

literature on middle schools, which is bound up with discussion of transition 

between one phase of schooling and the next. The educational arguments 

found in various LEA papers have provided an additional perspective on the 

ideology of the middle school. Overall, this chapter provides background 

material for this study. 

As middle schools close in many areas for whatever reasons, there is no talk of 
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a 'failed experiment'. Reese Edwards (1972) was able to describe the fledgling 

middle school as an experiment. Moreover, he asserted that it was very much 

the outcome o f administrative convenience'. Burrows (1978) described factors 

accounting for the emergence of middle schools which were remarkably 

diverse in response to local needs rather than, for instance, the constraints of 

buildings and catchment areas as they differ between LEAs. Brian Gorwood 

(1973) made a spirited defence of middle schools in his commentary on Reese 

Edwards' (op.cit.) claim that middle schools were experimental. Gorwood 

describes the curriculum as more rational and workable, the flexibility of 

organisation and the gentler approach towards rigorous, disciplined study. The 

headteacher of Zeo/Middle in OoA: made a career move (as described above, 

Chapter 6, pi30) to the middle school system because he thought the Junior 

school approach was wrong and its curriculum was weak and lacked direction. 

He agreed that he had modified his concerns with the advent of the National 

Curriculum. There is unanimity in the view that the middle school was, as 

Boscobel, the adviser/inspector in OaA:, puts it, la reacAoM m /'/owdgw'. Some 

governors in Warwickshire sent in written responses to the LEA during the 

consultation period. 

f/ze age q/" w/Me /MfdWk oW 

were a m we 
(Ae acAzeve/Mew^ J/Mce //iy crea/zoM m */?e 7970 .̂ 
a Ae/gÂ eMecf mfwe/ze^(y ̂ Ae weê fybr goot/ Z/a/wM 6eAyee» pAayej q/ 

(Warwickshire, 1994, 1 4.2.1). 

Freeland (1973), in a discussion about the origins of the middle schools in 

Southampton, states they 'ca?; Z'e fee/? aiy a 6&yec/ /Ae 

77?e Z,eg7fZâ ve Ongiw q/̂  /Ae A/zaW/e 

The Education Committee of Northumberland considered a paper (1995) 

indicating that the origins of the middle school can be traced in a number of 

disparate strands. The Education Acts of 1902 and 1918, and the Hadow 

Reports of 1926 and 1931 together provided a seed-bed of ideas about the 

appropriate age of transfer. Firstly, the Education Act of 1902 provided for the 

transfer of pupils at 11 and 12+ between primary and the new forms of 

secondary school that it had created. Secondary schools were required to 

provide a four-year course. It set the school leaving age at fourteen. Galton ef 
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a/. (1980) believed that this Act fbrshadowed the proposals which followed in 

the Hadow Report, (see below). Blyth (1980:21-22) summarises some of the 

main interpretations. Secondly, 

.ygcoMdbyy .gcAoo/f,' and thirdly, ^c/zoo/ /gorv/Mg 

age zM /Ae 7P7&' It was in the 1926 Hadow 

Report that the oft-quoted hyperbole appeared which claimed that there was 'a 

Adk m fAe The Report gave ofRcial 

approval to ± e transfer arrangements which had settled on the age of eleven. 

Hadow advocated transfer to secondary schools for all, based on the premise 

that children attend an infant school, followed by a four year junior school. It 

also approved the setting up of a four year modem school with a leaving age of 

Gfleen, for those whose transfer did not take them to one of the grammar or 

secondary schools. These proposals were accepted but the trans&r ages 

suggested by them were not universally adopted. Galton gf a/, (op. cit:32) 

believed t h a t A e r e woiy (Ag /go/ o/Vgzw q / " o r //yg 

(AvmoM pr/wa/}' o w f / B u t this distinction 

was not drawn, in any legal sense, until the Education Act of 1944. Even when 

the Act made a clear distinction between primary pupils and secondary pupils, 

the debate on age of transfer continued. Examples of transfer at other ages 

quoted then included: technical schools, which admitted pupils transferred at 

thirteen until this was rectiGed by the Spens Report of 1938 and the Education 

Act of 1944; most boys' independent schools which are fed by eight to thirteen 

preparatory schools. The la#er case is true today. Accelerated promotion for 

gifted pupils into secondary education was possible after 1948. Some LEAs 

argued that other countries had difkrent transfer ages. Scotland, among many 

examples, transferred at age twelve. Whilst LEAs actively debated the age of 

transfer, the idea of middle schools grew exponentially. Their development 

reveals that they grew out of the strained relationship between central and local 

government, especially after 1964. The school leaving age was raised to 

sixteen years. The pressure of educational theories concerning the most 

appropriate age of transfer mingled with the need to reorganise on 

comprehensive lines. On top of that there was an expanding school population. 

Taylor and Garson (1982:1) observe that, 

wary mcAmgybn&'wcf fArowgA Aoc 
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7776 agg 

The Crowther Committee in 1959 had asked if all comprehensive schools must 

cover the years 11 to 18. Its Report saw the possibility of these years being 

divided between two schools, thus reducing each by two or three age groups 

(Clegg, 1980:40). However, no real action on age of transfer was apparent 

until the Leicestershire Plan. Stewart Mason, the CEO, shaped his plan to 

avoid the worst drawbacks of selection, without either abolishing grammar 

schools or establishing monster comprehensive schools. He introduced a two-

tier secondary system of eleven-Gfteen high schools and fburteen-eighteen 

grammar schools, with voluntary transfer from the Grst to the second. For the 

first time, other LEAs could see that transfer ages were, like Easter, a 

moveable feast and that middle schools could be an educational possibility for 

an organisational problem - how, for instance, to go comprehensive. 

evgM over 77-7^ 
//(zvg cff/cW (Hargreaves, 1986:36). 

The Newsom Committee, which had followed Crowther in 1963, had to 

consider the education between the ages of 13 and 16 of pupils of average and 

less than average ability. It did not make spectGc recommendations about the 

age range of middle schools (Clegg, op.cit:41). But why ages 13 to 16? Was 

this tacit acknowledgement of a transfer age other than eleven? LEAs began 

to make the running; began to probe the question in the age of transfer debate, 

and the most prominent among them was West Riding of Yorkshire. The 

essence of its prominence was the CEO, Sir Alec Clegg, who aimed to 

introduce, for carefully chosen areas of the LEA, a five-nine, nine-thirteen, 

thirteen to eighteen scheme. '7%/ĵ  ybr A/Mg 

The Leicestershire Plan, likewise, owed its importance to its 

architect, the CEO Stewart Mason. John Newsom chaired a committee in 1963 

whose report fuelled speculation about a transfer age other than eleven. All of 

this occurred in the year or more before the advent of a Labour Government 

committed to the extension of comprehensive schooling. Under LEA pressure 

the new government looked at the idea of the middle school. To put such a 

plan into e@ect, the education acts would need to be amended. WUliam 



Alexander opposed the idea of middle schools through the early part of 1964, 

indeed until the Education Act became law (Kogan, 1971). The Education Act 

of 1964 secured ofGcial blessing to the middle school as a form of educational 

organisation. The new Labour Government launched its plan to establish 

comprehensive secondary schools across England in 1965. Local authorities 

were told to submit reorganisation plans by mid-1966. When Government Gles 

were opened this year, under the thirty-year rule, it was discovered that, 

Mr. ... m a /Mg/MO fo ... 
77 MO /oMger gomg (TES, 1997). 

It remitted the idea of the three-tier system, and the whole question of ages of 

transfer to the Central Advisory Council (England) under the chairmanship of 

Lady Plowden. It was pressure from LEAs that subsequently caused Circular 

10/65 to remove the restriction on the number of middle school proposals 

(Birley, 1970:97). 

The Central Advisory Council (England) was asked to consider the age of 

transfer speciScally during its inquiry into primary e d u c a t i o n , q / 

mc/wdzMg m/dWZg .gcAoo/y faMig cAf P 73, 

/Ag ArgoA: 77' (Maclure, 1988). The report, the Plowden Report 

of 1967, gave every encouragement to the appearance of middle schools, and it 

was inextricably responsible for both 8-12 and 9-13 forms. The 

Northumberland Committee paper went on to say that in many places they 

provided, in terms of existing building stock, a convenient means to the 

abolition of selection. In a paper composed by Boas and others, it is claimed 

that theoretically they were underpinned, at least in their 8-12 form, by the 

Plowden recommendation, supported by the research of such psychologists as 

Inhelder and Piaget (1958), that a break at 12 years was to be preferred 

because of children's progression through identifiable developmental stages. 

The arguments in &vour of 12 rather than 13 were not made absolutely clear 

by the Plowden Committee, but a possible bearing could have been the 

existence of a Chairman to the 'ages and stages' working party, Harold Tunn, 

who was ex-CEO of ShefBeld, one of the Grst LEAs to introduce 8-12 middle 

schools (Bryan, 1980b:64). Unsurprisingly, the Plowden Committee 

recommended that such a three tier system should be established nationally. 
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The advent of the middle school owes much to the drive of remarkable 

educationists leading their local authorities. Bush a/. (1983:21), make the 

judgement that, 

/̂ rorĉ cg, /maAzMg a o/? fAefr 
ZE/4 oMff Mô oMaZ/y. 7%e gjfa6Zẑ A/Mg»/ q/"vz/&7ge co//egef m 
CaTMAr/a^gj^A/re7930^: /fem/y A^rr^; ̂ /ec 
C/egg /̂ /oMegrgff Mew/ coZ/ege^ ga&fcâ oM, /?z/dWe ĵ c/zooZs oW 
co/»pgMfafo7y eak/cô oM (Aĵ oKA'aM/aggf̂  m /Ae fFgj;/ ̂ a&Mg; m 
Zye/cê ĝr̂ A/rg a wove/ q/̂ m (̂%&/cy»g Âe Ico/T r̂eAeMjjvg /?/7MC /̂e' 
m/o êcoMckpy edz/ca^ow cA/g /o Agifw/A/iigoM,' JbA/z AW-jro/?; q/̂  
//er^r^&Ayre M perAap̂ y 6ej^ AwowM repor̂ j; q/̂ Ae 
co/MW/V̂ ggj q^w/?/cA /?g cAa//waM. 

Today, it is still the LEAs that debate the age of transfer through their varying 

responses to government pressure - some determined to keep their three-tier 

system with its Srst, middle and secondary schools, and others choosing to 

revert to a two-tier system and in doing so abolishing their middle schools. 

f/owdeM'iy prmc/pZe^ 

It is possibly helpfW to react to the original 6ve principles set out in the Report 

of January, 1967, if only to understand better why the Education Committee in 

on 2 July 1992, said that f/owdeM Aay 6eg/7 ovez-̂ aAeM'. These cover 

evidence arising from the study of child development and psychology; the 

extension of the influence of the methods and attitudes of the junior school; a 

view that the transfer age of eleven is too early; an attempt to inhibit the 

readiness of many pupils in the third form who opt out of much for which 

schooling stands, and, lastly, the need to find some way of moderating the 

pressure on stafT and facilities in larger and larger secondary schools (Schools 

Council, 1969:5). 

f/aggf 

Firstly, a consideration of evidence arising &om the study of child development 

and psychology must start with Piaget (1896 - 1980). The following 'thumbnail' 

description of the legacy of Piaget and Vygotsky owes much to an article by 

Al&ey and David (1996), in which they neatly compare their theories with 

modern practice. Piaget's work with Inhelder (Inhelder and Piaget, 1958) and 

(Piaget and Inhelder, 1969) and others, on many aspects of children's cognitive 

development and logical thought &om birth to adulthood, underpins the 
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intellectual aspects of the Report. As part of his theory of developmental 

stages, Piaget argued that the child's view of the world is egocentric until about 

the age of seven. 

Today we believe children are trying to 'make sense' of experiences, so 

education should be rooted in first-hand exploration and activity. Piaget's ideas 

about the stages of child development perfectly matched the claims being made 

for the provision of middle schools. What was to be called 'the middle years of 

childhood' constitute a period when most children move from the concrete 

stage of operations to formal conceptual and abstract logical thought. If this 

formal operational stage is complete by about the age of Gfteen (Neumark, 

1996), does this provide a sufScient justiScation for a three-tier system of 

schooling? 

f Mevgy /o awy age, 

zmevg/y/y m weoy - ybr /Aiy/oMce, Ziy 

Mgver vorzeff 0?%;̂  (%y progre 

(Neumark, 1996). 

It is because of the influence of contemporaries of Piaget, and later educational 

psychologists, that we question the rigidity of Piaget's deSned stages. Today 

we feel that children need to explore and manipulate materials as well as being 

taught, when dealing with new concepts. We believe that, through the teacher's 

planned intervention, children can be helped towards greater understanding. 

Piaget likened children's active involvement with the world around them to that 

of'lone scientists'. Today we believe that children struggle to make sense of 

things which may appear contradictory, and in doing so, improve 

understanding. 

Unlike Piaget, Lev Vygotsky (1896 - 1934) stressed the importance of the 

transactional context in which learning takes place and the interaction of the 

learner with his peers and teachers. He was particularly interested in how 

children use language to turn an external event into an internal process. 

Oz/r ove/- Pzagef"iy; // 
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/McrgcKg w/zeM c A / M } y A / c A 
co/zyczcMWMĝ :; re/7gc^o» (Vygotsky, op. cit: 133). 

Children often talk themselves through a problem, frequently directing 

themselves aloud before carrying out an action. Today we value classroom talk 

and group interaction in problem-solving. He described a 'zone of proximal 

development' - the gap between what a child can do by independent problem-

solving and the level the child might achieve through problem solving; as 

Al&ey and David (op. cit.) yeWvmg cogwrAve with the support of an 

interested adult. This idea underpins our notions of formative assessment and 

working &om 'where the child is'. The teacher, taking a facilitating role, has to 

present the child with situations and problems that are right on the edge of the 

child's current understanding. They must be familiar enough to engender 

confidence, so that the child will feel able to 'talk through' a new problem. 

Vygotsky and Piaget have increased our understanding of how children learn 

through active experience, through interaction with other children, and adults, 

through talk as a catalyst for learning and through the teacher, intervening at 

the child's learning threshold. Jerome Bruner, bom 1915, was influenced by 

Piaget and Vygotsky. He reasons (Bruner, 1966), that children learn more in a 

structured environment than unguided discovery alone, leading to the current 

concept of the teacher's 'scaffolding' learning; that children need to revisit key 

ideas &om time to time, and in increasingly sophisticated ways; and that 

children can be taught any subject at any age if it is presented in a way which 

'makes sense' to them in the light of their earlier experiences. Jerome Bruner 

points out that both Piaget and Vygotsky were a product of the political and 

cultural climate in which they lived. Piaget's focus on the lone child as 

experimenter" links with Western individualism. Vygotskys 'child in a social 

context' seems to be a product of the collective system of the former USSR. 

Both were Europeans. 

Susan Isaacs (1930 and 1932) is another influential figure who was able to 

correspond with Piaget and who came to advocate play as the key mode of 

learning for younger children. Early years teachers today may adopt a 

Vygotskian style of teaching 'alongside' a child during play. Neumark (op . cit.) 

asks 'But where does this kind of stage related teaching stand now?' She quotes 

David Woolf, headteacher of Snape Primary School in Suffolk, who notices 
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that a student teacher who recently trained at his school knew nothing of 

Piaget. 

Secondly, the great debate, about the educational value likely to accrue jG-om 

extending the influence of the methods and attitudes of the Junior school, is 

well documented by Clegg (op. cit.). He observes that at that time primary 

schools of the informal variety were flourishing (e.g. Prior Weston in London). 

In his opinion they were very good schools indeed and had received Plowden 

approval (ibid:41). Nevertheless, the point remained whether, in middle 

schools, enlightened primary ways were to work upwards, or whether the 

preparation for examinations so typical of the secondary stage was to work 

downwards and invade the middle school age range (ibid:43). Clegg reports 

the view of a grammar school head who 

^ /Ag o/yg fAg ̂ g^z/ /Ag a/ fA/r/gg/? 

r g j « Z / m ĝrw^ GCE /̂ZaAŵ ĝ y, 

wm/M MOf 6g aA/g '̂ gf af" cA/Zdy-gM q/'g/gvg» Afg/vg j/gw^̂  agg' 

(ibid: 42). This virtual ring fencing of the primary ethos but at a later age than 

generally the case was endorsed by the NUT (1964) and in the Plowden Report 

itself 

.y ̂ Ag /MfdWZg fo 6g a wgw /̂ mgrg^ f̂vg ̂ rcg yY dgvg/qp 

r̂̂ Âgr /Ag cz/rr/cz/Zzw?, /wgfAodk aW wA/cA g j o a / prĝ gM^ m yMMfor 

yMW yyyovg m/o wAof Mow rggar̂ akff CK ĝcoyyaky}' 

w/o/X; 6%/̂  ŷ  yyô  yyyovg Jo away /ojgj /Ag 6gĵ / 

/̂ nywoT}' gc&caAoyy wg ATfow ŷ  yycw (paras 383-384). 

The child-centred, progressive ideology of the primary school was a m^or 

justifying theme for its extension to the new middle school. Hargreaves (1980) 

explicates the extension model of the middle school, principally the 8-12 

version. 

Thirdly, there is the view that the age of eleven is too soon to fix educational 

decisions having considerable personal and social consequences (see above, 

p34). Boas (op.cit.) states that no matter what age pupils transfer to secondary 

school, problems of adjustment occur, and that in general there is a decreased 

level in academic performance accompanied by a decrease in motivation for 



many pupils in the first year after transfer. Birley (1970: 98) observes that there 

was 

W K / p r o A m g /ogre, /oMg 
Mevgr g/gvgM m fAg a a//pnj:/»g 
co/KgMM/̂  - a Wgr age, Ayg/ve or woz/M 6g 6eAer. 

Plowden (DES, 1967), justiGed this by saying cA/ZdSreM c/zanggj: 

icyYA a 6rgaAr gZevg» a 

m /gar»mg am/ OM a^Yz/ck fo ẑ . z/M-jg^o/Mczowf ̂ encx/ m wY, 

a&'awafzc /MOve/MgM̂  a/%/ wrzA/zg, g%a/K;p/e, /Moy fz/Z Aye/ve or f̂ A/r̂ geM'. 

Many children, too, at the top of the primary school develop confidence in 

devising experiments and using books in speciGc situations (often unrelated to 

'subject'). The Report argued that children's progress in these areas may be 

'ĵ Zowê / &IWM Zy ̂ re/nafMre OM ZAM̂ z/cfzoM, OKA/Zf 

oMc//̂ rec/aow m fecoMdb/y ^cAoo/y' and finds its arguments 

supported 'Ziy fAe q/'fzage^ oW ^Z/owgrĵ  OM fAe Zafe 

g/Tze/ggMcg q/̂ ^Ag/wwerĵ  //zcwgA/' (see above). Transfer at 11 was 

seen by many as a process of early selection with the 11+ examination 

(although it was a crude measure of ability) and early specialisation. 

Msbet and Entwistle (1969), after a m^or study in Aberdeen, Scotland, 

concluded that the rate of children's physical, emotional, intellectual and social 

development was so varied that there was no 'correct' age of transfer. They 

recommended that the years 9 to 13 should encounter a gradual change in the 

style of teaching because of the after effects of transfer. Such were their 

findings that Aberdeen decided to continue wi± their existing pattern of 

transfer at 12. They were infiuenced, for example, by the work of Bruner 

(op.cit.) on the differential effects of subject matter and teaching methods on 

conceptual development. In the same year, Taylor (1969) looked at the 'first 

principles' of Plowden and argued that the main evidence from child 

development and psychology suggests that, 

aZZ ^cAoo/z»g, zzô  OM()/ af 

a/ ZM Mon/za/ czrcK/M^̂ wzcê , zj a sine qua non q/̂  Zz/e zzz 
/̂zere ẑ  MOfAz/zg /zere /̂zâ  /̂ rovzdlef a zcyz/j^^ca/zo/z 

gJĉ ezzcAzzg f/ze yzzzzzor Zy ozze or Ayo)/ew.y. 



Nevertheless, wAoiye w/dW/e ĵ cAooZj; were g:;^ecfe(/ fo qpew m 

.Sl̂ /ewZ'e/' 7P70, ybr gxa/;^/g, ;S'(w/Aao /̂ow (̂ -72 ĵ c/?ooZy a»6/ 

^oc/Kik/e 70-73. )^f/6';/JJgx^A3MMgafP-7j'(DES, 1970). 

Spelman (1979), concluded that 6e/M/eĝ  

Âe o/;gwz/6aAowz/ aW eak/caZ/oMa/ (Â fCOM/z/w/Aej 

/way cowfe /7Ao6/e/Mf q/̂  WMOMg ce/YazM 

(Xpĝ y q/"cAf&̂ gM e/zf̂ er/wg ̂ ecoMd̂ aTy ecAfcaAo/z.' It is his concern that studies 

by Nlsbet and Entwistle (op. cit.) and Youngman and Lunzer (1977) indicate, 

... !'Aâ _KOM/?ger, /e&y /Mâ wre cAzA êw, fAojeTi'o/'A7/^-cA%&y Aarĉ oz/wdk, 
/Aô g qf a?mowĵ , wf̂ AdSrowmg or MOM-academzc may 

6e /mo^ af m co/wmg fo femM f/ze pAy^ca/ wff/ 
acoGk/M/c orgOMMoAoM q/" êcoMck/}' ĵ cAoo/ĵ , qp'p/'eAe/MfOM a6ow^ 
ŴK&zrdk (̂ ^c/zooAyor^ ejî eĉ eâ  m pn/Mwy peer-growp 

reAzzYoMjÂ ĵ  owf/ /orcÂ  q/^akz6f//^ /// reAz^o/zj/zipf M/fYA ^eacAerj are awoMg 
Âe /?ro67g/M.y /wojf co/»/oo»i^ ^ /̂zâ  mcreaKe(7 

Met/rô czaTM ̂ oge/Aer W/A a ĝ//<;oMcep̂  aW a akcrecKe m 
wô vaffOM 077(7 af̂ ozMTweM̂  6e wwoMg //ze T/zoâ ^ /zAeTy coM ê̂ gMce.; _/br 
/̂zô yg w / z o / o aĉ ẑ A (Spelman, op. cit:35) 

Spehnan draws the alternative picture; 

... Z/zaf/wpz6 w/zo we acade/wzca/Ty a67e, MOM-amczcŵ , wcza/Ty /zzâ Mrg wzĉ  
a/zz6zzY(ŵ , f/zofg w//zo ore gzve/z mo.*/ eMcowragewe/?̂  ^ Âezr ̂ %zre»/f, Âô e 
w/zo /zave '/za/z/raZTy m/̂ ô &'/z ̂ /ze/r /̂ ry/Ma/y fc/zoo/ eMvzroM/zzeM̂ j:' az%7 f/zô yg 
w/zo /zovê zvoMmA/g re/afzo» /̂z .̂y wzf/z //zezr feac/zer^ we ozzzoMg f/ze zzzoĵ ^ 
ZzÂgTy /o /MaAe o ^ccej^^/7 oK̂ z/ĵ ZzzzeMf .yecoMckfTy ĵ c/zoo/. (ibid., loc. cit.) 

Problems of pupil adjustment to secondary school overlap with, and lead us 

naturally to consider the fourth principle. 

Fourthly, the worry is expressed that many secondary pupils are ready to opt 

out of their third form; ready to opt out of much for which schooling stands. 

Ginsburg and Meyenn (1980), explore the nature and continuity of pupils' 

school experiences from age Gve to sixteen plus. They discuss the most 

appropriate age of transfer (±e third principle, above) and the perceived effect 

of the three tier system in ameliorating adjustment difficulties. They note how 

little agreement exists among teachers. For many, transfer occurs ideally when 

individual pupUs have acquired the skills and knowledge provided by one 
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school and have developed physically, cognitively and socially to the point 

where they are ready to cope with the demands of the next school. An upper 

school teacher observes, 

^ro6/e/M. wcwM Aove a^'ear q / " / A e wcwA/ 
co/Mg /zgAf (Ginsburg and Meyenn, op. cit:292). 

Another upper school teacher is of the opinion that, 

... a ve/y c&mgg... fro6/e/M.y m 
ĵ cAoo/:; rwM g/evew fo ĉ j/cwfr 

age (7.g. ÂzyZeg/̂ . / age q/̂  
f/zzr̂ ggM way deczdige/ z/poM m /̂?g ^/ace, zzz zcka /̂zree-̂ zgr 

... /'zM / z o ^ o w r c o z M g L y a// q/̂ ZAg/zz 6zẑ  zY 6&)gâ  f g W . . . 77z^ 
Am/gAzY ĵ gg, zAg z^oygOM z/z a ATZCW/Z g/zv/ro/z/zzg/ẑ . jb icAg/z 

/̂zey jYwf Agcozzzg adb/g ĉgzzf, /̂zey... Azzow w/zoẑ  f/zg g.ŷ a6/M/zzzzgMf z.y ZzAg 
/o Z'gco/zzg agazzzj/. fWz/A zAzr/gg;̂  /A^'vg go/ /o^/z(/ 
ozẑ  a zigw/ j;c/zoo() ow/ ^ /Ao/ ẑzzg /̂zgy'rg ggf̂ zzg ovgr /̂zâ  pm6/gzzz. 
(ibid., loc. cit.) 

In 1962, Clegg, as reported above (Chapter 2, pp32-33), was facing the 

problem of introducing comprehensive education to the West Riding. This was 

five years before Plowden, but he wondered if it could be achieved by creating 

middle schools. He thought it appropriate to consult with fiAeen leading 

headteachers, "the most notably gifted educationists'; 

TTzey /)ozM/g(̂  ow/ //zzz'/ggzz f/zg ogg (y ̂ azz^r zzz fAg pzfva/g fgc/or q/ 
gf&coAo/z, aW gzz /̂za$zfg(/ ̂ /zgzr cozzvzĉ ozz /Aa/ zzz oz^ .ygcozzdkzz}' ĵ c/zoo/ /̂zg 
yzr̂ yf ozzof .ygcoz%/);gw wg go^ /o ĝac/z owf ^Zayz/zg z/p' dbg^ /zof .y/ar/ wzẑ / 
//zg //zW}'gaz'. 77z6y â zTzzec/ ̂ /zâ  /zz«c/z q/̂  f/zg gzzgz^ w/zzc/zyozzzzgjfg/'ĵ  
dZ;!̂ /ar)/ af f/zzffggzz zzzzg/ẑ  6g Azz?zg(Z fo gocx;̂  accozzzz/ z/̂ f/zgz-g wa.y a 
c/zozzgg q/̂ ĉ/zooZ a/ f/zaf ̂ zzzg. (Clegg, op. cit: 41 -42) 

fzzpzZ d/jK Ĉ̂ OZZ 

Today, it is a matter of public concern still that many secondary pupils are 

disafkcted. The chief inspector of schools, Chris Woodhead, (TTzg Tz/zzĝ , 

6.3 .96), recently highlighted the poor school performance of boys, particularly 

white working-class boys. He was echoing the findings of an Equal 

Opportunities Commission report, (Arnot etal., 1996), that shows that by the 

age of seven girls perform better than boys in reading, writing and spelling. It 

also shows that the disparity widens at 11 and 14. Evans (1996) believes the 
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report to be Ico/wpZacgMf' and points to a survey carried out at the University of 

Keele (1994) in which it is revealed that the motivation for boys falls &om 

Year 8 onwards; that by Years 10 and 11 some forty per cent of pupils belong 

to three school groups; 

Aave or q/"pz/pzZy' 

Sir Ron Bearing, the government's chief curriculum adviser, has recommended 

to the Education and Employment Secretary, that some young people would 

be better motivated by vocational courses and work experience than 

mainstream schooling. Legally, they cannot leave school before the age of 16, 

but Bearing has concluded they could be 'semi-detached' from school, 

attending a further education college and taking part in work experience &om 

the age of 14. Labour-led local authorities see this as undermining 

comprehensive education (MacLeod, 1996:8). Sir Alfred Sherman (1996:4-5) 

has forthright views of this problem and is unequivocal in laying blame; 

age war... Zy 

&gf fAg/r Afg/zgr. ^ wAo wcwA//zovg 
TModk gcKxf (g:prg»^ggĵ  or yMM/orf 7̂ ^ rgfg/ẑ ĝ / 6g//^ ow 
Ayo fMorg^gwa^Zg^w/K wA/c/; wgrg zrrg/gvaMf oW oAovg fAg/r Agaak. 

He points to the enormous harm being done in addition to the waste of 

resources and distortion of statistics; 

yi/i'g/" Avô 'gW:; q/'/'g6gZ/;oM ĝ̂ ,̂ iWcAjMg Âgzr /fggZ; oMcZ ggAzMg 
frcwA/g, Âgfg a&)/ĝ cgM ĵ; wg corrg^^Mc/mg/y /Morg 

OMc/ socmZtse m/o f̂Ag worÂ Mg gMv/rowMgM̂ , ybr f̂Ag ovg/r/fAMg 
rgayoM fAa/ gar/y /ra/wmg m //fgracy oW w/Mgrocy /Kzcf gor/fgr 6ggM 
jacrz^cgaf o» zAg aAw w W ( S h e r m a n , 1996:4). 

Sir Ron Bearing's recommendations (above) are based on his major survey of 

pupils' attitudes. His snapshot of opinion among 11-16 year olds reveals a 

crisis of con5dence in classrooms. The pattern emerges of many young pupils 

steadily losing interest in their education as they go through secondary school. 

By the time they reach their crucial GCSE year, many are apparently bored by 

their work and disenchanted with their teachers, and do not want to stay on 
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(Whitehead, 1996). A Guardian leader (2 March, 1996) describes the two most 

serious educational challenges, in its view: disaSected 14-year-olds, and 

meeting the needs of the increasing number of non-academic children who now 

stay on beyond sixteen. 

The fifth area of concern for Plowden was the pressure on staff and facilities in 

larger and larger secondary schools. The Report expresses the need to find 

some way of moderating such pressure. The creation of a middle school, either 

8-12 or 9-13, would neatly remove a large section of the secondary schools' 

population, and thus reduce the apparent tensions. 

mvo/v^ oW vg/y jTMaZ/ roMgg q/" 
cMrrzcwAzrcAozĉ  (Hargreaves, 1986:41). 

Hence the charge that the middle school was bom out of administrative 

convenience. Today, our concern is with rising class sizes in primary schools 

and, therefore, larger and larger primaries. 

A/bre a pn/Ma/}' pwp/Zj; org m Tworg fAaw 
30 - aM mcreayg q/̂ /Morg PO,000 OM fAg/)/'gWo«^}'gw... 0 / a 

7,076,̂ 6^9 w/grg Azwg/z/ f/z cAiyfg.y q/"worg jO 
(7%g 1994:4). 

At the beginning of 1995 there were 1.15 million pupils in classes that 

exceeded 30 (Dean, 1995). The advice of Duncan Graham, former chairman 

and chief executive of the National Curriculum Council, speaking generally 

rather than speciGcally about middle schools, is that class sizes are getting too 

big for teachers to deliver the National Curriculum. '7%g go AeyoMcf 

30, greafgy 6gco/Mg..8^oW jJ / woz/W w/Aĝ Agr 

};o« rga//y wg ggfZzMg wry q/̂ vaA/g TWOMey'. (Personal communication, 

16 February 1998). He coupled this with the observation that if class numbers 

fall below 15, the same is true. 

The headteacher ofv4^/g GM Primary School, in admitted to being 

alarmed that admissions had to rise &om 40 to 60 Gve-year-olds in the Age of 

Transfer year. He explained that they had always been oversubscribed at the 
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40 level; say, 46, 47. They had always been admitted. When the standard 

admission number rose to 60, the school received 70 applications. Two were 

successful on appeal, so actual admissions totalled 62. 

77?g we gowe we OM (^96 
/wp/6 oWf/zg ... ... exA'a c&waroo/M. 

recgp ôM pro/MMecf fo go fo 60 
year 6ecmtye peopZe cowM we wcwZf/ 6e ôo /bryowMg 
c/zfWreM (T/HTi - 1/4). 

Parental opinion is clearly important. The head is presumably making promises 

to parents about class size. There is evidence (Young, 1997), that class sizes 

and levels of funding to schools are the two most important issues in education 

amongst teacher groups in the election. 

7%e q^earoMce /M/oW/e 

Classification of Middle Schools, 1971 
Age ran̂  Numbers 
8-12 Middle Schools deemed Primary 118 
9-13 Middle Schools deemed Secondary 147 

10-13 
11-13 Middle Schools deemed Secondary 46 
11-14 Middle Schools deemed Secondary 75 

Total 386 

Sources: 
DBS Statistics, Vol I, 1971 
DES Classification List of Comprehensive Schools, 1971 

Table 1( Benn, 1973). 

In January 1968 there were no middle schools in the United Kingdom. Ten 

years later there were 1690. The great flowering of the middle school system, 

according to the Northumberland writers ( Boas, n.d.), and to Hargreaves and 

Tickle (op. cit ), occurred therefore in the late 1960s and into the 1970s. The 

figures in Table 1, above, indicate very little of the groundswell of enthusiasm 

for the middle school idea. In 1973 alone, as many as 526 middle schools were 

newly established. However, it was far from a 'national' system. The great 

m^ority of pupils in England and Wales still transferred 6-om primary to 
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secondary school at age eleven. Therein lies the debate. The literature on the 

age of transfer relates almost entirely to the idea of'transition', but many 

writers entwine their arguments with reasons for the development of the 

middle school. For example. Culling (1973:10) questions, % wgre/y 

coMVGM/gMce or coM /-gWec/ /o m 

What of administrative convenience? A raft of authors, including Culling 

(op.cit.). Marsh (1973), Edwards (1972), Bryan and Hardcastle (1977 and 

1978), and Blyth and Derricott (1977), generally agreed that middle schools 

were established as an administratively convenient way of going 

comprehensive. Burrows (1978) describes factors relating to local needs. 

Edwards (op.cit.) and Gorwood (1973) argue the former's claim that middle 

schools were expenmental. Lynch (1975) was among most of the authors cited 

above, when he commented on the practicality of converting existing buildings, 

usually small ex-secondary modem schools, into middle schools. Extending this 

argument, it was shown that medium-sized grammar schools could become, 

without great disruption or expansion, thirteen-eighteen comprehensive 

schools. Hargreaves (1980:85), believes that these arguments are substantially 

of economic convenience. The husbanding of resources was all the more 

important when cuts in some form of educational expenditure curtailed the 

capacity of middle schools to undertake innovations so proudly and 

optimistically symbolised by Plowden (Blyth, op. cit ). 

Secondly, some authors related their reasoning to beliefs about the specific 

nature o^ say, adolescence, as Nisbet and Entwistle (1969), or of the middle 

years, as Gannon and Whalley (1975) or the Schools' Council (1969). There 

was argument as to how the middle years could be seen as a separate stage of 

development. Holness (1973), found it difficult to substantiate a particular 

phase of childhood between the years eight and thirteen when there is 

homogeneity in either physical, moral, educational, or intellectual growth, and 

when this pattem of development differs markedly from other phases of 

childhood. Hargreaves (op.cit.), observed that the institutional identity of the 

middle school had been conceptually established by its supporters with the 

notion that the middle years are a "zoMe Gannon and Whalley 

(op.cit: 15) called them the in which the middle school must 

encourage (/eve/cy aw a// rcwW 

They agreed with Blyth and Derricott (op.cit.) that the middle school, in 
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its community role, represents a move away &om the concept of the school as 

the one provider 6)r all the educational needs of a growing child. Blyth and 

Derricott (op.cit.) emphasised that middle schools are, in fact, by-products of 

social conflict: 

a wAo/g, oW /Ae/r //wagg M 

aÂ gMcg gyowp or /)oZf Aca/ cow7M//fg(;f 

C/?aMg7Mg C/yCM/M /)/acg^ 

The Northumberland writers (Northumberland, 1995) argued that since the 

mid-1980s the climate had become a good deal chillier for middle schools. 

Indeed, the whole educational system was contracting. Severe cutbacks in state 

expenditure on education affected all schools. The concerns of the time 

included standards, falling rolls and diminishing budgets. In such circumstances 

staffs shrink. In middle schools specially this was not a desirable outcome. 

Bomett (1980:161), explained that promotion opportunities in middle schools 

had never been great, with few posts available at Scale 3 level and very few 

indeed beyond that point. Falling rolls and reductions in middle school stafBng 

numbers further restricted the avenues for career advancement. Some regarded 

the smaUness of the middle school as a favourable feature, as compared to the 

larger comprehensive. There was, however, the contrary concern of Derricott 

and Richards (1980; 182), that it may lead to insufRcient depth of specialist 

treatment in some areas of the curriculum, such as science, modem languages 

and handicrafts. It was a view conErmed by a m^or, illustrative survey of 

middle schools, undertaken by HMI (HMI, op. cit ), and which came to the 

conclusion that middle schools would be hard pressed to offer appropriate 

specialist provision as pupil numbers fell. 

Contraction apart, there existed a threat to the very existence of middle 

schools. Not only was there increasing pressure for more specialist curriculum 

in the 11-13 age range, (which, as noted above, was problematic), but also 

moves by many policy-makers to rationalise educational provision for the 16+ 

age group in order to protect curriculum choice at A-level. For example. 

Reorganisation Sub-Committee, between January and May 1989, 

was actively consulting about the future provision for the 16-19 age group. It 

was thought that, where such rationalisation led to the setting up of sixth-form 

education in separate colleges, 9-13 middle schools would very likely be 
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phased out as a result, due to the unpopularity and consequent lack of support 

for 13-16 schools. Bryan and Hardcastle (1978), identified these twin pressures 

as the reason why the fate of the middle schools already hung in the balance in 

several LEAs. Ironically, fAoraoA'ig plans for 16+ were terminated in 1993 

after the change in control of such provision brought about the Further and 

Higher Education Act (1992). Pharaoh then went on to eliminate its 9-13 

middle schools anyway. 

The DES issued Circular 3/87, (DES, 1987) which was seminal to the current 

phase of reorganisation. It was in itself a commentary on aspects of the 1980 

Education Act, and, with a broad brush, looked at 'The Pattern of 

Organisation to Age 19'. The Audit Commission (1989), recognised that 

LEAs had to exist in a more complex, more volatile environment; that they had 

lost an empire andfound a role'. Then in its report, 'Rationalising Primary 

School Provision', (Audit Commission, 1990), listed '6ve key attractions' of 

converting to a two-tier system. Only one was educational. The Government's 

White Paper 'Choice and Diversity - A New Framework for Schools', (HMSO, 

1992), was one of a number of pressures brought to bear on LEAs to remove 

surplus places. These included Audit Commission Reports (described above), 

the Education Act, 1993 and continuing correspondence between local 

authorities and the DFE. Central Government, through DFE criteria for annual 

capital allocations, and through its standard spending assessments (SSA) 

system, ensures that LEAs that fail to remove surplus places and pro-actively 

manage their provision of school places are penalised.(Warwickshire, op. cit.) 

The response of some LEAs has therefore been to 'tidy up' the inconsistencies 

created by Local Government reorganisation in 1974 by restoring the 

traditional two-tier system with transfer at age 11. Ironically, the proposed 

reorganisation of some English counties in 1996/97, in so far as it restores 

some of the boundaries that were abolished in 1974, will make this reason for 

change redundant. (Northumberland, op. cit.) 

Dgcff&Mg MO/ /o cAoMge 

In a number of Local Authorities change is not only seen to be redundant, it is 

positively unwelcome. Northumberland, in the paper quoted above, considered 

a spirited defence of the three-tier system at its Education Committee of 15 

March 1995, Its reorganisation to the middle school system took place 

between 1969 and 1983. The geography of the County enabled it to tackle the 
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question area by area and to ensure that, on the whole, appropriate building 

alterations were made. The paper presents educational arguments for the 

retention of middle schools against a background of major legislation such as 

the Education Act, 1988 and its introduction of the National Curriculum (see 

below). Even Gnancial implications did not sway the argument. Since the bulk 

of school funding is now by means of age weighted pupil units and the number 

of children to be educated would not change, any savings that may arise by 

changing to a two-tier system would come from premises. In a closely 

reasoned analysis, the Education Committee came to the conclusion that: 

77%e gewraZ wpAem/aZ OMc/ WMCgrfawfy w/fA .M/cA a /wgg c/zawge 

(Northumberland, op. cit.). 

The undated, apparently unpublished paper from Leeds (op. cit:3), puts 

forward cogent arguments for the status quo. It draws for support on an HMI 

Report into 9-13 middle schools (HMI, op. cit.), even though that report came 

to the conclusion that middle schools would be hard pressed to offer 

appropriate specialist provision as pupil numbers fell. It claims that middle 

schools have their own identity; are perfectly viable and transfer at 11+ would 

denude primary schools of curriculum specialist influence. The writer(s) point 

to the extensive liaison work facilitating transition and the strength of the 

middle school pastoral care system. 

There exists a growing body of newspaper articles on the effects of changing 

the age of transfer, if only because the local press or the educational weeklies 

feel the pulse of parental disquiet when schools are threatened. Apart from 

government reports, as outlined above, the only other source has proved to be 

the (TES), in which Rogers (1981) explored 

the effects on staff of fundamental changes and the consequent redundancies 

that flowed from them, 'Pioneers in uncharted territory'. Later (1994) he 

describes 'Wholesale Changes', which Haigh (op. cit.) before him had summed 

up as 'Tom up by the grassroots'. Barber (op. cit.) looks for pattern in seeming 

chaos... Frost (1995) on the other hand has found some sort of order 

following the revisions of the National Curriculum which he describes as 

m r o w M c / - Owe /oca/ owfAo/fry TModk Mgw 

CMrncM/Mw/(y /M/dW/e The age of transfer controversy is 
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alive and kicking in Buckinghamshire, where Spencer (op. cit.) comments on 

the Education Secretary's ruling that allows a Grant Maintained school to 

lower its age of admission &om 12 to 11 in 1997 - 'Shephard's ruling upsets 

Tory Bucks'. 

Summary and Comment 
Issues that concerned Plowden are very much alive today. Principles of 

teaching and learning, and their basis in educational psychology, are explicated 

in teacher-training institutions in each generation (Neumark, op. cit.). The 

pattern of disaffected youngsters in secondary education continues. Problems 

with class sizes persist. 

Still, today, there are powerful advocates of the middle school system. The 

arguments put forward by one of them, Northumberland LEA (see Chapter 1) 

have been reviewed. Two others, Buckinghamshire LEA and the Isle of Wight 

LEA, have 'tailored' the National Curriculum to their three-tier system. The 

work of the National Middle Schools Forum, another pressure group, which 

began in 1987, continues. Its aims include the promotion of good practice in 

middle schools, the provision of'inspirational' input to middle school sta@̂  and 

to influence national education policy. Its secretary, Mr Vince Davies, in 

conversation, observed; 

/zove Awe or mcA/za/yoM /y/ze fbrmwy rea/Zy 

fbrw/M. /zgof/y m fa/AzMg 

OM a y y / w f o w e J - ago (Log, pp92-93). 

The Forum has a National Steering Committee which organises conferences. In 

1994, the conference considered 'Effectiveness in Middle Schools' and was 

addressed, and apparently challenged, by Mike Tomlinson, the Director of 

Inspections, OFSTED (Log p93). The Director returned to the 1996 

conference held in May in Dorset, with some interesting facts &om the 

OFSTED database. The following account is drawn from the conference notes 

(Davies, 1996). 

As of the date of the conference, there were emerging trends but no firm 

conclusions. Overall, 9-13 schools were performing better than all other 
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sectors (primary, comprehensive). The 8-12 schools were performing overall 

similarly to primary schools. One clear factor had emerged. It was that schools 

with narrow age ranges performed better. The conference was told that this 

gave middle schools an advantage over other sectors. Within the m^or areas 

inspected by OFSTED, 9-13 schools had standards of achievement at a similar 

level to comprehensives, whilst 8-12 schools had no areas of weakness. The 

quality of education, with its important links to teachers' subject knowledge, 

revealed problems at Key Stage 2, but middle schools fared better than 

primaries. The element of efficiency includes spending, deployment and 

planning. This produced weaknesses in 9-13 schools compared to other 

sectors. Quality of teaching showed Years 5 and 6 in Key Stage 2 to be 

problematic. Teachers' command of their subject in 9-13 schools was not as 

secure as their colleagues in comprehensives at Key Stage 3. Both 8-12 and 9-

13 schools came out best in the area of challenge, that is pace and motivation. 

Assessment, particularly its use to inform subsequent work, was poor in all 

sectors. The poorest sector was middle schools. 

The data on management and administration produced a list of weaknesses. 

Middle schools, by comparison with primary and comprehensives, were weak 

at reviewing their work, planning, setting priorities and implementing plans and 

policies. Their strengths are the working relationships amongst staff", routine 

administration and organisation, leadership, ethos and sense of purpose, 

internal and external communications. 

Ethos is defined as behaviour, the moral and spiritual ethos and out of school 

activities. In this aspect of school effectiveness, 9-13 schools were way ahead 

of all other sectors. Primary schools were next and the 8-12 schools were 

ahead of comprehensives. 

The survey of literature continues in the next chapter by reviewing the 

processes and management of educational change. 
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Chapter 3 

Dealing with Educational Change 
I'm always being told that educational change merely reflects 

change in society. I was, without realising it for a long time, brought 
up to think differently, and I still work on the principle that education 

can, and does in fact, improve society. 
(Dan Cook, CEO Devon 

in: Kogan, and Van Der Eyken, 1973) 

This chapter completes the literature review by looking at the images of 

educational change, the management of educational change, and the policy 

processes within educational change. 

The objectives of Chapter 3 may be summarised as a review of the images of̂  

and the policy processes of, educational change. The literature on managing 

educational change highlights issues of ideology, legitimation and leadership. It 

also reveals the process of change in intensely personal terms for professionals, 

in the view of Burgess (1984) who sees people reacting to the structured 

situations in which they are located; but especially in the work of Marris 

(1986) on personal adjustments to loss and change. Because the research 

concerns the role of Education Officers and their Deputies, the literature 

review includes earlier studies of their role. This, in turn, discloses aspects of 

the relationship between central and local control of education. It addresses the 

latest reforms, of local management and the National Curriculum, which have 

illuminated the critical review of change as it aSects schools. The survey 

includes the seminal text by Ball (op.cit.) which looks at the interface of the 

school and its external environment. Lastly, it explicates the personal 

adjustments necessary to cope with loss and change. Overall, this chapter 

ampliQes the evidence on the management of change. 

Several writers have tried to classify the different 'perspectives' on or 'images' 

of educational change (Chin, 1970; Havelock, 1968; Zaltman ef a/., 1977; 

Havelock and Huberman, 1977). For instance. Chin (1970) refers to the 

empirical/rational, normative/re-educative and power/coercive perspectives, 

while Havelock (1968) also identiSes three images of educational change: 

research, development and diGusion; social interaction and problem solving. 
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Zaltman g/a/. (1977) described three broad classiEcations; empirical/rational, 

manipulative and power strategies. For Chin, empirical/rational approaches 

involve convincing people by rational means; appealing to reason and logic and 

disseminating information from basic and applied research. Through 

normative/re-educative strategies, the habits and values of individuals and 

groups are changed. It supposes that the norms and values which are prevalent 

within an organisation or group can be changed. The ways in which people 

react to each other in the course of their work may also change. Those who 

use power/coercive strategies attempt to bring about change through the use of 

political, economic, legal or moral sanctions. 

The first strategy described by Havelock (1968) is referred to as research, 

development and difixision. This has much in common with Chin's 

empirical/rational approach. A product (which, in the context of this case 

study, could be the results of a pilot study by Warwickshire) is developed after 

research connected with a particular problem. The product, embodying a 

solution, is then presented to those assumed to have the problem and it is 

expected they will see for themselves the value of adoption. The second 

strategy is called social interaction. It relies upon a loose association of 

individuals involved in the change process. The strategist uses informal 

networks to encourage the flow of information about the change. This is a 

process that resonates well with the LEA inspectors sharing confidences with 

headteachers; or the headteachers' own informal networks. The third strategy is 

problem solving, and has much in common with Chin's normative/re-educative 

approach. The change agent works with a client group within an organisation, 

helping them to identify and diagnose problems and to seek out and implement 

solutions. To these, Zaltman a/. (1977) add a power strategy. 

Hewton (1982) classifies these into three broad alternatives: treat people as 

rational beings who will act in their own self-interests if properly convinced; 

engage in a form of social engineering in order to create new attitudes and 

perspectives; or use power to force people to change. They are not mutually 

exclusive. Indeed, they may become intermixed (Havelock and Huberman, 

1977). 'TTzg jPgr&OM wary Ww mMOwAoMoMe 

(House, 1981). 
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7%e /MOMageTMeMf c/?a/?ge 

The theory and practice of educational change is recounted in a reader by 

Hargreaves and Tickle (op. cit .), highlighting issues of ideology (Hargreaves, 

1980) and its legitimation (Lynch, 1980), and leadership (Nias, 1980). 

Hargreaves calls ideologies 'justifying themes' and maintains that they change 

as circumstances change. It was shown above (page 37) that the emerging 

middle schools were essentially justified by the child-centred progressive 

ideology of the primary sector. Hargreaves recognised that there was an 

element of safety in referring to eight-twelve middle schools as 'primary'. 

create jcreconoMf (Hargreaves, 1980:83-4). 

But circumstances, and hence their justification, changed. Although the eight-

twelve middle school could claim to be founded on educational, that is, 

primary, grounds, local factors often carried a diSerent import. As explained in 

Chapter 2, building costs involved in catering for diGerent ages of transfer 

were to influence LEAs in deciding to reorganise on nine-thirteen grounds 

because of material constraints. Thus, the ideology as at Grst adumbrated, was 

clearly ill-fitting. The nine-thirteen school is less easily legitimated as an 

extension of primary schooling. Additionally, the legacy of primary teachers 

and secondary teachers, forming a divided teaching force in a reorganised 

middle school, meant that a specific ideology had to take into account all these 

diverse factors. It was for these reasons OM ovgra/Z 

<377 A) wodle/ jcAooZ/Mg' (Hargreaves, 

1980:84). Lynch believes that ideologies, transient and changing as they are, 

m mocKgrn (Lynch, 1980:115). He describes schools as having 

an important conserving and integrating function, directly related to the 

effectiveness of social control. They are therefore the first to feel the draught 

of a change in ideology and first to suffer criticism when it is felt that the social 

relations of production are being inadequately reproduced. Nias, in discussing 

the ideal middle school, is surprised by the powerfWly consistent image of 

leadership she finds in a wide literature. She finds that from the start, official 

policy urged headteachers to involve staff in discussion, and advocated 

substantial delegation of responsibility to holders of'major coordinating roles'. 

Communication and consultation soon came to be viewed as crucial aspects of 

the headteacher's role. Leadership is defined by competence rather than formal 
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role, and may pass &om one member of a school team to another as 

circumstances dictate (Nias, 1980:72). Aspects of the leadership of Chief 

Education OfBcers are touched upon in the section on their role (below, page 

56). 

The nature of the processes of change, both personal and organisational, are 

delineated by Peter Marris (op. cit ), in a text originally published in 1974 but 

now brought up to date in a reissue. He sees grieving as the working out of a 

psychological reintegration, whose principles are essentially similar whether the 

'structures of meaning' of our life fall apart from the loss of a personal 

relationship, of a predictable social context (education?) or of an interpretable 

world. The management of educational change is represented in a wide ranging 

body of literature which is almost exclusively contextualised within the school. 

Pre-eminent among the authors is Fullan (1991, 1993). He writes handbooks 

for managing change within an educational institution. Bennett, Crawford and 

Riches (1992), explore some of the main theories and processes of educational 

management focusing on change. They argue that it is not just about the 

creation of new policies and procedures to implement external mandates. It is 

also about the strategies by which individuals respond to the impact of 

structural and cultural change: about personal change as much as 

organisational change: about the place of values in Naming organisational 

policy and shaping individual actions. Fullan is one of their contributors. 

Plunkett (1987), defines the role of values in organisational and cultural 

change. Dalin (1978) also explores the limits that values place on the extent of 

educational change from the point of view of both the policy maker and the 

practitioners who put it into operation. More recently, Mortimore (1997) has 

also tried to prescribe strategies for managing educational change. Dahn 

(1986:300) advises caution on the part of educational managers facing 

demands for change, for they will experience, 

7. over oW 

J. aW AacAroo/w 

This resonates closely with the findings of Kelly (1969: 69) who observes that 

change in schools is rarely politically neutral, and that interests are enhanced or 

threatened by change: 
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oW cAaMge are ou; OMy (6̂ ẑ6M/%OM 

^owgr oMff /)rn;eZege wf// 6g ôwgÂ  Zy w/we awe/ Zy ô Agr̂  

This is a m^or theme of Ball's. HlsMycrqpoZf̂ c.y q/'/Ae ĉAooZ (1987) is an 

important text. He YaAej: ĉAoo/y, m co/MwoM W/̂ aZ/y o/Z ô Agr wcW 

orgaMy&7̂ myzy, 6e oreMay q / ^ f o 6e nve/z acA<a/ or po^ew^a/ 

cow/%c/ 6g/M/geM wg/»6grĵ ; 6e /wor/); cooMfMofeaf; ô 6g zdeoZogyca//)/ 

(&vgrj:e.' He addresses the interests and concerns of heads, teachers and pupUs. 

His comprehensive chapter on the school's management of its external 

environment is pertinent to a study of the current problems of change facing 

schools. 

Fuilan's recipes for managing internal and external change are overly 

prescriptive, but bis views on the non-linearity and chaotic nature of the forces 

of change are illuminating. They echo, among others, Whiteside (1978), and 

Barber's views on chaos (op.cit ). FuUan seeks to reconcile the forces of chaos 

and order as they interact in dynamically complex ways. Coulby and Bash 

(1991) explain that any social policy initiative of this extent and magnitude is 

likely to generate conflict, and have its unintended as well as its intended 

outcomes. Much of the evidence in this case study shows the interaction of 

±ese forces. Acker (1990:257-273) draws on the literature of educational 

innovation, exploring the three perspectives deliniated by House (1979:1-15), 

the technological, the political and the cultural. Choosing the last one as her 

working model. Acker explores the teacher cultures that predate and mediate 

any government initiatives, in particular the National Curriculum. However, 

she concludes that whilst primary teachers do perceive a threat in governmental 

initiatives and are anxious about their ramifications, they do not feel deskilled 

or destroyed. It does illuminate teacher reactions to change, but such a 

conclusion does not fit comfortably with the findings of this case study, which 

deals with rather more than a simple curriculum change. 

This study is describing 'policy process' in education. It is a term used by 

Glatter (1979) to distinguish three broad sets of forces that interact with each 

other during the course of a policy process. 

are ybrcgjr, awaf a 

q/̂ a wore accwra ê 7 ca// gco/zo/M/c^rcg& 
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Political forces ore fAe cĝ grafzoM q/"po/f Aca/ 
oW q/̂  oW /̂ rgî jr/rg grcwp^ r /̂zefAer or nô  ore ̂ A7Ma//y 
co/ziy/y/M/ĝ  ay jz/cA .̂ 
Educational forces we (Aô e Âa/ w/j;g ^gva/e/yf ĉ x̂ Aa/ 
co/7j:AAffe.y ^0(x/' ecA/caf/OM, wAe/Aer AeM ̂  r̂q/ê f̂OMaZy or Âg pz/AAc. 
Economic forces org ^o^g zAa/ w/fg^ow /Ag wggc;̂  /o 7/̂ g ^corcg rĝ oz/rcĝ  
^CfgM//)/. 
(Glatter, 1979:34) 

Within this study of the change in the age of transfer, these three sets of forces 

clearly overlap with one another. The political forces would include the 

resistance of parents and community groups, and some heads and teachers, to 

any proposals for the closure of a neighbourhood school. Educational forces 

would include the expectation that a newly amalgamated school would be at 

least as 'good' as its constituent parts. Economic forces would operate through 

pressures to reorganise the provision in such a way that there was at least a 

rough relationship between the reduction in pupil numbers and in expenditure. 

Glatter (op.cit:36) takes the view that politics is a 'rational' activity and that 

one can speak of political rationality no less than of economic rationality, but 

the criteria of rationality are difkrent in the two cases. Economic rationality 

dictates that the "best' proposal as determined by objective analysis should 

always be accepted without compromise. Under political rationality, on the 

other hand, compromise, the use of power and influence, the protection of self-

interest even when it conflicts with a broader good, become rational activities. 

In this case study of the change in the age of transfer, indeed in the wider Geld 

of education, one can identify a multiplicity of purposes, a high component of 

values and the severe diGGculty of assessing output. Here, it is suggested, the 

exercise of political rationality is always likely to be as signiGcant as that of 

economic or educational rationality. 

An initial assessment of the reorganisation is that it shows how the economic 

objectives which resulted &om targets for Gnancial savings, set by, first, central 

government, and secondly, the local authorities, were subsequently modiGed by 

political factors (e.g. pressure &om governors, teachers, parents to change 

local proposals) and educational considerations (e.g. the need to ensure 

continuity of teaching and learning following reorganisation). 
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ro/e qy&A/caAoM 

Because this study began with Chief Education OfBcers in two local 

authorities, earlier studies of their role were examined. There can be no such 

thing as a 'typical' local authority. Neither or f Awao/; is intended to be 

typical of local authorities generally, or of LEAs with middle schools in 

particular, but simply representative of those LEAs which have decided to 

change the age of transfer. Such LEAs, of course, experienced the considerable 

consequences of central government's demands for economies, and the impact 

of demographic changes which resulted in spare capacity. 

Bush and Kogan collaborated in their book, (1982) 

which was a follow up after ten years of an original by the latter, .%//, 

(Kogan and van der Eyken, 1973). This throws light upon the relationship 

between central and local government and how much it has changed in the 

decade (Log, p278/279). The relationship between central and local control of 

education is well-drawn in the Open University course. No. 222. The notes by 

Glatter (1979) and Ozga (1982), have illuminated the discussion on the eSects 

of central government decisions on local policy-making in general, and on the 

political influences affecting LEAs in particular. This helps to place the impact 

of surplus places in perspective and emphasises how complex LEA decision-

making really is. The reticence of education oflRcers is commented upon by 

Birley (1970:xi). He 6nds it curious as so many came &om an articulate 

teaching background. It is Birley's view that the relationship between central 

and local government, in the sphere of education, is at best ambivalent; that 

LEA objectives are often obscured by tensions between local and central 

government. It is a central theme in this case study. Directors of education 

have been very much affected by changes in local government reorganisation, 

corporate management, falling school rolls and expenditure cuts. Directors, or 

CEOs, have today been wrestUng with fundamental changes in an attempt to 

eradicate surplus places, to deal fairly with staff in schools affected by these 

moves and to ensure the rationality and sense of purpose of their education 

services. The question of surplus places and how to deal with them has a 

political dimension and is also wrapped up in the way LEAs respond to central 

government's economic pressures. ecoMO/Mzc awcf (/e/MograpAzc 

(Ozga, op.cit:8). The response of OaA andfAwaoA might be said to depend 

on the specific characteristics of each LEA, However, each Council had an 

entrenched political majority, one Conservative and one Labour. Each 
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demonstrated general willingness to accept policy guidance from the centre in 

terms of local educational expenditure. Of course, the m^or change of the age 

of transfer attracted central grant in aid. Moreover, any resistance to central 

initiatives could incur monetary penalties. 

Bush and Kogan joined with Lenney in a follow-up book, the third in the 

series, - facmg 7(^/7% (1989), which is a detailed 

commentary on the nature of the Directors' work discussed in the context of 

the momentous changes affecting education, local government and politics in 

the 1970s and 1980s. The 'partnership' of local-central relationships which 

typiGed the early 1970s was eroded throughout the 1980s by increased 

intervention by the DES in the affairs of LEAs. The curriculum was centralised 

by the introduction of a National Curriculum in 1988. 

The management of change by headteachers has a recent history in the 

literature. Most of the research has taken the form of case studies of individual 

secondary schools, and the part played by headteachers has only been one 

aspect of the work. More importantly, the m^ority of the work described 

relates to changes internally and not to changes imposed by any external source 

(e.g. Bell, 1979:1-8; Waddilove, 1981:139-148; Gilbert, 1981:41-61; BaUey, 

1982; Nicholls, 1983; and Burgess, 1983). Together with the work of Fullan 

(op. cit ), it is clear that headteachers play a m^or role in change within their 

institutions. 

However, Huberman and Miles (1984) found that the prime advocates for 

change in 10 of their 12 case studies, were central-ofBce administrators, who 

often reached directly into the schools to implement the innovation, thereby 

eGectively reducing principals to a secondary role. This, in essence, describes 

the innovation of changing the age of transfer, especially where /wc/ 

fo The relationship between LEAs and their middle schools is ill-

de&ned in the literature. However, Nias (1980:81), concerned about the 

absence of evidence to support or challenge what she calls the 'ideal' model of 

a middle school says, 7̂  fcAoo/, ... a 
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Both Thomas (1978) and Hall ef a/. (1984:22-27) identified types of change-

facilitator amongst principals. Their 'manager' type demonstrated responsive 

behaviour to situations but also initiated actions to support changes suggested 

by central ofBce. They defended staGT 6om what they felt were excessive 

demands and provided support to facilitate teachers' use of an innovation, but 

did not move beyond the basics of what was imposed by the district 

administrators. In this case study, headteachers can be seen to be providing 

support to their staf^ even defending them 6om excess. But headteachers were 

themselves as much the target of the age of transfer project as were the 

teachers. 

Research in England and Wales during 1982-83 by the TSIFER, Reused on 

newly-appointed secondary heads and involved aU 250 Grst appointees 

amongst the cohort. Several hundred changes, both m^or and minor, were 

introduced or planned in the 16 schools that were 'shadowed' over two years 

of research. Weindling and Barley (1986:327-338, 1987) reviewed the NFER 

research and found it noticable that only a handful of the changes did not 

originate &om the new heads, but were responses by the LEA to national 

schemes (e.g. TVEI and the Lower Attainers Project), or to local schemes, 

such as prowling. It may not be proper to call changes to the age of transfer a 

'national scheme', but they were certainly a national initiative aggressively 

marketed by, among others, the Audit Commission (Chapter 8, pl46). 

One such change, imposed &om an external source, was the introduction of the 

National Curriculum in an Act of 1988. Of the numerous books on managing 

the National Curriculum, that of Brighouse and Moon (1990) is notable for its 

critical perspectives including the management of the school's external 

boundary. Reference was made to MacClure's, ^ 

(1988 ), in which he examined the relationship 

between central government and the local authorities. The latter were already 

under intense pressure to support schools in the implementation of Circular 

8/86, which adumbrated the terms of the Education (No. 2) Act 1986. This was 

the culmination of a decade of debate about the composition and powers of 

governing bodies, and their relationship with the local education authority. The 

National Curriculum followed on closely to present LEAs with a diminished 

role not of their choosing. They did not want to allow themselves to be 

marginalised as the centre of gravity of local decisions shifted to the 
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consumers. In many ways the 1988 Act made that choice for them. In the 

cause of equity, efBciency, liberty and choice, the Act decentralised budgets, 

increased access, fostered diversity and allowed state schools to be 

independent of LEA control. The relevance and importance of this Act to this 

case study is both the idea of open enrolment and its e9ect on prudent local 

authorities that had managed a service facing falling rolls by reducing school 

places through mergers and closures. 

Summary and Comment 

It is impossible to ignore the fact that changing the age of transfer is an 

organisational change. Managing change in organisations has a wide literature 

and has given birth to a myriad of prescriptive and academic models. It seems 

to me that the 'learning' organisation is, or should be, the description most 

closely associated with schools. Businesses and their management may be 

'flexible' organisations, 'empowered' organisations or 'open' companies. 

Buzzwords such as these, however, neglect the dimension of change that is 

about people, either individually or team members. 

Demographic changes, which in the early 1980s meant falling numbers of 

primary children, in the early 1990s saw a signiGcant drop in numbers of 

secondary pupUs. In the face of central directives to economise, prudent LEAs 

did not hesitate to bring forward proposals for a rationalisation of schooling 

which could mean mergers, or indeed closures. These proposals, in some 

LEAs, included changing the age of transfer. This research is focused on such 

LEAs, where changing the age of transfer involved the revision of three-tier 

schooling, that is, first, middle and secondary schools; and its replacement by 

two-tier schooling, primary and secondary. LEAs expressed a preference, 

where possible, for all-through primary schools rather than separate infant and 

junior schools. The signiGcant loss, therefore, was of the middle schools. 

The dismantling of middle schools was presaged many times, most notably by 

Doe in the TES in 1976, in an article entitled 'The End of the Middle'; by 

Burrows in 1978, 'Middle Schools: High road or dead end?'; and by the NUT 

in 1979, "Middle Schools: Deemed or doomed?' In total, this is what Lynch 

(op. cit.) calls a legitimation crisis for the English Middle School. Was there 

not legitimacy enough, in that the middle school received recognition in the 

sixties because it oSered a practical solution to two interrelated and urgent 

problems? 
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TTygre way a grcw/Mg coMcem /MecAaMf j7»̂  q/̂  j:g/gcf70M 
ybr j:eco/%&z7}' ea&zcaAoM a/Z/et/ a crẑ /cor/ m a feorcA 
ybr OM appropr/o/e age TT/gz-e a wcM/MfzMg 
^o/f^ca/ /̂ rĝ ŷ rg fowwdk a waAowz/ /)a^gr» q/̂  co/?^M6o/y 
co/f̂ rg/ygM^h'g j'gcoTK&f/y ĝ A/caAoM OMcf a dle^rg roMg ̂ Ag 
^c/zoo/ /gm/mgagg (Bryan and Hardcastle, 1978:5). 

There are many such instances in this study where political questions are 

translated into educational ones (Hargreaves, 1986:204-5). One obvious 

example is Plowden, and the apparent identity crisis of the middle school in 

the years following Plowden, led to a revisit the five main principles on which 

that Report was based (see Chapter 2, p34). This included a re-examination of 

the arguments surrounding transition, specially the contribution of Piaget and 

Inhelder, Vygotsky and others. At issue is the leadership of County Hall 

(Chapter 5, p78), particularly the role of LEA ofRcers like the Deputies, and, 

at local level, of heads and governors (Chapter 6, pi 06). 

The management of change as momentous as that associated with changing the 

age of transf^ &om primary to secondary school is open to accusations of 

inequity and pragmatism replacing rational strategic planning (Chapters 8 and 

10). 

The next chapter is a consideration of methodology which, in seeking to 

understand the phenomenon of educational change affecting school provision 

and the age of transfer of pupils to secondary schools, becomes a critical 

exercise to Hnd the most appropriate way of presenting the accounts of those 

involved. This research is clearly placed in the qualitative paradigm and a 

positive choice of case study methodology is made. 
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Chapter 4 

A Study of Educational Change 
To start change is to kick a pebble down a mountain. 

We may not know where it is going to end up. It may end 
up creating something better, but we do not know. 

(Lord Bancroft, former Head of Home Civil Service, speaking 
on Reform of the House of Lords, August 1995 ). 

As indicated in Chapters 1-3, this study is about changes to middle schools and 

the processes that caused them. The emphasis is on the processes rather than 

middle schools per This chapter contains a discussion of the relative merits 

between case study and survey, and includes a rationale for the rqection of a 

survey element within this research. It explains that the methodology used is a 

qualitative multi-level study of change, within which, a/za, a case study 

approach was used to examine two LEAs and 6ve schools. At each level, it 

seeks to demonstrate how their strategies, cultures, actions and perspectives 

illuminate both the processes of the change in the age of transfer, and the 

relationships between each level, as, for example, between LEAs and the 

schools. The methodology is developmental in the sense that it is data led. The 

implications of this on the general research design is elaborated with a 

justlGcation of the use of the multi-level structure for writing up the analysis 

rather than the use of the case study structure to write up the analysis. The 

analysis was developed by the use of a technique G-om Nordenbo, a 

Scandinavian researcher, which seems to have relevance and significance for a 

wider audience. 

The objectives of this chapter include placing this multi-level study clearly into 

the qualitative paradigm. It begins with a debate between two researchers, one 

inclined to the qualitative posture and the other to the quantitative posture. 

They question the decision to use a case study strategy making comparisons 

with survey methods of research, addressing the issues of quality, reliability 

and validity. A discussion follows of the risk of bias and an explanation of the 

strategies employed to check for and reduce the risk of bias. Another objective 

is to explain the sampling strategy by reference to those LEAs, some seventeen 

nationally, who have abolished middle schools. Notes on the general research 

design explain the decision to use the multi-level structure for writing up the 

analysis rather than the case study structure to write up the analysis; and that 
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the principal access was at Deputy Education OfBcer level, with headteachers, 

governors and parents also targeted. Some pupil interviews were possible. 

Research data was collected in these interviews and through documentary 

evidence gathered 6om both study areas, and from any LEA which had 

formally considered change. Most data was recorded on tape and a field log 

book was kept. Analysis was achieved by the constant comparative method. 

Additionally, reference was made to an analysis tool of Nordenbo (1990) 

which was applied to transcripts of interviews. Lastly, there is discussion of the 

ethical issues raised by case study strategy; particularly the need for 

contributions to be coded for anonymity. 

This qualitative research project emphasises the subjects' words, actions and 

records. 

7%^ / q/" refewc/z prq/ecf y awy j?/ece re 
carr/ej: aw - a f/zeo;); 

(Ag wor/cf or ' (Usher and Edwards, 
1994.149). 

The epistemological explajiation for this is anti-positivist and 

phenomenological (Burrell and Morgan, 1979) and (Cohen and Mannion, 

1994). This has important relevance to the conduct of the research. It is 

through language that most people come to understand their situations. We 

create our world with words. We explain ourselves with words. Prominence is 

given to the subjects' words because they better reflect the set of imperatives of 

the qualitative paradigm. 

The set of imperatives, or postulates, answer six basic questions about the 

nature of reality and the conduct of research. They affect the planning of the 

project; the careful matching of research questions with the methods of 

collecting and analysing the data, and the writing up of the study. In describing 

the six postulates, it is important to make explicit the positivist, or quantitative, 

view, side by side with a qualitative choice. For example, we rarely think about 

the nature of reality because in our day-to-day activities reality is a given. 'How 

does the world work?' is the Grst philosophic question (Postulate I). The way 

we understand the nature of reality afkcts the way we see ourselves in relation 

to knowledge. The quantitative researcher believes knowledge can be 

separated into parts and examined individually, so it follows that the researcher 
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can stand apart &om who or what he or she is examining. On the other hand, 

the qualitative view is that knowledge is constructed, and that, therefore, the 

knower cannot be totally separated 6om what is known; the world is co-
constituted (Postulate n). 

Values (Postulate HI) can be understood 6om the Grst two postulates. Values 

are embedded in the research; in the topic chosen for examination; in the way 

the topic is examined, and within one's self If the world can be divided into 

parts and if the knower can stand outside of what is to be known, then research 

can be value &ee. Alternatively, if reality is constructed and the knower and 

known are inseparable, then values are part of the bag and baggage. 

Postulate IV asks about causal links. The researcher's understanding of causal 

links stems from the first three postulates. The quantitative researcher makes a 

guess or forms a hypothesis which is then used to test the data. If, however, 

reality is multiple and constructed, it follows that causal links will be mutual 

(or, constructed) and that in terms of what an action means, the event is not 

unidirectional but multidirectional. In looking at data which is gathered in the 

process of research, the qualitative researcher seeks patterns which emerge 

&om the data. The perspective of the qualitative enquirer is open-ended and 

not clearly focused in its initial stages. 

In this debate between two researchers &om opposing paradigms, it becomes 

clear that each would, for example, look at the generalisations of their Gndings 

(Postulate V) very diSerently. Qualitative research values context sensitivity. 

This study seeks to understand the social phenomenon called 'changing the age 

of transfer' in all its complexity and within its particular educational situation 

and environment. Quantitative research works to eliminate all of the unique 

aspects of the environment in order to apply the results to the largest possible 

number of subjects and experiments. 

One would expect diOerent contributions to a body of knowledge (Postulate 

VI) given the intricate connection between and among the preceding 

postulates. The positivist, or quantitative, position on research is unclear about 

how new knowledge is discovered. The positivist approach is to tiy to verify 

what has already been discovered by other methods. The qualitative paradigm 

and the phenomenological position within it, is oriented towards discovery of 

salient propositions. One does not know, for example, what will be uncovered. 
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revealed or leamt, but yet may feel some growing sense of the situation 

through people's words and actions. The research perspective, as explained 

above, is emergent, understanding the data as it unfolds; being prepared to 

constantly look for patterns as they emerge from the study. Discovery of 

propositions by observation and the careful inspection of patterns which 

emerge from the data are the hallmark of the phenomenological approach. 

The qualitative enquirer follows the contours of the study as they emerge, that 

is, not as a pre-set research script to follow in detail. This is the 'naturalistic 

research' described by Bogdan and Taylor (1975). Bakhtin (1986) explains his 

understanding of human subjectivity as it applies to qualitative research by 

pointing to the connectedness and the interaction between knower and known 

within a rich, detailed narrative. 

The two researchers discuss the relative merits of case study and survey 

analysis. These are two different methodologies generating different types of 

data. Survey methodology is designated as quantitative, case study as 

qualitative. Similarly, some methods such as structured interviews and 

questionnaires, standardised tests of performance and attitude inventories are 

categorised as quantitative; whilst others, like unstructured interviews, 

participant observations and diary-keeping, are categorised as qualitative. 

When considering how to data to develop an analysis, there are at least 

two basic epistemologicai questions. These are: 

1. OM What db we aAoz/f crwcW/y, coM 

and 

2. How well do coMv/MCwg 

c/oz/M^ wMcA we (Bryman and Burgess, 

1994:99). 

Addressing the Grst ( Dafa OM wAof? What dWa fe// 

w&ff COM fAey fe/Z /we ) can be answered by considering 

the relative values of survey analysis and case study. This research, 

conventially, could have used a survey with a structured questionnaire which 

would have been analysed using statistical techniques. This would have 
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provided a broad picture of the phenomenon. A qualitative study could then 

have covered a more limited area of the same ground but in more depth. 

Survey analysis could have identiGed important determining factors within the 

overall problem of changing the age of transfer, say, both for LEAs and for 

their schools. Perhaps headteachers in general would have agreed on a set of 

appropriate LEA responsibilities. Such data, however, would not support an 

understanding of what headteachers actually do or feel within their own 

relationships with their LEA. It would not reveal the (probably) complex 

processes through which they decide what to do in the midst of change, nor the 

role of the concept of obligations in their own actions and feelings. Thus the 

survey is less interested in the reasoning process, and rather more in whether 

people were giving replies which could be taken to represent their sense of 

answers (however they reached that conclusion). The 

documentation of what percentage of a survey population said that a particular 

line of action or duty, vis a vis LEA and school, was appropriate is only one 

facet of understanding the normative elements of LEA responsibilities. 

To establish how such determining factors relate to each other, it was 

necessary to examine two specif c cases systematically and in detail. A case 

study methodology, concerned essentially with the interaction of 6ctors and 

events, was strongly indicated by the data. It is only by taking a practical 

instance that we can obtain a full picture of this interaction at and between 

each appropriate level. Case study, moreover, can sometimes penetrate 

aspects, like vignette (Chapter 7, pi36), or the teacher 

moved &om Year 6 to Year 2 (Chapter 6, pi26), which are not readily 

accessible by methods which rely on large numbers. Whilst the survey allows 

information from large samples to be collected quickly and relatively cheaply, 

and allows comparisons between individuals because answers to questions are 

comparable, it may be superficial in measuring sensitive or difficult aspects of 

behaviour. 

The philosophical underpinnings of case study include the work of Polanyi on 

'indwelling'. In AMOw/Mg oW.Bemg he states, 

(wr c/zozce AeAyeeM or 
m w/AfcA wg //Tvo/vgj a //? (wr way (quoted in 
Grene, 1969:84). 
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Indwelling is also reflective, where reflection means to pause and think or to 

process what has gone before. Polanyi's work on tacit knowledge, and its 

distinction &om explicit knowledge, has relevance to the conduct of qualitative 

enquiry. In practice one begins by relying on one's tacit knowledge as well as 

explicit knowledge in order to understand the situation in the study areas. Tacit 

knowledge is gained by indwelling. Tacit knowledge results from the increasing 

focus on meanings. How do we understand problems, the actions of persons, 

or the meaning of institutions or rituals? Polanyi's answer is by indwelling. 

What becomes known by indwelling is not just the pieces, but the whole - what 

Polanyi c a l l s m g o M m g . It is of fAmgy, ^ m 

fAg/M, we /weaM/Mg' (Polanyi, 1967:18). Thus, the 

qualitative researcher's perspective is perhaps a paradoxical one: it is to be 

acutely tuned-in to the experience and meanings systems of others - to indwell 

- and at the same time to be aware of how one's own biases and perceptions 

may be influencing what one is trying to understand. 

Thus, the second of the two epistemological questions ( How well 

dia/a me coMVZMcmg are /o 

COM / /MoAe 

(akrAz Y o o ^ waAzMg az-g ) refers to 

the crucial issue of the validity of data. This study attempts to look at the 

totality of a phenomenon in greater depth and in its natural setting, to 

understand it from the point of view of those involved in it; it deals more in 

'reasons', 'motives' and 'perspectives' than in statistical associations between 

aspects of behaviour or causal factors producing them. In terms of quality, the 

data produced relate 'to "real life" - that is not a laboratory artefact - and the 

behaviours used as a sign of it are indeed an example of it' (Sapsford & Evans, 

1984:261). Moreover, the accoimt reconstructs the data into a 'recognisable 

reality" for the people who have participated in the study. To do this, some 

interpretation is necessarily involved in the data analysis process and in 

selecting the research outcomes that are eventually reported. Therein lie the 

twin issues of reliability and validity. 

Any piece of research, &om artiGcial experiment to naturalistic Geld study, 

involves an interaction between research subject, the research and research 

circumstances. One can never be totally sure that the observed results would be 

the same as if there were no observer. One of the Education OfBcers argues 
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that a researcher with teaching experience, and closeness to schools, could not 

obtain the necessary distance and therefore objectivity to make a study. Such 

an argument seems unsatisfactory. An observer may be handicapped by being 

completely 'outside'. A working knowledge of the educational culture may give 

value to the Endings. Even in the 6rst imaginings of the study one felt 

disinclined to accept the notion of'objectivity'. Reactivity can never be totally 

eliminated: the knower and known are interdependent (Postulate 11) and events 

are mutually shaped (Postulate IV). The validity of the report may be subject 

to systematic errors, or biases, which thus threaten reliability. The main 

concern, therefore, must lie with examining the possible sources of bias which 

inhibit the study, and employing techniques to reduce them. 

The 5rst possible source of bias is the research subject. This 'actor' may lie, 

cheat, present a false &ont or try to impress the interviewer in some way. 

Burgess (1984) reminds us that /-gjgpo/K/ fo 

wAzcA we As far as practicable, each respondent was involved in 

commenting upon and checking their interview contributions. Their replies 

became an integral part of the data. Further, both Education Officers and 

headteachers were given the opportunity to read and comment upon the draft 

chapters which encompassed the analysis of their own experiences. Another 

strategy for ensuring validity is a comparison of the actors' accounts with 

ofBcial records. In this way, for example, looking at dates of meetings of the 

Education Committee, the consultation documents, it was possible to check up 

on the accuracy of their stories. In both study areas, ofBcial records of the 

deliberations were comprehensively recorded and readily accessible. 

Nevertheless, Plummer (1983:104) draws a telling caveat, 

ygcordk are ZzA/e /More /Am* 

A further technique of validation is to make comparisons with other 

informants, either those in similar roles or else those who know the subject 

well. For this reason, the views of Boscobel and the writings of Heme were 

sought in OaA:. The story of 7%e School only came to light by a chance 

message overheard at County Hall and the information checked in a subsequent 

interview with the headteacher at Primary School (GM). In fact, in both 

study areas, the perceptions of DEOs, headteachers and governors were 
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compared and contrasted through triangulation to produce a rounded view of 

the phenomenon of educational change. 

/Kzve^r aĉ or̂ . 7b z/wcik/'jYaW /»//»(%» ̂ /zg»o/MeMa, /Ag 
fo ̂ gg (Ag gyg^ (yf̂ Ag /xptrc^a»(iy, ay wg// aiy 

AM/AgrowM (McLean, 1991). 

This is at the heart of this research - to respond to ± e multiplicity of 

perspectives present in two study areas and several schools. 

The second source of possible bias is concerned with the researcher. Most 

blatantly, the researcher/interviewer may hold prejudices and assumptions 

which structure the questionning. The researcher will also bring biases into the 

situation by virtue of his or her age, class, gender and general background -

even mood (Plummer, 1983:102). Such variables cannot be entirely nulli6ed. 

The values embedded in this research present a constructed reality in which 

knower and known are inseparable (Postulate m, see above p63). This 

researcher, once head of a middle school that disappeared in the reorganisation 

due to a change in the age of transfer, inevitably brought assumptions to this 

research, or 'hunches' about what may be discovered. Even iî  in the 

circumstances, they represented some ambivalence towards the changes 

proposed, they were not part of the driving questions of this study. Such 

hunches were not embodied in hypotheses which had to be proved or 

disproved. As Marris (op.cit: 149) describes, one can work out one's own sense 

of such a change. Within this study, keeping a low proGle and impinging as 

little and as naturally as possible is a tactic to reduce the incidence of bias. The 

results of analysis, for example, were 'tested' at intervals with fellow 

researchers who formed a mutual support group. It is to be hoped that such 

peer-debrieGng kept each other honest (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). 

Lastly, bias may creep in through the very interactional encounter itself 

Plummer (1983:103) says the setting may be too formal to encourage intimacy 

or too informal to encourage an adequate response. In contrast, Kitwood 

(1977) argues, %g /zw/Mw? g/gmgM^ m fAg yM̂ grv/gw/ M Mgcgĵ &w}" 

He also says, 

^vg/y w^g/pgrjo/?ar/ 6g /o 6g w/zg/Agr or 
iy/fĝ Agr or MOf zMvo/vg;; a AfgA dlggrgg q/̂  
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o/W x'Ag/Ag/' o/' MO/ /Ae pw//c;pa»f^ e/wg/̂ ecf ey/f/Zamfeff or 
afl̂ re&sgdl 

The strategy to reduce this kind of bias is closely allied to Aat associated with 

the researcher. The evidence collected is also compared with other sources of 

evidence. The constructs of the semi-structured interview schedule are 

meaningful and contribute to a 'truthful' picture, which can in this way be 

veriGed. Inevitably, none of these approaches is to succeed. 

The change in the age of transfer has meant in each case abolishing middle 

schools and, in ef&ct, moving &om a three-tier system to a two-tier system of 

schooling. These local authorities, some seventeen nationally, were targeted. A 

sampling decision was taken early in the planning of the research, governed by 

the adopted methodology. Using the case study approach, there was no 

intention to generalise beyond the context of each individual LEA. It was 

therefore appropriate to determine the target LEAs by reference to their 

proximity - within a half-day's motoring - to home address in the south, or 

maternal home in the East Midlands. This description resonates with that of 

'convenience' or 'accidental' sampling described by Cohen and Mannion 

(op.cit:88). Direct approaches were made to the CEOs of four LEAs 

considering change or actively changing, two in the South, one in the Midlands 

and one in the North. The one in the North immediately responded with an 

invitation to visit. Of the others, the LEA in the Midlands at Grst accepted and 

then rejected saying that another researcher was working in the County. The 

two in the South refused. The CEO of one of the latter group resigned within 

three months, so a second request - this time to one of the DEOs - was more 

favourably received. Fortunately, a clear dif&rence in location, one LEA in the 

south and one in the north of England, was achieved. There were differences 

too, in size and organisation, and in county, diocesan and grant-maintained 

schools. 

Contact in both study areas was, in fact, with a DEO. Each was courteous and 

helpful, ofkring documentation and access to records, but suggested one 

should make one's own approaches to schools. Using LEA directories, a 

geographical spread across each study area was attempted. Within each LEA 

two schools were identiGed as exemplars of many others aGected by changes in 

structure due to the change in the age of transfer. Initial contact with 

headteachers was by telephone. Fellow members of the College of Preceptors 
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suggested themselves within the pages and pages of names. Such approaches 

were rqected a number of times, usually on grounds of "busy term', 

'inconvenient' or "badly clashing with other activities'. 

The head of Zzorw Middle spoke about his school's demise and clearly wanted 

to tell his story. The head at TT/eAgf CE Primary welcomed the opportunity to 

talk of developments there and the beneGts of the change. The heads of GM 

schools, and exhibited similar messianic fervour in talking of their 

solutions to the problems associated with changing the age of transfer. At 

Tree CE Primary, the head was relatively new in post, but is a product of the 

LEA. She welcomed the change. 

Boscobel, is an inspector/adviser in Oak. Contact was established through an 

inspection colleague, Boscobel's partner. One tries to understand his motives 

for speaking out. Of the changes in he makes a critical commentary. This 

is illuminating, but perhaps Boscobel regards administrative motives as 

culpable evils requiring replacement by more righteous educational 

justifications. In OoA: an additional County school was identrGed because the 

Grst two were Grant Maintained. It was hoped that this would correct the 

imbalance between the study areas. The timetable allowed access to one local 

authority in the summer and one in the autumn of 1995. Follow-up interviews 

were conducted in both local authorities in the autumn of 1995 and the spring 

of 1996. 

As has been noted, this research is interested in how the workings of 

educational change, and its inherent processes within and between the diSerent 

levels, are illuminated by the individual cases of 6ve schools and two LEAs. 

While case studies generally base their Gndings on a single case, this one is a 

multi-site study. This allows explicit comparisons to be made, as well as 

assessments of both diSerences and similarities in the perspectives of 

educational change. Within the processes of educational change there is a 

complex relationship between the roles of Education OfBcer, headteacher, 

governors and parents. Action at any level aSects aH the others. An extreme 

example, albeit from the time before National Curriculum and the Local 

Management of Schools, may be the William Tyndale School of 1976 (Auld, 

1976). Pupils are not mentioned in this equation even though some pupil 

interviews were possible. Whilst their parents can and do have an influence on 
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the process of change, pupils generally do not. This enquiry was designed to 

ask questions about, amongst other things, difkrent levels of meaning arising 

6om the different levels of roles and responsibilities of the actors. 

In adopting a case study strategy for handling the data in the research, for all 

the reasons given above, the writing up represented a central dilemma during 

the investigation. The justlGcation for the use of the multi-level structure for 

writing up the analysis rather than the use of the case study structure to write 

up the analysis is as follows. The management of the data held two 

possibilities, of which the first was to write up separately the data on 'Oak' and 

the data on Each case would be distinct and contextually relevant. 

The second possibility had regard to what was an inevitably stratiGed situation, 

and to the di@erent levels of roles and responsibilities of the actors. An account 

could be written up to those levels making explicit comparisons and contrasts. 

When gathering data, the semi-structured interview schedules allowed 

flexibility of questionning and answering. They produced varied responses, but 

always at appropriate levels. Writing up separate case studies of the subject 

areas could not adequately elaborate the information being gathered. For 

example, changes in the age of transfer in Pharaoh were not entirely free of 

controversy. In Phase 2, the DEO knew that the LEA would have to face up to 

some diGScult decisions and the requirement to recommend some school 

closures. Politically, the DEO knew that this would be a 'hot potato'. He felt 

supported however, by the Mayor, the Leader of the Council. Once the Mayor 

accepted the need for a closure within a ward that was important to his own 

political interests, the DEO was able to use this as a lever for pursuading other 

Councillors that it was necessary for them to accept closures in areas 

(T/DEO-2/2), This political level is not the sort of terrain that most 

headteachers would Gnd familiar. Similarly, in the headteacher of 

CaftzAM had to handle diplomatically and sensitively a group of parents 

determined to conduct a house-to-house census of youngsters under 6ve. An 

Education OfBcer is most unlikely to be involved at this 'grassroots' level even 

if the results of such a census were to be remitted to the Education ofGces. In 

other words, greater flexibility of explanation was necessary, revealing sharper 

contrasts pertinent to roles and developing relationships appropriate to the data 

(Scott, op.cit:78). Accordingly, the second option, to write an account to the 

difkrent levels of roles, was adopted. 

The research demonstrated some of the general problems of negotiating access. 

Why, for instance, should LEAs or schools cooperate? In this case, however. 
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the age of transfer debate is of current interest in both local authorities, and 

amongst their schools Through the DEO it was made possible to interview 

headteachers. There were general difBculties associated with access to 

governors, most being in business. Similarly, the timetable of fieldwork 

allowed parent and pupil interviews in f Awao/? but not in f AoraoA was, 

in fact, in the middle of its programme of change, whereas Oak had finished its 

own scheme two years before. Preliminary, informal questions revealed only 

hazy, unreliable recollection by parents in OaA:. It would clearly have been at 

least as difficult for pupils to remember. Nevertheless, the research report 

hope&Uy illuminates the complex organisational, teaching and learning 

processes at issue. A comprehensive bibliography is included, together with 

appendices of LEA material, OFSTED data and an example of the interview 

schedule structure. 

Data was collected in a school or Education office setting recognising the 

qualitative posture which states that the knower and the known are 

interdependent. The interview schedules were drawn &om initial consideration 

of basic, practical aspects of a m^or educational change. If one wanted to 

make a structural reorganisation such as the changes to the age of transfer, 

what would one basically need to do? The questions focused on the 

management and the processes of educational change; the practicalities o^ for 

example, creating phases to make the change manageable; or setting up 

consultative mechanisms to foster an inclusive ethos. The interview schedule 

carried appropriate prompts. The example in Appendix B shows such prompts: 

a reference to the Mayor because, as already noted, the Mayor's influence on 

recalcitrant councillors proved invaluable; a reminder that parental interest 

groups formed important factions in a 'Save Our School' movement. Practical 

skills in interviewing were acquired or improved by reference to Powney and 

Watts (1987), which was valuable because its examples were taken B-om six 

case studies, and it ensured that interviews, specially with pupils, were made 

non-threatening. The headteacher of Primary School wrote, 

/o aW wez-g vg/y /o (Log 

p 142). Documentary evidence was provided by both local authorities. 

Documents were also gathered fi-om any other local authority that had either 

considered change and acted upon it, or rqected the idea which had been 

formally presented to them. 
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//ow were dbfa recorder/? 

A Geld log book was kept. By necessity, there is a selective element in logging. 

Every single instance that was seen, heard or otherwise perceived has not been 

written down. The bulk of the evidence was recorded, with permission, on 

tape. While depending largely upon interview and documentary survey 

material, the perceptions of LEA oflficers, governors, headteachers, parents 

and pupils have been recorded. Their views have been given great prominence. 

This is entirely intentional. The status of oral evidence is different in the two 

study areas. In f AoraoA it is contemporaneous with the reorganisation in 

general, while in the oral evidence is at least two years after the events. 

were akrfa 

The research is an analysis of primary evidence, such as verbatim and summary 

transcripts, and secondary evidence including documents. It was thus data-led; 

grounded in those research materials such as interviews and LEA or school 

documents. The process was inductive. The categories that emerged related in 

the Grst instance to the subject - the Education OfRcer or the headteacher. 

Unsurprisingly, some categories were common; views of benefits or costs; 

opinions of the driving force behind the changes. These were supported by the 

scanning of data and their analysis through insights and interpretative hunches. 

The constant comparative method described by Maykut and Moorhouse (op. 

cit.) was used, and a framework of focused questions derived from the 

interview schedule (Appendix B). The wide spread of enquiry illustrates the 

multiplicity of perspectives and gave an opportunity to compare and contrast 

the many viewpoints encountered. By reiteration data was collected, literature 

searched. 

Additionally, reference was made to the work of Nordenbo (op.cit.). Reference 

was made above to but the methodology 

of Nordenbo provides an analytical framework to search the data for insights. 

It was apphed to the interviews of Education OfBcers and headteachers, where 

the emphasis was on the individual (ideographic approach) and the data 

collected was personal or opinionated and thus subjective. The first premise 

was to attempt to understand and recognise the beliefs and values of the 

subjects. Their own self image and /̂o6a/MMde7'̂ 6zMd/»g'̂ (ibid:44), determines 

their response to their particular professional tasks and to the effects of 

structural change. Consequently, it is not enough to be clear about our own 
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view of change, but we ought also to be aware of how these subjects perceive 

it. 

maAeT" we fAwe awe/pf/fpo êa ;̂ 
/̂zĝ e we fn/e or^/ye; wg or Mô ... fAe 6e/yg/& owaf 

pw7po.$ej;... we g/e/MeM̂ y m Âe r e o / w A f c A gMfer mfo owr 
accowM^ //" zf M fo 0/6̂  OMT" wMder.̂ a»oR»g (?Agf/y acf/ow. ;,ymcg 6e//e/& am/ 
^7yo^e.y e3^re ĵ:/6/e m 0 MofMro/ /wigMoge cw* exAf6r̂  ^6f/e(y, 
co/? /̂e%/(y Mwamce, f/iere M wo /-qyaZ roW fo MMder.ŷ WM!;Mg ô Aer peqp/e 
(ibid: 45). 

The utility of Nordenbo's analytical tool was appreciated. His Polar Structure 

Analysis and Phenomenographic Analysis are simple techniques that provide 

insight into the perceptions of interviewees. Polar Structure supposes that 

thematic parts of a person's global understanding of the social and 

organisational changes associated with ± e age of transfer can be assembled 

into aspects or po/eâ . One aspect or pole can have a particular bearing on the 

actual changes; and another aspect or pole can have a particular bearing on that 

person's view of self in relation to the changes. The two poles are referred to 

respectively as the 'reality' pole and the 'individual' pole. The basic premise of 

the analysis is that the polar structure is not simply formed &om a chance 

connection of two aspects of the interviewee's global understanding, but that 

there is an inner relation, i.e. a certain logic, in the connection of the two 

themes. In the analysis of interviewees in this case study the bipolar dimensions 

were as follows, for example: using the Individual Pole an Education OfBcer 

was considered to feel good about the change he had orchestrated and felt it 

was /fgcgjjw}' for the efBciency of the Education Service. Using the Reality 

Pole it could be assumed that a headteacher was about the efkcts of 

change and felt they the future of the organisation. 

Phenomenographic analysis deals exclusively with second-order observations 

of phenomena; how somebody experiences something, how it appears to them 

'60m within'. First-order observations are concerned with observable facts. The 

example in Appendix E concerns the headteacher of Primary School in 

fAwaoA. Phenomenographic analysis is not concerned with all components of 

a person's way of seeing a phenomenon - everything that appears in the global 

understanding - but only what a person regards as a matter 

of course. It is an attempt to analyse more deeply the subject's reactions. The 

headteacher of (Chapter 6, pi07), feels positive about the changes and 

recognises the efBcacy of the LEA's initiative. In the first, she believes the 
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planned programme of change is working well for the school. In the second, 

she is optimistic about the transition and its eSects. This understanding 

permeates the language used in the transcript and itemised, for emphasis, in the 

Branch Structure. This is essentially a key word listing. It makes it possible to 

define her semantic fields and thus the categories used in her thinking. 

"Reorganisation' and the 'consultative process' are suggested for the 

level; 'authority' and 'provision' for the /MaawzMgy level. Nordenbo used only 

ac^ectives in this part of the analysis. This study uses all the key words. 

Constant reading of the narrative interviews and the production of categories 

led to a synthesis of the individual's 'symbolic system' in relation to changing 

the age of transfer. Summing up the headteacher's 'beliefs', 'intentions' and 

'symbolic system' established an overall account which is repeated in Appendix 

E for easy reference. 

The processes of the case study are grounded in ethical principles in that data 

was collected and analysed 6om multiple sources and that, as explained above, 

original interview transcripts were checked with the subjects for them to 

comment on the accuracy and sensitivity of drafting (Packwood, 1984). 

Verbatim quotations are identified with their origin by codes; letters for the 

type of source and numbers for both LEA and individual contributor (see page 

6). As well as providing protection for the participants, the researcher saw this 

process as crucial for veryifng the research findings. Lincoln and Guba 

(op.cit.) called this 'member-checking'. Objective information such as 

documents were capable of relatively easy verification, but much of the 

information sought was subjective, drawn fi-om individual interpretations of 

events that were integral to the change in the age of transfer. Such descriptions 

were oAen retrospective and coloured by personal values and attitudes. 

Subjective feelings are crucial in understanding how organisations work 

(Packwood, op.cit.). However, interpretation is difScult with any degree of 

accuracy and could only be attempted through triangulating responses gained 

in one interview with those gained in another. Recognising that this research is 

rooted in the practicalities and politics of a changing educational structure, and 

that it would be likely to expose the subjects studied to critical appraisal or 

censure (Simons, op. cit ), agreements were reached to o8er anonymity and 

their names and local education authorities cannot be identified. 
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Summary and Comment 

Each personal account is in part expressive of the social and educational 

position of each informant. This study represents these differing and sometimes 

conflicting viewpoints (Adehnan, C,, Jenkins, D. and Kemmis, S., 1980). 

Through presenting these views and, more importantly, the intersection of 

these views, the dynamics of the phenomenon are illustrated. Insofar as the 

history of the middle school is related, the view of Carr (1964:6) is veiy 

relevant: ^ .ye/ecfh'g. m a Awe/ corg 

Age of transfer changes meant the reorganisation of middle schools and the 

disappearance of jobs and status. Marris (op. cit: 157), on the management of 

change, is especially supportive when he describes the definition of 

occupational identity. This, he says, represents the accumulated wisdom of 

how to handle the job, derived from experience; 

Âg ^6^/g owe/ 6y }(/Azc/z 
//zgy rgcozzcz/gf/ //ze (Aĵ z-g/ẑ  a.^gcz^ q/ f/zgzz" afz/afzozz. 

Some will have worked out their own sense of the change and their experience 

to good use in other Gelds. This reconciliation is not necessarily the experience 

of the individuals within this research, but their story is worth the telling. It has 

sought to establish the trustworthiness of the study by the use of a rigorous 

narrative that represents as closely as possible their experience of the change. 

Both the context and the literature survey suggest that a multi-level study of 

the change in the age of transfer is appropriate and timely. Accordingly, the 

writing up of the results reflects the multi-level approach. 

The management of the change by County Hall - or at least by the Deputy 

Education OfBcers who get the job! - is crucially important if only because its 

influence on schools and their communities was so complete. Working parties 

are also reviewed because they formulated the policy to change the age of 

transfer. In reality, all critical observations made during the consultation 

exercise related to the work of'County Hall', and this necessitated an 

examination of its impact on local and county interests. LEAs do not work in a 

vacuum. This study focuses on the relationships between the levels - school. 
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LEA and government. It is important to evaluate the role of LEAs in the 

current reorganisations which involve the dismantling of the middle school 

system. The influence of central government through direct monetary policy 

and the agency of the Audit Commission affects the competence of LEAs to 

achieve all that they set out to achieve. It is the perceptions of the DEOs on all 

these matters that the next chapter examines. 
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Chapter 5 

The LEAs: High Road or Dead End? 
Change is not to be advocated for its own sake. But the organisation that 
can adapt to changing situations and requirements is the organisation that 

survives. The assumption that a given organisational form which works today 
will still be right in five year's time is too often a misplaced assumption. 

(Handy, 1981) 

The research results, as stated in Chapter 4, are being written up in levels 

which draw on all the appropriate case studies. Chapter 5 examines first the 

world of the Deputy Education Officers who by and large get the job of 

dealing with change, and secondly the working parties set up by the LEAs to 

examine the educational desirability and the feasibility of changing the age of 

transfer. It then examines the leadership of County Hall, particularly the role of 

LEA officers, including the two Deputies. 

The chapter begins by looking at the role of Deputies in relation to what we 

know of the Chief Education OfBcer's job. It goes on to describe the work of 

the Deputies in the two study areas, in the south, and f AoraoA in the 

north. The Deputies' understanding is sought of the two main reasons for the 

change, the National Curriculum and the eradication of surplus places. The 

quality of strategic planning is questioned. It is shown that LEAs, encouraged 

by government Circulars and Administrative Memoranda, normally deal with 

falling rolls by mergers and closure. The management of the change is dealt 

with in some detail, describing the views of the two Deputies; for example, 

their attitude to Government pressure, as well as the deliberations of the 

Working Parties set up by each LEA. Insights into their management are 

gained by looking at the wide consultation exercises, as they involved 

headteachers, governors, teachers and parents, and the influence of interest 

groups is delineated. The use of phasing as a management tool is discussed. An 

assessment is made of the extent of mistrust and suspicion engendered, and 

notes the strength of the political clout of councillors. Bold plans 6)r sweeping 

away unsatisfactory buildings seem not to have been completely successful. 

Both Deputies make an estimate of costs involved in both monetary and human 

terms. Conversely, they have ideas of overall benefits accruing fi-om the 

change. The chapter concludes with the Deputies' reflections on how things 
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went; how they might have done things differently. Both seemed optimistic that 

the change has produced a more robust education service. 

Every once in a while there emerges a remarkable educationist whose influence 

on an individual LEA assumes national importance. In the social phenomenon 

called 'changing the age of transfer' there were no remarkable educationists; 

but sincere pro&ssionals who believed they were working for the good of the 

education service. The leadership which a CEO, and presumably a deputy, may 

afford to heads and schools can fall into either organisation or curriculum, or 

both. Kogan and van der Eyken (op.cit:24) identi^ two main groups of tasks, 

M (Wwfcg - akve/qprng q/" 

q/" 

The beliefs of the CEO and senior officers are tested by the perceptions of the 

actors in this managerial drama. Changes in the organisation of schooling are 

complex. Through reasoning and argument it becomes clear that they did not 

always have the desired effect; the inspectorate feel that their views on the 

educational merits of the case were not sought; the schools believe that 

consultation was incomplete; governors were worried by the magnitude of 

their responsibilities, specially in stafBng; some councillors reacted strongly in 

defence of their constituencies. It is a scenario that calls upon the sharpest 

personal and professional qualities of a CEO. Kogan and van der Eyken 

(ibid:27) observe that, 

are /Ag q/" /Ae 

a q / " q / ^ g(&/ca^o»a/ awĉ  greaf 
pgrwaa /̂vgyZa/r râ Aer f/?a» /Morg ra^owa/g^^ 
aj^ocza/g^ W/A /»a^ q/̂ /Ae aak»y/7/̂ a/o/''[y 

Such idealism sits uncomfortably in OaÂ  and f AaraoA. Decision-making, it 

seems, was subject to a number of disparate influences. Both study areas 

resorted Agz/n^c akvg/qp/»gM^ /Mĝ Aodk, fo o&f̂ zyM/Yza/' worAzMg 

par()/ or groz/p, w/fA prgff/c/aA/y marĵ A/MaZ/ow rgj?/Z(y' (Becher and 

Maclure, 1978:63). Were decisions Aidged? How can you create a primary 

school in five rooms? Did stronger arguments succeed over fair and meaningful 
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consultation? Why was a closure decision vetoed by the influence of local 

members of a National Union on the majority party in the Metropolitan 

Borough? There is reference below, (Chapter 6, pi22) to the force of local 

argument and the influence attached to that, and the local political power 

agenda of councillors. It is an intricate system of influence. 

Claire Pratt was a senior assistant education ofBcer until 1949 when she was 

appointed Education Officer of the Excepted District of Hayes and Harlington 

in Middlesex. In 1964 she was appointed CEO of the newly formed London 

Borough of Hillingdon, from which post she retired in 1971. In her 

conversations with Kogan and van der Eyken (ibid: 14), she spoke of the 

CEO's role in innovation, 

... m/e q / " o W m M o v a f o / - , M 

coM/roZ, /egaZ 

AgAj/ggM fAg CEO, Âg ĝacAgrĵ  aW f/;g /oca/ 

Such relationships are revealed within the social and managerial phenomenon 

called 'changing the age of transfer'. The constraints that Claire Pratt described 

above, can be modelled by a familiar metaphor, frequently found in middle 

school literature - the bridge (Hargreaves & Tickle, op. cit:300). Despite the 

coldly dismissive comment by Miles (1979; 1) who said it reduces the middle 

school to the level of a simple analogy, and the opinion of the Leeds writers 

(Leeds, op. cit ), who claimed it to be a gross oversimpliScation which reduces 

the concept to merely buildings. It has merit as a positive model of the process 

of changing the age of transfer. 

It is more than the simple analogy of a bridge between stages. This bridge 

conducts the 'trafRc' of pupils and parents moving through the school system, 

and the lifetime experience of individuals involved in education. It bears the 

weight through an elaborate and intricate system of girders, trusses, transverse 

beams and longitudinal supports, which are the influences of local argument, 

political struggles, demographic changes and education provision. They are the 

constraints applied by central government, committees, budgetary controls, 

legal requirements and historic inheritance. Its stanchions are in the bedrock of 

the National Curriculum, buttressed by the commentaries of the Audit 

Commission. The pathway provided by this bridge, is the educational process 
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itself̂  empowering educators and the educated by the transmission of values, 

purpose and a clear vision. However, the alignments of this bridge can alter -

as do the relationships between CEOs, the LEAs and their schools (Kogan). 

Career paths of many can be interrupted; some may suf&r stress (Kryiacou, op. 

cit.). But each part of the structure of the bridge should work with every other 

part to equalise the stresses, dissipate the pressures of career changes; 

introducing a smooth transition and balance to the whole structure. 

Deputy Education OfBcers have widely different understanding of their role. 

Briault, who was deputy to Bill Stubbs in London for fifteen years, felt his role 

was 'limited'. He thought his work was W/y q/"f/ze 

/Ae (Bush and Kogan., op.cit.). On the 

other hand, Peter Boulter, who worked closely with his Director in 

Cumberland, Gordon Bessey, described his own role as having 'a fairly wide 

brief. In particular he had to '... co-

ordfMafe a// fen;fce'(Bush, Kogan, and Lenney, op.cit.). 

In the study areas, and PAoraoA, the deputies involved are at second tier 

and third tier respectively of their Authority. In Oak, it was expected that the 

deputy to the CEO would lead the reorganisation. In f AaroroA, the job was 

given to a Senior Education Officer; a new post at third tier level set up 

specifically for the purpose. The appointment was given to an existing 

Assistant Education OfBcer, albeit a relative newcomer, having been with the 

Authority for only six months and 'something of an unknown'. The line 

management for reorganisation in Pharaoh is difficult to schematise. The SEO 

explained his own estimation of the Ibur influences on management of the 

change as, the Chair of the Education Committee, the Director of Education, 

himself and the Leader of the Council (T/DEO-2/2). In fact, all of the SEO's 

reports went straight to the Director once they had been completed. 'On the 

Aowgyg/", a aka/ q/" //?g 

/Ae D/rgc/o/)) a/ TT/g aAyo /w/ m a cgr/azM 

A/j oM/w /Mf/za/yvg, w/ZA (L/ DEO-2/1). To avoid 

confusion, the terms CEO and Director are used interchangeably in this report. 

Similarly, the posts designated Deputy and SEO are subsumed in the term 

'deputy'. The deputies usually have a close knowledge of the education 

department and its schools. 
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a// were o/7g7»a//y ĝacAerj:, wA/c/? argy/e^ a 

degree q/̂  wcW cowcem, oW ^ d^cz/Z^ e3̂ /a?M w/ry ̂ /?ey j«6fegffe»^(y 

ybr^Ae Âe .ycAooZy OMd coZ/ege^ exc^f m feMMJ q/̂ a deĵ /re /o f7? r̂ove f/ze 

ĵ erMce Âe /7om^ wAere /̂ oZzc/ê  ore deczdled owd 6egz/z ̂ o 6e /fŷ Ze/MeM êd 

ô Aer refiyoMf we ^Aere? (Birley, op. cit:2). 

One cannot assume, however, that all the deputies purposes are, by deGnition, 

benign. The scope of the deputy's duties does seem to always include the 

management of change, albeit on behalf of the CEO. They are busy, on the one 

hand with the local authority's school reorganisation programme which runs in 

phases through to September 1997; and on ±e other, wi± talking to schools 

and their Governing Bodies about their wishes, disappointments and 

aspirations to change still further after the completion of a two-phase 

reorganisation. What reasons do the DEOs give for initiating change? 

7%e reoyo/M cAowge 

Decisions originated (T/DEO-1/1) either as a consequence of 'in principle 

consultations set up by the m^ority political party, or (T/DEO-2/1) as a 

consensus of ofBcers, some councillors and some, though not a m^ority, of 

headteachers. Both DEOs emphasise the effects of the National Curriculum 

and falling rolls. When the National Curriculum was introduced a signiGcant 

minority of local authorities were organised on a three-tier system, with 

transfer ages at 8 or 9 and 12 or 13. "Willy nilly' there was an immediate 

misalignment with the key stages of the National Curriculum and with its ages 

for assessment. Within those LEAs that decided to change there was no 

unanimity of opinion. In the words of a DEO, WTz/Ze fo/we Aeodk, were 

/Ae o/Aer Aeock fAa/ //?ere were 

menYy m rê ozMmg /2+ or eve» 73+ ^oM^r' (T/DEO-2/1). 

Both LEAs have responded to the issue of surplus places.If the criteria for 

success were extrapolated 6om their response, it would certainly include a 

reduction in the numbers of surplus places, and might include the progressive 

improvement in the quality of the LEA's building stock. But the picture 'drawn' 

by the deputies is mixed. In f AoraoA, the deputy was able to state precisely the 

Ggures for the reduction of surplus places. The total of both primary and 

secondary surplus places at the beginning of the reorganisation programme in 

1991 was 15,000. By the end of the programme in 1997 there will be 

approximately 7,500 surplus places - the numbers will have been halved 
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(T/DEO-2/7). The deputy in Oat was hardpressed to quanti^ the position in 

the county. 7̂ ^ rg/y He spoke of Ggures being and a 

forvmg' made as a result of the change (T/DEO-1/4). In f Awao/?, the 

deputy analysed the changes behind the actual numbers: 

Zy OM w we ccmY c/a/m fo 

Aove a/Z q/̂  ̂ /zô e 7-^,000 pZacej:. ̂ zzf AzfZÂ wzZ/ /zm;e 6gezz 

re/zzovg(̂  Ziy c/ô z/z-gĵ  q/̂ wzzzg Azzzd̂  wzzzg qf f/zgzzz rezzzoiW Zy OM zzzcrgaye q/" 

acAza//%(pzAy' (T/DEO-2/7). He further forecast the continued expansion of 

nursery provision that, in each case, would take up sixty extra places, or the 

equivalent of two classrooms per nursery. 'PPe ore a/yo /ooAzzzg of ôzzze q/" ozzr 

o/dgr ̂ yc/zoo/ĵ  w/zzc/z /zove gzzzYe a /ô  q/^^we cqpacz(y oW //zzwAzzzg 

ZM ĝfzzzĵ  q/pw^j; q/̂ f/ze AzzzZc/mgy cZoj:zzzg or zzzô /zMZ/zzzg' (T/DEO-

2/7). 

The overall strategy for reducing surplus places in T̂ Aaroo/z was to cause some 

concern. The changing of the age of transfer from 12+ and 13+ to 11+ means 

that 'automatically one 611s up the secondary sector, and creates a certain 

number of surplus places in the primary sector". The argument for doing this is 

that having created more surplus places in the primary sector one can then 

more easily put forward a programme of closures. There is a greater degree of 

flexibility in primary closures. This caused some bitterness initially, in the view 

of the deputy. ẑ  gezzeraZ/y /zow/evg?", /̂zaf if ẑ /zoz/̂  

/zf̂ ĝzzzMg we cozf/f/ MOf ZM ĉ̂  zzzaAe q̂ or̂ zzzzzfzê  

c/ofz/zg fgco/zdkzTy fc/zooZy were wz/c/z /wof-e /zW/ê y //zozz ybr c/ofzMĝ  /'nzzzoz}' 

ĉ/zooZs, woK gg/zeraZ acc^Azzzcg f/zâ  f/zzf way fAe o/z/y 

(T/DEO-2/5). Would the whole process have been easier with thorough 

planning? 

The quality of planning is questioned by Boscobel in Oak. He does not feel that 

anyone had the ability to manage an oversight of the whole strategic plan. He 

questions even if such a strategic plan exists. As a result, he f^ls that decisions 

were fudged; that stronger arguments won the day, rather than as a result of 

fair and meaningful consultation (Boscobel-2/3). But prudent local authorities 

have long since dealt with failing roUs by mergers and closures. The head of &. 

Tree CE Primary School in Oat, explained her own experience, and recalled. 

fc/zcw^ if/zzcA way a c/zzzrc/z /zzz6&#e jc/zoo^ zzz 79,^4 TTza/ way a 
rejw// q/̂ fAe Dzoce^e aW /Ae Z&4 /ooAzwg a/ jc/zoo/ /̂ mvzaow azzcf/̂ rê Aĉ zzg 



/wo cw/ q/'̂ Areg ̂ cAoô y m /Ae Dfoce^g. M)̂ /, 
ZocaZ/y, /Aere M a grea/ ZacÂ  q/̂ pn/Ma/y ̂ Zaceâ  a// or Tooj:/ q/̂  /Ae Zoca/ 
pnma/}' fcAoo/â  we ̂ / / (T/HTiii-1/2). 

LEAs regularly 'asset-strip'. They sell surplus schools and land, quietly, all the 

time. Their authority for doing this comes from current regulations that allow 

surplus land to be sold ofT and for some schools to be built with no playing 

Geld. The Circular (AM 2/81) reduced the minimum statutory area for school 

Gelds and encouraged LEAs to seU surpluses. Since then, around 5,000 have 

been sold (Spencer, 1997). In both study areas, there are currently either 

school buildings with land, or other parcels of unwanted land, for sale. In one 

year, is reputed to have recouped f 40m &om the sale of educational 

facilities and land (L/Heme-1). Although Heme comments (L/Heme-3) that 

LEAs are not always open and frank when the subject of selling school sites is 

touched upon, it is acknowledged that f AaraoA'j: education stafF readily direct 

enquirers to a number of sites which are for sale. 

Circulars and Administrative Memoranda emanating from the DES regularly 

gave advice. Circular 5/77, for example, specifrcally gave advice to, even 

instructed, LEAs to consider ways of dealing with falling pupil numbers by 

school closures. Projections then of the school population of England and 

Wales expected primary numbers to fall from a peak of 5.2 million in 1974 to 

4.0 million in 1985, and the secondary school population from a peak of 4.1 

million in 1979 to 2.9 million in 1991. The Circular acknowledged that patterns 

vary between LEAs; that some may already be familiar with the problems of 

small under-used schools in rural areas and that such authorities will need, for 

the 6rst time, to consider corresponding problems in urban areas. Today, it is 

more usual for such intervention to come from the Audit Commission (Chapter 

8, pl46). Projection of the future school population plays a crucial role in the 

formulation of educational policy. How was change managed? 

The change was managed, in both study areas, by a number of influences. Both 

f AoraoA and had a political m^ority, one Conservative and one Labour. 

Both had able and influential Chairs of the Education Committee. Both the 

working party and reorganisation sub-committee reflected the relative 

strengths of the parties at the time, and hammered out the detailed formulation 

of a change in the age of transfer of pupils from primary to secondary school. 
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The deputy in expressed surprise when it was suggested that there had 

been Government pressure on LEAs to change from a three-tier system of 

schooling to a two-tier structure. 7 C K w o i y 

m ow reorgOM/jorfzoM ^oz/z/ q/̂ vzew 

A-g/MoW. v4 W zf wag o» f/zâ  /̂zafyw/WzMg way 

prgf&corz'gc/' (T/DEO-1/1). On the same point, the deputy in f/zarao/z also 

denied direct pressure from Government to move from a three to a two tier 

system. 'TTzg D f E /zm;g Awm/w, cowrie, /̂zâ  c/b w /̂Izcz/zWg 

//zg rg/7zovaZ p/acg^; / vg/y /zzwc/z ^w^gc^ ẑ /zaf /f wwzfg<;̂  ẑ /zg 

awf/zoM ĝĵ  /̂zg/Tẑ gZvgĵ  /Mo&g /̂zg akcmoM, m ordigr fo (Tvozc/ a/:y po/zAca/ 

a/ /zif gW q/z/zg 6g?graAo/z' (L/DE0-2/I) 

f/zwao/z'^ Working Party was originally created in April 1985 to review 16-19 

provision and the e@ects of any proposed changes on the age groups both 

below and above 16-19. The Working Party made its report in two stages. 

Firstly on 6 May 1987 and secondly on 19 January 1988. In the second report, 

the Working Party asked the Reorganisation Sub-Committee of the Education 

Services, to consider the desirability of the standard transfer age to secondary 

school to be 11+ or 12+ (D/2-5). But it was 16-19 provision that was the 

subject of consultations between January and May 1989. The Authority's plans 

for post-16 were however terminated in 1993 afrer the change of control 

brought about by the Further and Higher Education Act (1992). 

In after a report by the CEO on 28 June (C/1-30), a Working Group was 

set up on 6 July 1989 to consider the educational desirability and feasibility of 

changing the age of transfer between its primaiy and secondary schools (C/1-

13). In December 1989 the Reorganisation Sub-Committee inf/zarao/z 

considered a report by the Director of Education Services (CEO-see p6) on 

post 16 provision and the implications for the age of transfer to secondary 

schools. Within the report it was recommended that pupils transfer to 

secondary school at 11+ (D/2-7). The working party in had the single 

purpose of changing the age of transfer to 11+, but at the same time to 

recognise the vg/y cowĵ zdleraA/g ac/zzgvg/zzg/zẑ  //zg zMzdW/g 

try to safeguard the very small primary schools and to take account of the 

isolated nature of many village schools. On the 8 January 1990, the Oak 

Working Group resolved that there were sufBcient reasons for seriously 

considering a change in the ages of transfer between its schools (C/1-13). On 1 

February 1990, the Education Committee resolved to consult governing 
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bodies, parents, the dioceses and teachers' associations on the question of the 

ages of trans&r. InfAororoA, the Reorganisation Sub-Committee 

recommended at its May 1990 meeting that support be given for the 

introduction of a single age of transfer at 11+ throughout its area. This 

recommendation was confirmed by Education Services Committee on 5 June 

and reported to Council on 9 July 1990. 

Comparative table of principal dates 

Oak Pharaoh 

April 1985 Establishment of Working 
Par^ 

January '88 Report to Sub 
Committee 
Report to Education 
Committee 

February '88 Report to Full Council 

July 1989 Working Party set up December '89 Reorganisation Sub 
Committee 

January '90 Consultation proposed January '90 Report to Education 
Committee 

February '90 Report to Full Council 

April '90 Consultative documents 
published 

'90 Proposed common age of 
transfer 

July '90 Proposals approved June '90 Education Committee 
approved 

Full Council af^roved July '90 Full Council approved 

July '91 Education Committee 
satisfied and recommends 2 
phases 

1991-2 Phase 1 

1992-3 Phase 1 1992-3 Phase 2 
1993-4 Phase 2 1993^ Phase 3 

1994-5 Phase 4 

1995-6 Phase 5 

TaA/eJ? 

In both study areas, these sub-committees considered all proposals before they 

went to the education committee. As described above, their recommendations 

were then considered by the education committee. In addition, 

recommendations were also distilled through a policy committee in Oak^ or a 

policy advisory committee in The policy committee in was 

asked speciScally to look at capital Amding issues, while the policy advisory 

committee in f AwaoA was a committee of the ruling Labour group that often 
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wished to look at reports before they went either to the reorganisation sub-

committee or to the education committee (T/DEO-2/8). To a large degree the 

membership of these committees overlapped, so it was unlikely that there 

would be changes of policy between them. Age of Transfer Working 

Group made a full report of its consultations and the outcomes to Education 

Committee on 5 July, and it was approved by the Council on 31 July 1990. 

Members of the Working Group emphasised that all schools would be changed 

in some way. 'CAoMge ow/y Agfcwrce Zw/ worg 

Mgw zdleaK, Mgw TTzgĵ g 

wcwM 6gyg/f m a// a grgofgr or Zgĵ &gr gx̂ gMf' (C/1-44). Their report 

acknowledged that there were arguments in favour of keeping the present 

system. 'Ow &f&zMcg, /zoiygygr, /Aey AgAgvg Âg ybr a/ 

77 opipgw 6g cofMpg/Zmg, fAô g 

/?rg(̂ 7»mâ Mg/%z/̂ g/?z ggwa/Zx .yo' (C/1-11). In fact, they approached the 

results of consultation with caution. The primary sector was almost wholly in 

favour of the first and middle school system, while the secondary sector was 

overwhelmingly in favour of changing to transfer at 11+. There were a number 

of other broad conclusions. There was evidence that educating 11 year olds in 

middle schools was favoured by some parents, but a signiGcant number saw 

advantage in secondary education beginning at 11 Years. The Working Group 

recognised the considerable concern in rural areas about the impact on the 

future of village schools of a change in the age of transfer, both in terms of 

their educational and their economic viability (C/1-18). 

At the outset, both LEAs made statements of principle in relation to the 

proposed change. OaA: wished Vo wo^g a/rg /̂zgrg wgrg g/zowgA igcAoo/p/acgf 

/Mgĝ  /oca/ Mgg(&, fo .ycAoo/y 6g gdlMcaf/oMa//y vm6/g 

gMowgA Aroac/ gfA/câ zoM a// pwpz/^; AzAg 

Zwf/cffMgy OM/ Mfg, f̂ aAg accoMW/ Âg j^gngfA q/^^wg/iW pr^rgMcg ay 

^ f/ze /gvg/ /MMe jz/rg /Ag /oW 

rg.yoz/rgĝ  ovaz/aA/g fo ĉAoo/ĵ  arg 6gmg wâ gĉ  g^^c /̂vg/y; gam /Ag 

6g»^(9 qya// fAroMgA ĉAooAy, wAgrg pô yâ /g," /o 63̂ g ĵ xzrg j:cAoo/ 

/7/arcgj (X// q/̂ z/ĵ g," /o waÂ g aẑ g gA//o(rg/; Aovg a fcAoo/ rgoyoMoA/y Mgor f/fg/r 

Ao/Mg; rgcogM/ĵ g fAg /)w/7cz//ar Mggdk q/̂  n/m/ com/m/M/̂ g^ ĝrvgĉ  6y ama// 

ĵ g/?oo/& ' (D/1-13, page 3). f/zwaoA coupled these with a statement of aims 

for primary education. In sections (v), (vi) and (vii) of its Aims and Principles 

(D/2-8), stated that children are entitled to coherent educational provision 

which encourages continuity and progression; to a pattern of schooling which 
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promotes the eSective implementation of the National Curriculum with 

particular regard to continuity within and between phases, progression of the 

individual child in relation to Key Stages, standard ages of transfer across the 

Authority and elective assessment, recording and reporting achievement, 

f AararoA also stated that the pattern of schooling must promote an equitable 

and consistent allocation of resources within the &amework of the Local 

Authority's policies. Particular consideration must also be given to 

strengthening nursery provision. 

This study concerns these same LEAs eSectively turning the clock back! This 

represents the decline of the middle school in the 1990s. In the two study 

areas, and in other parts of the country (e.g. Kent, Warwickshire, Hampshire), 

the LEAs made moves to reorganise their schools &om the existing three-tier 

to a two-tier system. They placed their Srst and middle schools on f ' 

Zfgf/ and fashioned them according to their new primary measure. Year groups 

were lopped of^ recently identiSed as belonging more properly to the next 

stage. What prompted them? Changing the age at which pupils transfer to 

secondary schools is the result of pressure &om various sources. Local 

authorities, and specially their education services, felt pressure from 

government in the shape of legislation or, more obliquely, &om government 

agencies such as the Audit Commission, SCAA and OFSTED. 

Because of this, the reply of the DEOs in the two study areas was puzzling. In 

circumstances where a national curriculum is tuned to the dominant primary 

ideology and secondary school populations have reduced to a level causing 

government concern, the deputies did not recognise direct pressure contained 

in the Audit Commission report of 1990, the White Paper 'Choice and 

Diversity', and, more immediately, the DfEE criteria for the Standard Spending 

Assessment system enjoining LEAs to remove surplus places or be penalised 

(Chapter 1, pl5). Indeed, this was not the 5rst time that the Department had 

exercised direct control over the monetary policies of individual LEAs. 

y/"fAgjy over 70pe/" cewf /wore AwfY.; 
Ay CAe DES' (Salter and Tapper, op. cit:230). 

The response of the DEOs is puzzling for another reason. Had both Oa/r and 

f AwaoA Grst considered a 'do nothing' option before embarking on a 
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programme of change? This is only because other LEAs did, for example, 

Warwickshire (Warwickshire, 1994,1, 1.1). No doubt there would have been 

many who felt that there were persuasive arguments for maintaining the status 

quo; and, thereby, in the short term at least, avoiding instability and 

uncertainty. Such instability would not be helped by the example, in Oak at 

least and in Warwickshire, of grant-maintained secondary schools proceeding 

to admit pupils at age eleven. Nevertheless, the DEOs could have pointed to 

the consequences of doing nothing or, perhaps, returning to a strategy of 

planning for future needs on the basis of identifying, over time, individual 

schools for reorganisation or closure. They could have emphasised how very 

serious this would be and damaging to children. 

The DEOs, in deciding that the status quo was not an option, would have had 

to bear in mind the following conditions, 

/o rg/MOVg jw/p/z/f 

M rewovet/ WZ Mof ga/M 

org. 

Mggê  
^ Co^-gj^cA vg /o rg/Movg p/acg 
77?g gcA/coAoMa/ 6gM^^^ wA/cA org ZzAg/y /o occn^g a 
worg co^-g^cfzvg ̂ c/?oo/ /Ag a^g 

fo ̂ ggo/K&rry ŷcAoo/, m pwY/cwAzr, wg ^oMg, 
G/TOM̂ -wary/zAz/Mgcy fcAooAy Aavg g/^g/- c/MMgg(/ age 

77-76^0777 72-76, or org /Arga/gMmg ô aAoWo/i co-
qpgmAoTZ W7̂ /? fAg 777fg77d/»g ô 7770vg 7/7%7/:ar̂ gm/(x (̂̂ Ag 
Z&4 dbg^ 770f 777 c/7a77gg /Ag Ogg ^071^7'. TTlg po/g77AW 
yOT" (ygĵ a67/7&ẑ 077 af //fg ̂ 7-777707)/ 7gVg/ OMCf C07̂ ĵ 7077̂ 7" 
parg77/j M oZ'WoT/̂  
(adapted from Warwickshire, loc. cit.). 

The DEOs can surely have no room for doubt as the Audit Commission 

pubhshes its latest study, 'Trading Places' (Dec. 1996), in which LEAs are again 

urged to reduce surplus places, speciGcally, schools where the occupancy rate 

is 75 per cent or less, since these offer the greatest scope for closure or the 
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removal of an entire accommodation block - the ways of removing capacity 

that generate the greatest financial savings (Audit Commission, 1996:44). 

Having decided to change, or been pushed, LEAs necessarily had to consult. 

The consultation process varied between the subject areas. In OaA:, the English 

County, the 'in principle' consultation, mentioned above, conducted with heads, 

governors and members of council was followed by the publication of 

consultative booklets. These were circulated widely through the schools to 

parents and public. They were available in libraries and council offices. The 

booklets contained a description of a number of options for the reorganisation 

of schools in each area, fbllowing the change in the age of transfer. The deputy 

explained that the booklets presented a range of options for discussion; 

way we 

gave a ay a 
A) OM (T/DEO-1/3) 

and that, in order to reach the widest possible audience they were published in 

a number of community languages. Everyone was urged to attend meetings at 

their school, and to respond to the discussions by participation or by use of a 

Treepost' scheme. This was an imaginative exercise in what was, after all, a 

major reorganisation. However, the deputy was not entirely comfortable 

thinking back to the consultation process. Y'TM awre 

m w/zere f/ze 6/̂  AeAi/ggM 

(T/DEO-1/5). 

The Metropolitan District, Pharaoh, also distributed consultative papers to the 

public and organised a programme of meetings with staff, governors and the 

public. Again, these were based on areas and in every case a range of options 

were described with an indication of the one preferred by the authority 

(T/DEO-2/3). The deputy expected to gauge the extent of public feeling; 

CZear/y /Aere a zweaM/re q/cf/jagrgg/MgMf fo wAefAgr 
we /kW cp/zoM. T/Zfjlgeĉ  Ẑ Aere way a e^a/ 
dzĵ ogree/zzeMf./ were a/w cz zZfcMec/ a/ ô/zze ZTzee/z/zgy 
/zavz/zĝ  /ooAer/ a/ a// zAe /%)j:sz6/e qp/zow. 7/z owe or At'o cayê y TzzezMAer̂  

//ze /wA/zc, aW a/w /7rq/̂ ĵ ẑo/zâ y, ybrwarafpa /̂erzM w/zzc/z 
we /zacAzY zzz ezzvzĵ agê / (T/DEO-2/3) 
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The authority's attitude was Sexible. OriginaDy the working party had assumed 

that one public meeting per pyramid would be sufBcient. They encountered a 

great deal of criticism of this and were persuaded to extend the number of 

public meetings so that there was one per school, or pairs of schools (T/DEO-

2/3). All views were presented in the working party's report to the Education 

Committee. In the event, no idea was adopted which had not been considered 

in some way or other in the consultative paper. The authority did however, in 

some areas, move from the preferred options to an alternative option as a 

result of public pressure. area m w/zzcA was m 

cer&zm OMt/ Vz/Mfor 

qpAb»'(T/DE0-2/3). 

The deputies in charge of their reorganisation programmes took, or are taking, 

time to consult widely and carefully. Although schools and colleges are distinct 

entities, they are led by professionals "w/Ao ĝ ĝĉ  e/yqy (ff̂ crĝ oM m 

ca/Tymg Âg/r ĝacAmg ro/g. TTzg rgZâ /owA/p 6g^ggM /̂?g CEO wW 

//zgr^rg Âg oW Âg /zga%̂  or fAgr^rg, a 

A; ybz/W m /̂?g wcW ĵ g/r/cgĵ , or or ô Agr 

/oca/ aw/AonYy 6ikpar//»gMf̂ 5̂ . ô*̂ A org j:gwor )/g^ AofA w/orÂ  

WfA/M a (Bush, T. and Kogan, M., op.cit.). In 

the study areas, one deputy felt, in talking to heads, that the situation 

6g^gr, mc/Wmg a /of q//7gqp/g wAo /MOwrMgc/ f̂ /zg ̂ rĵ ^ TMzdk̂ /g .sc/zoo/ 

(T/DEO-1/5). He did, however, explain that this was just an 

understanding rather than full knowledge. Not being very close to curriculum 

issues himself̂  he suggested a talk with those who are. By way of contrast, the 

other deputy displayed close knowledge of the range of options amongst 

advisors, inspectors and heads, f AoraroA was a Borough that contained 11+ 

transfer schools already (T/DEO-2/5). Heads in these areas felt their system 

was the best. This was to be set against the view that heads tended to support 

whichever system they were currently involved with. Advisors and Inspectors 

were of the opinion that the new key stage structure did require 11+ transfer 

arrangements. They argued that specialist teachers for subjects such as science 

and modem languages would be much more readily obtainable under an 11+ 

transfer system. They fblt it unhkely that middle schools, particularly the 

schools operated under 13+ arrangements, would be able to obtain the 

necessary numbers of specialist staff 
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Both LEAs consulted widely, in their view, in an eGbrt to recruit support for 

reorganisation. The schools believe it to have been patchy. In both study areas 

the inspectorate express a belief that their views were not sought by their LEA. 

Were they not interested in the educational merits of the case? 'Or zY 

wgoM /Ae w wore 

(L/Heme-1, T/HTi-2/6, Boscobel-

8/9). 

The tensions here are role-related. There is inherent tension between teaching 

and administration as spheres of activity. To illustrate this general claim, one 

can turn to the specific example of the LEA itself and the relationship between 

elected members and ofBcers. Each has particular tasks and interests; the 

permanence of one contrasts with the part-time nature of the other. An 

extended quotation &om Dunsire illustrates this perspective: 

... fAere we wAzc/z m OM 
/Me/mAerf, 6%/̂  wAfcA are co/Mp/Zcafec/or 

/o Z'g ^ /ay 
(/fg //? /̂ rĝ yg/ŷ /Mg, aw/ /Ag /Aa/ we ybr 

&) Agcm/̂ g f̂ g (^cgr^ ̂ /Twmg/zcg, Aw / 
prĝ gMcg, gapgr̂ .yg, coM^o/ q/" 
coTMTMWMfcâ oM, /zg COM... digrzvg grgaf z / ^ w g M c g a 6 z 7 z ^ /)rgj:gMf 

Jlgcz\yzo;z ow/y /Aoj:g /yza/fer̂ , or ougpgc/̂  /zzaf̂ gM, w/zzc/z /ze c/zooj^gfo 
/;rgjg/z^... 

;9z/c/z a aA/afzo/z fge7zz.s wzfA occczyzozzf zzzz.ŷ :$f wzc/ jw.̂ zczoM. 
L W e r f / / z g co/zzp/gxz^gf q/'a proZ)/g/7z w wo/ dgc/(;fz/zg f/zg gwgĵ fzoM, 
Aw/ z/ M aprgrggzzz.Mfg/ f/zg zzzayz w/zo &zgĵ  gwz/g a /MaZ/g/" ^g/ 
/zg M AgzMg prĝ ygzz/gcf 6y o/zg wAo dbg^ wzYA a^zY accozzzp/z. .̂̂ g/gc/zo/z q/̂  ̂ /zg 
zzzoiY rg/gvwẑ  zz^zTzza^ozz^z' ĵ rgĵ gzzAzAozz, or f/zg zzzô  zzẑ orfazzf c/wzcgĵ  
^7" (/gcz^ow, w/zgrg f/ze ŵ Ao/g cazzzzof 6g ̂ rgĵ gzz/gf/ wzf/zzzz z-goiyoMaAZg Zzzzzzf̂  
q/̂ /zzzzg, /xgTgr, g/c., zzzay 6g fgg/z ay /Ag 'cozzcga/zTzg/z/' q/̂ //zg rg.9/. ^ (/ecza:zozz 
ozz oMg /zarC q/̂  a g%gĵ /zo/z zzzory Aorvg z/ẑ /zca/zozzLy Â /gr c/zozcgj //zaf org 
zzo/ zzzzzzzedza/g/y aĝ porezz/, rg^/Azzg zzz aZ/ggaAoziy q/" %gzzzg /gc/ //zg 
gardgz? ̂ a//z'. w ozz. // ZooAs /z^ powgr wz/Acw/ rg,̂ zzĵ z6z/z/y, ẑzzp/y 
6gcm/̂ g, ^ dl̂ zzz/zozz, //zô g w/zo org oworg //za/ //z6y corzy //zg rgapoaszAz/z/y 
org zzzzar6/g /o //zg /%)}ygr //zo/ g)^gr/wg, pgrzzzazzg/zcg ozzt/ zzz/brzzza/zozz 
6ĝ /ow& (Dunsire, 1973: 161-2) 

There were separate consultative meetings for governors, teaching staff and 

parents. Baron and Howell (1974) recognised the importance of consulting 

governors. Indeed, it was expressly advised in Circular 10/65. They found it 

difGcult to conceive, if governors had any influence at all, how they can fail to 
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be involved in schemes of reorganisation which may aSect the very existence 

of their school as individual units (ibid: 136-137). In amalgamations , for 

example, governors are thrown in at the deep end. The chair of governors of a 

Combined School in Coventry commented; 

^A Afo myore cwr 

q/̂ Ae/Z (Haigh, op. cit ). 

Governors have to give &eely of their time! A Parent Governor in 

Warwickshire explains; 

Zxzyf we q/ 72 q/"owr owM 
govgrMor̂  - ovgr̂ wm aw A&4 q^cgr rgcoTM/MgMc&ẑ oM rgorgoM^g 

f/;g â cA(7o/̂ 0/77 a ^cAoo/ m orc /̂- /o rg/wovg jw/p/fty 
p/acg;$ aW avofc/ ̂ Ag q/"ayz/r̂ Agr ;̂ 20 /wzZ/yoM raww/M fo Âg govgrM/MgM̂ . 
TTzg &6fca^fo» Co/M/Mf̂ gg / K M v o / g ( ^ f A g ^cAoo/ 6gco/Mg a 
fr/TMW}' z/iyfgoâ  (ITzg Ĝ ar̂ fOM, 4 February 1995). 

The former adviser. Heme, identifies the consultation process as a referendum. 

'TTzgyg way m g/^c/ a vo/g o» /A/j'. He feels it right to ask, way f/?g 

rgw/^ q/̂  ̂ Ag 7'̂ /'gMG&//M.̂  wrf q/̂ pqpzf/ar /Ma»db̂ g M fAg co/M/M7ffgg 

f̂Ag pgc^/g co»cg/7/g(/.̂ ' (L/Heme-1). Boscobel, 

adviser/inspector in OaÂ , has a more fundamental criticism of Ae consultative 

process; 

T ĝrg wgrg vanrozty... /)m/M/.yg.y... pro/M/̂ gâ  AAe, 'OA, 
'̂g.y, wg wf// ̂ gg //zaf w/ZZ /zapipgw. DowV wo/7y a6o«^ ̂ Aaf, Mo pro6/g7M. 77?â  

w/// 6g a// ' T/f o/Agr worak, qj^cgrj: wgrg Âgzr c/yâ aZ 6a/Z 
r̂g(&ĉ  w/zaZ /Ag wcwZc/ do m fifo or fArgg j/garf ^wg ô j%/p!por̂  

.ycAooZy'. (Boscobel-3) 

It is his contention that ofBcers did not 'comg c/gaw a6o«^ Âg ̂ ^z/rg ̂ Ma»cgj 

q/̂ fAg ŷ M /̂zonfy wMcA wozfM o6WoM.y/y 6g coM^̂ mŵ ' (ibid ). He 

assumes that some ^c^yof/j /)o///7ca//Ma»(^gna/ 6y/̂ ' were going on'm ordgr 

/o com;wcg /)gqp/g fAâ  ĵ o/Mg dgcmoM Âa/̂  way 6gmĝ  /Maok wâ y f/?g r/g/?f o/fg' 

(Boscobel-2/3). What he experienced, in fact, could have been precisely what 

Dunsire (above) was talking about; that on the one hand, lack of understanding 

on the part of professionals, and on the other, concealment of all the facts or 

implications by administrators, can lead to mistrust or suspicion. 
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Administratively, is anyone better placed than County OfBcers to see and 

understand the ramiScations of all the options, all the available data? The 

answer largely depends on how the option system was presented. Each study 

area presented the options for local change in a different manner, f AwaoA 

oGered a range of options and indicated at an early stage which one the LEA 

preferred. oGered between two and seven options but reserved their 

judgement on which one would be preferred until after the consultation had 

finished. The LEAs encountered quite a lot of disagreement. The DEO of 

f/zororoA claims that this was taken on board, considered with ail options and, 

where possible, moved fi"om one preferred option to another (T/DEO-2/3). But 

County Councillors fought their corner, negotiating more options to open up 

choice. Failing such intervention, the options would, it is claimed, have been 

very restrictive (CLR/1-1). Did the consultation reveal such sensitive issues 

that pressure groups were formed? 

It was always the case that (ycAoo/ AecaTMe a 

zfpoM wAfcA p r e g r o f / p acAwfy ccwAy (Bush, Kogan, and 

Lenney, op.cit.). The media found this an ideal opportunity to exploit public 

disquiet (in the comprehensive debates of the 1970s and 1980s). 

wo/ fAe 
/More govem/MeMf 

"azve (ibid: 117) 

In OaA, the parents' groups and individual parents were the main focus of 

interest, though some of the local councils in the county, at borough or parish 

level, were interested and got involved in the processes of consultation. In the 

county, too, there were small groups of loose alliances of schools. These were 

attempts, for example, to generate support for smaller schools to work 

together to oppose the proposals (T/DEO-1/3). InPAwaoA, the deputy 

described the m^or interest group as VeacAerj: 

/7+ ay 72+ (T/DEO-2/4). But there was 

equally strong resistance 6om the small school lobby that mirrors the eSects in 

OaÂ . The deputy spoke of /̂ze z/zô f M 

fome q/̂ //ze rwraZ areay w/zere we c/oâ eĉ  ̂ wza// z)ẑ 3M̂  aMf̂ /̂ nmayy ĉ/zooZ.y - ay 

a rejw// q/̂ iy/zzc/z c/z/ZdireM /zave /zacf /rave/ greater (/MZiaMceĵ  fo ̂ yc/zooZ, m 
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w/Mg (T/DEO-2/7). He concurred that some villages felt that at 

the time they had the heart taken out of them by the closure of the school. In a 

discussion of size of school in the small school issue, the deputy described 

schools which had, 

60/A wAfcA wg 77;g aẐ g/Tzafzvg fc/wo/f ŷgyg 
a / M f / g j . 77?e/'g wgT-g owg or Ayo v///agg .ycAooZy w/grg 
Zŵ ggr m o»g cayg Âg ^cAoo/ /%%/ arowmf 
jyowgvgf, //Kryg fo /Aaf f̂Ag jTMor/Z W/Ziogg ĵ cAoo/ /waAg 

fAg 6wZA: q/" oz/r ̂ rogram/Mg. 7%g 6%/̂ ^ /)/acg regk/ĉ OTiy 
wgrg /Maak 2y /Ag c/ojwg q/wg^«w-j/zga^ wZ'aM fcAooAy, Mo/ 
jwa// WZ&zgg ĵ cAoô y (T/DEO-2/7) 

Where closures and amalgamations were proposed in f AaraoA, there were 

orchestrated 'Save our School' campaigns. The deputy thought it 'fair to say 

that they were initiated or prompted primarily by the professionals but with a 

good deal of parental support, and of course with support also &om some 

governing bodies'. He cited one example of a certain interest group visiting the 

Department for Education, in London, and arguing their case with ofBcials 

there. There were written protests at the consultative phase that were followed 

up by statutory objections against specific closures. On the other hand, some 

closures were not opposed and a number of schools were closed without 

meeting any resistance or having to deal with any interest groups (T/DEO-2/4). 

What could be done to make the programme of change manageable over such 

large LEAs? 

In both and f/zwaoA the change in the age of transfer was managed in 

phases. The change, whose motivation may have been the culling of surplus 

places, or the constraints of the National Curriculum, or a combination of both, 

was ejected in phases which may give the appearance of a mechanical, orderly 

transition. In reality, changing the age of transfer was organic; schools evolved 

from one kind of organisation to another, teachers found their careers 

enhanced or diverted, even obstructed, and LEAs reorganised their 

administration to take all this into account. 

Phasing a massive reorganisation such as the age of transfer is a practical 

device and a management decision. The scope of the changes in each LEA 
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meant that phasing was essential. considered three and decided on two; 

f AwaoA decided on five, though four and 6ve are operating simultaneously. 

Another influence was the complexity of changes in a particular area, f/zorao/? 

began with what it assumed was an uncontroversial area involving no closures 

or amalgamations. In practice it was not entirely free of controversy. Decisions 

on phasing, as we have seen, depend on what Baron and Howell (1974:137) 

would called 'practicability". There are two sides to the coin of practicability -

the administrative and the political. 

Phasing was proposed by the working party in Oak and the subcommittee in 

Pharaoh, and accepted in each case by the Education Committee. There the 

similarities end. In Oak, an English county, the political will and probably the 

will of schools, certainly secondary schools, was that the change should be 

accomplished as quickly as possible. The deputy explained that the Education 

Committee's preference was to do it in three phases, but that the eventual 

decision to do it in two phases was a compromise (T/DEO-1/2). In the 

Metropolitan District, Pharaoh, the change was managed in five phases, 

though the last two were to be eSected simultaneously. The structure of 

schooling in f/zaraoA was markedly diSerent Aom that in The latter had a 

relatively simple change &om 12+ to 11+ transfer. In there were three 

transfer systems in operation; some pyramids transferred at 11+, some at 12+, 

and yet others at 13+, The management of the change, therefore, had to take 

into account a staged reduction 6om 13+ to 12+, then S-om 12+ to 11+. The 

6rst phase was relatively uncontentious, involving parts of the borough having 

no closures or amalgamations. The plan then was to move gradually to more 

difBcult areas in phases 2,3,4 and 5 (T/DEO-2/2). The deputy in f AwaroA 

explained that it was Vw w/e wowZc/ zfp fo /Ae 

r e g M f r e / M e M / ' (T/DEO-2/2). By this remark he indicated the 

political difficulty (not Party political) that arises when schools are proposed 

for closure. This difBculty was well illustrated by the fact that one of the 

closures put through in phase two occurred in an area that was of particular 

interest to the leader of the council. He accepted the need for the closure. 

'Owg /K a fcAoo/ cZmg ow area wA/cA was 

Mm, Ae wcw a6/g fAâ  aa a /ever pgrawadyMg ofAgr 

//?a/ wa.̂  fo accept Meeafybr 

/Aezr area' (T/DEO-2/2). 
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Age of transfer changes produced some anomalous e@ects. Unsatisfactory 

prefabricated buildings still exist in Boscobel claims such buildings are 

unsuitable for the delivery of the National Curriculum (Boscobel-6). BrawcA 

Primary (not a study school) in translated &om a Grst school, might be 

assumed to be a 'winner'. However, it is already full on a cramped site in the 

middle of a village. Building extra classrooms is problematic (T/CHii-1/2). Did 

the parent lobby have the loudest voice? To which strategic plan did this 

conform? 

Aeoyy /oca/ re/a/gc/ /o 
Mggdk o r ( B o s c o b e l - 1 ) . 

It may be that funding for new buildings is unavailable anyway. After all, is it 

not a general primary school problem that they did not receive building grants? 

(T/HTi-1/4). Moreover, schools now wishing to expand, that is change further, 

are Gnding it very difScult (T/HTiii-1/1, T/HTii-2/3). The whole process is 

difficult. There were different perceptions of the building programme pursuant 

to the Age of Transfer changes. Who decided which schools needed 

adaptations or extensions? On what information were decisions based? 

D/gyg erg ĵ ônĝ  q/" Aow/ pgc^/g '̂OMc/grgc/ rowAK/ oW /Mode 
/̂fg mvo/vgTMgMf̂  /Ag j:gM/o/' /MOMarge/MgMf WK/ govg/Tfor^ 

wgrg wnf̂ g?; f̂Ag ĵ /zg Âg ĉ/zoo/̂  W7(/ orvof/aA/g am/ 
ogarm r^rg/zcg A) Âg /MawaggwgMf q/̂ f̂ g fcAoo/. 

w///gM oz//, //zgrg M/grg o6v/oM /̂)/ o/̂ rngM* .̂ .8%/̂  ĵ o/Mg /?gqp/g 
(&6&7Y ow/ - AMow /o fAo/ /zcgipgMgc/ (Boscobel-3). 

What seems to be lacking in was a rational oversight. It calls into question 

the whole issue of planning. 

There are tangible benefits from the closure of buildings, when LEAs expect to 

receive capital receipts 60m their sale, or their sites. Grovemment restrictions 

on the percentage of such sales that may be retained by the LEA mean that the 

Directorate in f/zwaoA will have to push very hard to receive up to 50%, and 

they may get as little as 25% (T/DEO-2/4). Both f AwaoA and OoA: are, 

however, net beneficiaries in terms of capital receipts (T/DEO-1/3), In Oak, 

the beneGts &om the point of view of buildings were substantial. The 

opportunity was taken to make improvements that had long been in the 

pipeline, 'for gxw?^/g, ĉ/zoo/ĵ  m oMg wga wA/cA /?(%/ 6ggM m 
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fFe were a6/e m f o c/oj;e Ai/o 

I'g/y/poor ZvffMmgy (^e/7 a Arowc/»ew OMe' (T/DEO-1/3). 

Both LEAs were funded to carry out approved reorganisations, f/Kzrao/z 

received central government permission to undertake a new building 

programme where it was urgently needed up to a cost of f 20m. was able 

to cany through building projects to sweep away some old stock such as 

schools dating &om Victorian times. The funding associated with the change in 

the age of transfer was said to generate in OaA: f 19.5m, of which jE9.75m could 

be used to further the proposed change. Government restrictions prevented 

more of the proceeds being so used (L/Heme-4). Both authorities could 

certainly say that they now have a better stock of educational buildings than 

when alterations began in 1991. 

The DEOs recognised that a tranche of teaching expertise was lost in 

reorganisation. They acknowledged the loss of some good teachers, and 

probably some less good teachers (T/DEO-2/6). There were recurrent savings 

for each LEA due to reduced numbers of Heads and Deputy Heads as a result 

of the reorganisation, and, therefore, reduced salary commitments. One deputy 

immediately made the point that the redundancy bill 'was substantial' (T/DEO-

1/4). The other observed that they were 'short to medium term costs' (T/DEO-

2/5). In f AwaoA, the recurrent savings were calculated on the basis of three 

headings: 

He cited an example of the closure of one school in Pharaoh which enabled a 

sK-figure saving to be made in respect of small school protection. He went on: 

/Azrc/ wear Ae /̂ re/MMê ^ re/â eĉ  wAere c/eor/y 
we were .Kzv/wg ow Aea/frng; //g/z/zwg; waWeMOMce m fAô e 
prew/ĵ eĵ  wA/cA were c/oje^ (T/DEO-2/4). 

The deputy calculated the total recurrent savings on the basis of the three 

headings and produced a dgure of f 1.75 million year on year. The deputy also 

referred to the increased viability of schools after the changes as a direct 
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benefit. The confused picture of different ages of transfer between and its 

immediate neighbours was also remedied. Where neighbouring counties 

traditionally changed school at eleven, and where parents had a clear 

pref^ence for the quality of education in secondary schools, such parents 

would send their child either to their own county secondary for one year only, 

or to a Middle school in Oak with the intention of their child transferring at 

12+ to an secondary school. After reorganisation such manoeuvres were 

uimecessary (T/DEO-1/4). 

DisbeneGts, apart from the bill for redundancies and early retirements, included 

anxiety and dislocation for many involved in the reorganisation. On the one 

hand, a deputy underlined W/ (T/DEO-1/4), while the 

other deputy emphasised the costs of transitional funding for staff training, and 

also for the purchase of minor items of equipment for teaching. In f AaraoA, 

the larger phases involved something in the order of half a million pounds of 

transitional Amding. This had to be explained in Education Committee. 

wg were pf/Ay/zg m frammg 
wz/A cwr app/zcoAoAK 

fAg D f Z ybr Mgw AwfZcfmgy wgrg Agmg ogrgg f̂ (T/DEO-2/5). 

The DEO in believes that educational beneGts accruing &om the change in 

the age of transfer may not be quantiSable until after four years or so (T/DEO-

1/4). Boscobel's perception is diSerent. One of the great successes of the 

change, in Boscobel's view, was the training scheme created to support the 

schools (see Appendix A). It was a very big programme. So it was surprising 

that each of the schools in the study claimed no take-up of such provision. 

Nevertheless, says Boscobel (Boscobel-4), 

IfTyafgyg/" yyow /zap^gwrng Âg agg Aqp!pg/7fMg 
fAgy-g wo jAo/i!aĝ g fAe Tgar J 
ĝac/?gr.y X'/zo ymmaf ̂ /7g/%$g/vg.y af fAg a Jz/M/or &A00/ Mgvgr 

f/Kf̂ /̂gor ay / w f gji^ngwcg, oW »gvg/" /Kzwmg /owgA/ 
agg groMp q/̂ c/?7/<3̂ g». 

The training for amalgamating schools was quite well financed (Boscobel-5). 

After the change in the age of transfer, schools in Oak were able to apply for a 

further grant for any particular projects that they still needed to carry out. 

Boscobel encouraged amalgamating schools to apply 6)r more. 
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ar q/" }y/̂ A wgM̂  OM rĝ Wew/zaAs m 
orc^r ;̂ gayM-6ŵ (̂  wAg» a /vrj^ /;a%/ 6eeM /w/ foggf^gr /o 
waAsg or frZ/MW}' aw/ or A^rfe/y. 

This was a strategy used by the new head of 7%g6ej; CE Primary in f/zwaoA 

(see above). 

A particular focus of the training, says Boscobel, was the issue of teaching and 

learning strategies that were being used within both Infant Schools and Junior 

Schools. 

&) //Ae cwT/cf/A/zM cA%y&roo/M owe/ ̂ eacAmg 
a// Agcowg M^/gj:GkMfg Ââ y4gg q/'TroM /̂" m 

a /Aa/ ĵ Aar/ĝ f /Ag M// ro/Zmggwz^g a Zô  q/̂  ccwr̂ ĝ  wgrg 
coM/z/wgÂ  (ibid.). 

In fact, it is likely that funding for such courses became problematic. Boscobel, 

and his fellow inspectors/advisers, found themselves directed more at 

consultation and support for schools rather than ± e raising of standards of 

teaching and learning (v/̂ /e Heme-1, T/HTi-2/6). 

/ 6g/fgvg /̂zgrg OM ovo/diayzcg m ĝ/T/w q/̂  /ooAzMg ovgm/Z 
rgjpow^Af/f̂ gĵ  T-ggarGf/Mg q/̂  gdwcaAoM OMc/ gwaA Agĵ  q/̂  ̂ gacAmg 
oMc/ /ga77;mg (Boscobel-3). 

Boscobel rehearsed his child-centred, educational philosophy which echoes the 

Plowden principles. 

CoAw/dignMg fAg /^^g q/̂  fgocAmg awef /gwrnrng OMf/ woMzYor/Mĝ A3M&ir(&, 
wA/cA ̂ Ag Z&4 6%̂  (Â ycoMAm/gâ  cowAf Aorvg a A/gAgr 
ordgf fgoKOM fAg rgorgaMyaa/zoM - pwAc*//ar(x ay ̂ [gy Aoggĵ  wgrg 

Âg agg q/" OMc/ cK̂ ĝ ŷ gMf̂  wgrg rgayoMâ ŷ madiz f̂Ag gW q/̂  
gacA ATer)/ 6'Azgg (Boscobel-10). 

The issue here is probably the changing role of ± e LEA, &om a managerial to 

a monitoring and evaluative role. It is not yet complete. It is a faltering change. 

However, relationships and the actual discourse between authorities and 

schools are clearly changing emphasis. As indicated above (Chapter 3, p58), 

the introduction of a National Curriculum and its regime of assessment 

centralises influence and power. Changing power from the schools to the 

centre has clearly had a knock-on effect on the managerial role of the LEAs. It 

might explain both the restructuring of the inspectorate and the new evaluation 
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of their role. It seems likely that the distribution of powers between the centre 

and LEAs is currently confused. It is an instance of a political question being 

translated into an educational response, which mirrors exactly the situation at 

the birth of middle schools. 

Mgeak /Ag /MzdWk way eco»o/MZc 
m gfA/caAoMa/ po/zcy /Mowzgg/MgMf /wore 

m fAg 79(̂ 0̂  were roo^ Âe/r e/MgrggMce (Hargreaves, 
1986:204-5). 

COMC/Wf/OM 

For both and f/zaraoA, changing the age of transfer involved many 

decisions at every level of the education service. The deputy in Aought 

there were many good decisions that were not necessarily all his own. As far as 

procedures were concerned he thought the best decision was to present a range 

of options in the consultation phase (T/DEO-1/5). He acknowledged that the 

change in the age of transfer was managed in a pretty rapid and extensive way 

(T/DEO-1/1). InfAoraoA, the deputy felt it had been best to press ahead with 

their scheme in a fairly firm manner while at the same time being prepared to 

make changes in response to strong public opinion, 

/ /ooÂ  f Aayg 7, / we were /)er/Kg?^ ôo Mego^e 
d( /̂M7ve. fFe â ef fAe Ave 6»pecf^ q/̂ fAe /̂ rĉ ô ê ;̂  cAamgea: 

eMOwgA. were /wore coMcerweĉ  ware/ crzfzc/^ q/̂ wAâ  we 
were dbmg. / gra(&a//)/ we mcreayeaf m cof̂ /̂eMce ay fz/Me wem̂  OM. 
7%a!̂  /»eaM we ff̂ earM-ro/Zereĉ /̂ ecy/e, 6̂ ^ weaM/ we were wore a6/e 
fo fo fAe/w Âe /)o^Ave q/̂  ̂ Ae reoTgaMzaaAoM (T/DEO-2/6). 

There were also decisions to regret. In Oak, the deputy regretted the proposal 

that allowed small 5-11 schools. He thought, generally speaking, that they 

were the only possibility that could have been proposed: 'But when you 

coMj76/er Âe q/̂ o/gawmMg a ^-77 ĵ cAoo/ m ^ e c/ay ê̂ , / 

/ W WW a q/̂ aw errp '̂ (T/])EQ-l/5). He also thought that there should 

have been a longer lead-in tipie before the ph#nges. The deputy in f W-aoA felt 

that one might argue that in certain areas it might have been better to close one 

school rather than another: '... 7 doM Y ay^ /;arf/c«/ar prc^o^/ M̂r»e6f 

cwf 6e wroMg - or wf// /f/ro off/ /o 6e wro/ig' (T/DEO-2/6). The two study 

areas responded to the issue of contraction. 
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TTze q/" cow /zoraf ex̂ gMf /o wA/cA m^owa/ 
cwz 6g recoMcy/ê f w/̂ A/wAVzĉ . Z&4^ yb̂ AK/ f/zof /%%/ »gz//;e/' fAg 
oz-goMfaĵ oMa/ Mor f/yg /ega/ /wecAaM/ayMfo akaZ f ̂  adlegMafg(y, evem // 
fA ĵ9o&yg&yg(f /Ae /)o//Y/ca/ W//. (Bush, Kogan, & Lenney, op.cit:82) 

The study areas had the political will to press forward with change which 

gained impetus with the 1988 Education Act. 

The optimism of both deputies was derived from their belief that this major 

reorganisation of schools had gone well. It permeates the analysis, after 

Nordenbo, of their role. Oak's DEO felt confident that the change in the age of 

transfer from primary to secondary school was based firmly on a political will 

and was appropriate. He felt that the change he orchestrated was good for the 

well-being of the Authority and its schools. He was optimistic that the 

transition had produced a more robust education service, and its effects would 

be beneficial in the future. The DEO is a good organiser who managed the 

change practically, balancing the hopes and aspirations of schools, governors 

and parents, with the targets set by the Authority. He explained the mechanics 

of changing the age of transfer careAUly, and emphasised the County's 

continuing role in managing the outcomes of change (Log, pp 143-144). 

Similarly, Pharaoh'SEO was satisfied with the change he had orchestrated 

and regarded it as necessary for the well-being of the Borough Education 

Service. He was optimistic about the effects of reorganisation and felt that they 

would have a major impact on the quality of education provided in the 

Borough in future years. He is a confident organiser with the ability to balance 

the requirement to take positive action with the need to test a range of 

competing or alternative proposals. The SEO has a coping strategy that 

harmonises the requirement to reorganise with the aspirations and concerns of 

professionals and non-professionals alike. Above all, he explained the necessity 

of change with care, both to try to diffuse any bitterness and to promote the 

internal well-being of the Education Services (Log, p83). It was the view of the 

deputies that this optimism was justified. The change had been managed 

adequately through their alliance with the Chair of their respective Education 

Committees and an appropriately organised working party and committee 

structure. Birley (op. cit:3) likened an education officer to 'an incompetent 

cAa/Mg/goM. It is not a term that appropriately describes either of the two 

Deputies. They had varying success with the implementation of the changes in 

the age of transfer, and this was due to the varying competencies of the 

education officers and their teams. Birley explains the inbuilt ambivalence. 
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jbe (Svcjl &)<dgY%/)yzAb q̂ yice %%(«?(%:?<%% cw?e AKZMKffZMc/ 
f/%e,qĝ cn75 c%F6rj%%P6B̂ 3/ej[VY)/&S5Z(W3 oMfAhgofAeyr fAt»wgpb Ahe/TZ/a oo? iH7&%r-
ac/fOM AeAyggM fAe Ayo w/f/cA gryĝ y efA/coAowa/ a jpecW 
(̂Tvowr oW .^gcW pro6/e/M//e /h;g^ m fAe q/" fAe demw%6 q/̂  

/oca/ govem/MgM^ cowAAoM^ fAO:$e q/̂  a aMcf /aiga/Mffc ^grvfcg (loc 
cit). 

It must present practical difficulties on a day to day basis. 

Zegẑ /MOfe we q^e» oÂ ycwrgoF ̂  /eMaoM AeÂ eeM ẑAe 
decmo/iy q/̂  zAe /oca/ ccwMc// jcAo g/wp/qy A/w aM(/ ̂  po/zcy q/̂ Âe 
GovcTTZMgM /̂Ag e^c/c /̂Mg/?^ q/"g6&(câ o» /yâ oMa//̂ ' (loc. cit.). 

The arrangements put in place by the Deputies for changing the age of transfer 

reinforced the managerial ethos and ensured the meeting of a national initiative. 

But what is the view of headteachers or governors, or anyone else in and 

around the school office? 

Summary and Comment 
The transition appears not to have been so smooth, nor was there a state of 

balance between the sectors of schooling or Ae phases of the change. There 

may be serious lessons here of planning, probably resulting in lack of clarity of 

goals for schools in later phases of the changes. 

.7/^goa/^ ca» Mof 6g c/gar/y aM(/ MMam6/g7fOM.y/y^r/MM/afgc/gewgra/ 
/7o/;cy /Ag» Âgrc ^ MO way q/̂  rg m a 
/?a7'Acz//ar way (BeU, 1979:7). 

In the process of change, to what extent can the activities of planning and 

implementation be separated? Ought they to be so separated? Does one need 

to question the state of education management by local education authorities? 

LEAs are under constant pressure to improve eGectiveness; to be more 

responsive to schools' needs and at the same time to reduce costs. If they have 

indeed lost an empire, to local management, the National Curriculum and 

OFSTED, then they need still 'to find a role' (Audit Commission, 1989). There 

is one important caveat; there is no intention here to cast the LEAs in the role 

of unwilling recipients of central directives. This would be, in the view of 

Salter and Tapper (op.cit.), ../o «/% r̂gjYzma/g (Ac q/'m/grg:^ wA/cA... 

g%MfAĝ yggM AwrgaMcrac/g a: cAargg /̂ co/Mmom q/zMawag/Mg 

gdwca/zoM.' The quality of leadership they give depends on how well they 

articulate their vision of what the education service is trying to achieve. How 
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efkctively, for instance, in and f/yorooA, did the main messages of Age of 

Transfer changes get through to all those involved? There are issues here of 

relationships between the participants. The emphasis has been on their separate 

nature, the LEA officers, the councillors, the heads, teachers, parents; but in 

reality, there exist characteristic tensions arising from the interaction of any 

two of them. The knowledge that all of them possess about education will tend 

to be role-related. 

The two deputies seem genuinely to consider the LEA and its schools to be 

partners. They believed their planning was comprehensive but interactive with 

the partners to the extent of being more flexible. Such flexibility, perhaps 

accepting the strength of public opinion in favour of one option rather than 

another; perhaps extending the consultation exercise to a wider &anchise than 

at first envisaged, recognised that LEAs must plan facilities and capacity in a 

more complex, more volatile, environment. Open enrolment almost certainly 

involves greater movement of pupils between schools at least in the short term. 

Schools may also apply for grant maintained status. The evidence &om OaAr 

suggests that GM status was pursued by two of the study schools as a result of 

the proposals for reorganisation made by the LEA in pursuance of its planning 

objectives for the area. The consultation exercise in both LEAs was heavily, in 

OoA; imaginatively, resourced. Whereas both study LEAs provided a wealth of 

information to their schools and their public as a basis for consultation. Oak 

was less good at receiving information. Proper evaluation of figures provided 

by parents and others could have avoided the closure of a First School 

yesterday where it has to reopen as an Infant School today. 

The environment in which LEAs and their schools now operate is described 

above as 'more complex, more volatile' only because the efkcts of the 

Education Reform Act (ERA) and Local Management of Schools (LMS) have 

made it so. Boscobel, in Oak, believes that the decision-making process in the 

LEA was affected by the force and emotion of local argument, including the 

threat to go GM and the local political power agenda of councillors or 

prospective local councillors (Boscobel-1). 

It is these local issues operating within or closely around the schools that 

become important in the midst of a major change. The next chapter seeks to 

establish the perceptions of headteachers in relation to the management of the 
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change in the age of transfer. A small number of governors are included, and 

one teacher who had been particularly affected by the changes in her school. 

The range of problems encountered by schools facing change, indicate that 

their e@ects can be chaotic. This is particularly so in small schools, where 

questions of viability may arise. The effects of cross-cutting legislation are 

illustrated by the GM 'escape route' which allows schools threatened with 

reorganisation to opt out of LEA control; and that this, consequently, thwarts 

the LEAs' own plans to reduce surplus accommodation. 
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Chapter 6 

The Schools: Deemed or Doomed? 
Being also a minority among schools for the middle years, 

and an innovatory minority at that, they are at least relatively 
immune 6om complacency; they are more likely to have their 

roofs blown ofFby the winds of change. 
(Blyth, A., 1978:3) 

This chapter is concerned with the perceptions of heads and governors, and of 

one teacher in particular who had been most affected by the changes in her 

school. As stated in Chapter 4, these results are being written up as levels 

which, in turn, draw upon all the case studies. The people at this level, 

typically, may be found in or around the school o@ce, or, indeed, the 

headteacher's ofBce. This chapter begins to examine the relationship between 

LEAs and their schools in the midst of m^or change. It is a summary of the 

range of problems encountered by Grst schools and middle schools facing 

change. Schools in crisis have little or no control over the direction events will 

take them. In OaA: and f/zaraoA, the schools were the &ont line. 

It Grst examines the role of the heads, through interviews, and compares and 

contrasts them by analysing the transcripts. They were asked to consider the 

causes of the change, surplus places or the National Curriculum. It goes on to 

make a detailed review of the problem of surplus places. This is at the heart of 

problems encountered by the schools, if only because the eradication of surplus 

places means the demise of the first and middle school system. Whatever the 

size of school, the changes have curricular implications. It explores the issue of 

the GM 'escape route', and the perceptions of those heads whose governors 

took their schools to Grant Maintained status as a direct result of difficulties 

associated with the LEA's reorganisation and the associated changes to the age 

of transfer. It shows how this thwarts LEA plans to reduce surplus 

accommodation. The important issue of the small school is reviewed. It 

illustrates the bitterness caused by the closure of small, often village schools. It 

establishes their perceptions of the way the change was managed; how 

effective the consultative procedure had been; why they thought it had been 

messy, especially as it revealed conflict between governing bodies; the phasing 

of the change and the different effects, sometimes chaotic, which it produced. 

They have varied opinions of biulding programmes consequent upon the 

change. Most importantly, they are asked about the effects of amalgamation. 
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and of possible closure. They have experience of both! Their opinion is sought 

of the problems associated with the breakdown of liaison systems between the 

middle schools and the secondary schools because the National Curriculum did 

not align itself with the three-tier system. They were asked about the overall 

ejects of the conduct of the change. They have a wide range of perceptions 

about the results of the change and it reviews which, to them, appear 

beneficial. 

In and around the school ofRce, or the head's study, is the arena in which 

internal and external relations are either contained or managed. External 

relations are important at all times, but particularly crucial when the image and 

material interests of the school are threatened (Ball, op.cit: 253). Managing the 

boundary of the school has always been part of the head's role. Hargreaves 

(1980:101) observes that it is heads who are at present the ones who 

repeatedly con&ont outside audiences. Brighouse and Moon (op.cit.) believe it 

has not often been done well. One of their contributors emphasises that 

mc/Wmg 

wz*'/? (Du8y, 1990:97). 

This report draws on the perceptions of heads, governors and a teacher 

particularly affected by the changes in her school. All of these, individually or 

severally, may meet in or near the school ofRce. The structural uncertainties 

that derive &om any reorganisation have been clearly rehearsed in Ball (op. 

cit), albeit in a secondary setting. The reorganisation of Oa^s and f/KzraoA's 

middle schools into primary schools was accompanied by widespread publicity 

which emphasised how 'normal' and unproblematic the change was. Moreover, 

the adjustments required in the secondary schools to accommodate an extra 

year group, were characterised in f AaraoA as 'very careful arrangements' (C/2-

93), and posed little difGculty in where 'over 95% (of secondary heads) 

...stated their strong preference for change' (C/1-16). 

After interviewing in both study areas, the transcripts were analysed with 

reference to the work of Nordenbo (op.cit.) and the recommendations of 

Shevels (op.cit.). The primary heads in the study areas are explicit in their 

reactions to the change in the age of transfer. In f AoraoA, the head of 
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Middle feels bad about the transition and its e@ects. His overwhelming feeling 

about reorganisation is its apparent inevitableness. He believes it to have been 

unnecessary as a means of reducing surplus places. The head is pessimistic 

about the eSects of change, though he can foresee that the LEA will be 

dominated by them for some time. He has a long-standing record of service 

with the local authority and holds Grm opinions about the efRcacy of 

educational change and is not afraid to voice them. He sees his role, in 

managing apparently inevitable changes, to exploit them in defence of his staff 

and pupils; to try to secure for staff a future they deserve, and to afford the 

best possible scenario for his pupils in the transition year. He is convinced that 

the local authority has failed to explore other means of reducing surplus places, 

and that they will come to regret, therefore, the change in the age of transfer 

(Log, pp95-96). His colleague at TTfaZfeiy CE Primary School, on the other 

hand, feels that the change in the age of transfer was appropriate; feels good 

that the planned programme of change is working well for the school and is 

optimistic about the transition and its effects. She does not feel that they will 

necessarily dominate either the school's or the LEA's development. Her 

Christian vision for the Primary School includes the sympathetic management 

of staff and pupils, and co-operative partnership with governors and parents. 

She is meeting the challenge of change with a 6rm belief in the efficacy of the 

Authority's initiative. She has a coping strategy that seeks to accommodate aU 

individuals in a caring community of learning and teaching (Log, p 141-142). 

In the headteacher of Primary School (GM) feels that the change in 

the age of transfer was necessary; but that the Local Authority was open to 

political influence; that agreements were reneged upon; and that, consequently, 

governors sought and obtained Grant Maintained status. He feels optimistic 

about the change, and that it will be a very big factor in the school's 

development. His vision for the Primary School includes the sympathetic 

management of staff and a close working relationship with the governors. He 

has the confidence of the parents and pupils. He is meeting the challenge of 

change with a professionalism that allows him to cope with individual 

aspirations and bend them to the general good (Log, pl77-178). Similarly, the 

head of Zeo/Junior (GM) feels that the change in the age of transfer was 

unnecessary, even disastrous; that the reorganisation was ill-thought out and 

underfunded; and that, consequently, governors sought and obtained Grant 

Maintained status. Although he believes the reorganisation to be a retrograde 

step, and that it rendered many issues inconsequential by comparison, he feels 
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optimistic about GM status, both practically and philosophically. He feels it 

will dominate the school's development. His management of the Junior School 

is purposive. His working relationship with the governors is a good one. He 

has a coping strategy that seeks to take advantage of the new status to deliver 

improvements for stafFand pupils (Log, pi97). Their erstwhile colleague, the 

head of St. Tree CE Primary School, is still with the LEA. She feels that the 

change in the age of transfer, although necessary, even inevitable, has left her 

school as an infant school and denied its clear potential to become fully 

primary. While consciously setting the problem in its overall context of local 

provision, she explains the fears and concerns of stafT sympathetically. She 

feels optimistic that the situation will improve and that the effects of the change 

will dominate the school's development. Her coping strategies include making 

plans and promoting them, in partnership with governors and the Diocese. The 

head's complex role of innovator, monitor and mentor is set within constraints 

imposed by the agencies of the LEA in pursuing the change in the age of 

transfer (Log, p215). 

The heads in both study areas, though they acknowledged that there were 

problems associated with the National Curriculum and the straddling of the 

Key Stages by middle schools, knew that the change in the age of transfer was 

basically to save expenditure on surplus places. But formal decision-making 

was hedged around by rumour. In Oak, saving spare capacity was a 'suspicion' 

for one head, no more than an 'understanding' for another. A third knew that 

'oM q/jDrfTMW}' m fAg area were gomg fo /zove pZacej'. 

The response in Pharaoh ranged from acceptance to a conviction that this was 

not the only way to save money. The influence of the National Curriculum, and 

more particularly its structure, was overtly critical. 'TTze raoaoM wcK 

way /Morg m wf/A TVaf/owzZ CMrrfcw/M/M. 77;g cM/yzczf/M/w way 

TModlg /Morg ^gmg^r fo ArgaÂ  7 ̂ /za/; zf â  (T/HTiii-

1/2). But the head of Zga/" Junior thought there might be a yet more sinister, or 

at least a more covert, reason, way^g// f/Kzf ^wg }^ar 7 Agrg, 

/AgM f/zâ  wowA/ - a»(/ / fAgrg werg dbz/A/ty wAgfAgr or Mor 

TM/dkBg acA/a/^ (^//vgr f̂ Agrg way a/yo a 

way Âg govgryoMg/ẑ  m//ra^vg /// /"ĝ A/c/wg /Ag 

/wwAgr j^arg ccpac/Yy m fcAoo/y, ra//o/7a//ĵ g fAg m/w^gr q/ 

jbAooZy' (T/HTii-1/2). At ̂ /:p/g Primary, the head made a distinction 

between 'ofBcial' reasons and his "understanding", "TTyg rgayo/zy wg wgrg gyvgw 
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ay /zgock - /Ae /eayoM- way /Aaf waMfec/ ̂ o 6reaÂ  af eW q/̂  

a»< /̂w^ a// cAz7d5rgM ô/» ̂ Ae prograTw/Mg q / ^ m f o ĝco/K&i?}' 

jcAoo/y. f)%a/ }ye a// Mwckr̂ /ooô  â  /eay/ /Aô e q/̂ ŵ  w//oW Aeg/? m fAe ĵ e/Tzcg 

w/Mg A/Mg, /̂zâ  fAg (jlg/Mogyf̂ Azc frgMdk vygrg ac^«a//y /"ĝ fwcmg MZf/MAgrj: ZM 

ĵ gcoz/dkyy jcAooAy a»f̂  wgrg wcrgay/wg Mz/;MAgff //f ̂ n/MaTy ̂ cAoo/y. 7%g 

y4ŵ /K)/'y(y aaw/ ay a way q/̂  6a/mg OM̂  w/og q/f/zg ^gco/idbyy ŷc/zooẐ  wAzcA 

wgrg yga/Zy 7%^ coz/M jgg f*a/ /Ag way /o ge/ roz/W /Aâ  way /o 

ÂgM «p. (jlem/dgf̂  fAg /7n/»a;}' â gĉ or aoaf 6g»^^g(f Âg ĝcoMdb/y ĝĉ or 

/ /Ag fgca/zakTy ĵ gck*/" mgra// /K ĝg/y g/yqyga^y4ge q/̂  TraM^y, aŵ / fAg 

/?n/Ma7y fgc^or cRc/ MÔ" (T/HTi-1/3). 

6'M/p/MJ /)/acg 

Of the two schools in 7̂ /yaraaA, ±e head of 7%g6gj Piimary School accepted 

the economic reasons. Her Chair of Governors saw it as a matter for neither 

agreement or disagreement, '7 wgaM, wg jbr //. ^ /xzy ra/gj (Ag 

y4M̂ Aorz(y âmg ay gyg/yoMg g/yg" (T/CH-2/2). Her parents knew that the 

Authority had to '(yavg wawgy" (T/Pii-2). The head of Zfora/" Middle School 

disputed, both in consultation (C/2-135) and in conversation, that this was the 

only way to save money. "A/bw fAâ  ccw^/ /zavg 6ggM (&)Mg ^ c/ojmg fcAoo/y, 

Âgy (%g?g6̂  (W/ OM fAz\y. TTzgy Aa(/ %/p fAg gaz/Mf/gf q/̂  ybr 

many years" {TfHTi-ll^). He illustrated the point by describing a local middle 

school which was due to be closed as it was superfluous to requirements. 

Indeed, Z«%or Middle School took many pupils 6om its catchment area. But 

local members of a National Union had great influence in the Pharaoh Labour 

Party, and with the Local Education Authority. The closure of the school was 

shelved. "77?grg arg w fMa/̂  way.y q/" fat/Mg p/acgĵ  ô /zgr f/zaw 

&)mgawayw/̂ /?/»/cWyg.yc/Kw/y. 7b/»y7»/»d^ /fwayMY/acA/gcy/̂ T-qpgr/x. 7%^ 

wa»/ga^ /o gg/ q / " p / a c g j ^ 6g(%myg Âgy wgrg Mô  ggff/Mg Âg 6«f/66Mg 

graw ŷ cg/z/ra/ govgrM/MgfzA Cg/ẑ aZ govgrw/MgMf faz(î  'Tow Aavg w /»ay^ 

j%/p/z/â /)&zcgf, /zow cayzyoMyz/̂ yfẑ  owrg^ngj/ow AM/A&MggraM̂ ?̂' "(T/HTi-

2/3). 

Local and national studies highlighted the unacceptable costs of surplus places. 

Local Authorities felt pressure from the DfEE, the government's White Paper, 

'Choice and Diversity", Ae Education Act 1993 and the withholding of building 

grants unless spare places were actively reduced. There was probably, in some 

LEAs, a lack of coherence in tackling the problem. The head of Luxor Middle 

School asked, 'f̂ Tzy (AdkV ŷzzT̂ /y c/oĵ g j:c/zooZy?' (T/HTi-2/3). Changing 
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the age of transfer automatically 511s up the secondary schools. It was easier to 

reorganise the primaries (T/DEO-2/5). Predicting pupil numbers is a lottery 

(T/HTiii-1/6). County methods of measuring capacity can be at variance with 

local school opinion (T/CHi-1/4), (see above. Chapter 1, ppn-16). School-by-

school forecasts are produced by taking account of several factors including 

the relationship between the number of children bom in an area and still living 

in it and the number entering school at reception age; the gain or loss to age 

groups as cohorts move through the school system; the participation rate for 

post-16 education; and cross-border movement where this is signiGcant and 

probably not covered by the other factors. In f AwaoA, a few 6rst schools 

questioned the Authority's estimate of the number of pupils who would attend 

when the proposals were fully implemented. One school provided its own 

Egures to compare with the Authority's (C/2-247)(C/2-S). The forecasts in the 

short term also benefit from detailed information about known parental 

preference for secondary places and for some middle schools and from 

comment 6om governors and headteachers. 

It is possibly inevitable that individual forecasts for schools are less accurate 

than the forecast for an area of a County or the County as a whole since one or 

two families can often make a diSerence, especially to the numbers in small 

schools. Another quoted a local housing development which, if it came about, 

would turn the reduction on paper of the school's standard number into an 

actual shortage of places (C/2-241 )(C/2-15). The DfEE, in considering bids 

for capital expenditure, do not allow for additional numbers expected to arise 

from planned development. So LEAs can only consider development that has 

actually started. Consequently, school forecasts do not explicitly allow for 

additional children who might come 6om new housing developments planned 

to start within the next few years. 

What, after all, do LEAs take into account? Decline in the population may be 

supported by facts and Ggures, but still they are disputed -

a R e a d i n g the story of (Chapter 7, 

pp 13 6-13 8) in which parents attempted to prove their theory that more young 

children under the age of 5 lived in their district than the LEA would 

acknowledge, one feels sympathy for their cause if only because the LEA 

rejected the figures as 'unhelpful'. A governor at Apple GM Primary School felt 

that /o 
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(T/GOV-1/4). Actually, LEAs do seek information &om all District and 

Borough Councils as a matter of routine. 

pZoMMeaf over M e j c f w e , q/" ccwrĵ g, OM(y rggw/w 
Meĝ ô â zom ore cow6/cfe(f w/fA /w/e»^aZ dleve/qpgrâ  fo (Mcer&RM 
coM f̂AwAoM oz/gA/ fo 6e TMoak Zy fAg/w fAe co^ q/"pmWdifMg a»y 
Mecĝ &fT}' ĵ cAoo/ p&zcĝ . &ty Aee/z /%%/ Âe ^zga6/g <akvgA:y/Me»Z!y 
m reacAmg a Wew aAowf w/AoY reGA/c/yo/M m cqpac/(y we /yAe(y 6e 
recMO/%z6/e Aroo^ ̂ 6-wea^ o/̂ fAe g(6fcaAb» weay q/̂  
C(WM(y (Warwickshire, 1994: Supporting paper Q). 

An LEA's duty, to provide enough school places to meet local needs, came 

into conflict with national policy on parental choice, expanding class sizes and 

issues of that nature. In effect, schools were in competition with each other. 

Changing the age of transfer simply created an arena for conflict (Boscobel-

5,6). It served to highlight tensions between Government education policies. 

The current market-led approach to school admissions cannot lead to a perfect 

match for every school. The Audit Commission (1996) says such an aim is both 

unrealistic and but points out the shortcomings of the 

planning process. 

OaA's DEO could not say how many surplus places were eliminated by the 

change in the age of transfer (T/DEO-1/4). On the other hand, Pharaoh's DEO 

quoted a reduction by half̂  &om 15,000 to approximately 7,000 (T/DEO-2/7). 

A governor in f/zorao/z believed that there were a lot of surplus places around 

the Borough, and recognised that something had to be done. A Chair of 

Governors in acknowledged that change in the age of transfer was 

essentially to lose surplus places, saving costs. However, he believed that it 

was also forced by the stages of the National Curriculum (T/CHii-1/1, 2). 

Boscobel believes that Oak planned to take most of the spare places out of use 

(Boscobel-6). Heme, however, scorned the argument about spare capacity. 

Heads, he said, do not complain about having too much space (v/dle Zeo/ 

Middle). The culprit was, in his view, the DES minimum standards for 

classroom accommodation. They do not allow for modern educational 

requirements which demand space for all the equipment and resources needed 

to make the National Curriculum work (L/Heme-1). 

The pyramids had varying targets for the percentage reduction of surplus 

places. For example, Middle School was in a pyramid that required a 
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59% reduction of surplus places. This was described by the head as a very high 

percentage, "Mew/y a a m 

phases" (T/HTi-2/5). This was problematic in that it meant the closure of two 

middle schools. The local High School was reasonably full. 

(Ac&yV /zove a /of. / » f / y g M 

f/Kzf fAey Am/g fo come oW Azte 76 c/aŷ sroo/wĵ  crgofe a ẐzY 

ŷcAooZ' (T/HTi-2/5). Zzoco/" Middle School was destined to be handed over 

to the High School, same site, lock, stock and barrel. Most of the resources, 

say 95%, were to follow the children (C/2-136). The small balance of 

resources was mostly books, '...fAoj:eco//eagwe<y w/zo lyere ZgorwMg 

go/Mg mfo pr/zMOTy ĉAoo/̂  ẐooÂ  fAô e 600A3 fo ĉAooA; wAo recg/ve<;f f/ze/M. 

jb/Mg prf/Mwy ̂ cAoo/y /zo^wg. TTzgzr rgco/W z/z qpgw/zẑ Tzg 

wzdW/g fc/zooZ; gzzzfe :ycaM6b/oM '̂ (T/HTi-2/4). 

The head of Primary, in Oo*, explained that governors were angry 

enough with the LEA that they decided to try for GM status. Part of that 

picture was concerned with building plans. To cope with changes in pupil 

numbers following the change in the age of transfer, Apple Primary definitely 

needed an extra classroom, /zcK̂  fo o«r oww zzzowey. Oak woM&akV 

af ar//. 77%^ z/za/, a/z/zozzg/z ẑ gc/z/zzcar/̂  z/zerg wgre/zY e/zo«g/z /» 

a// f/zg /;rzz?za/y ĉ/zooZy, or Xigy Aagg 7 ̂ ycAoo/̂ y, f/zgrg wgrgM? g/zozzg/z /?/acg.y 

ybr f/zg /zzmz6gr c/zz7d5rgzz qpg?/yzMg ŷgw, f/ẑ y woz/M /zorvg ôz?zg 

c/af&roozTZ.; zzz7z?zof/z6a//g(7 wz(̂  f/z^ vt/oz/fô  /zm;g Z/zg/zz z/z f/zgrg wzf/z zzo 

c/zozcg.' He explained that they had to spend jE26,000 on this classroom. ar 

GM fcAoo/ wg coz//(/ &» f/za/. PPe ^g»f a^/gar oW a /za^^ worf/z q/̂  copzW 

6«z7(A/zg zMOzzty fo ok zAaf. &» f/zg ĵ c/zooZ wow /za.s ̂ ^gg» cAz&y 6aag.y wzcf wg 

z?of Zôyg OTzy q/̂ oz/y j(pgcza/z^ argcty. fFg dẑ / zzof /oâ g fAg crq^ roo/zz, 

/^o/fg/y roo/zz, //zg /zzzmc roo/zz or //zg ZzZ'/'azy. go/ a// q/̂ /Aĝ g' 

(T/HTi-1/7). The head rehearsed the Ggures; over subscription in the Srst year 

of 62, and in the second year an application of 96 pupils. The admission 

number had been set at 60, 'PFg org Azgggr /Aa/z }»/g wgrg 6 ^ r g zAg v4gg q/" 

T/wz^r, aW m/A a^'gargroz^ /gjiy' (T/HTi-1/4). 

Zeq/'Junior also went Grant Maintained. This was also for Gnancial reasons. 

The head described the huge building space with room for 480 pupils, 'It was 

//zg z&yz/g w/zzcA gwaMgâ  z/ĵ  fo /boÂ  a/ ozzr ^c/zoo/ zzzazzagg/zzgAZ/ m a /o/aZ^ 

c^i^rgzz/way... wg â g/ zzp a zzgvy ZzAroẑ . 1% /zm;g a /zĝ / /zgoa^gac/zgr'!; roo/zz, a 

zzgw' Az/z-jw'̂  roozzz, mzt/ f/zgr^z'g a zzgw; /̂q^oozzz. TTzg ĵ fq^oozzz Zoô  zzp /za^ 
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aM oAy aW we /Ae o/Ae/- Aâ /yb/" a ^gc/a/^gck roo/M. 

f̂ ie /zorve a Dgĵ zgw a»(f TgcAMo/bgy mom wAzcA M ybr Dr/Mô Y 

q/" f/ze fz/Mg, Awf a/joybr &/gMCg. )fg Z&W OM qpywrfz/Mẑ yyo/" f/ze co/Mpw/gr̂  

Z'g m ô a .^are c/(K^oo/M. ŝY/// /Kzvg .̂ pwg ̂ acg, wAzc/z zĵ  w/Mĝ mg.y 

MÔ AAaZ/ec/ OM ce/Yaw q/f/ze weeAr, or wgeAy /» Âe )/gar' (T/HTii-1/5). 

The head of St. Tree CE Primary School had a markedly different experience. 

Her school was reduced from a First School to an Infant School (despite the 

name). The LEA had made it ^ aZ/gr/za/zi^ A? c/o^wrg. Tif way Mo/ aw 

a/^ema^e ô frz/Mo/y ;Ŝ c/zoo/' (T/HTiii-1/2). One of the head's main 

preoccupations now is the need to expand, '... ife cowY exYe/z /̂opwarak, we ca» 

ow/M gjc/gW oz//w/wak - Coz//7(y acc^/ we 6acA 6emg a 

fn/Mwy &/zoo/' (T/HTiii-1/4). 

Cz/rncMZw/M 

Whatever the size of school, changing the age of transf^ had implications for 

the curriculum. At its most simplistic level, it involved matching the Key 

Stages by reorganisation. Both LEAs believed the 11+ system is easier to 

manage. Are they, in fact, saying that the change was curriculum-driven, 

specially since the introduction of the National Curriculum in 1988? What was 

'easier to manage'? 

v4// coM/roZ OMc/(/e^e/TTZz/ze /̂/zê aA/ê y, 
êac/zzMg /zze/Zzodk q/̂ (Kĵ ĝ :S77zeM/ 

//// /zove Ww q^czaZ/x wzf/z AEL47/z /^rac^ce, f/z/̂ y co/z^oZ /zâ y Mô  
6egM e^c^zveZy exercz^ec^ Ay ZocaZ aŵ Zzorz/zeĵ  
(Hohnes and McLean, 1989:44). 

In reality, the National Curriculum, in tandem with the change in the age of 

transfer, provoked the destruction of good practice, particularly between 

middle schools and secondary school, in liaison between the phases. Atvd^Ze 

Primary, the head accepts that liaison had not really been a problem as they 

were a primary school anyway before the change in the age of transfer. 'But for 

Ayo OA //zree}/ear^ 6^re . . . /̂zaf Zzâ Zac/yzaZZy (Zz/MZMZĵZze(Za 6 / Y , a Z Z q / " 

ZzMforzcaZ reayofiy. TTze ZzazwM wow ̂  ĵ frzcZZy aZ Â o eAzak. PFe are Zzazfz/zg 

Zzeai/zZ)/ wẑ /z m/rĵ erze .̂ ^ec^fzoM CZâ ^ Zeac/zgr.y VMZf aZZ ZZze cZzzZo&'eM m 

Ẑzezr /zzf/.yg/'zgĵ  Z/z^ â ârf wzYA v4Z êcoTK&fTy ZewẐ  we /zave Z/ze 

j7z^ecZ ̂ aweZf ĵ zZZ /Mee/z/% .̂' In making this last point, he went on to explain 

that GM status had disrupted the subject panel liaison for another secondary 
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school in the locality; but not, funnily enough, for them, 

q/" ore cgMf/a/ fo a W co»f/7Zw/zo»' (T/HTi-

1/5). Z,g^ Junior used to have very close curriculum liaison with its secondary 

school. 'PPg W Hp a wAerg /o 

/Ag/r areaj: //yg cz/Tz/cM/wTM - w /Aerg 6g w/MgoMg 

gacA q/" fAg .ŝ cAooZs /ooAzwg, gxamp/g, of ĵ czgMcg owf oMOf/igr a/ .Ewg/M/z.' 

The head believes that they were achieving what amounted to true continuity. 

firoTM owr pom/ q/̂ vzg)y, /Aa/ wo; g%cg//gMf ̂ gcm/̂ g Ag/z wg owr 

7 w/g (Acwg/?/ ^̂ ĝrg O.AT., wg ŷ ĝrg wo/ jwrg. j'o wg /ooÂ  

/Ag/M /o /Ag ĵ gcow&xT}' igcAooZ, oW 'Wzo/ do )/o« /y /A; 

coMAMffOfff akvg/ĉ /Mg/7/.̂ "v4/%/ gorvg va/«a6/g^ga%acA'. But aU this 

has changed. The head of A. Trgg regrets that Haison has diminished. She 

thinks liaison is actually easier if a school crosses a curriculum Stage. 7/ wa^gj 

;/ »gcg&swy. )f%gM wg wgM/_̂ o/M /o /m/dk/Zg â c/zooZ /Agrg wcK aw 

aw^/ /of q/"Z/a/̂ oM wfYA ĝcoMdb;}' :$cAoo/̂ '. It was the practice locally for all 

primary school staff and many of the inspectorate to gather at large 

conferences in the secondary schools, l^g wgyg a// f/^rg a»d f/^rg way a /o/ 

/w/ m/o fAg »gg^//a/WM, a W q/"/TVSErayfd a /of q/̂  cwrrzcM/w/M 

dIevg/qp/MgMf... gOMg AacÂ Mow/ fo /MafcA Mz/zowa/ fAzggĵ  amd/ 

^g/ /Agrg zf Mof /Aaf Mgcgjjz/)/'. Now, she describes the feeling that people 

have, that there is a cut-ofT point at the end of Key Stage 1 and at the end of 

Key Stage 2. jtzr ay /"/?? coMcgmg*:̂  /Agrg^ /zof vg/y /MwcA /zazwM w/VA 

ZocaZ yzzzzzor ŷc/zoo/' (T/HTiii-1/3). 

... f/zg zzzfZzAzZzozza/ ovgr/cg? zzz rgapgcf q/'Aiey Aagg^ 7, 2 azzd J, gzzcozzraged 

.yg/zook fo /zazfg zzz wâ /j; wAzc/z wgz-g 6gzz^cza/ fo f/zg c/zz/id̂ gzz cozzcgzTzgd! 
.̂ zzcA /zazjo/z wozzM 6g Zoĵ / z/77 o/zzj: frazza/gr wgz-g ẑĉ  zzzfroc&zcgd 
(C/2-21,22). 

In the extreme, primary heads felt rebuGed by the secondary school, 'f^'vg go/ 

a/zd f/za/'iy ozzz":;. ]Wvg go/ A]$'2 azzdĵ ow okfzz'/ zzggd /o worzy' (T/HTii-

1/2). However, promoting teacher contact between schools has important 

consequences; 

5'z/c/z ac/zvz/y way ĵ ggzz ay Aavzzzg /wy q;^ zzz /gz7zz.y q/^cz/z/a/zzzg .yzz6j:ĝ gzz/, 
zzzoz-g ̂ zwaZ zzz/grac/zozẑ )̂czzj:gd ozz czzzT-zczzAaz", oẑ azzzaa/zozzaZ azzdjMzpzZ 
/z-azz.̂ /" /zzaZ/grf. TTzgy fzzzzz&zr/K zzzdzca/g /Aa/̂ r̂ĵ /, zzzzdW/g azzd zz^gz- j:cAooZ 
/gacAgz-ĵ  zzz /Agzz" z-gAz/zozẑ  wz/A gacA o/Agz", arg aZzzzof/ Zy ê ẑzz/zozz zzzzz/zza// 
ozz gz/az-d̂  gacA wz/A /Agzz" owzz zzz/grga;/̂  /o zzzazzz/azz? (Blyth and Derricott, 
op. cit:77). 
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Boscobel saw work in secondary schools which covered the work children had 

already done. There was apparently, he claimed, no thought given to liaison 

with the subject area in the junior school. There existed a complete barrier and 

break between the two. 

fFTzgreo; f/ze Aeckiy were joymg, Aa/ww' oW /Ae Aeaok 
were aorymg, 'PFe Aave w/erg c/eor/x 
^ f A e / r ( B o s c o b e l - 1 1 ) 

All through schools (First and Middle) which translate to all through primaries 

have always liaised closely with feeder Nurseries or contributory first schools. 

However, having said all that, both Buckinghamshire (Chapter 1, p26) and the 

Isle of Wight have managed to tailor the National Curriculum to the middle 

school system (T/HTii-1/5). 

The age of transfer proposals raised fears of radical reorganisation in some 

areas - First schools in competition with each other, the losers to close. 

Secondary schools threatened with amalgamation on two quite separate sites 

were locked in a wordy public battle. One of them side-stepped into GM 

status, thus avoiding the proposed manoeuvre. In such a heated atmosphere, 

liaison groups in the secondary sector struggled to keep going. There were, 

regrettably, some exclusions. As calmer times returned, liaison was being 

worked on again (T/HTi-1/5). 

Particular subjects of the curriculum were affected by the reorganisation of 

schools. French was a casualty as Year 7 was hived off to the secondary 

sector, f AororoA cited problems of recruitment of specialist staff for subjects 

like Modem Languages and Science. These persuaded the LEA to prefer the 

11+ system, believing it to be able to produce such teachers more readily than 

the middle school system. One school reported setting in Maths which was 

producing remarkable results, specially in the top set. Four or 6ve pupils vdll 

sit Level 6 in SATs. The head thought this was equivalent to a GCSE. For a 

number of reasons, this school believed its Year 6 was as strong academically 

as it could be (T/HTi-1/6, T/GOV-1/2, Boscobel-11). Effects of proposed 

closure on curriculum were varied. On the one hand, numbers on roll began to 

dwindle away causing mixed age classes which no-one liked. On the other, the 

Gnal year was well-resourced - even with two extra teachers (T/HTi-2/4, 

T/HTiv-I/2). Governors of Srst schools translated into full primaries were 

anxious that KS2 was delivered capably, specially as teachers may have 
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focused on Grst school age ranges and not experienced delivering the 

curriculum up to 11 year olds. This was a major issue which was tackled by 

making such experience a key factor in the school's recruitment policy (T/CHii-

1/4). 

The head of Luxor Middle reflected on the educational implications of the 

change in the age of transfer. He thought that the LEA would live to regret this 

reorganisation. By creating large secondary schools, which are subject and 

department organised, they risk the alienation particularly of Years 7 and 8. In 

both consultation (C/2-135) and in interview, he cited the good reputations in 

their communities enjoyed by all the 9-13 Middle Schools in the local pyramid, 

despite their dif&ring catchment areas. care, /Ag q/" 

q / " w e r e fAe m f e g r a / ' He 

was unhappy that the secondary schools, in his view, could not reproduce these 

elements for the 12-13 year child. He continued. We have excellent first and 

pnwwy m fAoraoA ayKf / /Kzve eve/y fAey 

cafe/"ybr J 6 fAgy wz/Z refam. fvyo coveo ;̂; 

yby /Ae/», Am;e acAzeveĉ  a re(%yoMa6Ze wa/e/ye/Ma/e 6a/aMce ay a 

re^/f q / ^ r e o f ^ g o M f A a r v e e)g)er//j:e /o 

a%A;Me MgAZ fArcwgA fo f̂ Ae eM<f q / 2 . ! ' ' (T/HTi-

2/6). 

In the south of the district, the head of Thebes Primary School was 

simultaneously making efforts to prepare both the First School and Middle 

School stafT for the next term when they would be combined as one staff Two 

extra training days were allowed at the end of the summer term. The head and 

deputy designate did the arrangements. An outside speaker was invited and a 

room was booked at a StaffDevelopment Centre. The stafF met, as it were, on 

neutral ground and progress was made, '...zZ wag wee geZ 

a c&ry 6ecmf̂ e we WAec/ Awow, wAaf we W /zAe fo gef 

q/" q/̂ //ze Ayo wAâ  we W 60//? go/ a/reaK^ awe/ w/zâ  way /̂ze 

f/ze fwo :$c/zoo6 f/za!̂  we 0/7' (T/HTii-2/5). The 

real benefit in the Autumn, in the view of the head, was that they were not 

starting from nothing. They had the vision of the new school because they had 

all helped to put it together. The Chair of Governors was of the same positive 

opinion, '...̂ Ae /dea q/̂ geAY/zg/)eqp/e fogezyzer m a c^/^re/zf eTzv/fo/z/Me/zf wẑ A 



ye a Wew/ - Âg ngAf̂  f̂ Amg f̂ o (3b. 

wor^cf 6ecm/ĵ e j^eop/e we Mowpz/Z/mg m f*e &amg (ArecAfo/M' (T/CH-2/5). 

7%g jwa// ĵ cAoo/ /̂ roZ'/ew 

Proposals to change the age of transfer threw into sharp focus a secondary, but 

nonetheless, equally important issue. In planning for schools to be 

educationally viable, LEAs have had to face the problem of small schools 

throughout the 1980s and 90s. There is a strong, emotive case for the small 

school, particularly for the early years of primary education, and particularly 

where the school may be seen as integrated into a local community which it 

serves. 

weay, TMeoM ZoMgycwnzey,;c/z/ZdireM, 
6%̂  c/oawrg q / " T w z y 6g (K a 
fc/Kw/, wAg/Agy or M a /)o/eM/za//K «g?Zoj7ve z^g, OK pareMf 
are /zAe/x fo ̂ ge .M/cA a /Movg Jgpnvmg f/?g/M q/̂  a 6aa/c â grv/cg 
(Ozga, op. cit:24). 

Nevertheless, the impact of surplus places and economies to eliminate them 

had a knock-on eOect on all sizes of schools. In both OoA: and there 

was difficulty in achieving substantial economies of scale as a consequence of 

fewer numbers. The relationship between cuts in demand and cuts in 

expenditure is not, it seems, automatic. Overcrowding and the level of 

temporary accommodation could be reduced; and, at least in f/Kzrao/i, the 

planned extension of use of educational premises for pre-school provision 

could be put into eSect. The position could not be presented as a simple 

equation of lower numbers and lower costs, but rather an emphasis on the 

educational implications of population trends. Small schools with reducing 

pupil numbers find themselves struggling to maintain educational effectiveness 

and economic efSciency. They begin to lose, at an increasing rate, their 

entitlement to teaching staff, ancillary staff and capitation. Eventually, they 

decline in group size and entitlement to points. The outward signs are visible to 

all in empty classrooms and increasing age ranges within classes. Some effects 

are less obvious. The curriculum is inevitably reduced. Specialist 

expertise declines and there are fewer promotion opportunities. Morale 

declines for all these reasons; the educational impetus falters, not least because 

of the often unspoken fear of closure. 



The most common yardstick for size of school was a minimum of 90 pupils, 

Vorgg ewoMg/z fo (D/1-13). Schools 

smaller than this were dotted throughout rural areas, mostly in or near village 

communities. f/KzraoA quoted cases of as few as 20 children, and that two 

schools with fewer than 30 pupils, and quite close together, were closed 

(T/DEO-2/7). Oak set up a Small Schools Sub-Committee reporting to its 

Working Party on reorganisation. Governors reminded members that they 

'}l(XVC Ctfi CTiOTlTlGtlS J'CSpGfiSihillty (Xfld thcy TtttiSf (XCCCpt thcit (ACCISIGHS 

wf// Am/e a m ' (C/1-

44); and ref^ed to their belief that one of the beneGts of a small school is that 

governors and stafTtalk to each other constantly (T/CHii-1/5). Beverley 

Attwood wrote, on behalf of the Warwickshire Rural Education Network 

(Warwickshire, 1993b), asking, 

Cow ow /Knfagg fj fAe vzZZage 
or fAoy n/m/ WAzgg ^ 

Caw fAa/ a /a/ge /M/wAe/" we 
or mergYMg cAozce a jTwaZZ 
school IS ons with u Tncxgiccil nuiTibcT of 90pupils!? 

The DEO in f/zaraoA thought that the main resistance came &om, and perhaps 

the most residual bitterness is stiU felt in, some of the rural areas where small 

infant and primary schools were closed. 

... owg ca» MMdgy.yfaMcf fAâ  w/me Ââ  a^ Aaef fAe 
Agayf /aA%M c/o^rg q/̂ /̂?g ^cAoo/ (T/DEO-2/6). 

Can amalgamations produce schools that are too big? Can an all-through 

primary expand beyond tolerable levels? Who is to judge? The head of y4;y/g 

GM Primary in OaÂ  acknowledged local antipathy to his school's growth in 

numbers. Heme, in the press, was sure parents did not really want big schools. 

He went on to cite one of Oa^s smallest Grst schools (with 55 on roll) which 

recently won two national awards for curriculum; and one of the County's 

smallest secondary schools (with three-form entry and 'unviable' even by 

County guidelines), which was selected for detailed description in an HMI 

publication as a model for others to follow (L/Heme-1). 

There was relentless pressure, nevertheless, on small rural schools. The 

Strategic Plan (Education Service) for Northern Ireland (DoE, 1994) stated. 
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EveM fAe wzckr n/m/ Âe Mgeaf fo refam 
avpgpoT"̂  a q/̂ rê g^ve/y .wza/Z j:cAoo/̂  m Âe //g/ẑ  q/̂ /ocaZ 

co/MmwM/(y MeecA, /eve/ /̂-ovMiow M z/MaccepA^̂ /g 
Âe Mgga^pr/onYy /o 6g gywM ̂ o progroTM/Mef q/ra^0Ma/z^a^0». 

Are we back to square one? 

7%g /MOMOgg/MeM̂  q/̂  cAoMgg 

From the outset the Authorities' plans were comprehensive. Both issued 

booklets and accompanying technical papers. Oo* explained the two-phase 

change by listing the areas affected and publishing localised information (e.g. 

D/1-14). Pharaoh's literature contained the projected timetable for seven 

phases, and was, at least in the earliest phases, detailed. For later stages the 

timetable was informative if not immediately relevant(D/2-l to 28). The 

announcement of the intended change, however, got ofF to a poor start in both 

study areas. Information as weighty and immediate as changing the age of 

transfer achieved local currency in advance of'oflEicial' announcements. There 

was a distinct period of inchoate awareness in each study area. Rumour and 

gossip were rife. Ball (op. cit) observes that rumours operate in and around 

official decision making. Heads in Oak used their personal, professional 

networks. The head ofv4pp/g Primary School (GM) explained, wg 

AoK/ WTMg MW r̂covgr rw/Mowrj; wgrg co/M/Mg Wa awâ  OMg 

/̂ gr̂ oM 0/7 /Ag E(A/ga//o» Co/M/»///ggf7?g (T/HTi-1/1). This was 

echoed by the head of Zga/"Junior School (GM), 7 Agaraf zY way Agmg 

/AroMgA wfYA //z^gc^or^ awof ofAgr Agof̂ gacAgr co//gagMgĵ ...y4̂  /̂;g 

Awg / ccwAik Y 6g//gvg wgrg gofMg fY ^/ /g ar fg/Voz/f^ ay 

6gg/7 Coz/wc/ZZorj, / m aAoz/f 

a/K^ r^gcW //K fdga 7 way gomg /Kg:g7g» (̂ azM, 

6g a c/oj;g ̂ Aavg. 7/ way a /of Af^g/- f/za» 7 (T/HTii-1/1). 

Memories of 1982 returned also to the head of St. Tree CE Primary School. 

/)grwMaZ AMOwZg(̂ g wgMf way AacA /o fAg wAg/7... fAgrg wgrg 

fAaf /Ag 7&4 way gomg fo aga%» af aw/ Mz6&//g ^c/wo/y' 

(T/HTiii-1/1). It does seem in the interim that the LEA still hasn't perfected the 

dissemination of clear, unequivocal messages. 

In Pharaoh, as far as the head of Luxor Middle School was concerned, the 

Authority could have been more informative in the early stages, '7%g 

aM/Aon/y'iy »0/0/70«.yybr /gAmg Agadk Awow wg// a^gr /Aey Aavg /g/ /Ag prgĵ a: 

^ow..... ay Agac/y wgrg ra/Ag/- a»»qyg(/' (T/HTi-2/1). This view was in 

sharp contrast to the experience of a second respondent. She had been in post 
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as head of TTzeAgj; First School for exactly one month when the Senior 

Education OfBcer in charge of reorganisation telephoned to ask for a meeting 

with her and with the middle school head. 

a/ f/zg ' /Agre wew 

gomg /o owaf o6Woz/.y/y a c/Kmĝ g w age (zy 

7»ef CAg dkry wAgw Ae wgrg a&/e /o /g// 

fgac/z/Mg MOf AeyoW (Ao/. way ̂ / z Y / o f fAaf 

/f iyay rgaZ/)/ (^g/" Ao/zc&zyĵ  zf Agco/wg /»org p(f6Z;g. Ife org WAzMg q/̂  

%"(T/HTii-2/l). 

The heads and governors in both study areas have been untroubled by 

fieldwork interviews. Yet their credibility depends, as it were, on their ability to 

rationalise their middle school and middle schools in general. They at times 

spoke passionately about middle school values. What they drew on was their 

understanding and experience of what middle schools do, using a range of 

explanations available in middle school folk lore or ideology. This is what 

Hargreaves (ibid: 103) calls bw /fgM o/'rAg/Dr/c'. They can be truly personal 

selections. Unremarkably, the processes of changing the age of transfer 

highlight the different perceptions o^ or messages given to, the difkrent 

participants. This is not as simplistic as it sounds. Every school is likely to be 

aSected, to some degree, by such a momentous reorganisation. Consultation 

was, after all, patchy - even though the evidence in Chapter 5 shows that LEA 

ofGcers believed it to have been wide-ranging and complete. These views 

demonstrate their replicability in both study areas and how difficult it is to 

tease out opinions/ perceptions of the consultation exercise 6om those held 

about the management of the change. 

In both study areas, consultation was not seen to be elective for each phase 

(T/Frri-2/1) (Boscobel-3). Indeed, the views of the m^ority of heads and 

teachers were not listened to (L/P/1-2). Teachers worry. They do not have the 

beneGt of any kind of general rules in the midst of change. 

TgacAgr̂  wzYA c/a&sroo/M waffgM WK r̂g/oAvg/y 
ĝ/7M ĝacA/Mg aW cwrncM/or /)m6Zg7M& org^g^gM^fy m OM 

w/z/cA ggMgraZ n/Zgĵ  »gg(/ ̂ /zg g/?zof%OMa/ 
w/zzc/z co/»g<y ĝgwgMf wzf/z gg%a/ 
co/ZgagMgf, //zM M m^m/aA/g m /̂zg ^oj^oo/z? af z»/grva/y f̂ /zrcwg/zoM/ /̂zg 
ckry. TTzg f/z^/ /"g^zrg wg z/^/Twa/, ̂ ggr̂ gMf owf AzgA(y 
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7 7 ^ we cfiga/mg wfYA gewemZ nz/cf are q/̂  //^/e Ae^ 
(Musgrove, 1971:79). 

The effects of all this doubt and stress was a loss of morale (L/Herne-1). The 

headteacher of Junior remembered two meetings, 'Ome waa: v4rga 

aMcf a» (%9cgr Co«»(y w/K? m 

7%^ /KK̂  a /Mggfz/zg of f/K ̂ cAooZ oW we/7/̂  fArcwgA f/ze 

fAerg. /dbwY fAere were /weg/zMgy govemorj:' 

(T/HTii-1/1). In fact, according to the head of 6"̂  Tree, '7%e CAa/r 

GovemoM TfeaKAeacAg/" were z/rvfYeĉ  a fMeê Mg 6y fAe Z,E/4 

wAo/e pn/Mo/}' pmvmoM /b/- fAg area wcK (T/HTiii-1/2). At v4j:̂ Ze 

Primary, the head was far from satis6ed with the whole process; L 4 . $ o a wg 

ccwW ̂ ge, wa; MO coMai/Zkî oM â cAooZy. 77?^ wgrĝ Y a$A:7Mg //?g 

^g(y/g rgaZ/y fAg ^^g/M. TTfey ifgrg /ootzMg Co«M^ 

CoM»cf//o/'& OMg or &A/ca^oM (%9cgr̂  wgrg cAŵ gĝ f wzfA fAg yo6 q/̂  

dbmg ẑ . y4f (%$ / coz/Zĉ  ̂ gg, go^ corrwp/g /̂ ̂  Zoca/ CowMczV/or̂  wAo wgrg 

vg/})/ cof?cgr»g<;f wzfA dbmg ̂ Ag 6g& ŷbr fAgzr ĵ cAoo/ĵ  Agcmzjg ̂ /;g g/gcfzozw 

wgrg comzMg wp' (T/HTi-1/1). Consultation was also a time for promises. 

Boscobel, in OaA:, believes promises were made by ofRcers of the LEA which 

had no hope of being carried out. He suggests that LEAs have a political 

agenda responsive to local interests, local councillors. The head ofv4/;g7/g 

Primary agrees. He calls it 'interf^ence'. This agenda is over and above the 

process of consultation (see Chapter 8). 

Interest groups tend to mushroom when sensitive issues like school closures or 

amalgamations arise. The uncertainty of the situation was emphasised. But 

even where schools established an effective partnership between staff, 

governors and parents, the expected favourable outcome was not assured 

(T/HTiv-I/2). The role of the parent governors was found to be very 

supportive, and a good way of sounding out parental opinion (T/CHii-1/5). 

Some governing bodies passed resolutions covering their local area and even 

went so far in part of to suggest a pattern of schooling involving the 

closure of a particular school. This is never good- it is very emotive and causes 

bitterness (T/HTi-1/2). The concern of governors in f Aorao/z for their own 

credibility in the midst of change was clear. It took the form of expressing a 

lack of conGdence in the role of temporary governing bodies (C/2-17)(C/2-13). 

Such temporary bodies had to be established if closure arrangements were 

adopted. Within an amalgamation, for example, both schools would technically 

close, and then re- open as a single unit. The temporary governing body would 
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'shadow' the schools through this process. Some governors considered that 

these temporary bodies /egarcy fo fAe 

gove/?7/»g 6(x6e.y q/̂  ĉAoo/ĵ ' (C/2-17). Governors often 

fought long and difficult battles to ensure the status of their school (T/CHii-

1/3). They do not like crises. The governors of a middle school in 

Warwickshire responded to the LEA's proposals for change with a list of the 

issues. It is unique in its coverage. [The numbering is added]. 

V. ovem/Z ^ m 

2. /KM 6gg» 
Z/a/WM Az&ZMg p/arcg AeAyegM ĉAoo& 

3. frqpoazk fo c&iMge fAe q/̂  q/̂ rê gwcA 34/A/cA 
acco/T ôMzê f m/roak/cf/oM 7M/dWZe ĉAoo/̂ . 

4 MfdW/e fcAoo/y wf// y/wzMcW/y f/ze q/̂ yigor 7. 
J. v4 rgvzevy q/'̂ Ae ZMS"yb/TMMAz zf zzrggaf z/z orc/er fo //zg 6a/wzcg q/̂  

^Wzz^ AgAyggzz prz/zzaz}' oW ĵ gco/z&zzy ĉ/zoo/$. 
(Warwickshire, op.cit:48) 

Consultation in the TTzeAê  First and Middle Schools in f/zoraoA was more of a 

negotiation. It was meaningful in that everyone was involved, from teaching 

staff to dinner ladies, cleaners and caretakers. It was meaningful in that aU felt 

able to air their views and their worries about the amalgamation. But the local 

authority had a second agenda which produced something of a political 

wrangle. The two schools were Church schools. Voluntary Aided, and their 

boards of governors had a heavy preponderance of Church governors. 

Responses at the consultation stage included strong opinion on m^ority 

Church of England representation on the Governing Body of the proposed 

school. It was declared, '... cozẑ â zA/g wzY/z /oca/ dgzzzocz-a/zc.ozzaf 

gj^cW/y/xzrg/zAz^ z/ẑ grgjA"' (C/2-95). This resonated well with the local 

authority's wishes to see a more balanced governing body in the new combined 

school and, for example, more than one parent governor. This would be in line 

with the Education Reform Act's provisions. The local authority held 

negotiations (C/2-102) with the Diocesan representative, the local Vicar, and 

agreements were reached to produce a balanced governing body. The Chair of 

Governors of TTzĝ ĝ y Primary School called this result /gvg/̂ Azyzzzg^g/d^" 

and described the formulation of the Shadow Board as /ẑ f/g ĝzzjfAvg z/z //zg 

gar/y ẑzZ zf ^/zg zzz fAg gzzfjl" (T/CH-2/2) 
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The head of Luxor Middle School, unknowingly in concert with a headteacher 

in saw the whole consultative process as overtly political. He recognised 

that the ruling Labour majority in Pharaoh had determined the question of age 

of transfer and decided it would be at 11+ uniformly across the Borough. This 

was a given, an underlying tenet, which influenced all fliture action. Zzoror was 

in Phase 3, so detailed local plans were not at Grst available. 

dbzMg w/A/cA ore aW 

Agcm/̂ g Z/iey AW aZrgoK^ ogrggd̂  oW /wo ̂ /K^g^ goMg 

/ArcwgA g^zfg ^ccg^^//)/, (T/HTi-2/1). He did not know, in fact, 

the details of Phase 3 until after the 'easy bits'. He was not keen to "gNgMf/g 

a6o«f^...ofAg7'pgc)p/gj^'gn^'in the 6rst two phases. He said he was aware of 

numerous protest meetings at various schools from parents whose schools 

were due to close. He complained of the VMgW/a6/g»g&$' about it all. 

(ZKror Middle School was about to close - in the very week of the interview.) 

His main concern in this process had been the consequences for his staff 

/ Aorvg 6gg» ̂ rovg<̂  (i/Z a/oMg //?g //Mg"(T/HTi-2/2). 

f/KZ.yg.y 

Heads noticed different effects in different phases. They believed in Oak that 

the Grst phase was more generously funded, especially in respect of technology 

for the school office (T/HTiii-1/5). Governors also believed that phasing, 

whilst approved, produced different effects. It was suggested, for instance, that 

schools in Phase 2 beneGted &om the experience, even pitfalls, of Phase 1. 

More generally, middle schools in one phase had difScuities in transferring 

pupils to a secondary school in a different phase. Boscobel points to the 

dissimilar decisions made in the second phase (Boscobel-2). Phase 1 had been a 

'pilot'; in Phase 2 people got wise. He labels this inequality. In both and 

f/yoraoA, it was thought that job opportunities for staff were reduced in the 

second or later phases (T/HTii-1/5) (T/HTi-2/4). 

The management of change is further illustrated by the response of the schools 

to problems associated with contraction and possible redundancies, and 

amalgamation or the threat of it. Both had obvious staffing implications. Heads 

experienced instability of staffing when rolls plummeted; considered 

redundancies and early retirements (C/1-44). 
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The handling of contraction and possible redundancies arising from it was 

markedly diGerent between schools and between LEAs. Simply put, the change 

in the age of transfer switched large numbers of middle school pupils to 

secondary schools. The study schools report drops ranging 6om 40-50 at 

Tree CE, 90 in Apple Primary and a school population at Leaf Junior declining 

from 500 to 230. Although these schools have survived the change, for some 

of them it was touch and go. The head of A. Tree CE explained that the LEA 

hoped that (the drop of 40-50 pupils) would not involve redundancy. 

a// q/" /ooAzMg of 

oMcf fAe door ogam 

coMceyw o W q / " ^ c A o o Z (T/HTiii-1/3). The 

headteacher went on to report that, Yf wcK a ve/y TTze 

governors' /M/m/fej: 6gzMg /7?adk /-gGKw/K&mA' Aavmg 

/Mfg/T/gM/.y /wfYA //ze f DepwA»g/7^,\/ee/zMg f/z^/ wgre/zV 

(T/HTiii-1/4). At Zygq/" Junior they recognised that the school population in the 

village had declined considerably, aSecting ±e First School and their 

neighbouring schools. q/" okc/me, we we /zoK/ a /zwge ĵ cAoo/ 

mf/z c/zz/g&'gM rô /zMg woM/zĉ  ZM /̂ ' (T/HTii-1/3). The drop in numbers at 

Primary meant that income from LMS obviously dropped as well. Staff were 

made redundant, and the shortage of money affected their programme of 

repairs to the fW)ric of the building! (T/HTi-1/4). 

The head of Luxor Middle School, in Pharaoh, as stated above, had the 

unenviable task of managing his school to the point of closure. His 9-13 

Middle School had, in the 6nal year, to be in transition to 8-12. AAer closure, 

the remaining two year groups transferred to the local High School. Without 

such a transition year the High School would have had to admit three whole 

year groups at the start of a new academic year. There were, however, 

important stafBng implications in the transition year. ' 

/ Z/zz/zÂ  /Aere were êac/z//zg ar/ fAe a// Aave go/ 

M e w / ' If that had happened, the school would have had to be stafkd with 

supply teachers for 180 children. The quality of education could not have been 

guaranteed (C/2-135 and 143). 'FozYz/Aza^g/yf/ze ĵ c/zooZ f/zẑ  /zqpĝ gM 

6%// f/zere way a q/̂ amrzefy awzo/zg$f Aecmẑ e f/zey cfzc&z Y g e f f / z e 

/zzMg He explained that he had kept some money back in the 

budget for stafBng this problematic year. "TTzere way o/ze feac/zer //za^7 

ccw/o&zV 6zf̂  /̂ze aw /̂zo/'z(y aaze/ /̂za/ fgac/zg/" ozz o/zff go z/ẑ o f/ze 
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77/ 6g 000 /» //?g reef CK a rĝ Z^ q/̂  

g7? /̂qyz»g Ayo a/pg/Tw/mgroTy " (T/HTi-2/3) The generous stafBng 

enabled the head to enhance the curriculum provision for the final year. But 

tensions remained. It could not be assumed, for instance, that middle school 

teachers might want to transfer to secondary schools (C/1-44). 

Some staff at Zmror Middle School expressed an interest in going into 

secondary education. All such stafT were recruited by the local High School. 

7'w .M/rg wg gvg/yoMg wcwZcZ 6g rg(%)/qyg6Z fAg 

AgcGOMg o6vzo«.y /̂zgrg wgfg ôo woMy ĝocAgrf Âg 

pn/MO/y^06.$ fAaf wgrg fo 6g crgaW (T/HTi-2/5). But, in the event, 

governors in the pyramid's primary schools appointed people who were not 

necessarily fi-om reorganising pyramids, co/Mg fw .ygvgmZ c<%yg.y 

Âg The 9-13 Middle School stafFhave borne the brunt 

of reorganisation in /VyomoA. ' 7 % g a w / ĵ gcowdb/y 

Am/g 6ggM m /?mZgĉ g(/ ̂ cAook, gM/w^Mg .ycAoo/,y, awe/ /zovg MoZ 

zAg/r yoZ'j' (L/HTi-2). 

Thirdly, and lastly, the implications of amalgamation, or even the threat of it, 

were to create problems in Zg(^ Junior in and 7%g6gĵ  CE Primary in 

f AoraoA. Zgq/"Junior's head felt that the options available (after the drop in 

pupil numbers) must include amalgamation with the First School. His 

governors were in favour, saying that with a larger school, margins are greater, 

staff expertise is greater, facilities are greater. But the First School was totally 

opposed. 'f^gM ZooArgafâ  ZAg CcwM/y / A g f A m g f/zey 

MOfzcgf/ way oz/̂  q/' j/x ybw/" ZAgw am/ 

fTM/Mgc&â g/y dlzcfcigc/ f/zoZ Âg ZfAg/y ozf̂ comg' (T/HTii-1/3). 

Thebes CE Primary School is the result of an amalgamation at the time of 

changing the age of transfer in its pyramid. The Middle School headteacher 

moved on, leaving ± e First School head to take over the new Primary School 

(see p25). She experienced some stafBng diGBculties. After taking into account 

two voluntary premature retirements (T/HTii-2/3), the head was left with too 

few staff used to teaching in the younger age range. The former Middle School 

staff were, however, willing to move around. One in particular moved from 

Year 6 to Year 2 (T/HTii-2/4). She was consulted before final decisions had to 

be made, but if she had refused it would have meant that other staff would 

have to leave. Nevertheless, the move was, in her own words, a/ 
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Once she had moved to the Infant department % Aecawe qppareMf 

Acw way, awf Aow mMcA y?̂  êacAmg f(y/e /KK ĝof cAowge.' 

When asked if in fact she had the option to say no, she recalled her willingness 

to do it. She did not agree it was a 'take it or leave it' situation. Neither was 

there room for bargaining. 7 Aove Mo/, 7 //Ae a cW/ewge' 

(T/T-2/1). Her professionalism, her willingness to move in that charged 

context has been described by her headteacher as "bravery" (T/HTii-2/4). The 

Chair of Governors concurred, '...we d/c/ owr vgyy 

AecoMfg wpAgava/ m Aeo oW qpewmg owe, oW 

a// fAe aroww/ {jTifg were Aorvmg 

we//, / fY wcw/c/ Mve Aeew /»wcAre/MazMmg reô oMaA/y 

(T/CH-2/4). 

Where County schools might have expected to turn to the LEA for help in 

managing these stafGng problems, they were to be disappointed. Heads and 

teaching staff in both study areas believed, erroneously, that redeployment as a 

result of LEA reorganisation was still a possibility. In reality, the LMS schemes 

which now applied gave governors the power of appointment. The LEA could 

at best advise. They had no legal way of redeploying their staff (L/HTi-2). 

Where a school's staffing crisis involved every teacher on maximum scale and 

two deputy heads on protected Group 7 salaries, the LEA couldn't help. They 

had no powers to do so (T/HTii-1/3). Schools had to shiA for themselves. 

7%e GM roM/e' 

Within the case study, those heads and governors that chose the GM 'escape 

route' found opportunities to improve their staffing situations (T/Htii-1/4). 

There is evidence, also, of a school seeking GM status to avoid the LEA's 

plans for reorganisation or closure. DfEE statistics indicate that of 111 cases of 

this kind in England and Wales, between 1989 and September 1996, 40 per 

cent were allowed to opt out and avoid closure (ibid:33). At Zeq/" Junior GM 

School, the head described his surplus accommodation and the varied uses he 

had found for it, including periodic mothballing (T/HTii-1/5). He was, in effect, 

tying up scarce resources in under-utilised school premises. The LEAs aim to 

reduce surplus capacity was thwarted. The Audit Commission has said that 

ministers must review policies on the GM 'escape route', currently available to 

schools threatened with closure through reorganisation, if they are serious 

about tackling surplus places. 
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70̂  7/7 M w? area wAere Govgrn/Mg/?̂  ̂ Aozf/c/ co/iy/der 
fty j9norf^e.y... 

(̂ %zr<ẑ ŷ  7%e dê yfrec;̂  cwfcoTwê  q/̂ gco»o;?;y, ^c/eMcy am/ 
eĵ c/zve/zeĵ ,̂ ay we// CK Âe jo/z^c^oM q/"fiareM â/ cAozce, 
wf// MÔ  6e acMevgf/ aM ô/Ma/zcaZ/x ÂrcwgA Âg c^rafzoM q/̂  
Âe TMwAê  a/owe. 

(Audit Commission, 1996) 

Both Zeo/Junior and y4/;̂ /e Primary used such a radical answer for their 

stafSng problems. At Z g ^ teetering on the edge of amalgamation, they 

watched the First School go for Grant Maintained status. 'The way it was 

coAK&ĉ ê /preveMfê ^ / ro^oMa/ q/̂ OK/voMfagê  or 

(//aWvaM/ogeĵ  q/oTMâ OTMâ oM. ôoM Aecame a a c c o / » p A . TTze 

^o.ya6y/fify q/'oTMaî a/Mâ oM way c/o.yec/' (T/HTii-1/3). So how did he solve his 

stafBng problems? His governors took steps to opt out and also go Grant 

Maintained. For this meant special grants for 'restructuring'. % i/" 

//Kre were a?r|/ me/MAgrf q / ^ i t ' A o ^ / f //Ae fo AzAe gar/^ 

rĝ /re/Me»̂ , coz/M db w.' That is what one of his Group 7 deputies did 

with a special grant (T/HTii-1/4). The experience of the head ofy4^/e Primary 

made him ill. He had to consider making three and a half teachers redundant in 

the face of a drop in pupil numbers. In the September of the change in the age 

of transfer, they were down by 90 pupils, or f90,000. 'fFe Aot/ fo ... 

/-gfA/MobMf. Owe perjoM acA/a//y aw ear/)/ 

W//A ew/Mwce/MeM/... awoZ/ye/"oz// Wf/; a/'rowo^o/i' The recollection was 

bitter, 'TTfe ̂ /%z//(y q/^wA/cA rga//x me, way wg /?(%/ 

A«/o ^gacAerj:OMe /wjf wy/Am OMr ^cAoo/.. 7%e overa// was f/KZ/ /̂ze 

govgmor^ were JO ^ar/ec/ ^ age q/̂ fy-aw^r 

6a//of /̂;e jxzreM ŷ go Graŵ  AA3ZMf:a/Mg(/' (T/HTi-1/3 & 1/4). 

The study schools' experience of building works consequent upon the change 

in the age of transfer are, to say the least, varied. They do shed light upon the 

anxieties and preoccupations of headteachers in the midst of change. Both OaA 

and .PAaraoA wished to remove surplus capacity and, if necessary, by the 

closure of a school. Both took the opportunity to improve the building stock, 

often directly negotiated with a particular school, its headteacher and 

governing body. There were, however, some losers. The commentary of the 

headteachers of the study schools is, on the one hand buoyant and quietly 

optimistic; and on the other, as we have seen, informed by a coruscating anger. 
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The new CE Piimaiy School, in f W-ao/?, has emerged &om ±e 

changes with the prospect of a new Nursery addition. This is, of course, very 

pleasing. The Chair of Governors said, 7 Tt-Ao ore a 

WfAtgYlK ore /)eqp/ie c&WM /"(%%/ m ô /Kr &/?oo/ 

wAa/ geA/mg oW ca» Y /yavg # 6gcm/̂ g &»/? V 

/Kzvg fAe acc07M/M0(3W0» zY (T/CH-1/3). In the view of the Deputy 

Head, who has worked in both village schools, 77?g6ĝ  is a divided village with 

the lines drawn by class. Most of the Primary School teachers live in the 

village. Two of them can be in their sitting rooms within a minute and a half of 

leaving the school gate (Log, pl35). The provision of a Nursery may 

exacerbate the position that exists in such a divided village. The Chair of 

Governors can see the difBculty; co/»g Aere 

fo Mj: - /» co/M/Mog - o»ce wAo org 

_);gaŷ  oM y/z/o /Agzr /̂ ggr #'/// /̂fgzr 

./(ga/ff/zcaZ/x, /;ap!pgM' (T/CH-2/3). His sensitivity to 

this difficulty was clearly expressed in his description of the changes necessary 

to the Admissions Policy. '7%e Po/zcyybr /Ag ̂ cAoo/ wz7/ Aorvg 

cAoMgg 6gca«fg 6 /̂Ag TV r̂fg/y &ggaz/ĵ g wg W// Aavg /o m /Ag/̂ g /Aa/ 

c/zz/dy-gM wAo cozMg /̂?g M//'j:gry ck/zY /ẑ jve f/zg rzg/ẑ  coz/zg Âg j;c/zoo/ 

ĝcazẑ g ̂ /zâ , z z z c o / z z p r o / z z z ^ e /̂zg of/zgr .ycAooZ- azz(̂  /zzzgozz- we've 

/o Zzvg oW worÂ  w/zf/z gac/z ô /zgr a Zo/zg /̂zzg wẑ / ice c /̂z Y wazẑ  

/zofAr/z(Y Ẑ /zgyg' (T/CH-2/3). The provision of a purpose built nursery at TTzeZ'g.y 

Primary School is in line with the forecast of the DEO, as discussed above, that 

such nurseries would "mop up" some of the remaining surplus places (T/DEO-

2/7). 

^g/z^ziy 

The perceived benefits of the change included, for example, a secondary school 

community association in f/zwao/z which believed that children would be 

exposed to a wider range of specialist facilities and resources, for Key Stage 3 

of the National Curriculum, than would be provided in middle schools (C/2-3). 

There is evidence in the case study of a closing middle school in f Awao/z 

redistributing its resources among primary schools on the basis of their 

recruitment of middle school staff (T/HTi-2/4). In Oak, transitional one-off 

payments were made on top of per capita funding to assist furnishing a new 

classroom or the purchase of new materials. 
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Heme suggested that f 27 per pupil was probably less than adequate to cover 

all the extra materials required for ten foundation and three core subjects 

(L/Heme-4). On a wider front, Boscobel questioned whether total resources 

available to schools were being used eGectively (Boscobel-6). The 

London Borough of Ealing made savings by putting primary and middle 

together - an empty classroom costs JEISOO a year (CEO/Ealing). 

The headteachers in both study areas were asked their overall opinion of the 

age of transfer reorganisation. The spectrum ranges &om ' at 

Junior to at Primary; through 'meWAzA/g...' at A. 

Tree and Zi/xor, to the heady Wve dbwe woaY... at 

The head of Zeq/" Junior felt that the whole question of change in the 

age of transfer had been skewed by the Grant Maintained issue. 7 cavMe OaA 

/Y. 7 cwMg cw/ (Z 

weoA: oW d/rgcfzoM - Â aW/g &A00/ jryâ ĝ/M, oW wAgw 

myary, af/̂ qppoWge '̂ He said he believed the move to GM status 

was the right one 'oM gromKk.' He went on, 7'vg Mgvgr 

/MWcA co/^ak»cg m fAg -̂Agrg ĝ A/coẑ OM /j /%/? /ogar//y Zy 

CcMwc/Z/ofĵ . 7Mgvgy Ag/zgvg^/zf f/?g ngAf ... wg Aavg worg 

MoAoMaZ coMfro/ rm̂ yg m f/zM ccwM^. ... / /AcwgAz fAg c/zaMgg m 

Âg v4gg 7/̂ aM.̂ r was woZ / z a M d / g G f w g / Z . / f/zcwgAf way 

poor/y prĝ gMfgc/ oW (T/HTii-1/5). 

Equally trenchant views were expressed by the head of̂ 4f!p/g Primary, '... / 

6g//gvg MOf kzAg 0/7 Aoarcf .M/̂ cfgMf/y AmjroM wz/A fAg 

^ //Mgwz Âg Agadk. TTzg Agadk Aorwg /Modg zf /KgTpgM... 7̂ .5 

zo 6g dzĵ â yĵ zoMoẐ g... /6g/zgvg zAgrg waf 0̂0 zMzzcA /̂zZzca/ 

z/ẑ gr̂ rg/zcg, g^gcW/M ^ Ccw/zcz/Zo/'j wAo wgrg jAozzZz/zg /Ag ybr 

oMg or wAooZy w/f/z wA/cA wgrg ZMvo/vgt;̂ ' (T/HTi-1/7). Feelings of the 

inevitability of the changes were stressed by the heads of A. Trgg CE Primary, 

7̂  was o^czz/f. yy was &»»g g'zzzcÂ ŷ. TTzgrg a cg/fazM rgĵ ẑ kmcg 

ẑ . /fwp^ojg zZ Aac/ Zo &g:pg», was gozzzg Zo 6g' (T/BTTiii-l/S); and ofZzzxo/-

Middle, 7 Z A g z/ygvz/aZ'/g/zgjj q/"// a//...' (T/PTri-2/6). This head, in the 

throes of closing down his school (see above) was bitter about the apparent 

inequality of opportunity for his teachers to secure their future employment. 

The governing boards in the pyramid,'... wgyg a /czw zzwZo Z/zgzMĵ g/vg.s, awe/ 
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w/zo were Mo/ reo/goMMmĝ ĵ yraw/ak,' aw^ 

ca7»e /» jgvera/ caygj^ow cŵ iyyaKg /Ae ŷ z//Ao77(x' C/ŵ /Tprr̂ Mg/x, Ae 

/̂%ẑ  /̂?g v4«̂ Aory(y wz/Z co/we fo regre/ //zM reorgoM/â oAoM, '7b mmdi 

/Ae yiM Âo/7(y Aorvg Aeew cAaZ/enggc/ m Any fAe/r reorgOMMa/ioM 

p/oM^ OM (Ae groMMdk q/̂ mgg%aA(y q/(%porA/M/(y' (L/HTi-2). 

In Thebes CE Primary the mood is optimistic and, indeed, quietly buoyant. The 

Year 2 teacher, formerly of Year 6, is coping well. It was not always thus, 

ve/y /m/cA ar Help was at hand, however. 

Z wc^(y, / /zoof go^ Mw/M, w/zo way /wrfg/y oW ref/rgfjl &) 
fAe come a/o»g m cAzy^oom WA Mze, worAzMg wzYA /Ae 

aM(/g7v/wg aofy/cg, Aere, //?erg W7(/ everyw/zg/'g. v4W gof Twg »p 
oW /"MMMmg /%%/ MÔ  6gg» /̂fgrg - / wo«Z(/ /zorvg cqpgd̂  
6gcm/̂ g 7 db, 6%/̂  7 &»» V 7 wowZĉ  /zovg ccpgcf ay ;M/ccgĵ /̂(y or ay 

As described above, effective preparations for the amalgamation by the new 

head, the successful reorganisation of staf^ and the securing of a Nursery to be 

opened in September 1996, combined to generate this feeling of purposeful 

excitement. 

Summary and Comment 

In and around the school ofBce you will meet headteachers, governors, and 

teachers with or without a problem. Reference has been made above (Chapter 

1) to the eloquence of heads and governors. They articulate their perceptions 

of the processes of the change coherently. Their views may differ, but are 

offered sincerely. Hargreaves (1980:101) explains this by their social position; 

G/vgM /Agyy //Ag Aga(6y fgworzYy W/Am /Ag ĉAooZ arg af a// 
T̂Mgĵ  m a (̂ acco«Mfa6//y(Y. 7%â  Âgy arg ̂ gg%gMf(y 

caZ/ge/ proWdle acccww^̂  fAg MaAfrg awe/ pz^o.yg q/" ̂ Agf/-
/%y#A//70M aM(̂  q/̂ /Ag Aroadi?/' ca/ggo/y q/̂ /Ag /M/cW/g ^c/zoo/... ybr mfgrĝ ĝf̂  
/̂ ayfzgĵ  ay pargŵ ĵ , ĝacAgr̂ , acfvMgra:, /»^c/or.y a»(/ rg^garcAgr^ 

Tom Peters' 7%/ 7VfMg OM C/zaoj; (1987), is a survival guide for business 

executives. He has particular advice (p.2I2) as to the best way to deal with 

&ont-line staff This has certain parallels with those heads, teachers, and 

governors in the 'front-line' of the changes due to reorganisation of schools. 

These are Tom Peters' 'company heroes'. Do they feel like heroes? Peters 

would pay them weU; train them 'gxcgĵ y/vg// in class and on the job. Salaried 
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and non-salaried alike are thrown into the change in the age of transfer and go 

through a steep learning curve in the process. Governors, heads and staSF spend 

excessive hours struggling with the developing stafBng situations in their 

establishments. Peters would give them an opportunity to participate in the 

structuring of their jobs and support systems. The LEAs, in following strict 

guidelines, sometimes ask staff to re-apply for their own jobs. Heads and 

deputies are always asked to re-apply, and in competition with others! Tom 

Peters would listen to them. The majority of the heads and teachers are not 

listened to. Business people feel that Peters has something to tell them. 

Whether they want to do what Peters recommends, however, is another 

question. 

wqy fAey or fAg dkry 
gragf avaM aTwa/Zg.;/ /MaMage/VaZ 

wgr/za mfgcwnfy, pgcp/g /May ĝg MO rgayoM fo Ay 
gvg» a pa^g/w roŵ Mgj: ca» 

6g a it/rgMcAiMg, /̂irgâ gMmg John Case (1987:25-26) 

It is a hard price to pay when not all the aims of the exercise are met. Surplus 

places exist albeit mothballed, or purloined for other uses. At least two first 

schools have been allowed to continue. They have the greatest difBculty when 

trying to Gnd places for their eight-year-olds in the local primary or junior 

schools. All-through primaries are regarded as very beneficial for educational 

reasons, but they were not always created because of strong local arguments. 

Financial viability was not a requirement. Small schools still exist, though they 

find it excruciatingly difficult to be continually in a promotional, marketing 

mode in order to survive. Boscobel observed, 

(Ag AgoK ĝacAgŷ  yoZ* Aay vg/y ^gcowg co/M/Mgrc/a/ 

gMccwroggc/ (Boscobel-7). 

In both study areas, age of transfer changes were physical. Schools concentrate 

on the physical effects on buildings, classrooms, class sizes and levels of 

stafGng. Such was the practical message to them. 

org m/grgjtg(f m (Ag message. org co/ẑ gŵ  or/g»/g(f wg 
/Ag process of change, M 

w /MMcA w ^Agofy, (w/" /h;g& T/zMovaAoMf wg '̂ rgoK '̂ or 
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Abeg/ore Adkarg Amzpor&ZA#f/KZ» %AK?i)%v(n4af*ow?fY5%̂y\%y iV?g 
0/^aM7ja/70»a/6^aw/ay Âg ̂ o/z/zcĵ  q/̂ cAoMge (Dalin, op.cit:305). 

In both and /'AworoA, however, there was a huge curriculum area to be 

tackled. Issues of teaching and learning were less explained, less of a feature of 

the process of change than they might have been. In Oak, in-service training 

began to unpack some of those issues. 

As explained above (see Chapter 4, p72), the Geldwork planned with parents 

and children in Oak proved problematic. However, in the next chapter, the role 

of parents is highlighted in a story of a forced closure - a vignette of change 

illustrating First School disappearing and, three years later, rising 

phoenix-like as a new Primary School. The children in f/fwaoA speak 

engagingly and enigmatically of their attitudes to all the changes around them. 

Developmental work arising 6om this case study may well be proGtable in the 

area of children's perceptions of m^or organisational change, or changes in 

pedagogy. This study has only 'dipped into' this area and already found a rich 

vein of comment. 
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Chapter 7 

In Loco Parentis 
You are much deceived: in nothing 
am I changed but in my garments. 
Edgar in ATrngZeor, Act IV, Sc VI 

(Shakespeare) 

The writing of this chapter, as in each of the results chapters, and as indicated 

in Chapter 4, addresses the different levels and draws on all the case studies. 

This chapter investigates the perceptions of parents in fAwaoA, and of some 

pupils, of their experience of the change in the age of transfer. They provide a 

counterpoint to those of the heads, teacher and governors. They provide 

another viewpoint from the DEOs. This chapter illustrates the dissonances of 

view between local school and county hall. It is the last 'data-gathering' 

chapter. 

The chapter Grst examines the role of parents in the processes of changing the 

age of transfer. The consultation exercise is observed 6om the parents' point of 

view. A vignette of change is introduced. Parents expressed a range of 

opinions on the change, middle schools and the consultation exercise. The 

study tries to identify and represent by example the dissonances of view 

thrown up by various 'actors' in the change; to identify the range of their 

opinions, and especially their feelings of'inevitability' - that the decisions had 

already been taken. The views of some pupils are included. The exigencies of 

the fieldwork, and its timing, impeded the gathering of views from parents and 

pupils in Oak. The commentary that follows is, therefore, based on data 

gathered also from other LEAs outside this case study, but who have published 

such views within their consultative papers and summaries. 

The parents in f AaraoA have sharp recall of the main arguments and reasoning 

that typiGed changing the age of transfer. Similarly, their children have recent 

experience of the effects of the change. By contrast, the attempts to contact 

parent groups and children in proved too dlGRcult within the available time 

S-ame of the Geld work. In any case, the change in the age of transfer in is 

two years or more distant. It is difficult for adults to remember, let alone 

children. The adviser, Boscobel, describes it as a Mow-Mwe' (Boscobel-
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8). But in an issue as public and monumental as the change in the age of 

transfer, parents, "or /More 

(Ball, 1987: 251), may take sides; may claim preference for one option 

rather than another. They may or may not take the whole body of parental 

opinion with them. They may be more influential than even a parent governor, 

whose role as a representative is problematic (ibid, p 256). The Chair of 

Governors at A. Tree CE Primary School in OaA: thought the parent governors 

were very supportive during the age of transfer negotiations, and a very useful 

way of sounding out the views of parents generally, a W 

ifa; w/y was owe way ff. Domg 

Ziy M a// ve/y we/Z, we db m 

yrndfy/cA/a/ wg we va/wec/ 

(T/CHii-1/5). 

Parents in OoA: reacted, sometimes strongly, to information provided in the 

consultation meetings. 'Owe ^cAoo/ 

wcwM/̂ rov/dle 'We /Kzve coM/ZMWf̂ y af f/zg TMoyweMf a /frff 

go mfo a ĵ c/zooZ w/fT? 77 ̂ yew o/dk.(OorA^ Advertiser Group, 8 March 

1991). The press report quoted further: q/"/Ae mam wgz/TMeM̂ ĵ  ejggrgjiyec/ 

Zy WOK fAg ^ve-;ygw-o/ck - yb;/r-}'ea7'-o/<& -

6e W/A /Twpy/y jnc o/dgr "TTẑ y 

ve/y wA/cA fAg/r gâ ga/70M% o/yg coMcg/77g(f 

/Mof/zgr q/" f̂ Argg co/Mwg»/g(/' The county education ofBcer present at the 

consultation meeting sought to allay the fears of the parents by saying that 

there had been no similar complaints from all-through schools already 

established in the county. pwgMff rgyMm»g<7 z/Mcomv/Mcgd̂  ZAaf 

fAg g^^cofyo/z q/̂ /Ag;/" cAy/Ĝ g?; wag a jgco/7(̂ 37y cow/f^rofzoM fo /̂zg 

g<7z/câ oM co/M/»ẑ gg. woM/ w/zô  M 6 g ^ f ( w r cAzVWIrg/7 oW f/zo/ /Mgon̂  a 

j^^wa^gaM(7 zM/dW/g ĵ cAoo/% /̂zgy wg%/g(7' (ibid ). 

In both study areas, the views of parents, both individually and collectively, 

were sought during the consultation process. The extent to which consultation 

was promoted has been described above (Chapter 5). The DEO of felt 

secure enough to say, 7,̂  M fAg ogg a/̂  wA/cA cA/^g/z farg/zf^^g/ 

co/y^rkzA/g wẑ /z zf, wẑ /zcŵ  Mgcĝ ŷorzTy /Ag ro/zoMa/g Ag/zzW z/' 
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(T/DEO-1/4). On the other hand, when talking about the issue of uncertainty in 

some aspects of the consultation, he was less conSdent: awre cow 

/M wAew 6;̂  AeAfeeM 

(T/DEO-1/5). Parents can aSect decision-

making by LEAs. When Warwickshire proposed its reorganisation, it worried a 

lot of people. Speaking in September 1994, the CEO said, Aorve 

coMcgmf or p M f / d l g a y . Aay 6eeM WWybr fo Awow 

worng ,̂ owf goW zdlea:̂ , /zorvg gzve w a 

c/gorgr p/cA/re a OMg /w flArgg q/̂ owr OMgz/za/ 

Am/g 6eeM m w/»e iyoy.' (D/CEO-3/27). The DEO of 

Pharaoh acknowledged that although no proposals for closure were 

overturned, the Authority had changed amalgamation proposals in the light of 

local opinion (Log, p76). This is what one expects. LEAs seek consensus more 

often than conflict. But changing the age of transfer is just such an exercise 

that reveals divergent views, opposing values and conflicting interests. The 

DEOs of both and f/zwao/z orchestrated the reorganisation of their 

schools (see Chapter 5), but each had to manage those dissonances of view 

thrown up by some governing bodies, a variety of parent groups or even some 

headteachers. It is in the sharp relief of change that this is best illustrated. 

./4 

TTze CofAzw First School is closed. It stands almost empty in a Geld setting on 

the edge of a suburban 'village' in the western part of It used to be a 

thriving, popular First School. Parents viewed favourably the quality of the 

education provided at the school. They said as much when they opposed the 

Authority's proposal to close the school and to amalgamate it with a 

neighbouring school (Log, pi73). Admittedly there was a difGculty. Transfer at 

the age of eight meant pupils going to Middle School just under 

three miles away, and First School shared its site. Even the then 

headteacher concurred, 7 wy cAzM Middle 

cowg W//A /Ae j/cwMger /o The Catkins. / wof/M/w/ fAg 

m &A00Z dbor. e W (T/HTiv-

1/1). The Authority proposed the amalgamation of TTze with what 

would become the newly reorganised Primary. But before this 

proposal was published, rumour and gossip spread around for several months. 

Actual publication of such an option, among others, inevitably caused 

uncertainty for those parents whose children were due to start primary 

education (Log, pi 72). The former headteacher said, of the nature of such 
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rumour and gossip, aAyoyf aAcw/ v4 cer/azM q/̂  

y46o wzẐA Mgyy commg Zo ZooÂ  wf̂ /? /Azĵ  AoMgzMg over /Ae/M. 7%e 

ô Agr Âmg icaj - gvem ĵ ecĝ /g w/YA owe cAf/ô  /Aere - q^azf̂  cAz/of 

wcw/okV ge/ m ô Âe »e%̂  fcAoo/ - were &z*zMg Âe/r cA/ZdSreM awa^;^o/» The 

Catkim. ^fAey wereMY /aAzMg f/?e /M/c&yg cWd̂  ̂ /Ky were AjAzwg f/?e Mejtf o»e. 

)y%/cA j/(w cazf wwdkr̂ Azm/' (T/HTiv-1/1). 

The stakes were high for the proposed Oa^^/;p/e Primary. '2%ê ^Mre q/'The 

Catkins way /fwAeof fo CAe /?rovzĵ /oM a wew Aw/Zd/Mgybr Oak Apple. TTze/r 

^^z/re a$ a/)r//»a7y .̂ cAoo/... regwzree/f/ze r̂ &zcezzzezẑ  /̂ze o/(̂ Fzr.ŷ ,5'c/zoo/ 

6zz//((&/zg w/zzc/z way, ZzferaZ/)/, ̂ //zzzg dbwzz. 7/̂  The Catkins Ẑayed[ Z/ze /zew 

6z/z&fmg/)rozzzz.ye(/̂ r Oak v^ple wozzM 6e Zoâ ' (T/HTiv-1/1). The morale of 

parents was sapped further by comments during a consultation meeting in a 

local Sixth Form College. '7%e zzzjgpeĉ or Zo a/?acA^(/ zzzeeZz/zg zzz w/zzc/z 

/ze rzz66zĵ Ae6̂  Z/ze worÂ  feac/zer '̂. ̂ 4̂  //ze z/zfẑ ezzce q/̂ //ze /zeaâ  /ze ̂ oAe 

Âê arezzZĵ  af a Wer zzzeeZzzzg, '... 6zẑ  /̂ze dizzzzaĝ e way (/o/ze' (T/HTiv-1/1). 

There was distress in the voice at this point. During the unrest and uncertainty 

the school roll dropped and resulted in mixed-age classes. But a determined, 

vocal group of parents challenged the Authority by presenting a petition with 

1009 signatures (Log, pi76). In their detailed submission the PTA and Friends 

tried to establish a case for retaining The Catkins. The first and principal point 

questioned the Authority's alleged underestimate of the number of children 

aged under five living in the school's catchment area. They conducted a local 

census survey, counting the number of children, in the locality of the school, 

aged 0-5 years. They found 260. 'TTzey were ^wper6. / Aacf a ^c/zoo/ /ze^er azẑ f 

azz ayfMZazz/ fecreZazy. 67ze way Z/ze ozze wAo 6a///e(i ;&%e Aecazzze ĵ ecreẑ ayy 

Ẑo Ẑ e Ccw/z(̂ ;̂  CAz^&eczzZzve. jTze way ĵ wper̂ ' (T/HTiv-1/3). The LEA 

discounted this information as ^ro6/ezzzaAc aWzzzz/ze^^/' (Log, pi75-77). 

When the decision was made, the Age of Transfer Working Group 

recommended the closure of TTze Caf^ziy, and that the governing body of OaÂ  

Apple First School be requested to adopt a policy of priority commitment 

towards the stafTof 7%e Câ ẑiy First School to ensure continuity of stafBng 

(Log, pl72). The ex-head struggled to make sense of it all. Wrapped in her 

own authority, with a confidence bom of professionalism, she challenged the 

LEA y Z/zzzzA: Z/zex are waZc/zzzzg Z/zezr AacAg. 7 zzzzokr̂ Ẑ oW (AaZ /̂zey are re-

ĉ ezzzzzg wzẑ /ẑ e-̂ year-oMy Aecawâ e zZ'iy wẑ /zzzz a ^ e ^ear ĵ azz. 7/̂ /̂zey were Zo 

qpezz wẑ /z /zr/zzzaz}" age c/zzYdlrezz, Z/zezz ŷozzzeAoô  cozzÂ  cozzze AacÂ  azz6̂  .yay, 

'WTzy dSfc/̂ yozz c/o^e The Catkins.̂ " TTẑry wozz/cf 6e /ega//y /zaA/e z/"Z/ẑ / re-
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qpewgf/ oM(y /Argg' (T/HTiv-1/3). With the beneGt 

of reflection on the outcomes, for of a m^or organisational change, the 

decision was possibly mistaken, based on poor planning information. 

Parents feared for the survival of their children's school. Parents in Pharaoh 

expressed a range of opinions; from approval and acceptance of transfer at 11 

(T/Pii-2/1), to disagreement with the principle (T/Pi-2/1). In both schools, 

parents believed that the change in the age of transfer had aheady been 

decided; 

wfzy a /wpgr oAcwf yommg fAe age 
- fAaf a ybregoMe (T/Pii-2/1) 

Tew /waoig (T/Pi-2/1) 

Could it have been? Within the Warwickshire proposals there was a 

particularly strong reaction to an issue of parental choice. For schools 

proposed for closure, one of the arguments put forward against this was that it 

took no account of parents' choice to send their children to these schools. 

Similarly, where schools were proposed for merger, it was argued that most of 

the schools and their communities did not wish it to happen. The LEA 

acknowledged (Warwickshire, 1994:1, 4.2.6) these opinions; and, whilst saying 

it understood them, suggested that there were other strong educational, 

Gnancial and other reasons for proceeding with the reorganisation proposals. It 

quoted DES Circular 3/87 as guidance: 

ex/gW /o wAgz-g wee/ // wowAf 
ecAfcaAoM or Az/ge voA/we 

a vg/y fg/ZzMg M/A/c/y fAe q/̂ Aafg 
/oAgf m dec/6̂ Mg /̂ rqpofaZ;, zf w//Z q/̂  

g(&ca^o/za/ owf/̂ Mowcza/ orgz/meMZ!; pozM!̂  f̂ /zg oz/zer 
(Annex 1, Section 3). 

It introduces comment 6om the Audit Commission (1990), 

/oMg CK excgĵ ẑve c6g)acz^ rezTzazziy, ẑ  c/zorge ' 
j%zp!po/"//Mzpz/j' c/zozce wz///^mvzde 



mdfcaAo/M fo f/ze Z&4, 6%;̂  q / ^ w a y f g o;/f /̂;g 
ĵ ĵ g/M. Z&4^ ay^/»g f/zg mzfzaiVvg izy ̂ Ag /?&z»»gr q/̂ ĝ/Zz/zgÂ . 

Does this in fact contradict what the DEO of Warwickshire said (above), that 

parental opinion changed one in three of their original proposals? Parents at 

7%g6ĝ  CE Primary accepted that the change, whatever it was, would not 

affect their children for very long as they were in their final year. They 

remembered that the PTA had sent letters to the Authority; had been very 

organised and sent a petition. The chair of governors had addressed a meeting 

of parents (T/Pii-2/2). 

Liixor Middle had a very strong PTA in its time (T/HTi-2/7). The head had 

mixed feelings about whether he should have led them in opposition to the 

proposed closure of the school. He had no doubt that he could have got them 

wound up. But he confessed to feelings of inevitableness coupled with the 

belief that campaigning would not have been good for the children. 7 am 

w/f/z ̂ /zg v4wf/zorf(y af a//, aW /̂zgy AMOvc 

/̂zg/r cof/ - /... Aaaf ĵ gg» /Ag 6a^^g/mg^ crgâ ĝ ^ fw ozAgr ĵ c/zoo/y w/zgrg /̂ẑ / 

Aacf̂ /cwg/zf 6aA/gf - M/̂ /gayaMf ĵ cgf zĝ  - a»(̂  / Y f/zm^ w/ay ybr /̂zg 

(T/HTi-2/7). At Zmror Middle, parents liked the middle school system as 

a buSer; a sort of half-way stage to growing up. 

f̂ Tzg/z w o v g a f j g / z o o / /o /Ag w/cWyg ĝg/zoo/ /zg /za63̂  a /oif 
AMOfg co/^(^Mcg. 7/ #"0.; a aAwo/̂ /zgrg. way a c/zangg awf /zg ̂ gZ/ 
wofg grow/z 7 // dif̂ Z/z/w ant/ /zg'j; gof /̂zâ  MOW go OM fo f/zg 
/z^/z ĵ g/zoo/ (T/Pi-2/1). 

The value of a middle school is well stated. This parent recognised the quality 

of conQdence at the age of eight which fbrtiGed the child at 12 years old. He 

felt the change to be detrimental, 

/ ab/7 V Âa/ (Ag /zg%/ j/garj ///zg ycw/zggTy m //zg /̂ r/Rzayy 
^g/zoo/ W// gzvg /z//?z ̂ /zâ  gow f̂̂ Mgg - //'f f/z// aw ^c/zoo/. TfgY/ fzo/^g/ 
grow?? (ibid). 

Another parent concurred, 

/ /zAg f/zg ZTZzdWZg j[y f̂g/?z... 7̂ 'j: gg/Yam/y a g/zawgg q/̂ a/ZMO /̂zgrg, a 
g/za»gg q/̂  ̂ gag/zgr.;, a g/zawgg q/̂ rowfzMg wAzg/z fAey /gar» fo cqpg wzf/z A^rg 
^/z^/go o/z /̂zg /zzg/z ^g/zoo/ (ibid). 
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The parents at Z/Mxo/- Middle expressed their feelings clearly and calmly. The 

circumstances of our meeting were unfortunately the Gnal week of the school's 

life. As described above (Chapter 6) the school was to close and its buildings 

donated to the high school on the same 'campus'. 

The pages of the local press in both study areas revealed the anguish of the 

time; school against school, parent group against parent group. Inf/?wao/? 

there were orchestrated 'Save our School' campaigns (T/DEO-2/4). In OaA 

there were attempts to generate support for smaller schools to work together 

to oppose the proposals (T/DEO-1/3). The local press on the one hand claimed 

parental apathy over the issue, but on the other, carried foil coverage of these 

activities and set out the LEAs' proposals for change (N/1-1). The DEO in OoA: 

was confident that parents were comfortable with transfer at 11, without 

necessarily understanding the rationale behind it (T/DEO-1/4). This view was 

echoed by a governor who believed parents did not understand W/ oW 

oMZiy' (T/GOV-1/3,4). Parent Action Groups, for example, disliked 

f&mgzwg ' between groups representing separate schools as "Mey/Agr 

Mor (L/P/1-1). Some parents definitely chose not to 

a (T/HTi-2/6), whereas others responded positively and mounted a 

campaign . They clearly hoped to bring su@cient pressure to influence the 

ultimate decision in their favour (T/HTiv-1/3). 7 a 

(Parent Member of a First School Action Group, OaA: Advertiser: 

Letters, 8 March 1991). 

7%g Wgwĵ  

The views of some pupils are relunctantly included here, because, as explained 

above (Chapter 4, p72), the fieldwork timetable did not permit pupil interviews 

in Oak. Pupils in Pharaoh spoke of very recent experience. In Oak the changes 

took eSect at least two years earlier. The headteacher of 7%g&gf CE Primary 

drove to the high school to collect two ex-pupils of hers to bring them to the 

interview. On her return, the deputy then drove to another High School to 

collect the daughter of a part-time teacher at Thehes. These three were all ex-

7%g6gj: pupils. Peter, Karen and Lisa were Giendly and conGdent, obviously at 

ease in familiar surroundings. Peter and Karen had spent time in classes while 

waiting for Lisa. The following views are an amalgam of interviews with 
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secondary pupils at Zmror High and CE Primary. The secondary pupils 

confirmed that they had to go over work that was done at middle school. They 

were not so sure about being tested on entry, though they seemed to be tested 

regularly as a way of revising work, or for setting purposes in, for example, 

mathematics. They agreed that the middle school prepared them well for the 

secondary school. They spoke of the much greater facilities at secondary than 

at middle; lunchtime activities and after-school clubs, especially a wide range 

of sports. They mentioned the super gymnasia. Computer facilities received 

enthusiastic comments. They are housed in a special room which is full of 

computers. This is reminiscent of secondary facilities in dedicated suites, the 

PCs usually networked in a department or in a large library. As far as 

reorganisation is concerned, these pupils had no idea why it was done. They 

did, however, remember that parents received booklets and letters. Some said 

that they had two and a half to three years notice of the change. This was 

clearly as a result of the phased approach adopted by the LEA. 

Talking of the size of their secondary school, the pupils could not be accurate. 

They guessed 1,000 or 1,200. Each High School has seven to eight feeder 

primary schools. There was an indication that the secondary school 

experienced some difGculties with accommodation for two year groups starting 

simultaneously. One pupil put it matter-of-factly, another succinctly, 

& //"i; a// c/hZMge./ (Log, p 13 8) 

Lisa had a story for me. She explained that she moved to CE Primary 

from her own small village school which had been closed. She described the 

fierce 6ght by the local community. 

fPg Y aW werg 
/ W zf TTieM / co/Me fo Thebes. 

The primary pupils 6om Year 6 in were 6iendly, obviously used to 

conversation with visitors to school. They were eloquent and confident. They 

acknowledged they were being prepared for secondary school. They described 

the local High School's "Roadshow' which visited last evening. From 

their comments could be pictured a large turnout of parents, a short exposition 

followed by two hours of mingling and discussion with questions in an informal 

setting. Their view of reorganisation was diKcult to assess. They were already. 
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in the second term, assuming an air of independence and self-esteem because 

they are at the 'top' of the school. It is almost surprising, indeed, to think they 

were propelled to the top of the school a year earlier than they expected. 

Summary and Comment 

Parents clearly constituted a political force in their defence of their children's 

schooling. Whether or not they were successful, the LEAs regarded such 

interest groups with some degree of respect. Consultation, although flawed, 

was speciJBcally designed to allow parental opinion some expression. Both 

study areas acknowledged that local proposals were changed in the light of 

parental pressures. The word influence seems more appropriate than pressure. 

Simply having the power to exert pressure is no guarantee that one is willing to 

use it or is skilful in its use. Influence is concerned with the actual use of 

power. So the influence of an individual, a group or a body depends greatly on 

the resources available. Resources include political resources, such as access to 

political figures (County Hall), or access to information (including sometimes 

confidential information), time or community support. 

The perceptions of parents and, to some extent, of pupils are a neat 

counterpoint to those of headteachers, governors or even DEOs. This study 

has illustrated the extremes; of parents fiseling the pangs of inevitability; of 

resourceful groups of parents Gghting doggedly to save their school. Some 

succeeded. LEAs acknowledge that decisions were revised in the light of 

parents' concerns. But some failed. Parents brought facts and opinion to the 

argument over Lisa's village school in f/zoraoA, and CafAzyw School. The 

LEAs received a huge correspondence. Parents and friends of The Catkins 

School knocked on doors conducting a local census of children aged 0-5 years. 

They offered the results to the LEA; they were repulsed. The parents at Luxor 

Middle were resigned to the changes. Even so, they eloquently explained why 

they believed in the middle school system. Their emphasis was on the value to 

their children; the confidence in a different atmosphere, learning to cope. They 

were complimentary about this school. They defended it when a late-comer to 

the meeting turned out to be the lone, strident voice in favour of the changes. 

For ail of them, the change in the age of transfer and the consequent 

reorganisation of schools, meant a change in their relationship with heads and 

teachers. It meant changing loyalties. The familiar pattern on which they 

trusted day by day was broken. Marris (op.cit: 157) says that such a change 
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invalidates the parents' experience. It invited a question. What had the High 

School done to draw teachers, parents and pupils together in mutual 

understanding and collaboration? 

... or w / / / / g y g / / 
wg Mece&yoTy, w ay pgqp/g cwmof 

/MorAe m Âezr CWM ê gTgr/gfzce (ibid: 158). 

The overall conGdence of pupils was remarkable. It spoke well of their former 

middle schools, and the way they were prepared for the move. There was no 

evidence that reorganisation had, or would, dent this conGdence. To some 

extent, the schools effectively insulated their pupils from the sharper effects of 

the change: to some extent the schools presented the change as a natural 

evolutionary event. Pupils were supported at least by those stafTwho were 

moving on, presenting them with a model of transition appropriate to their age 

and stage of education, or, perhaps, career path. The content of a survey by 

Bryan (1980a) provides overwhelming evidence that 'age identity' is central to 

pupils' thinking. 

a ve/y m .ycAoo/ career, f 
/ ^ e r ^ o w z / o w e / . . . /rre^c^/ve age 
(ibid:233-4) 

When two year groups transfer together, pupils could look for, and expect to 

find, the security of familiar faces. The confidence observed in the pupils in 

PAaraoA indicated that they had settled in well in their secondary school. These 

pupils, indeed, seemed to be able to cope well with minor difficulties. The 

accommodation problem - transfer pupils in the Science block, intended for 

older pupils - could not in any sense be described, as does Bryan (ibid: 243), in 

similar circumstances, that this demeaned their status in the new school. 

The next chapter looks at the wider arena of educational change in a 

bureaucratic system. The confident agency of the Audit Commission is 

analysed; so, too, are the concerns and interests of individuals and groups. The 

examination of the relationship between LEAs and their schools is further 

developed. It is necessary to briefly examine the positive decision of some 

LEAs with middle schools not to change. 
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Chapter 8 

Responding to educational change 
If men are unable to perceive critically the themes of their 

time, and thus to intervene actively in reality, they are 
carried along in the wake of change. They see that the times 
are changing but they are submerged in that change and so 

cannot discern its dramatic signiAcance. 
(Freire, 1976:7) 

This chapter tries to place LEAs within the broader context of educational 

change, by looking at the working of bureaucracy. The agency of the state is 

illustrated by the Audit Commission. The examination of the relationship 

between LEAs and their schools is further developed. 

The study tries to place LEAs in the context of the dynamic of change by 

examining its bureaucratic function in regard to the other state structures, the 

economic base and the social system. There is an explanation of the unique 

position of education as a credentialling service for the whole of society 

through examinations and schooling. The dominant ideology is described, of 

primary education, upon which middle school ideology had been laid, much 

like a culture in a petri dish. After examining the influence and confident 

interventions of the Audit Commission, the study continues to address the 

relationship between LEAs and their schools by looking at the possibilities of 

policy and development. Within the arena of change, the concerns and interests 

of individuals and groups are adumbrated. These are explained in terms of 

vested, ideological and self-interests. Lastly, there is recognition of those LEAs 

with Grst and middle school systems which have made positive decisions not to 

change. From the management of change by LEAs, as illustrated in this chapter 

and in Chapter 5, it appears that strategic planning is seriously deficient. 

Conflicting opinions and pressures are typical of our social democratic 

tradition. Salter and Tapper (op. cit.) and Salaman and Thompson (1973) say 

that the education system is one component of the structure of the state which 

interlocks roughly with other components such as the economic base and the 

social system. The management of the system is bureaucratic.The whole 

structure is restless. Each component has its own values and interests. 
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Tensions exist between them. Gramsci (1957) explicates this idea, which Salter 

and Tapper (op.cit.) take further when they suggest that the tensions are not 

simply the result of passive structural impediments to the pressures of the 

economic base or the social system, but also as a result of bureaucratic 

counter-pressure. The interaction of these pressures is where Salter and Tapper 

(ibid. 7) say the dynamics of change are bom. The structure of society stirs. 

Bureaucratic pressure is the regulatory instrument which allows the complex 

modem society to settle again into its rational social relationships. State 

agencies are in fact bureaucratic organisations which have highly developed 

means of generating and sustaining their own autonomous needs. 

The education system, uniquely, does more than this. Not only does it, 

theoretically, service individual educational need; it also provides a 

credentialling service for the whole of society through schooling and specially 

examinations. 'EcA/caAoM fAe cn/fca/ m 

c o M f r o / f Y coM proaAfce am/ 

rationale' (ibid: 7). Organisational theory is unhelpfiil in the study of the social 

phenomenon called changing the age of transfer because it tells us little of 

significance about the day day-to-day experience of schools and almost 

nothing about how schools experience change. 

ve/y a/K/ogazMf/ CAg vg/y 
coMadgra6/g rgâ M̂ ancg q / ^ ' d / a g ' (Bloomer and Shaw, 1979:25-
26). 

There is a need, therefore, to look at organisation at both local authority level 

and at school level. This is not the notion of a single abstraction called 

organisation (Barr- GreenSeld, 1975), but is an examination of the varied 

perceptions by individuals of what they can, should, or must do in dealing with 

others within the circumstances in which they find themselves (ibid: 65). 

Local Education Authorities have the duty to provide education through 

schooling. Throughout the period which saw the rise and 611 of the English 

middle school, the dominant ideology has been primary/ secondary. The 

organisation of schooling is seen to be rational and Education Acts, such as 

that which created the National Curriculum, give legitimacy to the wider 

stmcture of education. As described above (Chapter 5, p88), the uncertain 
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ideology of the middle school gives way to the dominant primary ideology 

beneath. 

In focusing on the interface between the LEAs and the schools, this study has 

so far obscured the influence and confdent intervention of the Audit 

Commission. The analysis of its intervention owes much to the work of Salter 

and Tapper (op.cit.) on the former Schools Council and the dissemination of 

ideology. The Audit Commission was established in 1983 to appoint and 

regulate the external auditors of local authorities in England and Wales. In 

1990 its responsibilities were extended to include the National Health Service, 

but this study will refer only to its role in the education system. It is a public-

spending watchdog (Dean, 1996); a q/ y/zode 

q y r a f i o M a A Y y ' (Dale, 1989:114), which takes government to task for 

the tensions and conflicts of education policies which are leading to a current 

mismatch between the number of pupils and places, with schools being either 

overcrowded or undersubscribed. 

The relationship between the Audit Commission and educational change is an 

interesting one. The Commission, as a national, state-funded, body charged 

with promoting proper stewardship of public Enances and to help those 

responsible for public services to achieve economy, efBciency and 

effectiveness, has several advantages as a subject for study. Its prominent 

position in the educational system leads to the supposition that it is using its 

authority to legitimate an organisational change which is in tune with the 

interests of the dominant bureaucracy. Is it using its command and 

manipulation of state resources to propagate an educational ideology? It does 

reinforce the dominant primary ideology at the expense of an educational 

alternative which, some say, has outrun its usefulness. The Commission has 

effectively defined for LEAs the parameters of change, in a succession of 

papers on, for example, surplus places. 

Secondly, the Commission has functions which are national in scope. Looking 

at the arguments of Whitty and Young (1976:3) in relation to the constraints 

within which teachers work, this study reconstitutes them to apply to the work 

of LEAs; 
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gw/Yg ^mĉ (cg.y w/y/c/? /?r(xA/cg WK̂  /YAe 
wfYAm wMcA wor^. 

The Audit Commission could provide the opportunity to do exactly this and to 

act as an institutional bridge between macro-theory and the details of the 

legitimating process. This, however, is beyond the scope of this research. 

Nevertheless, given the increasingly centralised education system, and the 

National Curriculum (rather than its 1944 predecessor, devolved to LEAs in 

theory and to headteachers and staGT in practice), the Audit Commission adopts 

a promotional stance to positively influence those local agencies responsible for 

education. It sees its mission as changing lEA's culture and criteria of success. 

It: 

a Morrow/ coMf/oZ 
WaAfV/fy; mcrgayecf eM/zaMceafro/g 
gx:ecz//h;gf, or ow roZg mgfM6gr& Mgg/gĉ  
g;̂ ĉ gMg.yĵ  ca!/j;gĉ  mgrg/y ^ /̂?g zm&wA/gff ̂ gc/zMfca/ 

aW //?g /oca/ mz/Aory/y 
a/yo morg ̂ »6&yMgMf̂ a//y oa a g r g a ^ g r o » g;^c^g»gj^^ 

coM/c/ wgaAg/? Âg .y cAoMgg /oca/ az/fTzorf Ag.y 
(McSweeney, 1988:42). 

The Commission's legitimation of power Hes in its national model based on 

national legislation such as the 1988 Education Act. Its powers of persuasion 

are dependent on the establishment of its credibility in the eyes of the education 

service. In the two study areas, the DEOs claimed no knowledge of the 

Commission's stated position on the eradication of surplus places. Did they not 

feel obliged to take notice? 

ô ĵ gg /zoif /ra(//f/oMa//y f̂Ag /oca/ aw/Aor/Yy 
m// ^g a6/g /o rgj/j^ g/z^rg/x fAg /o/fg aw/ l̂oT̂ g/ q/̂ /Ag 

Co/77/M/̂ f̂OM 'f gvaMgg//zmg zga/, gvg» /7%/frgc//x. 4̂?%/ d7^c«// 
Aow /m/cA TMorg (/f;()9cM// // Mybr fcAoo6 fo ĵ /gp owf̂ fc/g ẐAoâg cnYgr/a 

aM(/ayj%//?̂ /zom ay 6gco/»g rg,!^m/6/gybr fAg/r otm^ffaMcgf ... z/wdgr 
Âg jryĵ g/M q/̂ Z/Oca/ Fma»cW A/aMaggy»gMf q/" &?/;oo/f w/z/cA W// ywr/Agr 

rg(A/cg /Ag aẐ /Z/fK q/'A&4j /o aŵ / aa^ww/f/gr ga&/ca/7o/7 //? ///g/r /oca/ 
arga? (Dale, op. cit:115). 

The Commission has a clear constitution, a set of well-delBned goals and an 

active secretariat which promotes a coherent ethos. It has the drive and 

direction to utilise effectively whatever legitimacy it has acquired. The 
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conGdent intervention described above is that of a known and developed 

ideological position, appropriate to the education service which is bureaucratic 

and high-spending. 

Ideology propagation by the Audit Commission has three components; 

capacity, target audience and content. As stated, it holds a prominent position 

in the educational system. In fact, the Commission's juxtaposition between the 

DfEE and local authorities, gives it a unique opportunity to take to task LEAs 

and government alike. The extent of its apparent independence is intriguing. 

The Commission has built its legitimacy because it is seen as authoritative by 

other groups with which it engages in consultation and co-operation. It is seen 

as having the authority to ascribe values to the varied management areas of 

education. Yet it is dealing with a service with imperfections. The Commission 

matches an ideal vision of an LEA against the reality of̂  in the view of 

McSweeney(op. cit:34), 

.. a W . . . wodle wofg m /oca/ 

/ecAwco/ /Aeff 

The large gap between the Commission's model and the complex and 

ambiguous reality of local authorities is well drawn by McSweeney (ibid.). 

From the Commission's perspective, LEAs' organisational characteristics may 

appear inefBcient. 

/M owe/ /May makec/ w, W/ m 
f/Ky /may /MewÂ A/e, m ê/Z/ge/?/ aMt/yz/»c/70Ma/. v4/M6fg«zfy ca» 
aAĵ orAet/ am/ //ve(/ wAz/sf /MamAz/Mmg /Ae ̂ rwa/ â awce 
aw/Aoz-y/y. cazz rgdzzcec/ azz(/ .yzẑ igzozf zzzazzz/azzzec/̂ ozzz a wzde 
/"azzge q/̂  cozẑ /zAzezzcej (ibid:35). 

The Commission's target audience is made up of LEAs, both in terms of the 

materials produced and the legitimation of arrangements producing or 

intending to produce economy, efBciency and effectiveness. 
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The ideological content of the Commission's reports is strong in terms of 

legitimation capacity and legitimation targets. The content of 'Trading Places: 

The Supply and Allocation of School Places' (Audit Commission, 1996), for 

example, draws on fieldwork in ten LEAs, makes comparisons with Scotland 

and New Zealand, works jointly with the National Audit Office, OFSTED and 

the FAS. 

That two Deputy Education OfGcers, in two separate LEAs, should seemingly 

deny the influence of an Audit Commission report, rAe Aozardk 

/egzA/MaAoM m or KMf/bAW 

(Salter and Tapper, op. cit: 124). And this despite the flow of the Commission's 

work into the national press. The simplest interpretation would dwell on their 

competency, or lack of it. But are they, in fact, protecting their schools from 

the harshness of government policy as expressed through the Audit 

Commission? Or, alternatively, are they masking the ejects of those 

parameters of action so sharply delineated and prescribed to them by agencies 

outside their influence or control? 

Do LEAs have a protective relationship with their schools? Looking at the 

interface between them, this study explores the practical limits and possibilities 

of educational development. On the one hand, it gives weight to the 

perceptions of those principally involved in age of transfer changes. These 

highlight the pressures on the boundaries of schools and, indeed, the 

boundaries of local authorities. They also highhght the con6ontations and 

interactions between individuals and groups in the arena of change. An 

example in f Aorao/i (Chapter 6, pl23), is the successful adjustment to the 

membership of the governing body at CE Primary, which allowed a 

reduction in church governor representation. 

or (Tzg cAf/rcA. are wAgfg 
(naWf&a/â  awe/ 

are rare, fWfv/66fa6 awf̂ fgrcwpĵ  
AoM o» Âezr jxwer, wAfcA coy^rj: OM Âem ̂ rh/f/egea^ awe/ aofvawfageĝ  
w/A/cA do fo /ô ye (Dalin, 1978:28). 

On the other hand, it tries to relate these perceptions to policy-making and the 

pressures derived &om demographic movement (economic) and changes in 
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social control (curriculum). Through such interaction, the experiences, views 

and interpretations of individuals reveal their practical concerns and interests. 

These can be identiGed as being of three types: vested interests, ideological 

interests and self-interests (Ball, op. cit:16). 

Vested interests refer to the material concerns of individuals. Education 

Officers, heads and teachers are concerned with job security and career 

prospects, as well as the efficient discharge of their organisational duties and 

administration. Within this study, the impact of change on an individual's 

territory induced anxiety. This varied from one teacher to another (Isaacs, J., 

1981:94). A teacher at CE Primary School experienced m 

garZy dbya' of her new infant post. She had been in the junior department which 

she identiGed as her (T/T- 2/2). This teacher valued the teaching 

experience of her mother who knew how infants learn and gave practical help. 

If this is, as Isaacs (op. cit .) claims, a common reaction in schools, it suggests 

pragmatism - an ad hoc answer to problems that could have been foreseen; 

been planned for. 

The best planning by LEAs had to counter rumour. Information about change 

circulates both ofRcially and unofRciaUy. Nevertheless, Education Officers 

sought to discharge their organisational and administrative duties in a plainly 

efficient manner. They knew that their proposals could possibly produce an 

enormous loss of morale and confidence. So they sought a consensus. With the 

best will in the world, consensus cannot lessen the pressure on schools. 

Schools recognised that Age of Transfer changes, coupled with curricular 

changes, induced very stressful times. Especially as they had to consider 

redundancies, hold interviews. It was a time of '/nw/MA/mg oW 

(T/Pfriii-1/5, T/GOV-1/1, T/CHi-1/3). Two routes were idendGed to boost 

morale. The Grst involved expansion &om First School or Junior School to full 

primary status - an option available, for example, to First School (not a 

study school - see Chapter 5, p97), but not to & Trge CE school, or to 7%e 

CafAzw (T/CHii-1/4). The second route was to be 'rescued' by GM status 

(T/GOV-1/3). 

Ideologies, firstly, are sets of values and beliefs which have common currency 

and systematic expression in documents, meetings, conferences and so on. 
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They simply refer to matters of value and philosophical commitment. Themes 

such as the middle years as a separate stage of childhood, or the years of a 

middle school are years of transition, recur with systematic regularity. Such 

views of the middle school are therefore more than uncoordinated and 

disparate opinions but may be said to contribute to a philosophy or ideology. 

Secondly, ideologies are sense-making devices. So when headteachers defend 

the principles contained within middle school ideology, they are defending their 

own professional commitment and identity. Thirdly, ideologies may persuade, 

or gain converts to the cause of middle schools, or secure the loyalty and 

commitment of those already involved. 

... f/yg w/JWye .ycAooZ /(/go/qgy, wf/A 

COM ay an gmm/zg /MzdW/e 
/)/acg (Hargreaves and Tickle, 

1980:68). 

Ideologies have, lastly, been viewed not just as sets of values and beliefs but as 

blinkers, masking from view the problems and conflicts, the power 

relationships and inequities, from which they have grown. So the emphasis on 

the middle schools' unique identity deflected attention from the clash between 

primary and secondary traditions which were such a feature within such 

schools in the early years. 

Further, ideologies are important agents for legitimation. It is not a 

straightforward relationship since legitimation' is a hazy concept based on 

changing configurations of power. In the case of educational ideology, the 

issue is further complicated by its dual Amotion of legitimising a specif c 

educational change through the propagation of a suitable ideology, whilst at 

the same time acting as an agent of social control. Lynch argues that the advent 

of the English middle school must be seen in the context of the overall 

ideological climate of western society in the post-war era and its pursuit of the 

ideal of democratisation: 

A/bre Morrow/y fAg /dIgaZ mfo fAg 

g(^ca//o» A%<̂ o/Yg6/ Zy coMvew/gMce, 
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ga&fcaAo/K// /%z7Mg/y /Ag /Movewg//̂  co/MprgAa/MyW 
geA/cô OM (Lynch, 1980:106). 

The middle school was bom into this ideological background. Its initial 

success, owing much to the inspiration of influential CEOs, and as an 

expression of Plowden, has to be seen as the m^or source of elective 

legitimation. Moreover, the timing was beneGcial, and the support of WZfgaf 

(Salter and Tapper, 1981:54) helped to mobilise the middle 

school ideology successfully. What has changed? Notwithstanding that Lynch 

(1980) could talk of a legitimation crisis for the middle school in the 70s and 

80s, the economic, educational and 'ideological weather' (ibid: 107) took a 

further turn for the worse when the centralised curriculum cut right across the 

ages and stages of the middle school. There seemed also a dearth of influential 

CEOs - at least, not on the national stage. Locally, one can point to Tim 

Brighouse at Birmingham , a champion of the primary school; and to Chris 

Tipple in Northumberland, a champion of the middle school. 

Heads advanced views of middle school organisation, some expressed 

preference for primary schools (T/HTiii-1/2). Education OfGcers in discussion 

were philosophically committed to a reorganisation on primary lines. They saw 

this as a practical answer to pressing political problems arising &om economic 

or curricular sources (L/DEO-1). LEAs identiSed the educational case for 

securing the benefits of all-through primary schools (5-11), through 

amalgamation where possible. They acknowledged that consultation sometimes 

caused them to change amalgamation proposals in the light of public pressure, 

Boscobel believed that in reality, the issues of amalgamation and the benefits of 

a 5-11 school, were oAen ducked (Boscobel-2, 6). He cites examples of a small 

school allowed to continue separately, and another where a First School 

continues, that is 5-8, rather than as an Infant School (ibid.). Reorganisation by 

amalgamation was previously prompted by the departure or retirement of one 

of the heads. But changing the age of transfer was seen, ideologically, as 

making the best use of resources (CEO, Ealing). It was found that heads 

believed there was merit in a transfer age of 12 or 13 where middle schools 

gave that blend of primary practice and the gradual introduction of 

specialisation. Where heads felt that 11+ may be all right, they also explained 

that 7+ was too early. They valued the First School for the extended time it 

gave to enable children to overcome the initial reading barrier. 
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Governors accepted the need to come into line with the majority of LEAs 

(T/CHi-1/1). They recognised the matching of the National Curriculum to ages 

and stages. Some felt that there was really no alternative. Others felt that it was 

all decided (T/GOV-1/4). they declared. Most recognised 

unequal treatment between the phases; the assistance the change gave to the 

secondary sector - dbg m Oak' (T/CHii-1/2). However, 

they felt that it should not also have afkcted the primary sector. 

Self-interest means exactly that. Individual teachers, heads or education 

personnel in "the ofBce', have a sense of self and their place in the system; their 

identity as a personal construct associated with their work in, say, middle 

schools or with pupils in the middle years. Satisfaction with the particular 

setting for their work and achievement is important. In this study this was 

obvious when schools were amalgamating, or closing. Heads had varying levels 

of personal knowledge about the changes depending on the longevity of 

service with their LEA and the strength of their network contacts. Governors 

relied, it seems, on their heads or on Council officers for information. Initial 

reaction to change may be so antipathetic as to make one say, 7 Y w/y 

(CEO, Warwickshire, Heme; Haig). Others may recognise that the 

proposed changes may ensure the avoidance of future difficulties 

(DAVarwickshire - 30). Most heads recognised that a drop in pupil numbers, in 

a sense, forced changes (T/HTii-I/2, T/HTiv-1/2). 

Heads experienced instability during the changes; of staffing when rolls 

plummeted; of possible redundancies or early retirements; and, 

overwhelmingly, that of amalgamation. It was a time of opportunity for some, 

and a possible career move for others; advancement or rejection. Governors 

acknowledged that it was a time, when si#ing heads were involved, that they 

felt their responsibilities keenly (Chair of Governors, Coventry). Even so, they 

understood the need to team build despite the upheaval associated with 

amalgamation (CH-2/4); or to so manage the budget that their care of the 

property was not compromised (Chair of Governors, Warwickshire). None of 

the heads liked the formal interviews that accompanied staff changes (T/HTi-

1/2, 3), nor when their own jobs were advertised (HT/Warwickshire). They 

struggled for some flexibility; were grateful when teachers were prepared to 

move around, even from Year 6 to Year 2! (T/HTii-2, HTiii-1, HTiv-1, T/T-

2). The head of CE Primary in f/Kzrao/;, identiGed the need to team 
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build, to make one camp out of two (T/HTii-2/5). The head at Zgq/̂ Middle in 

Oak could see the opportunities to solve some practical problems, but felt 

thwarted in his plans for amalgamation because the First School went for GM 

status and got it. 

Teachers' response to change is interesting. From a wide literature on 

educational change and teacher responses, the work of Acker (op. cit.) 

commends itself because she deals with external pressures such as that caused 

by government legislation. With some reservations, her proposal is accepted 

that implementing changes in school is contingent upon the various teacher 

cultures that predate and mediate any government initiatives. These teacher 

cultures influence the 

1990:257) 

Through participant observation. Acker listed the changes in teachers' 

perspectives and practices as they reacted to legislative requirements governing 

their work in classrooms. Therein lies the first reservation. Changes in the age 

of transfer are broader than the classroom and wider in scope than a simple 

curriculum change. Acker employs a variety of evidence to support her 

interpretation of those changes. In staflfroom discussions of the National 

Curriculum and assessment, she noticed that debate became more critical, 

academic, analytical and reflective. The second reservation is that the age of 

transfer changes were relatively speedy; that debate was curtailed and analysis 

short-lived. There was, in contrast, a widely felt tremor of inevitability. 

Acker noted that stafT appointments brought a more cosmopolitan view to the 

teaching in the inner-city school. Age of transfer changes overall incurred a 

reduction in staff; a reduction in the number of schools. The conclusion that 

Acker draws from her observation is that primary school teachers do perceive 

a threat in governmental initiatives and are anxious about their ramifications. 

'TTzey org Aowever, eayeneMcmg CK o/' 

' says Acker, M a cAf ̂  

/"ofAer a prodwcA TT/ey wg Mof a 

' What can be drawn 6om this for middle school 

teachers? They too see a threat in age of transfer changes and are anxious 

about their ramifications. The middle school teacher sees the changes as 

destructive when the very existence of the school is threatened. 
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The response of the teacher most affected by changes in Thebes CE Primary 

School was both simplistic and practical. Her comments did not draw upon 

middle school ideology, but were altogether of a speciSc problem which was 

solved in her classroom. To be 6ir, says Hargreaves (1980:102) the class 

teacher is seldom required to articulate the general nature and purpose of 

middle schools. What was discussed had more immediate practical relevance to 

her own experience. 

It was an anxiety-ridden time for parents (Chapter 6, pi 19). Amalgamation or 

closure presented them with the need to change loyalties. Moreover, it raised 

concern for the educational well-being of their children. Could they trust the 

reasons given by the LEAs? A sharp commentary by parents in the local press 

concluded that they had no way of knowing that 'oM would be 

6)rmed if their First School were to amalgamate with the Middle School. The 

DEO in Oak referred to anxiety and dislocation as a cost to schools (T/DEO-

1/4). 

At the outset of this case study, it was recognised that some local authorities 

with Grst and middle school systems have resolved to continue with that three-

tier pattern of organisation (Chapter 1, p20). Their resistance is fascinating. In 

the face of enormous pressure &om legislation or governmental agencies, some 

LEAs have made a definite decision not to change. Birley (op. cit ), is sure that 

LEAs act when they see value and rationality in a proposal. 

a cerAzm ArowcA q/" gdf/coffOM a 

fAg ga /̂ca^o/? c^cgr ĝzzg ̂ Ag 

/Ag fo //zaAg a/rg fAg wg 

Âg» ^ggg^ m wAfcA /̂?g j?rmĉ Zgâ  cwz 6g m/o j?mc^cg (Birley, 

op. cit:9). 

But these LEAs have, presumably, weighed up the pros and cons of a change 

in the age of transfer, and remained unconvinced. The example used is 

Northumberland, The LEA could see no value in changing, arguing that change 

would not produce large savings. They compared rather small, uncertain 

savings with great capital costs and the associated upheaval. Northumberland 

recognised, for example, the difficult equation between children's journey times 
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to and &om school, and the educational viability of the whole range of 

schooling. The LEA believed the three-tier system offered the best balance 

(C/8-3). Its Education Committee believed Plowden arguments (Chapter 1, 

p20) to be educationally sound. Their system used existing capital stock at its 

introduction. It was suited to a rural county, and their 9-13 Middle Schools 

meant relatively local schools for the population. A small number of high 

schools also ensured viable sixth forms. Even with the 1988 Education Act and 

the introduction of the National Curriculum, the LEA listed (C/8-3,4) the 

advantages of its middle schools (Chapter 1, p21). 

Northumberland preferred stability (C/8-6), and was of the opinion that there 

are no inherent weaknesses in the existing system (C/8-7). In the light of all 

this, Northumberland restated its commitment to the three-tier system (ibid.). It 

is clear that the interrelationship between the different types of interest is so 

close that, in the analysis of particular events it can prove difficult to tease out 

one or other of them. 

Summary and Comment 

It seems still that there are serious lessons here of planning (see pi 03) and the 

state of education management by local education authorities. The message of 

an OF S TED report on Calderdale was in similar vein - highly critical of the 

authority's failure to collect and analyse schools' data and the breakdown in 

communication between schools and the LEA (Adams and Maden., 1977). The 

idea of heads, governors and senior management being the conduit of public 

resources in education, on behalf of LEAs, was generally accurate and serious 

when individuals and organisations like schools behaved in generally good 

faith. The complication now is that some LEAs have tumbled headlong into 

change; whether from motives of economy or curricular adjustment; of 

mischief or incompetence. For example, abandoning the three-tier system of 

schooling but leaving at least two first schools fully operational (Boscobel-2) 

and in great difficulties; stating aims in detail and yet not achieving them. For 

example, the close proximity of a small rural infant school in to its nearest 

primary school, 

yy way or waAzMg MOH-WaA/g 
(Boscobel-7). 

Clearly, the quality of planning varies between one LEA and another. Where it 

is good, it is timetabled; the result of wide consultation; understood by staff in 
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schools, local authority offices and council chambers. Where it is poor, the 

timetable is indeterminate; skewed by political wrangling; oblivious of the 

effects on teacher morale; is not the result of meaningful consultation when, for 

example, local opinions are shoved aside. Perhaps what was needed was a way 

for managers to conceptualise the dynamics of educational change. One 

underlying assumption of this research is that it offers vicarious experience to 

those individuals preparing to manage educational change. In the next, 

penultimate chapter, a model is proposed to characterise educational change 

and to facilitate its analysis. 
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Chapter 9 

Modelling Educational Change 
Educational change is like a kaleidoscope, 

'Colours in a changing pattern move out of view, or 
get stuck, or change position when the box is tapped'. 

(Kogan, 1975:237) 

In this chapter, an assessment is made of the balance between the political, 

educational and economic forces which prompted the change in the age of 

transfer. As a result of examining the relationship between central government, 

the LEAs and their schools, and especially their response to, and dealings with, 

educational change, the data suggests a modiGed model to 

characterise such changes. Word meanings can be slippery. Defining words is 

also a political activity. It is in part because of the political nature of word 

meaning that perspectival is chosen, aAer its usage by Maykut and Morehouse 

(1994:19), rather than subjective. It is because of the importance of word 

meaning that each part of the model is compared to and contrasted with the 

images of educational change in the literature (see Chapter 3, p 50). Each 

perspective influences how we think about individual or institutional change or 

development. The essential nature of educational change is a complex, even 

messy, interaction of the diSerent parts of the govemment-LEA-schools 

relationship, in which all the forces meld together. The model, perforce, acts as 

a comb to disentangle the strands. The model is drawn &om multi-layered data. 

It has three elements which are closely related, their perspectives overlapping 

in the way shown in Figure 1 (below), and each containing aspects of 

leadership. In the 5rst, the study addresses the quality of plaiming by both 

County and school officials. In the second element, it attempts to evaluate the 

extent to which the change was ideologically legitimated through the Working 

Parties and their function, and through the work of the Audit Commission. In 

the last element, it looks at the culture or ideology of the middle school, and 

summarises the effects of the change on teaching careers. 

The study seeks to understand the social phenomenon called 'changing the age 

of transfer' in all its complexity and within its particular educational situation 

and environment. To do this, there is description derived from the empirical 

data of the multiple forces working within the system, which reflect 'policy 

processes' of educational change. Mindful of the adjuration of House (1981), 
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the study recognises that diflferent observers, for different purposes, apply 

dif&rent meanings to these broad sets of 6)rces. Almost by deGnition change is 

multidirectional, multifaceted like the Rubik Cube. As the observer focuses on 

one perspective after another, it shiAs in and out of disorder. This study shows 

that schools, among a range of organisations, have had to cope with change 

after change (notably LMS and the National Curriculum). In rapid sequence, 

their sets of responsibilities and expectations have been rewritten. LEAs have 

seen a whittling away of their own powers in favour of central government and 

individual schools (Open Enrolment, GM schools). Some LEAs, nationally and 

in both study areas, have favoured changes to the age of transfer because of 

the combination of political, economic and legislative forces. It is not a tidy 

process. Political elements by their nature can be derailed, producing non-linear 

and non-rational outcomes. For an LEA, this study shows that aims can be 

thwarted by political interference, as shown in Figure 2 (below), which is itself 

an extrapolation of Figure 1. This is coupled with the notion of structure - the 

overall pattern of provision in which LEAs operate - to produce the first part 

of the model, the Political/Structural element. In this study, this element 

includes evidence on planning, at the interface between the first and the second 

perspectives. 

The second element interacts closely with the first. Indeed, none of the 

elements are mutually exclusive. For example, the National Curriculum was 

highly politically and ideologically motivated, aSecting the structure of 

educational provision and the individual careers of those involved. All of this 

leads to questions on the management and organisation of the changes to the 

age of transfer. The second element is Organisational/Managerial. V^thin this 

study, it includes the creation of working parties, a period of consultation, the 

setting of a timetable and the institution of phases. 

Educational change embraces cultural and personal forces. Morphologically, 

the structure of educational provision has changed quite abruptly with far-

reaching consequences for those involved either at professional or at personal 

level. The phenomenon of middle schools changing into junior schools, or first 

and middle changing into all-through primaries, has been very real and 

immediate to their communities throughout OaA and f AaraoA. The change for 

some has been uncomfortable; for others, welcome. The professionals involved 

have, equally, found it either traumatic or stimulating. Whatever feelings they 

had were amplified in the local press. Thus, the third element of the model is 
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the Cultural/Personal. Within this study, it encompasses the ideology or 

(Harrison, 1972), of middle schools at its interface with the second perspective; 

and the effects of the changes on individual careers at the interface with the first 

perspective. 

Fig. 1: Educational change forces: a modified perspectival model 

I. PoIitical/StnicturaJ 3. Cultural/Personal 

Leadership 

Planning Ideology or 
Culture 

2. Organisational/Managerial 

Thus, the model has three elements; the political/structural; the 

organisational/managerial; and the cultural/personal. As can be seen in Figure 

1, the interface between any two of them can be characterised by discussion of 

aspects of educational change. Moreover, the model looks asymmetric. This is 

deliberate, and is intended to demonstrate the incidence of unintended 

outcomes especially in the political elements of the model. Where all three 

perspectives meet, the nature and signiGcance of leadership seems naturally to 

fit. What follows is its application to the policy process called 'changing the age 

of transfer'. The national picture covered some seventeen LEAs, over time, who 

have changed the age of transfer. Although they responded to national priorities 
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in regard to educational and economic forces, there was, probably, no specrGc 

national campaign. However, one cannot discount the uni-directional synergy of 

multiple forces that coincide; may pull together - even in the same direction! 

The internal logic of the National Curriculum's structure of ages and stages 

resonated with, and re-echoed the call of the Audit Commission to rationalise 

over-provision of school places. LEAs, recognising this simple logic, were 

'picked off one by one. Local papers highlighted the political aspects through 

their own tendentious writing which played on parental and professional fears. 

Element one: how political, i.e. planned, were the proposals? 

This study is redolent with political strands at every level, which serves to 

emphasise the interaction between the managerial and political domains: as 

when the DEO of Pharaoh talks of the political influence at County Hall of 

committee chairmen and the Leader of the Council (T/DEO-2/2). The DEO of 

suggests that the government was in removing surplus places, 

but it wanted LEAs to decide in order to avoid the political Qak (L/DEO-1/2). 

For example, the governing bodies of two schools in Oak demonstrate what 

might be described as political inGghting by proposing the closure of a third 

school (see below pi 71). The CEO of Warwickshire claimed that changing the 

age of transfer was to be seen as making the best use of resources (CEO/6). 

Oak LEA put up a range of options in the consultative process, but left the lists 

'open' to further suggestions. This led to a number of battles, often fought 

acrimoniously in the local press (T/DEO-1/3). In both study areas. Working 

Parties were appointed to handle the highly political and contentious proposals 

of 'age of transfer"; and parents undertook strong and 'noisy' campaigns to save 

their (often small or village) schools. 

Aave oW wAzcA jwriwe //zrcwgA 
OMcf coaAVzo/M oW ((Hatter, 

1988:132). 

The political forces were, possibly, aggressively rational; in the deployment of 

the Audit Commission; in the work of the FAS; and in the powers taken by the 

Secretary of State in the 1993 Act to order recalcitrant LEAs to close surplus 

accommodation. Pressure was also exerted through the SSA procedures, 

effectively penalising those LEAs which were not proactively seeking to reduce 

surplus places. Salter and Tapper (op.cit:30) claim that the dynamic for 
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educational change is politically controlled. 

/'aTVfCM/aT' gove/w»6»^ a ^/ /cy M A/gA ̂ /;e» wMZ/Aê  fo 6e 

resisted' (ibid:38), How important then is the structure - the framework of 

influence and political commitment. What does the study mean by 'structure'? 

This study uses structure in two ways. In the first, in the sense which refers to 

the overall pattern of school provision within those LEAs that have changed 

the age of transfer. Secondly, it is being used in the political sense to refer to 

the interface between the schools, LEAs and government agencies such as the 

Audit Commission, SCAA and OFSTED. The structuralism of Salter and 

Tapper (op. cit.) and of House (1974), (see Chapter 8), is very powerful. It is 

not that structure as defined by Bennett (1992) and Fullan (op.cit.), among 

many others, in the sociological sense to include school improvement policies 

within schools. The structural strands in the empirical data include the moves 

by some LEAs to widespread amalgamations rather than, but not exclusively, 

closures of schools (C/2-33). For example, in an amalgamation option 

was resisted by a First School which then went GM and thus denied this option 

to its Middle School neighbour. Eventually, the Middle School also went GM 

(T/Htii-1/3). Also, whenf AwaroA LEA withdrew some proposals for 

amalgamation in the face of strong, local opposition (T/DEO-2/3). A 

governing body in OaA: recognised the need to 'fall into line' with the m^ority, 

arguing there was no alternative (T/Chi-1/1, T/GOV-1/2). The 

Northumberland LEA recognised the difficult equation between children's 

journey times to school and educational viability, and reafBrmed its belief that 

the three-tier system o@ers the best balance for that County (C/8-3). It was 

explained above, how such changes affect the very existence of categories of 

schools that no longer seem, in the view of a national body like the Audit 

Commission, or local education committees, to meet the requirements of 

curricular efficiency or of cost-effectiveness. These are radical changes which, 

because they are structural, some authors believe them to be easier to 

understand. 

... fAerg a wzak AzA/wgp&fce aAoMf MoAfye ecA/caAoM, 

... M we wore /o 
gvg» cqpg Âg 

/Morg ;^gc//7c akvg/ĉ /»gMf̂  crgafgĉ  govgrn/Mgw^ poAcy 
(Bennett, Crawford and Riches, 1992:1). 
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It is the ambiguous distribution of powers between the LEAs, their schools and 

the centre which form the backdrop to this research. It has been shown that 

there is no state of balance between the sectors of schooling or the phases of 

the changes; that the relationships and actual discourse between authorities and 

schools are changing emphasis; that there is evidence of a breakdown in 

communications between at least one LEA and its schools. 'Ambiguous' 

because LEAs must plan facilities and capacity in a more complex, more 

volatile environment, always running the risk of non-linear and non-rational 

outcomes. The range of problems encountered during major structural change 

is elaborated in Figure 2 below, which is an extrapolation of Figure 1 and is 

intended to make clear that their effects can be chaotic. The three interlocking 

circles on the left are a representation in outline of Figure 1. Their numbers 

indicate the focus of each: political/structural in the Grst; 

organisational/managerial in the second; and cultural/personal in the third. The 

first circle is expanded to the right of the Ggure: it has the eSect of zooming 

into a closer look. The circle can be recognised by reference back to Figure 1 

The dotted inner ring is visible; as are the arcs of the other two circles which 

overlap, or interlock with the first. The alignment of the three focus areas 

indicates their interrelationships. Where political/structural relates to 

organisational/managerial, the relevant issue is planning. Similarly, where it 

relates to cultural/personal, the relevant issue is careers. At the heart of the 

system - because this figure describes a system; at the conjunction of all three 

Fig. 2: Educational change forces: unintended outcomes 

1. PolAical/Structural 

Leadership 

Plannmg 

A. Thwarted aims 
B. Lack of equal opportunities for stafT 
C. Lack of coherent direction 
D. Political interference from County 

or Local Councillors 
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focus circles, the relevant issue is leadership. The dotted ring, therefore, 

signifies that part of management in which is reflected the ambiguities 

described above; the complex environment which produces unintended 

outcomes. For example, in OaA, planning was at fault when at least two First 

Schools remained after the change in the age of transfer (Boscobel-2). Also 

there was a clash of public policies when schools chose to go GM to escape 

moves by their LEA to trim their capacity or to actually close them down 

(T/Hti-1/5). In f AwaoA, governing bodies in at least one pyramid 

(organisational district) failed to keep to a local authority understanding that 

teachers who were displaced by changes in the age of transfer, would be 

safeguarded by offering them appointment vacancies first (see below, pi71). In 

changes in leadership within the LEA and the consequent shifting of 

responsibilities, led to less effective management of the changes (Boscobel-3). 

In both study areas, local councillors became heavily involved in 

consultation/negotiation within their own 'constituencies' (T/Hti 1/7). Local 

decisions in OaA: were heavily affected by local Councillors, and County 

Councillors (CLR/1-1). Boscobel called it vo/ce, 

(Boscobel-2). 

Achieving change in a large public structure like the education service is 

difficult. This study examines the nature of these difficulties in relation to the 

manner in which LEAs tried to effect change. The power/coercive perspectives 

deliniated by Chin (1970) and Zaltman et al. (1977); and the political 

perspectives of House (1979) and Glatter et al. (1988) have relevance because 

those LEAs which espoused changes to the age of transfer did so by political, 

economic and legislative means. Fullan (op, cit ), describes how overload, 

complexity, incompatibility, lack of capability, limited resources and poor 

change strategies sabotage innovation. The simple change, of the age at which 

a pupil transfers to secondary school, by iteration - repeated from school to 

school - produces random eff^ts among a collection of anticipated results, or 

patterns. Form and order are not guaranteed. Whiteside (op. cit:20), comments 

on the purported neutrality of some changes. What is obscured, he claims, is 

... ZMMOvcrAoMf we /Meayiy Zy wA/cA 

wwe wAz/e 
oW wA/Ve were 
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Although Coulby and Bash (op.cit:2) were looking at the 1988 Education Act, 

they have a pertinent comment on social change. 

w c W q / Z/Ae/y ggMerofe 
MO/ / g a y / f A o j g w/Ao /Aemyg/vgj /!Ae 
cAoMgê . ĵ ocWpoZ/cy ZegzfAẑ o/z W/Z Aovg 

(Zf wg// ay //f cw/co/Mgj w// m/A iwyzMg aKggyggj 
.yyTM/wê  a/oMgade o/Agr gove/TzmeM/ /̂ oAc/eĵ , e^ec/a/(y f/zo ê OM 

M̂OMCe. 

Change thus has many dimensions. Bennet et al. (op.cit:2) illustrate it thus, 

CAawgg M M O / a 6 o « / /Ae crea/zoM q/̂  wgw; ̂ Aczgf wKZ/̂ mcgcA/rej /o 
gJc/g/Tzor/ 7/ w a/;o a6(W/ /Ag (/eve/qp/MgM/ q/̂ pgrw/za/ 

/̂ra/ggzgĵ  ^ ZTzdzvzaW/f /o /o, wzcf /o ĵ ggÂ  /o z/̂ z/gMCg //zg z/zzpac/ 
q/̂  .y/nfcA/raZ a/zĉ  czf/A/ra/ cAa/zge.- /̂ grĵ ozza/ cAa/zgg /zzz/cA ay 
orgoMZfa/zozza/ c/zozzgg. 

Planning for such changes in the two study areas was a highly managerial task 

which was seemingly skewed by political wrangling. Therefore it is pertinent to 

place it at the inter&ce of these two perspectives. 

fZozzzzzzzg 

Planning took place against a background of educational and social 

considerations, each affected by the politics of the issue. The question of 

surplus accommodation has been discussed above. But failing pupil numbers is 

a phenomenon over which neither the DfEE nor the LEA exercises direct 

control. The reasons for a decline in the birth rate are related to more general 

social change, and not amenable to direct government intervention at central or 

local level. Moreover, the question of planning based on predictions of future 

births is &aught with difBculty. There are a number of examples in this research 

of local knowledge about pupil numbers at odds with county information. For 

example, in the parents of TTzg Co/Azzzĵ  &;/zoo/ - in dispute with the LEA -

canvassed the locality, knocking on doors, trying to establish the numbers of 

children aged 0-5 who could be expected to eventually enrol at the school 

(Log, pi76). In Pharaoh, the governors of a First School claimed that the 

Authority's estimate of the number of pupils who would attend the reorganised 

school was too low. The school's own estimate was between 240 and 250 

pupils compared with the Authority's figure of between 215 and 220 (C/2-

247). Similarly in Pharaoh, the large catchment area of a First and Middle 

School was under review. Building development taking place at the end of the 

village and further development 'in the pipeline' was taken into consideration 
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when discussing its translation into a Primary School (C/2-15). Local 

authorities were very much left to 'manage' the problem to suit their own 

conditions. In OaA, at First School (not a study school) they had been 

allowed to upgrade to full Primary status but would have too many children 

even for the enlarged number of places. The LEA proposed a strategy, which 

had been used in one or two other schools, to lose the top year for an extra 

year. This created more space initially which would 611 up as the school grew. 

Although a temporary measure it was clearly veiy diGGcult for the parents of 

those children, many of whom had supported the move to become a Primary 

School - hoping that their children could stay (T/CHii-1/3). Such may be an 

example of LEA autonomy which may owe more to the DfEE's inability to 

develop guidelines for practice than to 'traditional' non-intervention. 

Both study areas issued what appeared to be comprehensive consultative 

documents. These included area booklets, technical papers and the projected 

timetables. The amount of information was prodigious. ^ oAZfgec/ 

c/KZMge m g/we q/"fAe say Salter and Tapper, 

(op.cit:66). Both and f Aworo/z acknowledged some degree of flexibility. 

Thus, to what extent was there rational strategic planning? As in all scenarios 

of change, there was rumour and gossip; a period of inchoate awareness. 

Consultation was criticised for not being effective for each phase, thus 

producing diOerent outcomes. It was said that heads and teachers were not 

listened to. As discussed above, in this theatre of change Acker's (1990) 

premise that staGroom discussion of legislative requirements could be typif ed 

as critical, academic, analytical or reflective, is questionable. It was more likely 

to be eclectic, and there simply was not time for such high-level discussion, 

f AaraoA was criticised for not being more informative in the early stages. Oat 

was accused of a patronising attitude. The perceived inequity of some 

proposals, as described above, led to interest group pressure in both areas; 

'Save our school' in Pharaoh and the small school lobby in both. Planning for 

educational viability was erratic in Oat. The DEO acknowledged that creating 

a 5-11 primary school in five classrooms was a bit of an error. The 

complexities of planning and implementing these political and structural 

changes lead one to question the management of this organisational change. Of 

course, both of these strands interact most markedly. With this in mind, the 

study turns next to the organisational and managerial element. What do the 

changes look like ^om this perspective? Were economies of scale made to 

improve efBciency in the use of resources? Element two: how was the 
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reorganisation implemented? 

The creation of working parties in both study areas to facilitate the change in 

the age of transfer can also be seen as a management device. In OaA-, 

headteacher representatives were drafted on to the Working Party. As has been 

noted above, this gave the LEA the opportunity to sound out the practical 

proposals such as phasing the change and the manner of the consultation; and 

at the same time gave councillors and heads ownership of changes which were 

originally political. This is clearly demonstrated in f/zwoo/z, where the 

working group took decisions on the management of the consultations against 

the backdrop of a politically determined and non-negotiable change in the age 

at which pupils transfer. Working parties, however, were the preferred 

organisational method of each study LEA. The consultation timetable was 

drawn up to manage the operation; organisational issues arose when, for 

example, the Pharaoh LEA had to decide how many meetings to hold to 

ensure AiU consultation. Less than this could lead to charges of political 

manipulation 6om the perspectives of parents (T/DEO-2/3). There were 

diGGculties also, at school level, where a teacher at CE Primary in 

f AoraoA (Chapter 6, pi26), moved &om Year 6 to Year 2. She was described 

by the head as (T/Htii-2/4). This had much to do with the supportive 

language used by the head which implied what was right and good about the 

management of the change. The operation of a phased consultation matched 

the eventual pattern of the physical changes. Organisationally, this was 

expected to be a tidy arrangement. In fact, the phases in f AoraoA reflected 

managerial and political difBculties when closures and amalgamations afkcted 

the interests of councillors and their constituents. In both study areas, the 

influence of councillors is thought to have influenced the results, Dalin (op. 

cit.) describes it as manipulation and back-room politics. 

Within the changed institutional environment, Bennett (op.cit.) 

recognised the important requirement of new management skills with which to 

help colleagues cope. The working parties were both managerial and political, 

reflecting the political strength of their LEAs - f Aanaro/z was Labour, was 

Conservative. Heme, the former inspector/adviser in observed, quoting 

Birley (op. cit: 1), 
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doMg or M/̂ cg)«/ar ĵ oAc/ĝ . rwM poZ/Aca/ 
wAs iyAe/7 fgworg pwA/fc qpmzoM (L/Heme-2). 

The principle that Heme espouses seems important. Consultation should be a 

genuine search for reactions to a proposal and incorporate a willingness to 

modify the proposal in the light of a negative response. The DEO of Pharaoh 

acknowledged, for example, the strength of local feeling against a proposed 

amalgamation of a Grst school and a middle school. 

ygg/mg, 6e w/Y/zdy-mi/M (C/2-87). 

The principle of genuine consultation is one of three principles described by 

Peter Mortimore, Director of the Institute of Education of the University of 

London. Writing about managing change (Mortimore, 1997), his second 

principle is to pilot as fully as possible, and his third is to fund the change 

equitably. Neither Oa^norf/KzraoA actually conducted a pilot as such. Indeed, 

it is not altogether practical to pilot a major educational and organisational 

change. However, each would argue that their Grst phase was an opportunity 

to 'test' the system, and that lessons were learned for later phases. 

Warwickshire, on the other hand, did have the benefit of a local area change 

before making changes county-wide. In any lesser, or minor change, say the 

introduction of a new reading or mathematics scheme, adequate piloting is one 

way of assuring success. A pilot scheme may well carry extra resources to 

attract volunteers and make the extra effort worthwhile. The results of a pilot 

may indeed make the actual policy more acceptable. 

Equitable funding sounds commonsense. Policies or practices that beneSt a 

minority of schools would only fuel resentment among the others. As noted (in 

Chapter 5, p97), above, that unsatisfactory prefabricated buildings still exist in 

Oak. Branch Primary (not a study school) has a large garden shed for its 

sta&oom. CE Primary School in f/zoraoA had structural work put in 

hand to effect the amalgamation of the two buildings. Additionally, it received 

alterations to create a neighbourhood nursery. Closure of 7%e .S'cAoo/ 

in Oak was claimed to reduce parental choice and to represent the loss to the 

local community of an excellent school with good facilities (Log, pi 73). 

Mortimore argues that the granting of extra resources for periods of transition 

is perfectly acceptable, 
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gvg/z /wore f/Mpo/YoM/ ^omMova^OM ggwf̂ a6/y. 
Governors êarcAer̂  }f;7Z 6e /More /zAe/K ô accept c/zwzge are 
co/n̂ zMcê / fMc/z a/̂ /vMczpZe M 6emg^//o}(/e(/ (Mortimore, op. cit.) 

For governors and teachers to End ±ese proposals to change convincing, they 

would need to have conGdence in the leadership oGered. This aspect is the next 

issue. 

The central issue lying at the juxtaposition of the three perspectives is 

leadership. Leadership has the feel of'first among equals', but that is not quite 

the image that comes through this study. Leadership must acknowledge the 

structure of the organisation, say, LEA; be sensitive to the political 

constituencies; be cognisant of the value sytems and beliefs of the workforce; 

and match this with qualities of coherent management and organisation. The 

quality of leadership varied between and within each study area. The DEOs of 

and f/zoraoA were sincere professionals who believed they were working 

for the good of the education service. This study has examined, in Chapter 5 

above, the disparate influences that seemed to skew decision-making. It has 

referred, in Chapter 6, to the force of local arguments and the local political 

power agenda of councillors; the protracted argument between LEA and 

Diocesan authorities (C/2-95) over a more balanced governing body in a newly 

amalgamated school is an example. 

The DEOs sense of purpose is not in question. Using Kogan and van der 

Eyken's qualities (op.cit:27), f AwaoA's DEO had clearer educational vision. 

He did, after all, leave a framework for change which would guide the LEA 

through the remaining phases after his own retirement. The set of responses to 

questions and issues within the consultative documents also illustrate his 

personal persuasive flair. In conversation, he had good command of detail. The 

DEO in on the other hand, seemed beleaguered when questioned. The 

answers lacked detail, specially quantiEable detail such as the number of 

surplus places saved. The details were almost certainly available but the DEO 

had not been able to rehearse them in advance as he was standing in for the 

CEO who had resigned and moved on. But such misgivings were sharpened by 

criticism from other sources. Boscobel felt there was no overall strategic plan 

and criticised ofBcers of the Authority who; 

were a 6a// fo pred/cf Z.&4 wowM do m Ai/o or f/zree 
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wow/cf (Boscobel-2/3). 

The headteacher of 77;e CâAzAW believed that some County ofBcials seemed to 

have had their own agenda (T/HTiv-1/1). Heme was sure that no attempt was 

made to seek the views of the County inspectorate on the educational merits of 

changing the age of transfer (L/Heme-1). The range of critical comment seems 

to infer that OaA: lacked coherent leadership. 

Individual headteachers were exemplary in their leadership of staff. Nias (op. 

cit:79), talks of the heads of middle schools playing; 

dlecmoM-AMorAzMg. 77?̂  wpo/i M wcA a 

Each headteacher in the study schools spoke caringly about the community of 

the school. Each one struggled to reconcile the needs of the school with the 

constraints imposed by changes in the age of transfer. In f/zwaoA, the head of 

ZzAKor Middle steered the school to a close with overriding concern, both for 

his staff and their fliture employment, and the welfare of the children. He 

would not, for instance, have exposed them to the unpleasantness of a 

campaign against closure (T/HTi-2/7). The head of CE Primary 

worked hard to nurture the growing mutuality of the amalgamated staffs 

(T/HTii-2/5). In OaA, the head of Tree CE Primary explained the fears and 

concerns of staS" sympathetically whilst at the same time promoting expansion 

to full primary status. The age of transfer changes have left the school with 

only an infant population. The heads of Junior and Primary both 

looked after the interests of their staf^ and pupils, by capitalising on their 

governing bodies' wish to gain Grant Maintained status. 

The leadership of governors impressed one as complete and supportive. They 

felt their responsibilities keenly when heads and deputies were involved in 

amalgamation procedures (CH/Coventry). Governors experienced a steep 

learning curve in dealing with stafBng problems. Gone were the days when the 

LEA could assist by redeploying staff. In these days of Local Management, 

schools are on their own. Governors' stafBng committees faced some hard 

decisions. Reference was made above to their understanding of the need to 

team-build despite the upheaval (CH-2/4), or to so manage the budget that 

their care of the property was not compromised (CH/Warwickshire). As has 
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been noted above, there was some evidence, in OaAr, of governors in one 

locality openly clashing with governors of another local school. The issue, of 

course, was the survival or possible loss of one of the schools. The head of 

Apple GM Primary made it clear that, during the consultative phase, when the 

various options were being discussed, the governing bodies of two schools 

colluded in a plan which proposed the closure of a third school. He thought; 

WGK proAaA/y m a jcAoo/. 

(T/HTi-1/2). 

The head of Zwjco/" Middle also reported (Chapter 6, pi26) that the governing 

bodies in his local pyramid apparently made no reference to a local authority 

understanding - if it existed- that appointments should try to safeguard those 

displaced by the changes in the age of transfer. These boards were, he said; 

a Zow i/Mfo wAo were 

(L/HTi-2), 

claiming that this represents inequity of opportunity for Pharaoh teachers. 

Bennett et al. (1992:14) point to the tension between individual and 

organisational priorities.Thus, the complexity of educational forces illustrated 

by stafBng and curriculum changes in the middle schools made leadership very 

significant, especially in the qualities of the leaders and their values and beliefs. 

Thus the study turns to the third element in the model. Element three: what 

may be revealed by examining the cultural aspects of changing the age of 

transfer? 

Within the research, cultural values are evident in primary or middle school 

ideologies. Heads and teachers in middle schools have had to make 

adjustments to their professional values. The ease and quality of that 

adjustment was in direct relation to their previous experience and training in 

primary education. An adjustment in values, norms and beliefs was no more 

evident than in the organising of teaching and learning. As when in each area. 

First Schools had to think Infant and four-year-olds; Middle Schools had to 

think Junior and Year 3. The introduction of the National Curriculum had 

engendered a higher focus on planning Key Stages, and curriculum planning to 
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fit them. Within a middle school system, this meant that good methods of 

liaison between the phases was built up. It is clear that some mourn the loss of 

such good practice (T/DEO-2/1). 

Nevertheless, the cultural changes were, perhaps, less problematic because 

there was no clear objective beyond a simple change in the age of transfer. No 

consensus had been reached as to the consequences of the change. There is, in 

the research, an emphasis of the importance of personal strategies to respond 

to, and to seek to influence the impact structural and cultural changes. At a 

general level within each LEA, newspapers gave extensive coverage to the 

fears and worries expresed by parent groups or by individuals. At the school 

level, in both study areas, headteachers had varying levels of personal 

knowledge depending on longevity of service with their LEA and the strength 

of their network contacts. Another example, in f AwaoA, is the displaced 

teacher at CE Primary, moving &om Year 6 to Year 2 (Chapter 6, 

pi26). She identrBed the other (Junior) department as her 'niche' (T/T-2/2). 

She experienced panic in the infant department. Yet, she eGectively adapted to 

the changed environment through professional routines of teaching and 

learning. Effective routine operations are often the main motors of 

organisational change. /Aeorg/zcaZ /"Ag/onc cAowge aM/z/Ag/zcaZ 

roMAwe, qy Ae/zov/offr are 

pn/Mwy on (March, 

1984:33). 

Cultural forces in educational change are identiQed by Bennett et al. (1992), 

Glatter (op.cit ), House (1979), and Acker (1990). There is common ground 

among them that the cultural perspective concerns shared values among human 

(teacher) relationships, habits, norms and beliefs. Thus, 

... .ycAooZy oMt/ are q / ' w z Y A 

awofAer (Glatter, op. cit;132). 

Chin's (1970) normative/re-educative perspective is relevant. This assumes that 

habits and values of individuals and groups can be changed. It resonates to 

some extent with Havelock's (1968) social interaction strategy. Educational 

changes of this magnitude inevitably led to stafBng ac^ustments at the time of 

implementation. What price experience in such structural change? At this 

interface, it is pertinent to look at the effects on careers. 
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Career 

The career prospects of many heads, deputies and teachers were affected 

profoundly by the change in the age of transfer. For some it meant 

advancement, for others professional difficulty. For yet others it was a 

complete change of career, or retirement. ... 

(MchoUs, 1983:3). As has been noted above. Chin (1970) sees the possibility 

that habits and values of individuals (teacher?) and groups can be changed. A 

tranche of experienced personnel was lost in the exercise (T/DEO-1/4). Thus 

the change in the age of transfer cannot be described as neutral. The complex 

interactions created by the changes tend to obscure 

z/TMovaAo/M we ^7/ /Meww Zy w/zzcA w/me /)eqpZe orgoM/̂ e aW 
ẐAe /fve^ oz/ier /^eqp^ (Aefr cA/^e/z acco/ii^/zg A) ^ z r 

perc^Aozzf ay w/zâ  M /^r^ra^/e. (Â gz/zĵ ê  //ze rea/z(y /̂zâ  ̂ ozzze /?ecg?Ze 
Aew^^et^f/zezzz w/zz/e ô /zerâ  cAcf azzcf ̂ /zaf ̂ yozzze co/zfe^eMcei^ were 
z/z/ew(/g(/w/zz/e ozAerf were (Whiteside, 1978:20). 

All the perceived reasons for the change, such as the curriculum arguments and 

the economic imperatives that persuaded the two study areas, and presumably 

Sfteen other local education authorities, to make changes to the age of transfer, 

have been rehearsed. Northumberland preferred stability (C/8-6). In any case, 

what educational or economic basis was there for removing the middle school? 

Or was it, indeed, ideological? Such questions are at the very point of contact 

between two distinct perspectives. 

The issue of the ideological legitimation of educational change stands, in this 

research, at the interface between the elements of personal/cultural and 

organisational/managerial. The middle school represents the cultural aspect 

from the first and the organisational element from the second. Middle school 

ideology is at best ^recarzoz/f" (Hargreaves, 1980:83) and for this reason, as 

stated above, as it is stripped away the underlying primary ideology remains 

(Chapter 8, pl46). Middle schools were regarded by some critics as an 

extension of the best of primary school practice and worthy of implementation 

only if justiGed by educational reasons. The NUT (1969), for example, 

suggested that LEAs who were adopting middle schools, as recommended by 

Plowden, should retain the word 'primary' when referring to eight-twelve 

schools. Further, middle schools were staffed by teachers with, in the main, 

primary training. This led to charges that the middle school 'mzg/zf Tzow 6e 
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ay /Morg fAw? a /r(%&/7owĵ ' (Hargreaves, op. cit. 

:92). Reference has been made above to prophetic voices of doom for the 

middle school. Because this study relates the partial dismantling of the middle 

school system as a result of the cross-cutting legislation of a National 

Curriculum, it is necessary to make one further reference to those forecasting 

crisis in the early I980's. 

org a/fgwrng fAg/r jyA-ogTWM/Mgf WA a cz/rr/cw/z/w wA/cA warAej 
ZTyg/gvoM̂ . /AgM MO ZoMgg/" TMâ grâ  agg 

Agcm/̂ g fAg 'corg cwrrfCM/w/M' 
Agcowg^ ar yga/zY)/, /Ag /o Ag a/o/MMgê  
fWfVf6&/a/ grockcf Zy ZgvgZ q/"^mgrĝ ^ qp!p/zcâ oM 
(Wallace and Tickle, 1983:239). 

Five years after these words, the National Curriculum was introduced with its 

core subjects, foundation subjects and agreed years of standardised 

assessments. 

The change in the age of transfer, required ideological legitimation. Salter and 

Tapper (op.cit: 111-114) discuss the legitimation of educational change. Their 

theory insists that if it is to be acceptable it has to go through an ideological 

stage. There are, they claim, two aspects to this stage; (a) the way in which 

policy is produced, and (b) the policies produced. In both study areas, the 

LEAs formulated policy through working groups which involved councillors 

and teachers' representatives. Did the representation give legitimacy to rational 

policy, or was it in fact a fWse en&anchisement? Was the policy pre-

determined, such that the results of a county wide poll in Oak could be ignored 

(L/Heme-1)? What were heads and governors inf /^aoA asked to consider, 

when a common transfer age of 11+ was already decided (D/2-7)? 

It is suggested that the working groups performed the latent functions of 

enabling the LEAs to use them as a jury against which education policy 

changes could be tested, and as a centre for negotiations on policies which had, 

in any case, to be discussed with the main educational interests. This relates to 

the small schools issue in both study areas, and the question of federal village 

schools in OaA:. The latter suggestion came to nought. 

a grgof fdlga, /Ag //(/ 6gcaM.9g 
»o-o»g gfygM... ovgra// Ag^o»6:z6/A(y fo /MamAzm //(/ a A/gA 
prq^/g (Boscobel-7). 
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If the working groups could be seen as policy legitimating instruments; then, 

even more so, the Audit Commission reports were policy legitimating 

instruments enabling LEAs to justify change due to economic imperatives such 

as the wastage associated with surplus places. The Audit Commission, 

moreover, gives the DfEE ideological protection. This enables it to implement 

successfully its social control and economic functions and to legitimise its 

policies whilst managing perfectly the tensions between such functions. The 

twin justiGcation is that associated with the National Curriculum and its Key 

Stages. As a new educational pohcy in 1988 it had achieved a consensus of 

opinion, and was produced by legitimate policy-making machinery. It was 

dressed in suitable ideological clothes. That is, primary schooling was the 

dominant ideology and its adherents represented 80% approximately of the 

pupil population. 

Nevertheless, a cultural perspective o@ers only a partial answer, 

OMf/ ac/zMg wA/cA ywry /Mve wme power 

(Hewton, 1982:30). 

Summary and Comment 

The balance of forces in this process was heavily weighted to the forces of 

educational rationality inherent in the effects of the National Curriculum and its 

internal structure of ages and stages; and to the forces of economic rationality 

apparent in the attempts to eradicate surplus places. As explained above, they 

may have simply coincided. Nevertheless, educational change creates further 

change. This study has shown that the National Curriculum, itself an important 

feature of education reform in the 1980s, played a m^or role in the 

restructuring called 'Changing the age of transfer". The structural changes 

a@ected schools in that they had to set up procedures within the school 

required by a legislative programme outside the school (Fetherston, 

1994:189). This research has been concerned to show how schools set about 

implementing semi-statutory orders, and, not least, the strategies adopted by 

CEOs and headteachers. The changes may represent an assault on custom and 

practice of primary and secondary schooling; in the neglect, perhaps, of beliefs 

and teaching strategies (FuUan, 1992:113). 

In oSering a modif ed model which it is hoped characterises perspectively 

educational change, it is recognised that effects are far from uniform. At each 
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interface within the model, the quality of change varies with the quality of 

planning, or of leadership; with the strength or weakness of ideology or 

culture. The effect on individual careers can vary between benign support and 

obstructionism. Teachers would have to be able and willing to teach across the 

key stages in a newly amalgamated school. Fullan's comment is apposite: 

db cAoMge cAwige (FuUan, 1993:7). A 

discussion of educational change must not lose sight of how individuals, or 

diGerent groups, see their work and view the implications of change. 

The last chapter is an evaluative review of the range of problems thrown up by 

the change in the age of transfer, and of their e@ects, leading to suggestions for 

possible development of this research. 
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Chapter 10 

Problems and development 
Every goal man reaches provides 
a new starting point, and the sum 

of all man's days is just the beginning. 
(Lewis Mumfbrd, 1957:192) 

The objective of this multi-level study has been to describe far-reaching 

educational changes which, in turn, shed light on the processes of change. 

Contraction within the education system has thrown up a number of anomalous 

eSects. Unsurprisingly, the change in the age of transfer, one such effect, has 

revealed both intended and unintended outcomes; anomalies which have 

implications for schools, and LEAs. This chapter addresses key issues which 

have been identiGed by the analysis of the change, and 6om them makes 

overall conclusions about their efScacy. They raise as many questions pertinent 

to the future management of educational change. It indicates the distinctive 

contribution of this research to the knowledge of educational change and oGers 

a critique of this work. Lastly, it suggests possible developments of this 

research. 

T/z/roGk/cAoM 

The perceptions of all those involved in changing the age of transfer are the 

canvas on which this study can be said to have been painted. This research is 

an empirical exercise, bringing new evidence to bear on an old issue - the 

eSects of contraction within the education system. In such a scenario, the 

middle school, particularly the 8-12 model, has proved specially vulnerable. 

The scene setting of Chapter 1 highlighted what were thought to be the critical 

aspects of this study. However, these have changed through the iteration of 

reading, analysis and reading. So-called sub-themes achieved prominence. 

Ideology, or culture, legitimacy and rationality sufiused the management of 

educational change (Chapters 3 and 8). Leadership emerged as a crucial factor 

(Chapters 5 and 9). Of all the issues involved it has distilled six aspects which 

remain problematic. They are drawn 6om the analysis of the perceptions and 

opinions arising out of the original questions and answers that lie at the heart 

of this study. The perceptions of the management of the change highlight the 

first - the quality of leadership. Within the pressures surrounding the decision 

to change, it Gnds three more - the compromise of aims, the coimected issue of 
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poor planning, and the perceived breach of trust by the LEAs (Chapter 7). 

From the questions about possible beneGts and costs, the 5Ah issue is the lack 

of evaluation of these changes by the LEAs. The sixth issue is the perceived 

disregard of important educational questions to do with the quality of teaching 

and learning in middle schools. They are dealt with separately but it must be 

emphasised that this is artiGcial. These factors are gleaned &om the complex 

interaction of a major educational change. 

The quality of leadership varied at every level in this research. All the reasons 

for this have been rehearsed (Chapter 9). It leaves one thinking if we shall see 

again the likes of Alec Clegg, Stewart Mason or John Newsom (Chapter 2). 

These were remarkable educationists whose influence on an individual LEA 

assumed national importance (Chapter 5, p79). Among today's Chief 

Education OfGcers, Tim Brighouse of Binningham is much respected and has a 

national reputation for his robust defence of teachers and teaching. Philip 

Hunter and Paul Brett, CEOs of Staffordshire and Bedfordshire respectively, 

are among effective senior oGBcers who make a constructive challenge to 

educational thinking as it aSects LEAs. They, for example, want changes to the 

pilot OFSTED inspections of LEAs citing an uncertain evidence base and the 

lack of a precise deGnition of the role of a local authority (Hackett, 1998). 

Hargreaves (1986:24) agrees that the role played by key educational politicians 

and administrators becomes crucial in a time of educational change. 

for m rgjgpoAK&Mg gcoMo/M/c, wcW oMc/ 

rea/we wcW ore owM. TTfgy do 

owf Move f/zeAW grvmg 

Their creative intervention in ±e policy process e@ectively exploits a 

structurally loose system (Circular 10/65 outlined sbc possible ways of going 

comprehensive), to gain support for their preferred mode of educational 

innovation. At a practical level in the two study areas, this research has shown 

that the CEOs, far &om being visionaries, perhaps misjudged the unrest within 

governing bodies and the vicissitudes of local councillors. In Oak, the 

governing bodies of two schools proposed the closure of a third school 

(Chapter 9, page 171). In both study areas, local councillors were bullish in 
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defence of their own constituencies. In f t h e LEA held discussions 

with its Diocesan partner (Chapter 6, C/2-95), which, it is intimated, were 

more of a wrangle over the number and balance of local authority and diocesan 

governors in a newly reconstituted school board. In both study areas, the 

conduct of the change in the age of transfer was delegated by the CEO to 

either the Deputy or to a third-tier officer (Chapter 5). Whilst this may accord 

with custom and practice - the deputy always manages change - it leads to 

questions of appropriateness. The breadth of this substantial change and the 

technical nature of its operation merited a CEO's strategic vision. This could be 

said to be even more important in this innovation where LEA administrators 

reached directly into schools to implement the change, and headteachers 

virtually 7%%/ fo mfo /me' (Huberman and Miles, 1984. See Chapter 3). In 

Oak, changes in senior positions within the education department at County 

Hall reduced the management of the change in the age of transfer to a level 

which invited criticism, albeit post hoc, from a serving Inspector (Boscobel). 

There appears to be a failure to take all the strategic decisions necessary to 

achieve all of OoÂ s aims in changing the age of transfer. 

Do Education Authorities set themselves impossible targets? For example, they 

try to recognise the particular needs of rural communities served by small 

schools. This is not a very cost-effective way of providing schooling and 

education; and LEAs are constantly reminded that they should be efficient, and 

value-for-money services should be provided. There is argument over the 

small, local school (Chapter 6, pi 18), which, it is said, contributes to the 

community spirit of any area. The DEO of Pharaoh believes; 

TTiff... COMMON, Aowgver, ay a agw/iy/ 
/Ag c/oiz/T-g a m wyj/kirmya/ a// 
.MfcA ware oW m 
(C/2-103). 

It seems that the aim, in Oak, of procuring the benefits of all-through 5-11 

schools where possible, was irregularly applied. Small schools have been 

allowed to continue separately, but not without some problems. For example, 

the close proximity of a small, rural infant school to its nearest primary school, 

threatened its viability (Boscobel-7, Chapter 8). The aim to reduce surplus 

places was thwarted in by a number of schools taking the Grant 

Maintained 'escape route'. This represents a clash of public policies which has 

now been recognised by the Audit Commission. Oak wanted to make sure that 
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children have a school reasonably near their home. Pharaoh was sensitive to 

the increased distances that children had to travel after rural closures. In the 

extreme that meant eight miles! 

f AfgA/y Ave /oca/ a MaAowa/ 

a//, }'ê  MO/ Mgg/ec/ /Aô e wf/A /leedk; // 6g 
ak/MOCAa/yca//y-6aa:e«̂  }/e/ 6g ay%/ ̂ c/gM/Zy oW 
gcoMo/M/caZ/y (Birley, op. cit:x). 

If this is true, then are the eflFects of the planning monitored? 

Haigh (op.cit) thought the change in the age of transfer would make it easier to 

get rid of 'cn//»6/y wKf ro//7»g /Mz/y'. Indeed, LEAs planned to get 

rid of them, but the fact is that some still exist. By changing the age of transfer 

to 7 and 11, it was claimed that it would be clearer to parents which school 

was responsible for their children's progress during each key stage. Is it an 

unhappy chance, or poor planning, that two First Schools with transfer age at 

8, stiU exist in OoA:? Poor planning is a connected issue with the compromise 

of aims. More exactly, ±warted aims are the result of poor planning. It is 

typified also by rumour and gossip, of which there were manifestations in both 

study areas. The quality of strategic planning was clearly diSerent in and 

Pharaoh. In the former it seems to have been incoherent. The sharing of 

conGdences by LEA inspectors was, perhaps, weD-intentioned. However, it 

seems not to have been a sufBciently secure method of encouraging the flow of 

information about the change. This is what Havelock (1968) calls social 

interaction (Chapter 3), Without the firm underpinning of a clear strategy, the 

change was vulnerable to local political power agendas: some decisions appear 

skewed, producing unintended outcomes. 

It has been shown that educational change may be riven with conflict (Chapter 

3). It is one perspective among many and very easily identiSed in a period 

when morale may be extremely low. The DEOs in the two study areas referred 

to anxiety and dislocation as a cost to schools. But breach of trust seems to be 

more fundamental than this. The loyalty to school of its parents can be sorely 

tested when major change is proposed. It is a time of worries, fears and good 

ideas. Whole communities rally round. They often wage inventive battle with 

officialdom. This is to be expected. But changing the age of transfer has meant 
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a powerful upheaval for the professionals and families associated with middle 

schools, or even first schools proposed for closure. The emotion of the time 

was clearly reflected in the local press. This is what Ball (1987: 60) calls 

Yowcorfmy Teaching careers were disrupted. Teaching opportunities 

during the reorganisation in f AoraoA were oGered to candidates outside the 

Metropolitan District, leaving some of the Authority's own teachers high and 

drv (Chanter 9. oage 171). This orobablv breached the trust between the LEA 

and its staff The process does seem to have been in the hands of governing 

bodies; but the Authority, by omission, seems to have failed to prevent what 

appears to be inequity of opportunity. 

LEAs regarded it as a management exercise. However, the reaction during 

consultation took at least one of the DEOs by surprise. The DEO of Oak 

couldn't quantify it, but some parents fAe 6/̂  AeAyee/f (Chapter 

7, page 136). The possible interpretation of this is that parental opinion, in 

some instances, was emphatically opposed to the LEAs proposals. This study 

uses just such a vignette of change to illustrate the dissonances of view thrown 

UD bv some governing bodies, a variety of parent groups, and even some 

headteachers. Kelly (1969: 69) says c/zoMge ore 

Parents and fiiends of Ca/Ayw.v .YcAoo/ knocked on local doors 

conducting a census of children aged 0-5 years. They offered the results to the 

Oo& L̂EA: thev were reoulsed. called 'wz/fe/p/w/' (Chanter 7. 0137). Parents 

had confidence in the school. It was lively and popular in the community. The 

perception is that it was closed to facilitate development of a neighbouring 

school. Now - some three years since the closure - the LEA has reopened the 

building. It is a primary school. It has a new name. Some of its younger pupils 

might well have figured in that local census conducted by the then parent body. 

of eva/wa/zoM 

This multi-level study is the only evaluation of the change in the age of 

transfer. The LEAs involved appear to have made no provision for an analysis 

of the benefits or disadvantages of such a major educational change. The 

omission does not, it seems, surprise FuUan. 

X, JL #/ #/ 

aW /or Vo r / j g A f M or 

f/Kzf or a//, , owf 
AWfoM. 7 ^ 1 CFuUan. 1992:1241 
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A review process has not been built in to either reorganisation package. For 

example, how completely, how far, were the aims of the LEAs met? The social 

phenomenon of change rarely has one single, simple result. It would be 

valuable to make an assessment of the positive and negative features. 

Throughout the consultation procedures, both study LEAs presented an 

educational case for amalgamating 5rst and middle schools into new primary 

schools. This was based on their view that planning, i.e. curriculum planning, 

teaching and learning, would benefit fi-om the single unified approach which 

amalgamation would encourage (0/2-33). Such an argument, however, ignores 

the fact that middle schools generally had refined systems of liaison with feeder 

first schools and their associated secondary schools. So rigorous and 

professionally valuable was this liaison, that it could be said to be the middle 

schools' 'jewel in the crown'. Why was it thought to be expendable? It was 

described above how the middle school ideology dissolved to reveal the 

dominant primary ideology beneath. This would suggest that middle schools 

were not effectively 'embedded' in the consciousness of LEAs, CEOs or 

officers, schools or parents to make them a cause worth fighting for. 

Enthusiasts might, in answer, claim that the loss of liaison is as detrimental to 

the primary school (C/2-21,22). They would point to the of 

middle schools - that of making an easier and smoother progression from 

general to specialist teaching to meet the requirements of the secondary school 

(Busheda/., edk, 1980:478). 

In fact, at the school level, teachers and governors reacted strongly to what 

thev called loKA'erfg Pedagogicallv. the change in the age of transfer 

was a sea-change. First schools had to think infant and four-year-olds: middle 

schools had to think junior and year 3 (Chapter 9, pi 71). It has been shown 

how heads and teachers valued the extended time after 7+, either in the first 

school or in the all-through school, because it enabled children to overcome 

the initial reading barrier (Chanter 8. Dl52). Also, for example, transfer one 

year after the National Curriculum assessments afkrded stafF who knew the 

children best, the opportunity to undertake remedial/diagnostic work. It has 

been shown how parents tried to defend their first school in Oak but were 

repulsed by the LEA: how Lisa's parents fought in vain to keep her village 

school open in f/zwao/z (Chapter 7, pl41). Parents within this study indicated 

their recognition of the value of the three-tier svstem. Thev SDoke of the 
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quality of conHdence in their children at the age of eight, at the point of 

transfer between the first school and the middle school. 

A CEO might give leadership in curriculum rethinking as opposed to 

organisational matters. CEOs might get into the main educational processes 

themselves, which are concerned with the promotion and encouraging of the 

establishment of good teaching and learning (Kogan and Van der Evken, 

1973:24). In the study areas, neither DEO was completely successful in 

reorientating the attitudes of the teaching profession. The quality of what 

Kogan calls, "iyg/Me aw/ pgra/OHve 

(ibid:27), was markedly varied. 

If it was simply a curriculum issue, then Buckingham and Isle of Wight have 

shown how to fit the National Curriculum to their middle school systems 

(Chapter 1, p26). No-one in the two study areas appears to have considered 

such a course of action. In the process of change, Boscobel - the 

inspector/adviser in OaA: - believed there was an avoidance in terms of looking 

at overall responsibilities regarding standards of education and the qualities of 

teaching and learning. He explained that the views of the inspectorate were not 

sought during the consultation process. Moreover, he claimed that the 

inspectors' role was directed more at consultation and support for schools 

rather than the raising of standards. This was a point of view shared by Heme, 

the former adviser, and by a headteacher in Pharaoh (Herne-1, T/Hti-2/6).The 

issue of teaching and learning, and the monitoring of standards, which Oak had 

started but discontinued, could have provided a higher order reason for the 

reorganisation. This is particularly so because key stages were linked to the age 

of transfer and assessments were reasonably made at the end of each key stage. 

It would be valuable if the relationship between the LEAs and their schools 

was more clearly understood. The Education Director of Leicestershire, 

echoing those of Sta@brdshire and Bedfordshire (above), responded to news 

that the County Education Service was to be inspected by OFSTED in the 

following terms: 

recgMf vear-y awf (K a co/wegwgMce, /Mre ore 
fAg Z&4j:' ro/g oW a 
(Leicestershire. 1997). 



Had there been more clarity in the working relationships between the study 

LEAs and their schools, wide disparities of views between headteachers and 

the DEOs, could, perhaps, have been avoided. There were clearly opposing 

views, of the efBcacy of consultation; of the management of stafT changes; and 

of the management of information, especially in the early stages of the 

proposals. Reference was made above, (Chapter 9, page 163), to the 

ambiguous relationship between LEAs and their schools. This resonates closely 

with Clatter's view that LEAs face a basic dilemma, 

... Aow fo T-gcoMCf/g At'o o / " ^ fo 6gyZex/A/g 
Ĉ gM gMOMg/? /O /)gA7M/̂  COMaZf/MgA" mvo/vgmgM^ 

coAM/̂ gMcy q/" yoA" oW aw/ fo gMa6/g /KzAoMaZ/y-
o^gc^gj^ 6g /Mĝ . 

(Glatter, 1979:26). 

Thus, there is a clash between the planning objectives of the study LEAs, and 

the stated need to involve consumers more openly in decision-making. Notes 

above refer to the false enfranchisement through Working Parties. 

AW' gwĝ Ao/iy raMĝ / 

The continuing debate about the role of LEAs is likely to be sterile unless it 

meets the criteria of clarity; what this study called 'openness', competence in its 

management and its relationships with its schools, and the necessary powers 

(Wilkinson, 1998). What part will LEAs play in the government's crusade to 

raise standards? 

Competence means effective management, even of educational change. 

Coherent planning to underpin rational aims and objectives is essential. 

Necessary power seems a truism. But if the powers of an LEA are derived 

from Education Acts, Parliament and the Government, what is the role and 

responsibility of the Audit Commission? Conflicting legislation can exacerbate 

the complex relationship between LEAs and, for example, the governors of one 

of its schools (Chapter 1, ppl8-19). The government is now discussing with 

the Audit Commission how it can evaluate schools' financial performance and 

give heads guidance on spending efBciently (RaSerty, 1998). How often should 

headteachers expect to see the auditors? How will this new arrangement cut 

across existing value-for-money checks carried out by OFSTED? It is likely to 

aggravate tension between the two organisations. 
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/M oW ô AMOw/eĉ e 

This is a new qualitative multi-level study of the interaction of policy, 

organisation and management of change by LEAs. Its subject is a recent, and in 

some parts ongoing, organisational change. It has provided an evaluation of the 

life of middle schools and their distinctive contribution to education. This study 

is multi-site and emergent. It has relevance to forthcoming public and 

professional decisions in at least two LEAs (see below). The conceptual 

fi-amework of this study is new. It is the political interface between schools, 

local and national government. Hargreaves (1986.13) recognised that the study 

of middle schools affords clarification of the link between policy and practice. 

Because they are, as he puts it, ce/z/re q / " i t is 

m OMg area... fo cZeor/k''. Ball (op.cit.) considers this area to be 

increasingly important. This study extends his chapter 'Inside-out' in 

concentrating on the external pressures and their internal and structural eSects. 

This work is an in-depth, empirical study within the social dynamics of 

educational change rather than just the institutional and bureaucratic context 

o^ say, Salter and Tapper (op. cit ). It was noted above that the vast m^ority 

of studies of educational change are contextualised within the school. This 

study provides a modiGed perspectival model to characterise educational 

change and to facilitate its analysis. It takes and extends Nordenbo's analytical 

6amework, developed with students of in&rmation technology, and applies it 

to the interviews of Education Officers and headteachers. Many aspects of this 

study could be described as new evidence on an old issue - that of the 

contraction of the education service. Additionally, it adumbrates an original 

analysis of the Audit Commission and its legitimating functions within 

educational change. In 1970, Birley (op.cit: 116-7) wondered how far age of 

transfer was a national issue, and how far a matter for local discretion. It 

suggests, on the basis of the evidence of this study, that it has the appearance 

of a local discretionary matter, but, in reality, enormous pressure is applied 

through government direct action or its agencies. 

As explained in Chapter 4, when considering how to data to develop an 

analysis, there were at least two basic epistemological questions. The Srst of 

these was: 
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/At}' MOf fe// /Mg (Bryman and Burgess, 1994:99). 

Could a survey have been useful? It was intended to approach those parts of 

the processes of the change in the age of transfer which would reveal how the 

actors worked out what to do in the situation of change, how they experienced 

these processes, and to what extent they made sense of them using ideas or 

images such as 'inevitable' or 'heritage at stake'. This multi-level study was, 

therefore, much more explicitly concerned with people's reasoning processes, 

and the way in which their experiences of the change had determined their 

actions. Survey methods are not very amenable to answering such questions. 

coMfro/ q/" var/OMce ^ f g c A M f g w g j : Zy 

owe/ or 6g/Kzv/oz//' m a /)qp«/a^oM 
(Sapsfbrd and Evans, op.cit:258). 

Survey researchers reduce complicated human activities to data sets expressed 

in numerical terms. Survey researchers attempt to collect data about larger 

populations than is usual with case study research. The Plowden Report (DES, 

1967) is one example of survey analysis in education. Typically, it tries to 

establish connections between census-type categories (e.g. class sizes, school 

roll, teachers' salaries). In attempting to express these linkages in terms of 

numerical correlation, survey analysis does not 6t easily into the qualitative 

posture. It makes an assumption that the agenda for the investigation can be 

set without ref^ence to the understanding of participants and their 

interpretation of their world. Survey researchers also assume that their method 

can be fixed without reference to the emerging data and the preceding 

field work. Survey researchers construe the relationship between the researcher 

and the object of their research in a distinctive way; they understand it as 

necessary but intrusive, and they make every e@brt to minimise its ejects. Data 

are only valid, they say, in so much as the values, promptings and inclinations 

of the data-gatherer have been filtered out. 

Case studies, by contrast, '/rea/ eacA cayg a; OMtf do MOf 

oM/OTMoAca/Zy coy? 6g /oga/Agy fo 

a Ao/MoggMOMf oggyggafg' (Hamilton, 1980:79). This research has sought to 

understand the phenomenon of educational change aSecting school provision 

and the age of transfer of pupils to secondary schools. This can only be reached 
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through the experiential understandings of those involved in this social 

phenomenon. Case study has compatability with such understanding, which 

survey analysis does not. Its data is strong in reality; its data is gathered in part 

by personal observation. The study is reported in a narrative style, using 

verbatim quotation, illustration, allusion and metaphor. Data is thus more 

publicly accessible than in other forms of research reports. Those 

administrators, headteachers, governors and parents that have become 

enmeshed in the age of transfer procedures give essentially personal accounts 

that cannot be reduced to numbers. 

The second of the two epistemological questions was: 

2. q/"c/or/w. How weU diz/a /Mg /fow coMvmcmg 
org c/az/Mj! / waAe cow 7 MaAre 

we copacz/y? (Bryman and Burgess, 1994:99). 

How elective were the alternative ways of minimising bias? The answer 

involves a re-examination of the validity of the data, and thus the validity of the 

Endings. Are the claims made on the basis of the data convincing? Essentially, 

are such claims believable? Lincoln and Guba (op.cit.) refer to the believability 

of the researcher's Gndings. They call this providing for 'trustworthiness', 

saying that the believability rests firmly in the qualitative methodology. 

Methodological validity has been adumbrated in the description of its 

philosophic underpinnings (see pp62-64), and in the differences in the way 

qualitative and quantitative researchers approach research. They make different 

assumptions about the nature of reality. The word is the key. One 

must make assumptions because anything that a researcher might do to test, 

say, the nature of reality, must be based on some understanding of that reality. 

A qualitative researcher must carefully match research questions with methods 

of collecting and analysing data, according to the qualitative assumptions 

which underscore research practice. Without an understanding of these 

underpinnings, research problems may be seen as variations of quantitative 

inquiry, that is, one thinks in terms of the null hypothesis or objective data. 

The issue of whether a research Gnding is adequate for drawing conclusions, 

building theory and guiding practice, is crucial in all research. Good scientific 

research, regardless of its philosophical stance, attempts to avoid personal bias, 

dogma and superstition. 'This is what keeps science from being merely a forum 
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for proselytising one's own view" (Davis, J., 1997). It also represents a m^or 

criticism of qualitative methods: it lacks rigour and therefore is open to bias. 

However, the problem of bias is a concern that scientists and social scientists 

share in common. The perspective of researchers is governed by their 

individual paradigm and beliefs about the nature of reality and research. Thus, 

there is always an element of one's own "bias" in all research. The qualitative 

researcher, paradoxically, seeks both to understand the experience and 

meaning systems of others, (see above p66), whilst taking into account his/her 

own biases and perceptions which may unwittingly influence the outcome. To 

do this, one must sometimes con&ont one's own beliefs and re-examine them 

or put them aside long enough to incorporate someone else's perspective. Such 

researchers, including this one, are not impervious or impartial observers. 

Subjective researchers are exposed to the same constraints in understanding 

the world as are the persons they are investigating. 

This distinction in research practice is critical in determining the approach to 

data collection and analysis. This study was conducted within educational 

establishments and among education personnel by one who has a long history 

of education and experience. For example, to develop a productive interaction 

with Education OfScers, headteachers, class teacher and governors, one 

needed to be flexible and reflective of one's own practice in research. It is 

inevitable that such a researcher, as this one, would have hunches about what 

may be discovered (see above pp68-69). One must be willing to acknowledge 

these feelings to oneself so as not to deny, overcompensate, or in any number 

of ways distort the data. But in carrying out this qualitative research, hunches 

were not embodied in hypotheses to be confirmed or disconfirmed. 

Methodologically, one's Gndings are data-driven and should be within a process 

which is as transparent as possible. Hopefully, this engenders a degree of 

trustworthiness. 

The design of this research has several aspects which contribute to 

trustworthiness, four of which were especially helpful. Firstly, multiple 

methods of data collection increase the likelihood that the phenomenon of 

interest is being understood 6om various points of view and ways of knowing. 

Different viewpoints were compared and contrasted across the two study areas 

and between the several schools. Which 'facts' were agreed and which open to 

diverse interpretation was recorded. Convergence of a m^or theme or pattern 

in the data &om interviews and documents lends strong credibility to the 
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Sndings. Case study is a triangulated research strategy. Stake (1995) stated 

that the protocols that are used to ensure accuracy and alternative explanations 

are called triangulation. The need for triangulation arises from the ethical need 

to confirm the validity of the processes. Through such triangulation, it was 

possible to cross-check a critical incident and identify 

Secondly, a permanent awcAY fra/Z of the research (Lincoln and Guba, 1985), 

has been established. The research log, the original interview transcripts, the 

unitized data cards and the big paper process described as part of the constant 

comparative method of data analysis, all contribute to an audit trail. The third 

aspect is to 'test' the analysis at intervals with others. For this purpose, as 

reported above (p68), fellow researchers who formed a mutual support group 

acted as 'peer debriefers', hopefully keeping each other honest (Lincoln and 

Guba, 1985). Lastly, Lincoh and Guba (1985) refer to the process of asking 

research participants, or 'actors', whether the report accurately describes their 

experience. In such 'member-checking', interviewees were encouraged to read 

the transcripts and both Education OfBcers and headteachers were able to read 

draft copies of the chapters which carried their contributions. Their responses 

were made part of the data. The epistemological strength of case study over 

other methods of enquiry is evident in its rich narrative which uses verbatim 

quotation, illustration, allusion and metaphor. The data is thus more publicly 

accessible than the specialised interpretations of other methods. It is not just 

story-telling or word-spinning. This is an empirical exercise. It refers to the real 

world of middle schools under threat and LEAs coming to terms with the harsh 

reality of a contracting service. 

The circumstances of the study were clear (Chapter 4). The timetable and the 

extent of likely involvement were listed. The conduct of enquiry encountered 

some difficulties. Access to governors was problematic when so many are in 

business. Similarly, access to parents and pupils was varied between the two 

study areas. In f AoraoA, parents and pupils were in the middle of its 

programme of change and could speak meaningfully about its eGects (as they 

perceived them). By contrast, OoA: had finished its own scheme two years 

earlier. A preliminary, informal approach revealed only unreliable recollection 

by parents. It would have been at least as difficult for pupils to remember. The 

consequences of the case study were recognised. Because the research is 

rooted in the political life of schools and LEAs, each individual (both personal 

and oGicial, school or Local Authority) was oGered anonymity to prevent them 
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being exposed to critical appraisal, censure or condemnation. This was a 

particularly useful strategy. Respondents seemed conGdent and talked openly 

and &ankly. It is possible that otherwise sensitive data would not have been 

obtained. The design, the carrying out and reporting of this qualitative research 

will hopefully persuade readers that the results are credible. This multi-level 

study has sought to establish trustworthiness both by the use of such 

procedures and the production of a report that represents as closely as possible 

the experiences of the individuals studied. 

One obvious weakness in this research is readily acknowledged. It has been 

repeatedly considered why some LEAs with middle school systems have not 

acceded to the pressures to change, but there was no close enquiry of the 

reasons. It would be fascinating to make an ethnographic study which could 

stand next to, and complement, this research. The parameters of this work did 

not include such an inquiry. 

For the future, two developments are suggested. The Grst is that pressure on 

the remaining middle school systems will lighten as attention moves away from 

structure to standards, such as the quality of teaching and learning. The second 

is that a study of children's perceptions of educational change, which were only 

briefly touched upon in this study, perhaps extending the work of Piggott (op. 

cit.), would be timely. 

In various ways, the primary choice has become the standard currency of 

educational culture. Those who had claimed that middle schools no longer 

meet the requirements of curricular efBciency or of cost-eGectiveness will 5nd 

little comfort in this study. Middle schools still exist (lest one has given the 

opposite impression!). They are a smaller minority than they were, but 

defended with great vigour in Isle of Wight, Hertfordshire and 

Northumberland, among others. Bradford and Oxford have begun a major 

review of their three-tier systems (Forum, 1997b: 8). Northampton, Newcastle 

and West Sussex are reviewing their middle school structure, though in the 

latter LEA it is thought unlikely to bring about change (Personal 

communication, 23.1.98). In Bedfordshire, an Audit Commission report has 

identiGed around 10,000 surplus places. The council also wants to build new 

schools in mid-Bedfordshire where pupil numbers are growing rapidly. 
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Bedfordshire runs a three-tier lower, middle and upper school system, and has 

chosen to begin closures in the 13-19 upper schools. County Council 

projections indicate that all the upper-school pupils in north-Bedfordshire can 

be accommodated in four, rather than 6ve, local authority schools and the two 

out-of-town grant maintained schools (Berrill, 1998). As yet, there is no talk of 

dismantling the three-tier system. On the other hand, Buckinghamshire 

(Chapter 1, pp26-27) has already approved the dismantling of its middle school 

system (Forum, 1997a: 7). Ironically, Buckinghamshire LEA had been one of at 

least two LEAs which pioneered the application of the National Curriculum to 

their three-tier system. In doing so, they had responded to a national priority in 

a practical way. As if in a chess game, and under threat, they had moved out of 

check. Inadvertently, Buckinghamshire moved into checkmate. Hedged in by 

its neighbour. Slough, and by the Secretary of State's endorsement of a GM 

school changing the age of transfer to 11, Buckinghamshire has been 

by economic forces. It may be concluded that changing the age of 

transfer was unnecessary. From an educational viewpoint this would be a 

tenable conclusion, but it cannot be the only consideration. The mismatch 

between scarce resources and actual provision would be highlighted by 

differing ages of transfer along the county border. Parental reaction, as we 

have seen, is one of the newest market forces within the educational system. 

Whichever way they react, they can tip the balance. It is simply put and valued 

as parental choice. 

Summary and Comment 

Throughout this work it was hoped to foster a close analysis of four 

interrelated aspects of the social and educational phenomenon called 'changing 

the age of transfer". Firstly, aspects of the management of this change are 

contradictory. The quality of planning was varied. Political wrangling was a 

feature of local argument. Educational change is always an arena of conflictual 

interests, but in this change not all the aims were achieved. The quality or lack 

of leadership was a crucial factor. Secondly, the eSects on teaching stafTled to 

a loss of morale, feelings of inevitability, and powerlessness. The eSects on 

personal careers ranged &om benign support and advancement to 

obstructionism. The reorganisation of the educational system called on all 

involved to change loyalties, both professionally and personally. Ball (1987 : 

279) observes, wg m 

conflicts Pedagogic principles have been tested in their adjustment from 

middle school to primary school. Thirdly, this study has celebrated the 
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distinctive contribution of the middle school to the education system. It has 

examined and evaluated their legislative origins. It has shown how the Plowden 

principles that applied to the new middle schools apply to the issues of today. 

Lastly, it illustrates the debate on resources by rehearsing the issues of small 

schools and class sizes. These are both issues which hark back to the quality of 

planning, wherein lies a Eaw. It has shown that schools can solve their resource 

problems by taking grant maintained status - a bureaucratic bolt-hole. As 

Shipman (1984 : 189) says,' q/Awgawcrocy M are 

waf/e accofc/mg This eSectively thwarts LEA planning, but such 

schools are only following rules jSxed by legislation. 

By focussing on the perceptions of the principal 'actors', the study has 

illuminated the tensions between choice and economy which permeate the 

whole issue of changing the age of transfer, and the wider education scene. 

There is ordinarily a tension between promoting parental choice of school and 

that of controlling the waste of resources through surplus places. Even the 

Audit Commission (1996: 38) recognises the nexus between meaningful choice 

and some unfilled places in schools to allow that choice. Yet, AgAfeaY 

coMf/o/ q/pwAAc Ziy (para. 45). 

Such tensions have been eased in the past by amalgamations of schools or 

straight closures. The study has shed light on the apparent need, in some 

seventeen LEAs nationally and probably more in the near future, also to 

change the age of transfer. The Education Reform Act, 1988 (Chapter I, pi 6), 

is an example of conflicting legislation. Its introduction of the National 

Curriculum, with its key stages, cut 'willy nilly' through the three-tier systems 

of some 30 - 40 local authorities. The tensions between the two systems 

revealed the vulnerability of the middle school, especially, but not exclusively, 

the 8-12 model. LEAs therefore had to respond to tensions in their relationship 

with government on both economic issues and curricular issues. Changing the 

age of transfer effectively addressed both. Birley (1970) observed that the 

relationship between government and LEA was, at best, '. Even 

today, the relationship is riddled with ambiguities. LEAs must operate in 

accord with a range of legislation, sometimes with conflicting pohcy objectives. 

McSweeney observed, 

... TMode /Morg m mwry /oca/ 
ay /o are Mof 

6*/̂  a/yo 
(1988: 34) 
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Fundamental questions are thrown up, such as 'Is it the environment or the 

organisation of an LEA, like Northumberland, which might enable it to resist 

intense pressure to change the age of transfer?', or 'How can these tensions be 

resolved?', or "Why does eradication of surplus places also threaten the 

existence of the middle school?' On the latter point. Professor Duncan Graham 

(National Curriculum Council) does not think the middle school needs to be 

threatened by the age of transfer as such (Personal communication, 16.2.98). 
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Appendix A 

Supporting Schools Through a Change in the Age of 
Transfer 

Target Group Curriculum Co-ordinators in Phase x schools that are 
federating, amalgamating or extending a Key Stage. 

Six one day courses planned. Each will have the same beginning, 
focusing on the role of the subject co-ordinator in planning. 
monitoring and evaluating curriculum provision. Other sessions will 
contain seminars/workshops on individual subjects. Please choose 
aR)ropriate days according to your school's needs. You are invited 
to send up to three participants on this course. 

Dates: Monday 16 May 1994 9.00 am-4.00 pm Course XXA 

Monday 23 May 1994 9.00 am - 4.00 pm Course XXB 

Monday 6 June 1994 9.00 am - 4.00 pm Course XXC 

Monday 13 June 1994 9.00 am - 4.00 pm Course XXD 

Monday 20 June 1994 9.00 am - 4.00 pm Course XXE 

Monday 27 June 1994 9.00 am - 4.00 pm Course XXF 

Venue: for each course: 

Course Tutors: County Consultants and Advisers from the Curriculum 
and Management Consultancy. 

Supply cover is available for each participant providing that a copy of form 
FFF is sent to; 

Please use a separate booking form for each course and print the preference for 
the workshop subject choice in the top right-hand corner of the form. 
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Appendix B 

AGE OF TRANSFER interview guide Education OfBcer 

* Thank you for agreeing to be interviewed 
** permission to record interview on tape 
** confirm confidentiality agreement; names not to be used in any way, nor 

will information be shared that reveals their identity in any way 
* Are you currently involved in managing change? 

** what ? 
* Where did the decision to change the age of transfer originate? 

** what is the committee structure? 
** who has the power to push such a change? 
** how has the political situation helped? The Mayor 

* How was the change managed? 
** who drew up the timetable? when? 
** was phasing used? how? 

* What consultation procedures were set up? 
** were these in existence or new? 
** did they come across deGned interest groups? Save Our School 

* What cost benefits did you identify? 
** buildings / sites 
** reduction in staffing 
** surplus places filled 
** other? 

* What cost disbenefits did you identify? 
** building alterations 
** redundancies / early retirements 
** training / support / INSET 
** other ? 

* What curriculum issues arose? 
** matching Key Stages 
** liaison 
** other? 

* What was your best decision? 
** why? 

* What was your worst decision? 
** why? 

* Would you do anything diGerently if you had to start again? 
** how? 

*End 
** fill out brief profile of own educational background 
** express interest in further fbllow-up 
** reconfirm confidentiality agreement 
* * thank you for participating 
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Appendix C 

This data table was kindly provided by the Research, Analysis and International 

Department of OFSTED. 

96F7MID.XLS 

MIDDLE SCHOOLS 
DfEE FORM 7 JANUARY 1996 DATA 

F7 Code - School Type Number of Total Full-Time 
schools Pupils 

8-12 deemed primary 245 72857 
9-13 deemed primary 2 867 
9-13 deemed secondary 336 132320 
10-14 deemed secondary 55 18545 
10-13 deemed secondary 9 5485 
9-12 deemed primary 4 1311 
TOTAL MIDDLE 651 231,385 
SCHOOLS 

In January 1996, Middle schools of one age range or another were found 
in 32 local education authorities 

10.5% of pupils aged 10 on 31.08.95 in English maintained schools were 
in some form of Middle school in January 1996. 
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Appendix D 

SUPPORTDMjPAMaiB 

The statutory framework; school reorganisation 

1. The main statutory vehicle for rationalisation is the Education Act 1980. This sets 
out in Sections 12-16 the procedures to be followed in - using layman's terms - closing 
or amalgamating schools, opening new ones, or changing them in any of the ways 
specified, hi addition, or alternatively, providers might seek to rationalise by means of 
site transfer or substitution. (Annexe 3, Section 1 ofDES Circular 3!%! Providing for 
gwa/zfy. fo age 7P.) Secticm 12(6) of the Educaticm Act 
1980 specifies that where proposals need approval of the Secretary of State he may 
reject them, approve them without modification or, after consultation with the local 
education or other authority, approve them with such modification as he thinks 
desirable 

2. More recently the Education Act 1993 in Section 12 provides for the responsibility 
for providing sufficient school places to be held by the Funding Agency for Schools 
(FAS) as well as the local education authority or by the FAS alone in specific 
circumstances. The Secretary of State has made an order in respect of Warwickshire 
that the provision of sufficient secondary school places should be held jointly by the 
FAS and the LEA. This is because the 10% "trigger point" - the number of secondary 
pupils in grant-maintained schools as a percentage of all secondary age pupils in the 
area has been passed. As at January 1994 there were 19% of the total secondary 
population in grant-maintained schools. At present there are no Warwickshire primary 
schools with grant-maintained status but shared responsibility with tlie FAS would 
occur once the 10% trigger point had been reached in this phase. 

3. Sections 232-237 of the Education Act 1993 provide various powers for the 
Secretary of State to issue directions to an LEA or the FAS, when he thinks that the 
local provision of places is excessive, to make proposals to remedy the excess. He may 
specify the time scale within which proposals should be made and set out the 
principles against which they should be drawn up. If such a direction has been given 
and not complied with the Secretary of State may make his own proposals (Section 
234) applying the same principles. Any proposals of the Secretary of State would be 
subject to a statutory right of objection from the LEA amongst others. 

4. The following expands upon the statutory fi-amework and provides advice to local 
authorities on the preparation of proposals. The text is taken from DBS Circular 3/87 
frowcAwg^r gzWz/)'.- TTze orgawfaAoM fo age 79. It is understood that 
the DFE is currently working on a new circular to replace 3/87 which will embrace the 
more recent changes of responsibility. 

"The Secretary of State expects appropriate consultations to have taken place with 
parents, teaching and other staff, governors and other interested parties at the 
formative stage of the proposals with sufficient infomiation and time available to 
permit intelligent consideration of a response to the issues involved; such consultation 
should normally have taken place within the twelve months immediately prior to 
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publication. It may be appropriate that a range of options is explored before arriving at 
a specific proposal, but it is iiiq)ortant that be&re a Gnal decision is made, proposers 
should ensure that in the course of consultation the emerging choice is sufficiently 
identified to allow those being consulted to focus on it. Where an entirely new option 
emerges from the consultation process, the Secretary of State generally expects 
proposers to broaden the consultations to take account of that option. 

The Secretary of State expects proposers to be able to demonstrate that they have 
considered the views of interested parties in their formulation of proposals. He would 
not expect proposals to be published in the face of overwhelming local opposition 
unless the proposers could show that no other form of rationalisation could meet the 
circumstances of the area. He expects proposers to bear in mind that adapting their 
plans in the light of local people's views is likely to forestall objections and improve 
the climate of opinion in which they are considered and implemented. He accepts, 
however, that the statutory responsibility for the formulation of proposals rests with 
the proposers and that they have the right to select their own preference, which would 
mean that views expressed on consultation were not pursued (Annex 1, Sections, 9, 
10,11) 

Proposers are reminded that in practice the interval between initial formulation and 
implementation of proposals is inevitably long, and time enough must be allowed for 
this. In particular, they must allow several months before publication of specific 
proposals for consultation with those affected, and they should normally allow at least 
a term between decision/determination and implementation. The period between 
publication and decision/detetmination can itself never be short: two months must be 
allowed for the receipt of statutory objections; and where by reason of objections or 
otherwise the proposals fall to be decided by the Secretary- of State, it takes on 
average a fiirther four months or so to do this (and in complex cases can take much 
Icmger). (Annex 3, SectionS) 

Sections 12(3), 13(3) and 15(3) provide for objections to be made to proposals 
published under Sections 12(1), 13(1) or 15(1) ("statutory objections"). A statutory 
objection is defined as one made within two months of the publication of proposals by 
ten or more local government electors for the area, the governors of any voluntary 
school affected by the proposals and any (other) local education authority concerned. 
Statutory objections under Section 12(3) which have not been withdrawn in writing 
must be transmitted to the Department by the Authority within one month following 
the two month period for objections, together with the Authority's own comments on 
the objections. (Annex 3, Section 18)" 
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Appendix E 

13 July 1995 T/HTil-2 

INTERVIEW KEVIN WOOD WITH AVIS AND PAUL 

K What I said to the parents about confidentiality still applies. 
So let's press on. Who first told you of this intended change ? 

CH It was a phone call to me at my office. 
(Paul) 

HEAD I first heard about it when Roger S rang me up exactly a 
month to the day after I had been appointed as Head to the 
First School. He wanted a meeting between Mr Carter, who 
was the Head here, and myself, in the school. He said 'I'd 
rather you kept it to yourselves at the moment but..', and 
broke the news that there was going to be an amalgamation, 
and obviously a change in the transfer age as well. 
We met the following day when he ofBciaUy told us. We were 
able to tell teaching staff but not beyond that. It was still fairly 
confidential at that point. It was really after the holidays that it 
became more public. We are talking of the summer '92. 

CH I'm sure it was one of the Education Officers who told me. I 
wasn't Chair at that time though. I don't know what the 
communication process was within the two schools because it 
was the Heads and the Chairs and the Officers. 

H Well, it was absolutely identical. Pharaoh bent over 
backwards to be fair to both schools. We had a meeting for 
both staff early in the Autumn Term of '92. That was actually 
in our school hall - back at the First School. Everyone, from 
teaching stafT to dinner ladies, cleaners, caretakers, everyone 
was invited. Again, I think it was Roger S who came to talk to 
them and they were able to air their views, their worries. 

CH One thing that did creep out. It came to the fore that it's an 
option to opt out. I can remember no end of meetingstaking 
place. 

H That was knocked on the head, really, when Pharaoh agreed 
to make it an even Governing Body. 

CH There was a little political wrangle going on. 
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K There was and I have read it in the documents. It was 
something about there being a preponderence of Church 
governors. 

CH That's it. You've got it. 

H Foundation governors. 

K And the Diocese agreed ? That there should be level 
pegging ? 

CH/H Yes 

CH There was a meeting which took place, which I wasn't a party 
to,[ Neither was I. I'd stepped out of it by that time - Head ] 
but it was the Chair of the First School with the Vicar, 
representative of the Diocese, and I think agreements were 
then reached that it should be on a level playing 6eld. Thank 
goodness it was, because there were too few 
representatives of parents there. I mean, you'd got a situation 
with the constitution of the board of governors of the church 
school I think only had one. 
[ I believe so, yes - Head ] The formulation of the Shadow 
Board was a little sensitive in the early stages. But it worked 
out 6ne in the end. I'd go through it again to get where we 
are. Avis, I think. Would you ? 
[ -Laughter- Head ] 

K Can you remember the reasons given for making the change ? 

H I believe it was basically to save surplus places, and it was part 
of f AwooA's planned programme of reorganisation of 
changing transfer age back to 11. 

CH There were a lot of surplus places around this Borough. 
Whether you agree with it or don't agree with what happened, 
I mean, we pay for it. We pay rates to the Authority same as 
everyone else. 

H This was another thing that knocked out 'opt-out' really, 
because Thebes needed a Nursery badly and we could 
accommodate it within our First School once the age of 
transfer had changed and this became a Key Stage 2 building. 
That was a Key Stage 1 building with four 
classrooms, and it was obvious that there were going to be 
two classes that could be knocked together into one as a 
'purpose built' Nursery, 

K Has it happened yet ? 
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H It is happening. We have the plans and it should open 
September '96. So that's very exciting. 

CH We are probably, out of the reorganisation so far, and bearing 
in mind the Authority is still only just dipping its feet into 
reorganisation - because we were the first pyramid weren't 
we? 

H No, we weren't the Srst. They started off with the easiest ones 
Grst. 

K You are in phase 3, aren't you ? 

H Yes we are. 

K And 4/5 are being done almost simultaneously. 

H Yes they are - over a two year period because they are the old 
Borough schools that have transfer age at 13 and, of course, 9 
for First Schools. 
It's a different ball game here, really. 

CH We've probably done better than most because we finish up 
with a Nursery. And the LEA have now publicly made a 
commitment, haven't they, because there's been a shrinkage in 
numbers due to losing one year group. I think the only people 
who are a little unhappy about it are the people down the road 
in the other Primary School because they want what we're 
getting, and they can't have it because they don't have 
the accommodation to take it. Their argument, and I can see 
their difficulty, is if children come here from the other side to 
us - their catchment, in inverted commas - once these children 
who are four years old get into their own peer groups they 
will want to stay with their friends. Realistically, we want that 
to happen [ We would be silly not to want that, and it won't 
happen immediately - Head ] We've got commitments to all 
our teaching stafT. 

K Will it in that sense be an Open Nursery ? 

CH There will be an Admissions Policy for the Nursery; and the 
Admissions Policy, I suspect Avis, will reflect the Admissions 
Policy for the school [ Yes - Head ]. The Admissions Policy 
for the school will have to change because of the Nursery 
because we will have to say in there that children who come to 
the Nursery don't have the right to come to the school 
because that, in fact, would compromise the other school -
and I mean - we've got to live and work with each other for a 
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long time and we don't want hostility there. Apart from the 
fact that we don't want to be in a crazy situation where our 
admission levels are 45 and we've got 60, and at the other end 
of the village it may be 35 and there's only 20. 

K Have you had difRculty with stafBng due to age of transfer ? 

H Not really because of age of transfer. But we have had staiBng 

problems in fact. We had two VPRs. 

K WhatisaVPR? 

H Voluntary Premature Retirement. We were, at the First 
School, an 'old' staff Three were in their 50s - well two and 
one almost - and they probably realised they would be the 
ones heading for the out. And they were offered such a deal 
that they would have been silly to refuse it. 

CH The sad part about it was they were two happy, super 
teachers. 

H And both from the younger end that was another sad part 
about it because I was left, &om my point of view, with only 
2.5 staff used to teaching at the lower end. In fact it became 
only 1.5 because one fell ill [ Extensively, and as a result of 
that retired - CH ] and retired this year. 
Obviously I was concerned that we wanted the style of 
teaching and the ethos of the school to permeate through, and 
we hadn't got as many of our stafT there to do it. It was 
fortunate in a way that the staff from the Middle School were 
willing to 'shuffle' basically - and one in particular 
who went right down to Year 2 from Year 6. She had been 
trained from Nursery but she hadn't actually taught them. She 
was obviously consulted before the final decision was made 
because there were several permutations of how the staff 
could go. 

[ INTERRUPTION BY THE DEPUTY HEAD ] 

K A teacher had moved from Year 6 to Year 2. 

H Ah yes - D A. - she was very brave to do that. But had she not 
done that it would have meant that some staff would have had 
to leave. And she was aware of that. There was no pressure 
put on her whatsoever, but it didn't take a genius to work out 
really. 

CH If she didn't do it somebody would have had to do it. 
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H Yes. So she made that offer. I think perhaps in the first 2 or 3 
weeks she might have regretted it, but she certainly doesn't 
now ! 

CH She got pregnant because of it. 

[ Laughter. K "I blame it on the water."] 

H Because of that we were able to keep all the staff 

CH I think that was the policy. We were determined, and we did 
our very best to keep the team together; because the upheaval 
in closing two schools and opening one, and all the things that 
went around with that. If we were having to get rid of staff as 
well, I think it would have been too much for the remaining 
staff to reasonably accept. 
Fortunately, with just one exception, all staff were on board. 

H Before we actually joined - back in June last year - Adrian, the 
Deputy Head and I got together and arranged for an outside 
speaker to come in and work with us. We thought it was 
better than either Adrian or I to try and run it ourselves. 
So we got someone in and booked a room at Sphinx Hall and 
took them all out. It cost quite a bit on the INSET but I think 
it was well worth it; because of course, as Sam C was Head in 
this building and still here, it was like treading on eggshells -
through no-one's f^lt. And it was nice to get away and you 
saw a change in that day because we talked about, you know, 
what we'd like to get rid of out of the two schools; what 
we'd both got already and what was the good parts about the 
two schools that we could build on. I'm not saying we didn't 
go back a little when people got back into school, but we felt 
that when we really got together on the Gnal two training days 
- because the Authority allowed us to have two extra training 
days right at the end of the summer term - that we had got a 
start. We weren't starting 6om nothing. 

K You'd given them a vision. 

H It was their vision really because they helped to put it 
together. It was well worth it. 

CH I wasn't there. I Erst saw the results afterwards and I think it 
was teamed up on the basis that there were two staSs - and 
each loyal to their own. There were some disappointed people 
when Sam went 
[ They were bound to have been, and Sam had been here for 
many years - H ]. So the idea of getting people together in a 
diGerent environment with a strange speaker - in my view -
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was exactly the right thing to do. And it worked because 
people are now pulling in the same directions. 

H They are. I mean the Grst term when we came back I was very 
conscious of the fact that there were two camps still up to a 
point. We had a new staf&oom -1 thought that was a sensible 
move - so we had a spare classroom, we had quite a few of 
those. We used on of those, and made it a central one. 
Unfortunately, there was no path at the beginning of the year, 
but once the path was there life became better. You could 
sense there was a little irritation. 

CH There was tension because PK, the secretary from the First 
School and SS, the secretary from the Middle School, shared 
equal responsibility. Two ladies over the same sink. It became 
a little difficult. 

K Did the non-teaching staff situation resolve itself ? 

CH It did very well in the end. The Middle School head who had 
moved to another school not so far away in fact, invited his 
former secretary to join him. [ Yes because he suddenly had a 
vacancy - H ] She got what she wanted. Sam got what he 
wanted. And now the school is operating with one full-time 
secretary - and PK has a smile on her face. 

H It did resolve itself As regards all the other ancillary stafT-
cleaning staff, dinner supervisors - they were all retained. 

CH Nobody's gone. I would have been very sad if I'd had to go to 
any of them and say '̂ Look I'm sorry but. .". I can remember 
clearly the day when we had aU the stafF in the school. I could 
say to them 'IVell you've got a job." Some people weren't 
entirely happy with the job they got - one in particular because 
of the year group - but at the end of the day if you're retaining 
staff there's got to be some flexibility there. 

K Well thank you for your time and a really interesting 
discussion. As I said to the parents -1 can assure you that this 
will be treated anonymously and kept completely confidential. 
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Branch Structure Example 
Level 1 

T/HT:i-2 

Level 2 

a) Reorganisation b) Consultative c) Authority d) Provision 
amalgamation heard appointed staffing 
change phone call decision better 
easiest meeting Head problems 
transfer age broke news final good 
go back confidential oGBcially ancillary 
surplus places invited style ethos 
planned talk pubhc worth 
teaching air views Borough fortunate 
programme worries fair sensible 
shuffle realised everyone sad 
retired offered booked fault 
plans deal agreed retained 
happening resolve basically badly 
rid concerned Governors accommodate 
beginning willing retirement knocked-out 
building aware central vision 
keep pressure really brave 
joined permeate old nothing 
INSET together younger genius 
arranged helped several extra 
identical irritation able nice 
purpose-built ourselves fact bent 
work allowed Grst outside 
permutations treading period path 
parts starting ball-game silly 
work-out people cost classroom 
spare save particular regards 
knocked-together heading leave someone 
different eggshells get away training 

Polar Structure Analysis: 
The Head feels that the change in the age of transfer was appropriate; feels good that 
the planned programme of change is working well for the school and is optimistic 
about the transition and its effects. She does not feel that they will necessarily 
dominate either the school's or the LEA's development, 
Phenomenographic Analysis: 
The Head's Christian vision for the Primary School includes the sympathetic 
management of staff and pupils, and cooperative partnership with governors and 
parents. She is meeting the challenge of change with a firm belief in the efficacy of the 
Authority's initiative. She has a coping strategy that seeks to accommodate all 
individuals in a caring community of learning and teaching. 
Classification: C2/3 
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